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Foreword

This collection of papers is the pre-proceedings of the 10th in the series of international
workshops COIN: Coordination, Organization, Institutions and Norms in Multi-Agent
Systems, held in Toronto on May 11, 2010, as part of the Workshop Programme as-
sociated with the International Conference on Autonomous Agents and Multi-Agent
Systems (AAMAS).

Autonomous and autonomic management of the scale and complexity of contem-
porary distributed systems requires intelligence; in particular an intelligence that is
manifested by individual strategies and/or collective behaviour. In such circumstances,
system architects have to consider: the inter-operation of heterogeneously designed,
developed or discovered components; inter-connection which cross legal, temporal, or
organizational boundaries; the absence of global objects or centralised controllers; the
possibility that components will not comply with the given specifications; and embed-
ding in an environment which is likely to change, with possible impact on individual
and collective objectives.

The convergence of the requirement for intelligence with these operational con-
straints demands: coordination: the collective ability of heterogeneous and autonomous
components to arrange or synchronise the performance of specified actions in sequential
or temporal order; organization: a formal structure supporting or producing intentional
forms of coordination; institution: an organization where (inter alia) the performance of
designated actions by empowered agents produces conventional outcomes; and norms:
standards or patterns of behaviour in an institution established by decree, agreement,
emergence, and so on.

The automation and distribution of intelligence is the subject of study in autonomous
agents and multi-agent systems; the automation and distribution of intelligence for co-
ordination, organization, institutions and norms is the focus of COIN@AAMAS2010.

The goal of the workshop is to bring together researchers in autonomous agents
and multi-agent systems working on the scientific and technological aspects of organi-
zational theory, electronic institutions and computational economies from an organiza-
tional or institutional perspective. The papers in this collection address various different
mathematical, logical and computational perspectives of, and modelling, animation and
simulation techniques for, these types of multi-agent system. However, it is to be noted
that, as befits a workshop, some of these papers are in an early state of development, and
they are being evaluated on their contribution to stimulate discussion and participation
as well as their technical content.

Through various information and opinion exchange mechanisms before, during and
after the workshop, we aim to lift these works to a higher state of technical execution,
as well as aiming to generate new ideas, consolidate and develop an (already) active
community, highlight future challenges and opportunities, and lead/define (at least part
of) the future research agenda. Improved papers will be subject to a second round of
review and if accepted, will merge with the outcomes of the second COIN workshop in
2010, to produce a final proceedings to be published with Springer.
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ABSTRACT
Reputation mechanisms have been developed during last few
years as valid methods to allow agents to better select part-
ners in organisational environments. In most of works pre-
sented in the literature, reputation is summarised as a value,
typically a number, that represents an opinion sent by an
agent to another about a certain third party. In this work,
we put forward a novel concept of reputation-based agree-
ment in order to support the reputation definition, as well
as, some desirable properties about it. We define a repu-
tation service that collects opinions from agents, so creat-
ing agreements over situations. This service will also be in
charge of presenting the information by using different infor-
mative mechanisms. On the other hand, we analyse how to
enforce agents to send their opinions to the reputation ser-
vice by adding incentive mechanisms. Finally, two different
case studies are presented to exemplify our work.

Categories and Subject Descriptors
I.2.11 [Artificial Intelligence]: Distributed Artificial In-
telligence—Intelligent Agents

General Terms
Theory, Design

Keywords
Agreement, Reputation, Organisation, Trust

1. INTRODUCTION
Reputation mechanisms have been proved to be successful

methods to build multi-agent systems where agents’ decision-
making processes to select partners are crucial for the system
functioning [5][6][10]. In models such as in [6][10] the authors
focus on letting the agent the duty of requesting opinions,
aggregating replies and inferring conclusions from the gath-
ered information. Although reputation gathering process
from the agent’s point of view is an important issue, in this
work we propose a complementary approach that endows or-
ganisations with a reputation service that may help agents
to make decisions when their own information is scarce.

∗The present work has been partially funded by the Spanish
Ministry of Education and Science under project TIN2006-
14630-C03-02 (FPI grants program) and TIN2009-13839-
C03-02 and by the Spanish project “Agreement Technolo-
gies” (CONSOLIDER CSD2007-0022, INGENIO 2010)

In this paper we introduce the concept of reputation-based
agreement as the cornerstone of the reputation service in an
organisational multi-agent system. An agreement is usually
defined as a meeting of minds between two or more parties,
about their relative duties and rights regarding current or fu-
ture performance. Around this concept new paradigms have
emerged [1][2] aimed at increasing the reliability and perfor-
mance of agents in organisations by introducing in such com-
munities these well-known human social mechanisms. With
this in mind, we propose a novel approach for the meaning of
reputation. From a global point of view, a reputation-based
agreement is a meeting point on the behaviour of an agent,
participating within an organisation, with regard to its rep-
utation. Agreements are evaluated by aggregating opinions
sent by participants about the behaviour of agents. Notice
that this notion of agreement bases on a passive process in-
stead of on an active one, since agreement is reached without
any dialogue among agents, but with the opinions gathered
from them. We also define some properties that describe
different types of agreements. Besides, information about
reached agreements will be provided to agents by using the
concept of informative mechanism [3].

The second part of the paper tackles the problem of how
to make agents to collaborate sending their opinions to the
reputation service in a pro-active manner. We will examine
the concept of incentive mechanism [3] as a way of manipu-
lating participants, in order to get more collaboration send-
ing their opinions about different situations they have been
involved in.

The paper is organised as follows: Section 2 formalises
the reputation service, supported by the idea of reputation-
based agreements. In Section 3 we illustrate all concepts
introduced by means of a case study. Section 4 puts forward
an incentive mechanism that enforces agents to collaborate
with the reputation service. Section 5 elaborates a second
case study using an incentive mechanism to enforce agents to
collaborate sending their opinions to the reputation service.
Section 6 discusses some related work and, finally, Section 7
summarises the paper and presents the future work.

2. A SERVICE BASED ON REPUTATION-
BASED AGREEMENTS

As we have previously pointed out, the current work faces
with the task of formalising a reputation service working
on organisational multi-agent systems. It is motivated be-
cause the reputation of an agent participating within an or-
ganisation varies as consequence of its behaviour with re-
gard to the norms of such a system. That is, the violation



of norms within an organisation affects the reputation of
an agent. We adhere the definition of organisation given
in [4]. Summarising, an organisation is defined as a tuple
〈Ag,A,X , φ, x0, ϕ, {ON om,Rom}〉 where Ag represents the
set of agents participating within the organisation; A is the
set of actions agents can perform; X stands for the envi-
ronmental states space; φ is a function describing how the
system evolves as a result of agents actions; x0 represents
the initial state of the system; ϕ is the agents’ capability
function describing the actions agents are able to perform
in a given state of the environment; ON om is an organisa-
tional mechanism based on organisational norms; and Rom
is an organisational mechanism based on roles that defines
the positions agents may enact in the organisation (see [4]
for more details).

2.1 How Agents Send Their Opinions
During an agent lifetime within an organisation, it is in-

volved in several different situations. A situation is defined
as a tuple 〈Ag,R,A, T 〉, that represents an agent Ag, play-
ing the role R, while performing the action A, through a
time period T . As detailed in [4], different types of situa-
tions can be defined following this definition. For instance,
situations in which an agent performs an action, regardless
of the role it is playing – 〈Ag, ,A, T 〉 –, or situations in
which an agent is playing a role during a time period, re-
gardless the action it performs – 〈Ag,R, , T 〉. Agents usu-
ally evaluate those situations in order to compile reliable
information that allows them to predict the result of future
situations. The rationale of the current work is that if agents
share their knowledge about the situations they are involved
in, this information might be useful when other agents have
not enough information to select partners to interact with.
This problem becomes hard when new participants join an
organisation and they do not have not strong opinions yet.

Situations are evaluated from an agent’s individual point
of view. Thus, an evaluation may reflect the experience
of the agent performing the evaluation – direct way – or
the opinions provided by third parties about the evaluated
situation – indirect way.

At any time, an agent can send its opinion about a par-
ticular situation to the reputation service. We call this in-
formation reputation information message:

Definition 1. A reputation information message Rinfoagi∈Ag
is a tuple, representing an opinion sent by the agent agi to
the reputation service containing an evaluation about a par-
ticular situation:

Rinfoagi = 〈Sit, OpR〉,

where agi stands for the agent which sends the opinion; Sit
is the situation being evaluated; and OpR represents the
agent’s opinion about the behaviour of its partner in the
situation (typically a number)1.

Therefore, an agent, by using this kind of messages, is
somehow making public its opinions – evaluations – about
different situations: agents, roles, etc.

1In our previous work [4], agents exchange each other the
reasons (norms that had been violated due to particular
facts) of their opinions. However, for the sake of simplic-
ity we have eliminated such reasons, because we do not take
into account them in this work.

2.2 Creating Reputation-based Agreements
In this section we intend to face the task of giving a novel

approach for the meaning of reputation tackling this con-
cept as a partial agreement about a certain situation. When
the reputation service receives reputation information mes-
sages from agents, it aggregates them creating what we have
called reputation-based agreements. That is, the aggregation
of all the opinions regarding a particular situation is ’per se’
what a set of agents – as a whole – actually think about
the aforesaid situation. Thus, a reputation-based agreement
represents the consensus reached in the reputation opinions
space sent by a set of agents about a particular situation.

Definition 2. A reputation-based agreement π for a par-
ticular situation, is a tuple:

π = 〈Sit,Ag,OpR, t〉

where:

• Sit is the situation about the agreement is reached;

• Ag is the set of agents that contributed to the agree-
ment;

• OpR represents the opinion rating – whatever its repre-
sentation is (qualitative, quantitative, etc.) – reached
as a consequence of all opinions sent about Sit;

• t stands for the time when the agreement was reached.

Therefore, an agreement means a global opinion that a set
of agents have on a certain situation. This agreement, as we
put forward in the next section, can be used as a generalist
expectation for a situation in which agents have no (or little)
previous information about.

As we have claimed, a reputation-based agreement is reached
as consequence of the aggregation of all opinions sent about
a particular situation. Thus, the reputation service requires
a function that is able to aggregate information reputation
messages sent by agents. The aim of such a function is to
create agreements from reputation opinions that agents send
to the service by means of reputation information messages.
We formally define the function as follows:

Definition 3. Let fπ be a function that given all the rep-
utation information messages sent by agents and a partic-
ular situation creates a reputation-based agreement for that
situation:

fπ : |Rinfoagi∈Ag | × Sit→ Π

where:

• |Rinfoagi∈Ag| stands for the set of reputation information
messages received by the reputation service;

• Sit is the set of situations;

• Π represents the set of reputation-based agreements.

Some desirable characteristics should be taken into ac-
count when a function is designed. Therefore, we propose
the following guidelines:

• an agreement about a situation should be updated
when new reputation information messages are sent
to the reputation service about the same situation;

2 Roberto Centeno, Ramon Hermoso, Viviane Torres da Silva
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• the function should take into account the temporality
of the messages received, that is, two opinions should
not have the same importance if they were sent in dif-
ferent moments;

• when an agreement about a specific situation is be-
ing created, the function should also consider opinions
about a more general situation. Let us illustrate it by
an example. If a reputation-based agreement is being
created about the situation 〈Harry, seller, selling −
shoes, t〉, the function should take into account opin-
ions about situations such as: 〈Harry, seller, , t〉 or
〈Harry, , , t〉.

Following these guidelines the reputation service might
use any function that is able to aggregate values. It could
use a simple function to calculate the average of all opinions,
or a more elaborated one that aggregates the opinions by
means of complex calculation, i.e., weighting the assessment
by taking into account who is giving the information.

2.3 Reputation-based Agreements: Properties
From previous definitions (2 and 3) it is possible to de-

fine some desirable properties about reputation-based agree-
ments. These properties should be taken into account when
agreements are created and may also provide useful extra
information when informing about different issues.

Property 1. A reputation-based agreement π is com-
plete iff all agents participating in an organisation, at time
t, contribute to reach that agreement:

π∗ ⇔
 O = 〈Ag,A,X , φ, x0, ϕ, {ONom,Rom}〉 ∧

π = 〈Sit,Ag′, OpR, t〉 ∧
(Ag = Ag′)

That is, given a time t every participant ag ∈ Ag in the or-
ganisation O has necessarily sent a reputation information
message indicating its opinion about the situation concern-
ing the agreement (Ag = Ag′). More complete agreements
mean more reliable the information in the system.

Property 2. A reputation-based agreement π is α-con-
sistent iff the reputation value of π differs, at most, 1 −
α from the reputation value sent by every agent that con-
tributed to reach that agreement:

πα ⇔


π = 〈Sit,Ag,OpR, t〉 ∧
∀ag ∈ Ag [∀r ∈ Repinfoag [(r = 〈Siti, OpRi〉) ∧
(Siti = Sit) ∧ (|OpRi −OpR| ≤ 1− α)]]

This property represents how agents sending their opinions
about a situation agree in a certain extent. Therefore, the
higher α is, the more similar the opinions are.

Property 3. A reputation-based agreement π is full iff
it is complete and 1-consistent:

πφ ⇔ (π∗ ∧ πα ∧ α = 1)

In the case α is 1 all agents have the same opinion about a
given situation. This property is very desirable when seek-
ing reputation-based agreements, because the more agents
contribute to the agreement, the stronger validity the lat-
ter gets. Thus, the likelihood of capturing what is actually
happening in the organisation tends to be higher.

Property 4. A reputation-based agreement π is R-con-
sistent iff all the agents participating in the agreement play
the same role in the system:

πR = 〈Sit,Ag,OpR, t〉 ⇔ ∀ag ∈ Ag play(ag,R)

where R stands for the role the consistency is based on, Ag
is the set of agents that contribute to reach the agreement,
and play : Ag×R → [true, false] is a function that returns
true if the agent Ag plays the role R.

This property is useful in cases in which a new agent,
joining an organisation, wants to know what other agents –
that are executing in the organisation and playing the same
role – think about a given situation. For instance, someone
who is thinking of buying something would like to know
which are the opinions of those who have previously played
the role buyer.

Property 5. A reputation-based agreement π is R-com-
plete iff it is R-consistent and is complete for all the agents
that play the role R at time t:

π∗R = 〈Sit,Ag′, OpR, t〉 ⇔{
πR ∧ O = 〈Ag,A,X , φ, x0, ϕ, {ONom,Rom}〉∧
∀ag ∈ Ag (play(ag,R)→ ag ∈ Ag′)

Property 6. A reputation-based agreement π is R-full
iff it is R-complete and is 1-consistent:

πφR ⇔ (π∗R ∧ πα ∧ α = 1)

Although properties 1 and 3 are desirable, they are not
achievable in systems that have a significant number of agents,
for instance, in electronic marketplaces. However, many sys-
tems have those properties, such as closed organisational
systems where the number of participants is not huge.

Reputation-based Agreements: From Individual to Collective Opinions 3



2.4 Providing Information about Reputation-
based Agreements

Once we have defined an agreement as a distributed con-
sensus-based expectation for a set of agents on a certain
situation, we now describe how the reputation service can
present the relevant information about the reached agree-
ments to the agents participating in the organisation. Reputation-
based agreements somehow capture the general thinking about
a particular situation – the more α-consistent the agreement
is the more reliable it is. Thus, information about the agree-
ments reached until that moment may be very useful for
agents. In particular, when agents have recently joined the
organisation, they do not have any hint about situations in
which they might be involved in, so if the reputation service
provides information about agreements, agents may improve
their utility from the very beginning.

With this in mind, we deal with the problem of how the
reputation service may provide such information. To that
end, we part from the notion of informative mechanism
[3]. Those types of mechanisms are in charge of provid-
ing some kind of information to agents in order to regu-
late a multi-agent system. Thus, an informative mechanism
Γ : S ′ × X ′ → I is a function that given a partial descrip-
tion of an internal state of an agent (S′) and, taking into
account the partial view that the service has of the current
environmental state (X ′), provides certain information (I).

We formally define them as follows:

Definition 4. An informative mechanism providing in-
formation about reputation-based agreements is:

ΓΠ : Sit×X ′ → IΠ

where Sit and X ′ are already defined and IΠ stands for the
information provided by the mechanism by using the set of
agreements Π reached over the situation Sit.

We have chosen a very general definition of information in
order to cover all possible types of information the reputa-
tion service could offer taking into account the reputation-
based agreements reached. The information provided may
consist of (i) a ranking sorting the best agents for a partic-
ular situation, such as 〈 ,R,A, 〉, created from the agree-
ments reached for that situation, (ii) a value representing the
reputation value for a situation, reached as a consequence of
the agreement for that situation, (iii) an information about
the properties of the agreement reached for a particular sit-
uation, if it is full, complete, etc.

Notice that we consider agents as rational entities capable
of choosing which informative mechanisms to ask for infor-
mation depending of, e.g. its own preferences or basing on
past requests.

3. CASE STUDY: PUBS AREA
In this section, we illustrate the proposed model by means

of a simple case study. The scenario we use involves five dif-
ferent agents: Anna, John, Jessica, Albert and Harry partic-
ipating within an organisation. In this organisation agents
can order and delivery drinks, so the action space of agents
is composed of actions such as, order-1000-drink-a, delivery-
2000-drink-b, where a and b represent the type of the drink
agents order/deliver. That organisation is created with the
aim of getting in touch pubs’ owners and providers of drinks.
Thus, agents join the organisation playing the roles of pub
and provider, representing a pub’s owner and a company

provider of drinks, respectively. In our particular example,
agents are playing the following roles: Anna - pub, John -
pub, Jessica - pub, Albert - provider and Harry - provider.

In this scenario, agents representing pubs’ owners are in-
terested in collaborating by sharing information about providers.
The pubs are situated in the same area and they collaborate
with each other so as to foster the attraction customers to
that area. That is, although they try to maximise their own
benefits, one of their goals is to foster the pubs area where
they are, even if that entails to exchange information about
drink providers.

Therefore, after several interactions among them – per-
forming actions of ordering and delivering different types of
drinks – Anna decides to make public her opinion about Al-
bert and Harry as providers. Thus, she uses the reputation
information messages to send to the reputation service her
opinions, as follows:

RinfoAnna = 〈〈Albert, provider, , 〉, 0.2〉
RinfoAnna = 〈〈Harry, provider, , 〉, 0.9〉

This information shows that Anna has had bad experiences
while she was ordering drinks from Albert (0.2)2 because
Albert always delivers all drinks later than the agreed date.
Otherwise, the second message shows that she has had good
experiences with Harry (0.9) because Harry, for instance,
never violates contracts and offers low prices. Similarly,
John and Jessica send their opinions about Albert and Harry
as providers, by using the following messages:

RinfoJohn = 〈〈Albert, provider, , 〉, 0.2〉
RinfoJohn = 〈〈Harry, provider, , 〉, 0.8〉
RinfoJessica = 〈〈Albert, provider, , 〉, 0.2〉

It seems that both John and Jessica agree that Albert is
not a reliable provider. However, Harry is quite reliable
delivering drinks, from John’s point of view.

When the reputation service receives this information, it is
able to create reputation-based agreements by using a func-
tion that aggregates the reputation information messages.
Let us suppose that it aggregates the messages by calcu-
lating the average of reputation values sent by agents over
exactly the same situation3:

fπ(Sit) =

∑n
i=1Rinfoagi = 〈Sit, OpRi〉

n

Therefore, from the set of messages sent by the agents, so
far, the reputation service can create two reputation-based
agreements regarding to two different situations:

π1 = 〈〈Albert, provider, , 〉, {Anna, John, Jessica}, 0.2, t〉
π2 = 〈〈Harry, provider, , 〉, {Anna, John}, 0.85, t〉

π1 represents that there exists an agreement within the or-
ganisation regarding to Albert as provider – regardless the
action he performs – is evaluated as 0.2, and such an agree-
ment is reached by the collaboration of Anna, John and
Jessica, at time t. Besides, π2 shows that there exists an
agreement in which Harry is evaluated 0.85 – it is calcu-
lated as the mean of all opinions sent – as provider and that
the agreement is reached by Anna and John, at time t.

In order to provide information about agreements the rep-
utation service offers three different informative mechanisms:
2We suppose that reputation values – denoted by OpR – are
in the range [0..1]
3It could be used whatever other function that is able to
aggregate the information received from agents
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• Γ1
Π(〈Ag,R, , 〉) given a situation where an agent and

a role are specified, it returns meta-information4 about
the agreement reached regarding that situation;

• Γ2
Π(〈Ag,R, , 〉) given a situation where an agent and

a role are specified, it returns the reputation-based
agreement reached. In particular, it returns the repu-
tation value in the agreement of that situation;

• Γ3
Π(〈 ,R, , 〉) given a situation where a role is spec-

ified, it returns a ranking of agents playing that role,
sorted by the reputation value they have as conse-
quence of the reputation-based agreements reached un-
til the current time t.

Let us suppose that a new pub is opened in the same area
by Alice, so she joins the organisation playing the role pub.
Since the pub is recently open, she needs to order drinks.
Thus, she should select a provider of drinks but she does
not know any provider yet. One solution could be asking
to another agent about a particular provider – distributed
reputation mechanism. However, this process could be very
costly because she would require many queries sent to differ-
ent agents to ask about different providers. Another solution
is to use informative mechanisms to get information about
other participants, in this case about providers. Thus, Al-
ice searches for an informative mechanism that provides a
ranking of ”best” providers5. She finds Γ3

Π that returns a
ranking of agreements when it is queried based on a situa-
tion and a role. So, Alice performs the following query to Γ3

Π:
Γ3

Π(〈 , provider, , 〉) ⇒ {Harry,Albert} and the informa-
tive mechanism returns a ranking of agents, sorted by the
reputation values according to all reputation-based agree-
ments reached at that moment, by matching the situation
specified in the query with the situation of agreements.

By using this information Alice knows that there exists an
agreement within the organisation showing that Harry is a
better provider than Albert. But, how good are they? To an-
swer this question Alice queries the informative mechanism
Γ2

Π as follows:

Γ2
Π(〈Harry, provider, , 〉)⇒ 0.85

Γ2
Π(〈Albert, provider, , 〉)⇒ 0.2

In that moment, Alice is quite sure that Harry is much
better provider than Albert and there exists an agreement,
within the organisation, that Harry ’s reputation delivering
drinks is 0.85 and another one that Albert as provider is 0.2.
However, Alice is still doubting about which provider could
be the best, because she is wondering how consistent those
agreements are. Thus, she queries the informative mecha-
nism that provides meta-information about the agreement
reached regarding a given situation. Therefore, she performs
the following queries:

Γ1
Π(〈Harry, provider, , 〉)⇒ π0.95

Γ1
Π(〈Albert, provider, , 〉)⇒ π1

With this information Alice clears all her doubts. She knows
that all opinions sent about Albert are coincident because
the reputation-based agreement reached is 1-consistent (π1).
Besides, she knows that the opinions sent by the agents that

4Meta-information means the α-consistency of the agree-
ment, i.e., if it is full, complete, etc.
5We suppose that informative mechanisms are made avail-
able to all participants by the organisation

have interacted with Harry are almost the same since their
variability is low (0.95-consistent). With this in mind, Alice,
finally, selects Harry as her provider.

In this domain, the reputation service has been an useful
mechanism allowing Alice to select a good provider, when
she did not have any previous information about providers.
The mechanism worked perfectly due to agents participating
in the organisation collaborated by sending their opinions to
the reputation service. They were motivated to send opin-
ions because of the own nature of the domain – pub’s owners
wants to create a pubs area to attract customers. Thus, pubs
get benefits individually from making public their opinions
about providers. But what happens when agents are not
motivated by the domain to send opinions to the reputation
service? Next section deals with that problem.

4. HOW TO MOTIVATE AGENTS TO SEND
THEIR OPINIONS

As we have mentioned before, this section deals with the
problem of motivating agents to send their reputation infor-
mation messages to the system. Thus, we propose to endow
the reputation system with an incentive mechanism [3] so
as to face this task. Following the work in [3], an incentive
mechanism is formalised as a function that, given a possibly
partial description of an environmental state of a multiagent
system, produces changes in the transition probability distri-
bution of the system: Υinc : X ′ → [X ×A|Ag|×X → [0. . 1]],
where X ′ stands for the partial description of an environ-
mental state; and X ×A|Ag| × X → [0. . 1] is the transition
probability distribution of the system, that describes how
the environment (X ) evolves as a result of agents’ actions

(A|Ag|) with certain probability in [0. . 1]. Hence, an incen-
tive mechanism, producing changes in the transition prob-
ability distribution of the system, may produce changes in
the consequences of agents’ actions by introducing rewards
and/or penalties. That is, when a mechanism is able to mod-
ify the consequences of an action, such a modification might
become in a reward or a penalty for the agent. For instance,
a mechanism that installs radars over a road, is an incentive
mechanism, since the probability of a car – an agent – to get
fined (and, thus, the probability to change to a state with
less money) is higher if the car passes at prohibited velocity
than without the radar. Thus, the mechanism changes the
consequences of the action passing a road at high velocity.

Any incentive mechanism must tackle the following re-
quirements: i) to choose the agents that will be affected by
the mechanism; ii) to select the actions in which the incen-
tive will be applied; iii) to find out, at least one attribute and
a possible modification of this, that affects the preferences
of each selected agent6; and finally, iv) to apply the modifi-
cation of the parameters selected in the step iii) as a conse-
quence of the selected actions in the step ii), giving in such a
way a reward or a penalty to these agents. Formally, an in-
centive mechanism is composed of Υinc = 〈Aginc,5, ωinc〉,
where Aginc is the set of agents that will be applied for
the incentive mechanism, 5 stands for the set of actions in
which the incentive will be applied and ωinc represents the
set of attributes and their selected modification to tune up
the preferences of agents Aginc. Each attribute is formalised

6It means that this attribute affects to the utility function
of the agent. Because we assume that such preferences are
expressed by means of an utility function.
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as a tuple 〈attribute, value〉.
In our particular case, we are interested in motivating all

agents participating in the organisation, because the more
information the system has, the more complete the reputation-
based agreements will be, and consequently, the more useful
the information provided will be as well. Thus, all agents
within the organisation will be affected by the incentive
mechanism: Aginc = Ag (requirement i)). As we have
pointed out, all agents should be motivated to send their
opinions to the system. Thus, the action of sending reputa-
tion information messages to the system has to be affected
by the incentive mechanism (requirement ii)). Therefore,
5 = {send(Rinfoagi )}. In order to find out the attributes that
affect agents’ preferences – requirement iii) – there exist two
different alternatives: a) discover the attributes by observ-
ing the performance of agents, by modifying – the mecha-
nism – attributes randomly, what could be very costly; and
b) introduce a new attribute in the system, becoming an
attribute that influences the agents’ preferences. We tend
to favour the second option, introducing a new attribute to
the organisation: points. That is, each agent is assigned
with an amount of points when it joins the organisation and
the incentive mechanism will modify their amont. Formally:
ωinc = 〈pointsagi , value〉

Furthermore, agents within an organisation must select
partners to interact with, so whatever the domain of the
organisation is, such agentes are interested in selecting the
best partners. Thus, their utility is influenced by the se-
lection of such partners. So, since the reputation system
might provide them useful information to that end, if we
associate the new attribute with the action of querying that
information, the new attribute somehow becomes in an at-
tribute that influences the agents’ preferences. Therefore,
the action of querying an informative mechanism has to
be affected by the incentive mechanism as well. Formally:
5 = {send(Rinfoagi ), query(ΓΠ)}.

In order to complete requirement iv) the mechanism must
decide how to modify the attribute introduced – the points
each agent has – as a consequence of the actions selected to
receive an incentive – to send opinions and to query infor-
mation. If the incentive mechanism does not exist, agents
will be interested in performing the action of querying an
informative mechanism – because they might get useful in-
formation –, but they will not be interested in performing
the action of sending their opinions – because they might
lose utility if they make public such opinions. Hence, the
mechanism has to get the opposite effect, that is, it should
make more attractive the sending of opinions and less at-
tractive the querying for information. In this way, the new
attribute becomes an attribute whose modification affects
the agents’ preferences.

In the case of the action send(Rinfoagi ), the mechanism
should make more attractive the state in which an agent
will be, when it performs that action, since they are not in-
terested in performing it. Thus, when an agent agi ∈ Aginc
performs the action send(Rinfoagi ) the consequence of such
an action will be a modification of the value of the attribute
ωinc = 〈pointsagi , value〉, such that:

value = value+ (α1x+ α2)

where x is the number of new reputation-based agreements
that will be created with the new opinion sent and α1, α2

are parameters to weight the incentive (α1 > 0, α2 > 0).
We are inspired by the market and the law of demand and

offer, that is, the price of a service/product is fixed based on
the demand and offer this service/product has. Thus, the
points an agent gets when it sends an opinion depends on
how further the new opinion is. This is measured by calcu-
lating the number of reputation-based agreements it creates
– parameter x in the equation. It fluctuates between 0 and
1, when an agent sends an opinion about a situation that
an agreement was not reached so far, it creates as maximum
one new agreement. In such a way, when more new opinions
are sent, more points agents get, so consequently, agents will
be motivated to send new opinions.

On the other hand, when an agent agi ∈ Aginc performs
the action query(ΓΠ), the attribute ωinc = 〈pointsagi , value〉
is modified as a consequence in the following way:

value = value− (α3y + α4)

where y stands for the demand the informative mechanism
being queried by the agent has. It is calculated by the num-
ber of times such a mechanism is queried; and α3, α4 are
parameters to weight the incentive, such that α3 > 0 and
α4 > 0.

Following the simile of the law of offer and demand, the
more an informative mechanism is queried, the more points
agents lose querying it. Therefore, it supposes that the more
an informative mechanism is queried, the more useful is the
information it provides. Thus, its price will be risen and
consequently, agents will need more points to query. Since
the only way to get points is sending opinions, agents are
definitely motivated to send information. Hence, a mar-
ket of points is created giving incentives to agents to share
their opinions. It is important to notice that the attribute
pointsagi cannot be negative. That is, if the consequence of
performing the action query(ΓΠ) was a negative value the
information will not be provided.

In order to solve a deadlock produced when agents join
the organisation without any points, the incentive mech-
anism assigns to agents an amount of ”trial” points. It
should assign, at least, a minimum quantity of points to
make them able to query the informative mechanism, since
the available information might be useful for them. There-
fore, the attributes will be initialised as follows: ωinc =
〈pointsagi , value〉 where value = α3n + α4 such that, α3

and α4 are the same as the modification of the attribute
when agents query an informative mechanism; and n is the
number of ”free” queries the incentive mechanism assigns
when agents join the organisation.

Finally, it is important to remark that those incentives
should be published so as to be effective. We suppose that
the organisation also publishes them together with the in-
formative mechanisms. In Section 5 we illustrate how the
reputation service, coupled with this incentive mechanism,
works in domains in which agents are not motivated to share
their opinions.

5. CASE STUDY: TASKS SERVERS
In this section we put all together by illustrating the dy-

namics of the reputation service working with the incentive
mechanism introduced in the same system. This scenario in-
volves the same five agents: Anna, John, Jessica, Albert and
Harry participating within another organisation. In this or-
ganisation, agents can execute different tasks when another
agent requests it. Thus, agents can join the organisation
playing two different roles: servers and customers. The for-
mers are able to execute the tasks that customers request
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them. This domain is characterised by the following as-
pects: i) when a tasks server is overload it is not able to
execute more tasks; ii) each server has different capabilities
to execute a task, i.e., the quality of the executed task may
be different; and iii) when a task is assigned to a server and
the quality of the executed task is not good enough, the task
could be required to be executed again by another server.
With this characteristics agents are not motivated to send
their opinions, because if all agents discover the best server,
the latter will unrelentingly be overload. On the other hand,
if agents do not have any hint about the best servers for each
task, they will select the partners – the servers – randomly,
and it could imply a loss of utility, because they could need
to repeat the request to a different server. Obviously, the
reputation service, without the incentive mechanism, will
not work in this domain, because agents will not send their
opinions and, as a result, reputation-based agreements will
not be created. Therefore, the organisation will be endowed
with an incentive mechanism set up as follows:

Υinc : 〈Aginc = {Anna, John, Jessica,Albert,Harry},
5 = {sendagi (Rinfoagi ), queryagi (ΓΠ)},

ωinc = {〈pointsagi , 130〉}〉

where agi stands for an agent in the set Aginc; and the
number 130 represents the initial points, calculated by the
equation value = α3n+α4 with n = 2 and α3, α4 as we will
detail next. In order to modify the value of the attributes, as
consequence of the execution of actions in5, the mechanism
is configured with the following parameters: α1 = 200 α2 =
100 α3 = 10 α4 = 50.

In addition, agents join the organisation playing the fol-
lowing roles: Anna - customer ; John - customer ; Jessica -
customer ; Albert - server and Harry - server. Within the
organisation there are many agents playing the server role
as well, but for the sake of simplicity we do not detail them.

After this point, agents start to interact by selecting their
partners randomly, because although they have enough points
to query informative mechanisms, there are not agreements
available yet, since agents have not send their opinions.
Since bootstrapping of the incentive mechanism is out of
the scope of the paper we decided to assign no points to
agents forming the initial state of the scenario. Thus, initial
agents will have a value of 0 in the corresponding attribute
of points. Otherwise, newcomers will have a value of 130,
calculated as we have explained before.

When several interactions have been carried out, customer
agents are aware of some useful information about servers.
Once agents run out of points they need to send their opin-
ions, so as to get some points in order to keep on querying.
Thus, the following reputation information messages are sent
to the service:

RinfoAnna = 〈〈Albert, server, , 〉, 0.9〉
RinfoJohn = 〈〈Albert, server, , 〉, 0.9〉
RinfoJessica = 〈〈Albert, server, , 〉, 0.9〉
RinfoJohn = 〈〈Harry, server, , 〉, 0.9〉
RinfoAnna = 〈〈Harry, server, , 〉, 0.2〉

As a consequence of executing those actions, the incentive
mechanism modifies the values of the attribute pointsagi
by using the equation explained in Section 4, as follows:
〈pointsAnna, 400〉, 〈pointsJohn, 400〉 and 〈pointsJessica, 100〉,
since Anna and John contributed to create a new agreement

when they sent their opinions. However, Jessica did not
contribute to any new agreement.

When the reputation service receives those messages, the
following reputation-based agreements are created, by using
the same function – the average function – that in the case
study explained in Section 3:

π1 = 〈〈Albert, server, , 〉, {Anna, John, Jessica}, 0.9, t1〉
π2 = 〈〈Harry, server, , 〉, {Anna, John}, 0.55, t1〉

These agreements show that all agents playing the role cus-
tomer think the same about Albert as server and that Harry
is evaluated with 0.55 as server, from the point of view
of Anna and John. We suppose that the reputation ser-
vice has the same informative mechanisms as in the ex-
ample of Section 3: Γ1

Π(〈Ag,R, , 〉), Γ2
Π(〈Ag,R, , 〉) and

Γ3
Π(〈 ,R, , 〉).
At this point, our agents could query any informative

mechanism because they have enough points to do it. How-
ever, we will focus on a new agent – Alice – that joins the or-
ganisation at this moment. Since she is a newcomer, she will
be assigned 130 points – two ”free” queries to an informative
mechanism. Then, she performs the following queries:

Γ3
Π(〈 , server, , 〉)⇒ {Albert,Harry}

Γ2
Π(〈Albert, server, , 〉)⇒ 0.9

After these queries Alice knows that the best server, accord-
ing to the reputation-based agreements reached, so far, is
Albert, with 0.9 evaluation. Then, the value of the attribute
pointsAlice will be modified to 10, following the equation
explained in Section 3. Since she cannot query again due
to the lack of points, she will select Albert as server. When
she performs the interaction with Albert, she wants to get
more information about how the agreement about Albert
is, because she is wondering if such an agreement is not
consistent enough, she could have problems if she assigns a
different task to Albert. Thus, she needs to send her opin-
ion in order to get more points. After that, she gets 310
points (10 that she already has plus 300 that she gets send-
ing an opinion about a situation that does not form part
of an agreement yet). Now, she can perform a new query:
Γ1

Π(〈Albert, server, , 〉) ⇒ π∗customer. With this new in-
formation, she knows that Albert is the best server and all
customers evaluate him exactly with the same reputation
(π∗customer is customer-complete). This information is wor-
thy for Alice because she will not need to change of server.

6. RELATED WORK
In this paper we do not propose another reputation mech-

anism but a reputation service that generates agreements
based on collected opinions about the reputations of agents
in a given situation. Such service can be used by the cen-
tralised part of an hybrid reputation model [13] or by an
agent participating in a distributed mechanism that is in-
terested in aggregate the opinions it has received about its
behaviour or in aggregate the opinions it has about the be-
haviour of another agent, for instance.

One of the main advantages of having a centralised reputa-
tion service is the feasibility for an individual to know a more
consistent reputation about another agent based on numeral
experiences. In the case of distributed mechanisms (such as
[11][6][10]), the agent itself would need to participate in sev-
eral interactions with the given agent and also to ask other
agents for their experiences with others. In the case of a
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centralised mechanism, the agent can easily get informa-
tion about the reputation showing the behaviour of other
agents within the system. In [12], Sabater et al. present a
centralised reputation mechanism that is incorporated as a
service in Electronic Institutions (EIs). From a global per-
spective, this work has many similarities with ours, since
uses also a reputation service in an organisational environ-
ment (EIs). However, the authors do not focus on how to
exploit the collected information as agreements that can be
presented to agents in different ways.

Regarding the incentive mechanisms existing in literature
to drive agents to collaborate by sending their truthfully
opinions a well known work is the one by Jurca and Falt-
ings [8]. They use a mechanism of buy/sell information us-
ing credits. The main difference is that they use it in a
distributed environment, where agents send opinions among
them, but not to a central repository as in our case. In [7] the
authors present an approach to create rankings able not only
to provide the most trustful agents but also a probabilistic
evidence of such reputation values. Those rankings are also
computed by a centralised system by aggregating the repu-
tations reported by the agents. This approach and the one
presented in our paper could be complementary, since that
paper focuses on defining the ranking algorithms and ours
focuses on describing the mechanism that allows to receive
the reputation information and to provide the already eval-
uated agreements (for instance by using rankings). Another
work that could be also complementary to the approach pre-
sented here, is the one presented in [9]. They describe the
algorithm NodeRanking that creates rankings of reputation
ratings. Therefore, our reputation service could use this al-
gorithm so as to provide information about the reputation-
based agreements reached within the organisation.

7. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK
Summarising, this work puts forward a novel approach

of reputation-based agreement concept by supporting on a
reputation service that creates reputation-based agreements
as aggregations of opinions sent by participants within an
organisation. Besides, we also define some desirable proper-
ties that can be derived and should be taken into account
when providing the information they contain. Furthermore,
we also propose to use the agreements by utilising the con-
cept of informative mechanisms [3], so providing agents with
useful information. On the other hand, we propose an in-
centive mechanism [3] to deal with the problem of lack of
collaboration from agents to send their opinions to the ser-
vice. Finally, different examples have been analysed so that
they illustrate how the reputation service works in two differ-
ent domains: the former represents a collaborative domain
where agents are interested in sharing their opinions, and
the later shows a competitive domain in which the reputa-
tion service must be coupled with an incentive mechanism
to motivate agents to send their opinions.

In future work we plan to experimentally test our ap-
proach by implementing a case study presented here, as well
as, running several experiments comparing our approach
with similar ones. We also intend to investigate new prop-
erties about reputation-based agreements to provide agents
participating in an organisation with more useful informa-
tion. Finally, we plan to extend the concept of reputation-
based agreement by creating agreements aggregating ”sim-
ilar” situations, so we must go into the concept of similar

situations in depth. Moreover, it is our intention to provide
agreements based on more abstract (or general) situations.
The agreements of a generic situation can be created based
on the agreements of its specific situations. In order to do so,
an ontology of action/situation could be used to represent
the generic situations and the more specific ones.
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ABSTRACT
Norms represent an effective tool for achieving coordination
and cooperation among members of open systems. However,
agents must be able to adopt norms autonomously. The
adoption of norms can be explained by both rational and
non-rational reasons. Rational motivations consider the in-
fluence of norm compliance and violation on agent’s goals.
In this work the BDI agent architecture has been extended in
order to allow agents to adopt norms autonomously. More-
over, the implementation of rational strategies for norm adop-
tion in this architecture is also described.

Categories and Subject Descriptors
I.2.11 [Distributed Artificial Intelligence]: Intelligent
agents

General Terms
Theory

Keywords
Norms, Reasoning, BDI agents, Multi-Context systems

1. INTRODUCTION
Maybe the most promising application of MAS technol-

ogy is its usage for supporting Open Distributed Systems
[13]. They are characterized by the heterogeneity of their
participants, their limited trust, possible individual goals in
conflict and a high uncertainty [2]. Norms represent an effec-
tive tool for achieving coordination and cooperation among
members of open systems. However, norms, to become ef-
fective, must be dynamically adapted to the environmen-
tal changes and be autonomously adopted by agents [7].
Therefore, autonomous agents need strategies for determin-
ing when and how adopting norms.

The question of norm adoption has been traditionally dis-
cussed by the sociology field. Taking as a basis the work
on social norms presented in [9], the norm adoption process
can be justified by: i) Rational motivations, i.e. a norm can
be fulfilled by self-interest motivations (e.g. undesirability
of the sanctions, interest in the rewards) or it can be con-
sidered as suitable for common interests; (ii) Non-Rational
reasons, which are related to emotions such as anxiety and
shame which maintain social norms, honour and envy among
others. Here several strategies for norm adoption based on
rational motivations are described. More specifically, this

work describes a BDI agent architecture which has been ex-
tended in order to allow agents to acquire norms from their
environment and consider them in their decision making pro-
cesses. Moreover, different strategies for a rational adoption
of norms have been defined considering the facilities pro-
vided by this new normative agent architecture.

This paper is structured as follows: the first section de-
scribes the multi-context BDI proposal. Next our extension
of the multi-context BDI agent architecture for normative
decision making is described. Moreover, several strategies
for norm adoption have been proposed. This work has been
applied into the m-Water case study, in which an irriga-
tor agent must choose between respecting or not respecting
norms employing these different norm adoption strategies.
Finally, conclusions and future works are detailed.

2. PRELIMINARIES
A graded BDI agent [5] is defined as a multi-context agent

architecture [16] formed by (Figure 1 grey units): mental
units that characterize beliefs (BC), intentions (IC) and de-
sires (DC); and functional units for planning (PC) and com-
munication (CC). Following, these units are explained:

Figure 1: Multi-Context Normative BDI Architec-
ture. Grey contexts and dashed lines (bridge rules)
correspond to the basic definition of a BDI agent.
The normative extensions are the white contexts
and bold lines.

• Belief Context (BC). It is formed by propositions be-
longing to the BC-Logic [5]; i.e. logic propositions
such as (B γ, βγ) where B γ represents a belief of an
agent, γ ∈ LDL is a dynamic logic [14] proposition and
βγ ∈ [0, 1] represents the certainty degree of this belief.



• Intention Context (IC). It is formed by propositions
belonging to the IC-Logic [5]; i.e. logic propositions
such as (I γ, ιγ) where I γ represents an intention of an
agent, γ ∈ LDL and ιγ ∈ [0, 1] represents the intention
degree ascribed to this intention.

• Desire Context (DC). It is formed by propositions be-
longing to the DC-Logic [5]; i.e. logic propositions
such as (D∗γ, δ∗γ) where D∗γ represents a desire of an
agent; γ ∈ LDL; δ∗γ ∈ [0, 1] represents the desirabil-
ity degree; ∗ ∈ {+,−} represents positive desires and
negative desires, respectively. Thus, degrees of posi-
tive or negative desires allow setting different levels of
preference or rejection.

• Planner Context (PC). It allows agents to determine
sequence of actions that will be intended according to
their desires [5]. Due to space reasons, the process by
which agents generate new plans for achieving their
goals has not been described here.

• Communication Context (CC). It communicates agents
with their environment [5].

According to this notation, given a proposition γ: βγ repre-
sents the belief degree assigned to B γ; ιγ is the intentional-
ity degree of I γ; δ+γ is the desirability degree of D+γ; and
δ−γ is the undesirability degree of D−γ.

2.1 Bridge Rules
Several bridge rules, which connect both the mental and

functional contexts, have been defined in the existing liter-
ature in order to determine different types of BDI agents
(e.g. strong realism, realism and weak realism agents [15]).
Next, only those bridge rules which have an impact on the
normative reasoning process are described:

• The Deriving Concrete Desires bridge rule (Figure 1
Rule 1) allows abstract desires to be concreted into
more realistic ones according to the agent beliefs:

DC : (D∗φ, δ∗φ), BC : (B([α]φ), βϕ) ⇒
DC : (D∗[α]φ, fD(δ∗φ, βϕ))

(1)

Generic agent desires (D∗φ, δ∗φ) derive more realistic
desires (D∗[α]φ, fD(δ∗φ, βϕ)); taking into account the
existence of actions that allow them to be reached
(B([α]φ), βϕ). Thus, the preference degree of the con-
crete desire relies on the original desirability (δ∗φ) and
the possibility of achieving it by means of action α
(βϕ). This is calculated by fD function; its concrete
definition is problem dependent. However, in our pro-
posal it is defined as the product of these two values for
obtaining the expected satisfaction or disgust value.

• The Deriving Agent Intentions From Positive Desires
bridge rule (Figure 1 Rule 2) derives the intended for-
mulas of the agent from the set of preferred formulas
which are reachable by some existing plan:

DC : (D+[α]φ, δ+
[α]φ

), DC : (D+α, δ+α ), PC : plan(Σ)

DC : (D−[α]ψ1, δ
−
[α]ψ1

), ..., DC : (D−[α]ψnδ
−
[α]ψn

),

α ∈ Σ, δ+
[α]φ

+ δ+α ) ≥
n∑
k=1

δ−
[α]ψk

⇒

IC : (I[α]φ, fI(δ
+
[α]φ

+ δ+α ,

n∑
k=1

δ−
[α]ψk

))

(2)

More specifically, those positive desires (D+[α]φ, δ+[α]φ)

which can be achieved by an action (α) belonging to a
plan (Plan(Σ)) will generate a new intention (I[α]φ, fI(
δ+[α]φ + δ+α ,

∑n
k=1 δ

−
[α]ψk

)) if the desirability degree of

both the proposition (δ+[α]φ) and the action (δ+α ) is

greater than the sum of the negative effects of the
action (

∑n
k=1 δ

−
[α]ψk

). Finally, fI is a function that

combines both positive and negative effects of an ac-
tion; in this case it has been defined as: fI(a, b) =
min(max(0, a− b), 1)

• The Deriving Actions From Intentions bridge rule (Fig-
ure 1 Rule 3) defines the next action to be performed
by the agent (act(α)) as the intention which has the
maximum degree (I[α]φ, ιmax):

IC : (I[α]φ, ιmax) ⇒ CC : act(α) (3)

3. NORMATIVE BDI ARCHITECTURE
Taking as a reference the graded BDI agent architecture

[5], in [8] it has been extended by adding new units and
bridge rules in order to allow agents to make decisions ac-
cording to norms. In particular, two new functional contexts
are defined (Figure 1, white units): the Recognition Context
(RC), which is responsible for the norm identification pro-
cess; and the Normative Context (NC), which allows agents
to consider norms in their decision making processes.

Basically, the norm decision process starts when the RC
derives a new norm through analysing agent environment.
More specifically, the RC allows agents to identify norms.
These abstract norms are translated into a set of inference
rules which are included into the NC. Then, the NC derives
new desires according to the current agent mental state and
the inference rules which have been obtained from norms.
These new desires may cause intentions to be updated and,
as a consequence, normative actions might be carried out.

3.1 Recognition Context (RC)
Norms can be explicitly created by the system designer or

a representative agent which has been empowered to define
the normative context. In addition, other types of norms
such as commitments are created as a result of an interac-
tion among agents. Finally, there are norms, such as social
norms, which emerge in a society without being explicitly
created by any agent. Whatever process norm creation is,
any new norm must be spread in the society in order to be
internalized and respected by agents. In this sense, agents
are able to recognise norms which control their environment
by two different manners [1]: they may be informed about
the existing norms or, on the contrary, cognitive agents are
capable of inferring norms from observation. Therefore, the
RC context receives the environmental facts, both observed
and communicated, and identifies the set of norms which
control the agent environment. In this proposal, recognised
norms are defined as follows:

Definition 1 (Norm). A norm n is defined as
n = ⟨D,C,A,E, S,R⟩ where:

• D ∈ {O,F}, is the deontic operator. In this work
only obligations (O) and prohibitions (F ) which im-
pose constraints on agent behaviours have been con-
sidered; whereas permissions have not been considered
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since they are defined as operators that invalidate the
activation of obligations or prohibitions;

• C is a logic formula that represents the normative con-
dition that must be carried out in case of obligations,
or that must be avoided in case of prohibition norms;

• A,E are wff that determine the norm activation and
expiration conditions, respectively;

• S,R are expressions which describe the actions (sanc-
tions and rewards) that will be carried out in case of
norm violation or fulfilment, respectively.

Thus, the RC is formed by expressions defined as (RC n,
ρn, ρS , ρR); where n is a first order formula which represents
a norm. ρn ∈ [0, 1] is the probability of norm application;
i.e. the trust degree of the communicated norm or the ob-
served probability of norm compliance in case of an inferred
norm. In this work we assume that agents are informed
about norms which control their behaviours by a representa-
tive of the normative system. Thus, there is a total reliabil-
ity on the recognised norm (ρn = 1). Finally, ρS , ρR ∈ [0, 1]
are the probability values ascribed to the application of sanc-
tions and rewards, respectively; i.e. the probability of being
sanctioned or rewarded by the norm issuer.

3.2 Normative Context (NC)
The NC is inspired by the commitment context [10] in

which agent behaviour is affected by commitments. How-
ever, in our approach norms are not static constraints im-
plemented on agents. On the contrary, agents are able to ac-
quire and accept norms dynamically in an autonomous way.
Performance of the NC is: i) mental contexts inject formulas
inside the NC; ii) the NC carries out an inference process in
order to reason about norms considering the current mental
state; and iii) BDI units are modified according to the new
mental propositions which have been derived from norms.

The NC is formed by expressions like NC(⌈γ⌉); where γ is
a first-order logic expression which is defined as an inference
rule which corresponds to a translated norm from the RC.
In particular, these inference rules relate belief propositions
with desires. The expression ⌈γ⌉ means that γ is embed-
ded in the normative context as a term; i.e. modal logic
expressions modeled as first order theories.

The normative context logic consists of the axiom schema
K, closure under implication, together with the consistency
axiom. Therefore, contradictory norms are allowed; i.e. it
is possible to define NC(⌈γ⌉) ∧ NC(⌈¬γ⌉). This fact is in-
teresting for our work since agents are usually controlled by
conflicting norms addressed at the different roles played by
the agent or there may be a conflict among agent goals and
norms. However, contradictory predicates such asNC(⌈γ⌉)∧
¬NC(⌈γ⌉) are not allowed, i.e. expressions that claim that
a certain norm exists and not exits simultaneously.

3.3 Bridge Rules
Normative BDI Agents require the definition of additional

bridge rules for allowing norms to be recognised and norma-
tive decisions to be taken.

3.3.1 Updating the RC
Agent observations and communications which it perceives

from its environment (input(β)) are included into the recog-

nition context as a new term or theory (⌈input(β)⌉) (see
Figure 1 Rule 4):

CC : input(β) ⇒ RC : ⌈input(β)⌉ (4)

3.3.2 Norm Transformation Rules
Inside the recognition unit new norms are acquired. Those

abstract recognised norms (RC n, ρn, ρS , ρR) are transformed
into terms inside the normative context (NC(⌈γ⌉)) (see Fig-
ure 1 Rule 5):

RC : (RC n, ρn, ρS , ρR) ⇒ NC : (NC(⌈γ⌉)) (5)

As previously argued, each abstract norm is translated
into an inference rule (γ = φ→ ψ) belonging to the norma-
tive context. The definition of this inference rule depends
on the concrete deontic type of the norm which is being
translated.

• Obligation Norm.

RC : (RC ⟨O,C,A,E, S,R⟩, ρn, ρS , ρR) ⇒
NC : NC(⌈γ⌉)

where:

γ = φ→ ψ

φ = (B A, βA) ∧ (B¬E, β¬E)

ψ = (D+C, f(θactivation, θadoption))

If an agent considers that the obligation is currently
active ((B A, βA) ∧ (B¬E, β¬E)) then a new positive
desire corresponding to the norm condition is inferred:

(D+C, f(θactivation, θadoption))

• Prohibition Norm.

RC : (RC ⟨F,C,A,E, S,R⟩, ρn, ρS , ρR) ⇒
NC : NC(⌈γ⌉)

where:

γ = φ→ ψ

φ = (B A, βA) ∧ (B¬E, β¬E)

ψ = (D−C, f(θactivation, θadoption))

Similarly to obligation norms, a prohibition related to a
condition C is transformed into an inference rule which as-
serts a negative desire if the norm is active.

The certainty degree related to the norm activation
(θactivation), together with the certainty or desirability of
norm adoption (θadoption) are employed by the function f
in order to assign a degree to the normative desire. The
concrete definition of f is problem dependent. However, in
this work it has been implemented as:

f(θactivation, θadoption) = θactivation × θadoption

The norm activation (θactivation) is defined as a factivation
function that combines the belief degrees related to the norm
activation and expiration conditions (βA and β¬E) and the
certainty degree of the norm (ρn):

θactivation = factivation(βA, β¬E , ρn)

factivation(βA, βE , ρn) = βA × β¬E × ρn
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If the agent has not any belief related to occurrence of any
of these conditions, then the belief degree is defined as zero.

The norm adoption (θadoption) is defined as a fadoption
function that takes as input the positive/negative degrees
of the norm condition (δ∗C), sanction (δ∗S) and reward (δ∗R);
and the possibilities of being sanctioned and rewarded (ρS
and ρR). With this information, the adoption function will
determine if the agent accepts the norm.

θadoption = fadoption(δ∗C , δ
∗
S , δ

∗
R, ρS , ρR)

δ∗C = (δ+C , δ
−
C ); δ∗S = (δ+S , δ

−
S ); δ∗R = (δ+R , δ

−
R )

3.3.3 Updating the NC
Besides the definition of bridge rules for connecting the

RC with the NC; additional bridge rules are needed in order
to allow normative BDI agents to consider norms in their
decision making process. More specifically, both agent de-
sires and beliefs (γ) are included into the normative context
as first order formulas (⌈γ⌉) in order to determine when a
norm is active (Figure 1 Rules 6 and 7):

BC : γ ⇒ NC : NC(⌈γ⌉) (6)

DC : γ ⇒ NC : NC(⌈γ⌉) (7)

3.3.4 Updating the DC: Coherence Maintenance
In addition, after performing the inference process for cre-

ating new desires (⌈(D∗ γ, δ)⌉) derived from norm applica-
tion; the normative context must update the DC (Figure 1
Rules 8 and 9). The addition of these propositions into this
mental context may cause an inconsistency with the current
mental state. Next, the problem of coherence maintenance
among desires is faced.

In this proposal of BDI architecture, the maintenance of
coherency among desires has been achieved by means of
two different schemas (i.e. DC1 and DC2) which have been
previously defined in [5]. These schemas impose some con-
straints between the positive and negative desires of a for-
mula and its negation. Next, each schema is explained.

On the one hand, the DC1 schema avoids having con-
tradictory desires; i.e. to desire (D+γ, δ+γ ) and (D+¬γ, δ+¬γ)
simultaneously. Thus, this constraint and the corresponding
for negative desires impose the next constraint over propo-
sitions belonging to the DC:

min(δ∗γ , δ
∗
¬γ) = 0

where δ∗γ and δ∗¬γ are the desirability or undesirability de-
grees assigned to proposition γ and its negation, respectively.

On the other hand, schemaDC2 imposes a restriction over
positive and negative desires for a same goal. In particular,
it claims that an agent cannot desire to be in world more
than it is tolerated (i.e. not rejected). Therefore, it deter-
mines that:

δ+γ + δ−γ ≤ 1

According to DC1 and DC2 schemas, bridge rule for up-
dating the DC with the positive desires derived from norms
is defined as follows (Figure 1 Rule 8):

NC : NC(⌈(D+ γ, δ)⌉), δ > δthres,

DC : (D− γ, δ−), DC : (D+ γ, δ+) ⇒
DC : (D+ γ,max(δ, δ+)), DC : (D+¬γ, 0),

DC : (D− γ,min(δ−, 1−max(δ, δ+)))

(8)

Thus, the desire degree assigned to the new proposition
γ is defined as the maximum between the new desirabil-
ity and the previous value (max(δ, δ+)). In order to follow
DC1 schema, desirability of ¬γ is updated to 0. According
to DC2 schema, the undesirability assigned to γ is updated
as the minimum between the previous value of undesirability
assigned to γ (δ−) and its maximum coherent undesirabil-
ity, which is defined as 1 −max(δ, δ+). Moreover, in order
to avoid the propagation of insignificant terms, only these
new terms whose degree exceeds δthres will be transformed
into mental objects. The definition of this threshold is also
problem dependent.

Similarly, bridge rule for updating the DC with negative
desires is defined as follows (Figure 1 Rule 9):

NC : NC(⌈(D− γ, δ)⌉), δ > δthres,

DC : (D− γ, δ−), DC : (D+ γ, δ+) ⇒
DC : (D− γ,max(δ, δ−)), DC : (D−¬γ, 0),

DC : (D+ γ,min(δ+, 1−max(δ, δ−)))

(9)

Along this section, our proposal of Normative Graded
BDI architecture has been explained. Through the adop-
tion function different strategies for norm adoption can be
implemented. Strategies for norm adoption have been clas-
sified into rational and non-rational motivations. The next
section illustrates how the former type of norm adoption
strategies is implemented in our architecture.

4. RATIONAL STRATEGIES FOR NORM
ADOPTION

Several proposals [6, 7, 12] have been made with the aim
of defining rational strategies for norm adoption. One of
the first works on analysing motivations for norm adoption
from an agent perspective was presented in [6]. Here it is
claimed that norms not only require a behaviour but also
a mental attitude. According to this work, strategies for
norm adoption are classified into: i) unconditional adop-
tion, which implies that agents do not have capabilities for
considering norms and they always fulfil norms; ii) instru-
mental adoption, which implies a greater level of autonomy
since agents adopt norms if they consider them as beneficial
to their goals; iii) cooperative agents adopt norms whenever
they consider them being beneficial for the whole society;
and iv) benevolent agents fulfil those norms which benefit
other agents which they want to favour. In [12] these strate-
gies were revised and extended.

This section illustrates how different adoption strategies
can be easily implemented by our proposal of multi-context
BDI agent. Mainly, the norm adoption strategy determines
the certainty degree assigned to the new mental attributes
created by the inference rules inside the normative context.
More specificallly, the fadoption function implements the dif-
ferent norm adoption strategies.

4.1 Traditional Strategies for Norm Adoption.
Taking as a reference the classification of strategies for

norm adoption described in [12], we propose to implement
each strategy as follows:

• Simple Strategies, these ones do not consider the effects
that compliance with a norm might have on agent’s
goals. They are classified into:
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– Agents which follow the Automatic strategy will
accept all norms:

fadoption(δ∗C , δ
∗
S , δ

∗
R, ρS , ρR) = 1

– Agents which follow the Rebellious strategy will
reject all norms systematically:

fadoption(δ∗C , δ
∗
S , δ

∗
R, ρS , ρR) = 0

– Agents which follow a Fearful strategy will accept
those norms which have a sanction. Thus, these
agents do not consider whether the sanction is
beneficial or detrimental to their goals, but they
only consider if the norm has a sanction:

fadoption(δ∗C , δ
∗
S , δ

∗
R, ρS , ρR) =

{
1 if δ+S + δ−S > 0
0 otherwise

– Finally, Greedy agents adopt all norms whose com-
pliance is rewarded, without considering the util-
ity of the reward:

fadoption(δ∗C , δ
∗
S , δ

∗
R, ρS , ρR) =

{
1 if δ+R + δ−R > 0
0 otherwise

• Motivated Strategies are more complex strategies which
consider the possible effects on goals of both the norm
condition and the rewards in the case a norm is ful-
filled, and the effects of punishments if it is not. These
strategies are based on the utilitarian view which de-
fines the utility as the good to be maximized. Thus,
the desirability of both norm fulfilment and violation
is considered as criteria for norm adoption.

– An Egoist agent will accept only those norms
which benefit its goals:

fadoption(δ∗C , δ
∗
S , δ

∗
R, ρS , ρR) =

{
1 if δ+C > 0
0 otherwise

– Pressure can be a motivation for norm adoption.
More concretely, an agent which follows the Pres-
sure strategy will respect all norms whose sanc-
tion is more undesired than the norm condition:

fadoption(δ∗C , δ
∗
S , δ

∗
R, ρS , ρR) =

{
1 if δ−S > δ−C
0 otherwise

– An Opportunist will accept all norms whose re-
ward is more preferred to the negative effects of
the norm:

fadoption(δ∗C , δ
∗
S , δ

∗
R, ρS , ρR) =

{
1 if δ+R > δ−C
0 otherwise

• Social Strategies. In the existing literature different
social strategies for norm adoption have been defined:

– Cooperative agents accept norms which are con-
sidered as beneficial for the whole society. This
strategy can be implemented by defining social
goals as agent desires.

– A benevolent agent adopts those norms which are
desirable for another agent which it wants to favour.

In order to implement this strategy, it is necessary
to determine if a target agent j would be favoured
from norm application; i.e. if target agent j has a
positive desire of C. Therefore, any agent should
be able to represent other’s mental attitudes as
beliefs (i.e. nested mental propositions such as
(B (D+

j C), β) ∈ BC). This represents a problem

since desire formulas as (D+
j C) are many-valued

formulae (they have a truth value belonging to
[0,1]). Taking as a reference the solution pro-
posed in [5], this problem can be solved by means
of the definition of a projection operator (∇) de-
fined as true if the mental proposition has a posi-
tive degree. In this sense, ∇(D+

j C) would be true
when target agent j had a positive desire related
to proposition C whose degree was greater than 0.
Thus, norms will be adopted if the agent has the
belief (B∇(D+

j C), β), which means that an agent
beliefs that another agent j desires occurrence of
C with an intensity higher than 0.

4.2 Complex Strategies for Norm Adoption.
Besides these well known strategies for norm adoption,

more complex ones can be defined taking advance of the
possibilities which the proposed Normative BDI architec-
ture provides. The main idea beyond complex strategies is
to consider both positive and negative effects derived from
norm fulfillment and violation.

• Mixed Strategy. It accepts a norm if the effect of norm
compliance is higher than the effect of norm violation.
On the one hand, consequences of norm fulfilment are
the desirability of both the norm condition (δ+C ) and
the reward (δ+R) and the undesirability of the norm
sanction (δ−S ), which will be avoided if the norm is
respected. On the other hand, the effects of norm vio-
lation are the desirability of the sanction (δ+S ) and the
undesirability of both the norm condition (δ−C ) and
reward (δ−R ), that will be avoided if the norm is not
respected.

fadoption(δ∗C , δ
∗
S , δ

∗
R, ρS , ρR) =

 1 if δ+R + δ+C + δ−S >

δ−R + δ−C + δ+S
0 otherwise

• Mixed Pondered Strategy. This strategy is very similar
to the previous one, since it accepts a norm if the effect
of norm compliance is higher than the effect of norm
violation. However, both desirability and undesirabil-
ity of sanctions and rewards are pondered with their
observed probabilities (ρS and ρR) when calculating
the effects of the norm.

fadoption(δ∗C , δ
∗
S , δ

∗
R, ρS , ρR) =


1 if (ρR ∗ δ+R) + δ+C+

(ρS ∗ δ−S ) > (ρR ∗ δ−R )

+δ−C + (ρS ∗ δ+S )
0 otherwise
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These are discrete strategies in the sense they determine
if the norm will be adopted or not. However, continuous
functions can be easily defined by employing the difference
between norm compliance and violation effects.

As being illustrated, the proposed Normative BDI agent
architecture is general enough for implementing well known
strategies for norm adoption as well as more complex strate-
gies or a combination of different strategies. Next, our pro-
posal of normative agent architecture is applied into a case
study which illustrates the differences among the norm adop-
tion strategies.

5. THE M-WATER PROBLEM
The management of natural resources is a challenge of sig-

nificant social relevance. As argued in [3], the use of water
in a basin can be seen as a MAS controlled by norms. In this
section an example scenario of the m-Water problem is illus-
trated. According to the Spanish Water Law, the irrigators
which belong to the same area of a basin can be organized
forming irrigator communities. These communities act on
behalf of their members by defending their rights and inter-
ests. However, each community can impose some norms or
restrictions to their members.

5.1 Basic Scenario
The irrigator agent represents a farmer who wants to ob-

tain high quality vegetables from its plantation:

(D+highQuality, 1)

In order to achieve its goal of picking high quality vegetables
it has two different irrigation possibilities: to irrigate daily or
every two days. Thus, there are, at least, two different culti-
vation plans: one which contains the daily irrigation action
and another which performs the action corresponding to the
irrigation in alternative days. Logically, it is more possible
to obtain a good crop if the land is frequently irrigated:

(B [dailyIrrigation]highQuality, 0.75)
(B [alternateDaysIrrigation]highQuality, 0.5)

Finally, he avoids being fined: (D−payF ine, 0.8).

5.1.1 Bridge Rule Application
Realistic Desires. The first step performed by the BDI

architecture consists in applying Bridge Rule 1 in order to
refine abstract desires into more realistic ones:

(D+ highQuality, 1),
(B [dailyIrrigation]highQuality, 0.75) ⇒

DC : (D+ [dailyIrrigation]highQuality, fD(1, 0.75))

(D+ highQuality, 1),
(B [alternateDaysIrrigation]highQuality, 0.5) ⇒

DC : (D+ [alternateDaysIrrigation]highQuality, fD(1, 0.5))

Function fD is implemented as the product of both degrees.
Deriving Intentions. These more specific desires allow

the agent to determine which actions will be intended ac-
cording to the existing plans (Bridge Rule 2):

DC : (D+ [dailyIrrigation]highQuality, 0.75),
PC : plan(dailyIrrigation), 0.75 > 0 ⇒

IC : (I[dailyIrrigation]highQuality, 0.75)

DC : (D+ [alternateDaysIrrigation]highQuality, 0.5),
PC : plan(alternateDaysIrrigation), 0.5 > 0 ⇒
IC : (I[alternateDaysIrrigation]highQuality, 0.5)

Action Selection. Finally, the action which is more in-
tended will be performed by the agent (Bridge Rule 3):

IC : (I[dailyIrrigation]highQuality, 0.75)
IC : (I[alternateDaysIrrigation]highQuality, 0.5),

0.75 > 0.5 ⇒ CC : (act(dailyIrrigation))

5.2 Normative Decision Making
The irrigator agent is affected by norms as a consequence

of being a member of an irrigator community. In this ex-
ample the community forbids agents to irrigate daily if a
drought state has been declared in this area. Once the agent
becomes a member of the community it is informed by a rep-
resentative about norms which affect it. Thus, the agent as-
signs the maximum certainty degree to the recognised norm:

(RC ⟨⟨F, drought,−, dailyIrrigation, payF ine,
candidateGov⟩, ρn, ρS , ρR)
ρn = 1, ρS = 0.25, ρR = 1

If the irrigator respects the norm then it would become a
candidate to the governors board of the community. How-
ever, being a governor implies a lot of responsibilities. Be-
cause of this the irrigator is not interested on becoming a
candidate to the governors board ((D−candidateGov, 0.5)).

In this example, the irrigator agent is not sure if a drought
state has been declared. However, according to the mete-
orological conditions it thinks it is possible that there is a
drought situation. Hence it has a belief (B drought, 0.6) in
order to represent this drought possibility.

5.2.1 Norm Transformation
Once the norm is been recognised by the RC it is trans-

formed into an inference rule inside the NC (Bridge Rule
5):

RC : (RC ⟨⟨F, drought,−, dailyIrrigation, payF ine,
candidateGov⟩, 1, 0.25, 1) ⇒

NC : NC(⌈φ→ ψ⌉)
where:

φ = (B drought, 0.6)
ψ = (D−dailyIrrigation, f(factivation(0.6,−, 1)),

fadoption(δ∗dailyIrrigation, δ
∗
payFine, δ

∗
candidateGov, 0.25, 1))

On the one hand, the norm activation function takes as input
the certainty value assigned to the occurrence of the norm
activation condition (0.6) and the confidence value assigned
to the norm recognition (1). In particular, this agent has
implemented the factivation as the product of its not empty
parameters:

factivation(δA, δ¬E , δnr) = δA × δ¬E × δnr = 0.6

5.2.2 Norm Adoption
Regarding the norm acceptance, different results can be

obtained depending on the adoption strategy that has been
employed.

fadoption(δ∗C , δ
∗
S , δ

∗
R, ρS , ρR)

where:

δ+C = δ+dailyIrrigation = 0; δ−C = δ−dailyIrrigation = 0
since there is none (positive or negative) desire on the
norm condition (i.e. dailyIrrigation);
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δ+S = δ+payFine = 0; δ−S = δ−payFine = 0.8, since the

irrigator agent avoids being fined ((D−payF ine, 0.8));

δ+R = δ+candidateGov = 0; δ−R = δ−candidateGov = 0.5, as he
is not interested on becoming a candidate to governor
((D−candidateGov, 0.5);

ρS = 0.25, which implies that there is a low probability
of being sanctioned when not following this norm;

ρR = 1, which implies that the reward action will be
always applied when following this norm;

Next, results obtained with each strategy are shown:

• Automatic Strategy. In this case the irrigator always
accepts the norm, thus fadoption = 1. Then the f func-
tion multiplies the values obtained by the factivation
and fadoption functions. Therefore, a new normative
desire (D−dailyIrrigation, 0.6) is inserted into the DC
(Bridge Rule 8), being δthreshold = 0.25:

NC : NC(⌈(D−dailyIrrigation, 0.6)⌉),
0.6 > 0.25 ⇒ DC : (D−dailyIrrigation, 0.6))

Then the IC is updated through Bridge Rule 2:

DC : (D+[dailyIrrigation]highQuality, 0.9),
DC : (D−dailyIrrigation, 0.6),

PC : plan(dailyIrrigation), 0.9 > 0.6 ⇒
IC : (I[dailyIrrigation]highQuality, fI(0.9, 0.6))

Thus, a new intention related to the dailyIrrigation
action (I[dailyIrrigation]highQuality, 0.3) is created.
Its intentionality has been reduced since the action has
a negative desire. Finally, the intention update implies
the modification of the agent behaviour. The intention
related to the alternateDaysIrrigation, whose degree
is 0.5, is the most intended. Thus, the action per-
formed is alternateDaysIrrigation, since the irrigator
has adopted the norms of its irrigation community.

• Rebellious Strategy. This strategy implies that the irri-
gator rebuts respecting norms systematically, so then
fadoption = 0 for any norm. In this case a new intention
will be created in the NC (D+alternateDaysIrrigation,
0). However, this normative desire is not inserted into
the DC since its degree does not exceed δthres. Conse-
quently, the norm is not followed and the agent main-
tains the daily irrigation.

• Fearful Strategy. Since the norm has a sanction which
punishes agents that do not respect the prohibition,
the irrigator would follow the social norm (fadoption =
1). Consequently, it will adopt an alternateDaysIrri-
gation action, similarly as in the case of an automatic
strategy.

• Greedy Strategy. This strategy implies following the
norm whenever there is a reward. In this case, since
δ+R + δ−R = 1 > 0 the irrigator agent will adopt the
norm and, thus, it will perform the alternateDaysIrri-
gation action.

• Egoist Strategy. With this strategy, the irrigator will
respect the norm only if it benefits its goals (δ+C > 0).
In this case δ+dailyIrrigation = 0 and then fadoption = 0.

• Pressure Strategy. This strategy defines that the agent
adopts the norm only if its sanction is more undesired
than the norm condition (δ−S > δ−C ). Since δ−payFine =

0.8 and δ−dailyIrrigation = 0, then fadoption = 1.

• Opportunistic Strategy. This strategy defines that the
agent will adopt the norm only if its reward is more
desired than the undesirability of the norm condition
(δ+R > δ−C ). δ+R = 0, since the irrigator agent does not
desire the reward at all, so then fadoption = 0.

• Mixed Strategy. With this strategy the agent would
consider both positive and negative effects derived from
norm respect or norm violation. The norm is adopted
if:

δ+R + δ+C + δ−S > δ−R + δ−C + δ+S

According to the current mental state its value is:

0 + 0 + 0.8 > 0.5 + 0 + 0

which is true. Then fadoption = 1.

• Mixed Pondered Strategy. This strategy is defined as
the previous one but the reward and sanction desir-
ability and undesirability are pondered with their pos-
sibilities; i.e. the norm is respected if:

(ρR ∗ δ+R)+ δ+C +(ρS ∗ δ−S ) > (ρR ∗ δ−R )+ δ−C +(ρS ∗ δ+S )

In this example this formula is:

(1× 0) + 0 + (0.25× 0.8) > (1× 0.5) + 0 + (0.25× 0)

Then, the comparison is not true and fadoption = 0.

Along this section, a case study of an autonomous norma-
tive agent has been illustrated. More specifically, it consists
of an irrigator agent which must choose whether respecting
or not respecting norms. In its decision making process it
employs different norm adoption strategies which have been
defined for the proposed Normative BDI architecture.

6. DISCUSSION
Autonomous normative agents are defined as agents which

have explicit knowledge about norms and are able to decide
about norm adoption convenience; i.e. they have capabili-
ties for recognizing, representing and accepting norms, and
for solving possible conflicts among them [6]. Several pro-
posals have been made in order to define agents provided
with some of these capabilities. However, the definition of
an agent architecture and the reasoning processes over this
architecture which overcome all of the challenges raised by
autonomous normative agents stays an open issue.

Regarding recent works on normative reasoning, the BOID
architecture [4] represents obligations as mental attributes
and analyses the relationship and influence of such obliga-
tions on agent beliefs, desires and intentions. This approach
is very similar to the work proposed here. However, our ap-
proach overlaps the main drawbacks of the BOID proposal
in different ways: i) our normative model does not only con-
sider obligation norms but it gives support to constitutive
and procedural norms [8]; ii) it employs graded BDI logics
for representing mental attitudes, which allows agents to face
with uncertain and conflicting mental sates; and iii) it con-
sider norms as dynamic entities that agents should acquire
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from their environment. In relation with this last feature,
the EMIL-A proposal [1], which has developed a framework
for autonomous norm recognition, might be employed for
complementing the RC component of our normative BDI
architecture. Thus, agents would be able to acquire new
norms by observing the behaviour of other agents which are
situated in their environments. The main advantage of our
proposal with respect to EMIL-A is that our agent architec-
ture allows agents to decide whether adopting or not norms
according to their own motivations and interests. On the
contrary, EMIL-A agents adopt all recognised norms auto-
matically by deriving new normative goals.

Finally, the normative reasoning problem requires sophis-
ticated techniques in order to allow agents to consider conve-
nience of norm compliance according to their current men-
tal state. In this sense, norms may be inconsistent with
the mental state of agents. The cognitive coherence theory
evaluates the truth of cognitions in relation with a set of
cognitions [17]. Its main purpose is the study of associa-
tions; i.e. how pieces of information influence each other by
imposing a positive or negative constraint over the rest of
information. The problem of coherence among agent cog-
nitions has been superficially addressed in this paper and
will be object of future work. Regarding more elaborated
solutions to the coherence problem, in [11] a formalization
of deductive coherence theory has been used as a criterion
for rejecting or accepting norms. This work is based on a
very simple notion of norm as an unconditional obligation.
Moreover, this proposal only considers coherence as the one
rational criterion for norm acceptance.

7. CONCLUSIONS
Our proposal of Normative Graded BDI architecture al-

lows agents to acquire new norms from their environment
and consider them in their decision making process. The
fact that mental attitudes of agents are quantified allows
them to reason in open environments which are controlled
by norms. In this sense, graded modalities allow agents to
represent uncertain knowledge about the current state of
the world. Moreover, graded intentions and desires enable
agents to make decisions according to their satisfaction crite-
rion. This is specially interesting when designing normative
agents whose behaviour can be affected by conflicting norms.
Thus, the desirability degrees of desires and intentions allow
agents to decide between norm violation or fulfilment ac-
cording to their priorities.

As been illustrated our proposal of Normative Graded
BDI architecture: i) allows the definition of those strate-
gies which had been defined in previous works; ii) the fact
that mental attitudes are represented as graded propositions
allows agents to consider not only whether norms are ben-
eficial to their goals and motivations but also the intensity
in which they will be affected; and iii) it overlaps previ-
ous works since it allows the definition of complex strategies
which consider both positive and negative effects of norm
fulfilment and violation.

As future work, we plan to continue by working on the
analysis of non-rational motivations for norm adoption. In
this sense, we are working on extending our agent archi-
tecture with an emotion model which will allow agents to
take into consideration phenomena such as shame, honour,
gratitude, etc. when adopting new norms. Finally, we will
carry out a set of experimentations on norm adoption in or-

der to determine empirically the role of both rationality and
emotions on the norm adherence process.
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ABSTRACT
Most works on norms have investigated how norms are regulated
using institutional mechanisms which assume that agents know the
norms of the society they are situated in. Few research works have
focused on how an agent may infer the norms of a society without
the norm being explicitly given to the agent. These works do not
address how an agent can identify conditional norms. In this paper
we describe a mechanism that an agent can use to identify con-
ditional norms which makes use of our previously proposed norm
identification framework. Using park littering as an example, we
show how conditional norms can be identified. In addition we dis-
cuss the experimental results on the dynamic addition, modification
and deletion of conditional norms.

Categories and Subject Descriptors
I.2.11 [Artificial Intelligence ]: Distributed Artificial Intelligence—
Multiagent systems; J.4 [Computer Applications]: Social and Be-
havioral Sciences—Sociology

General Terms
Experimentation

Keywords
Norms, Conditional norms, Norm identification, Agents, Societies

1. INTRODUCTION
Most works on norms in normative multi-agent systems have

concentrated on how norms regulate behaviour (e.g. [15,18]). These
works assume that the agent somehow knows (a priori) what the
norms of a society are. For example, an agent may have obtained
the norm from a leader [9] or through an institution that prescribes
what the norms of the society should be [3,29].

Only a few researchers have dealt with how an agent may infer
what the norms of a newly joined society are [4, 22]. Recogniz-
ing the norms of a society is beneficial to an agent. This process
enables the agent to know what thenormative expectationof a so-
ciety is. As the agent joins and leaves different agent societies, this
capability is essential for the agent to modify its expectations of
behaviour, depending upon the society of which it is a part. As
the environment changes, the capability of recognizing a new norm
helps an agent to derive new ways of achieving its intended goals.
Such a norm identification mechanism can be useful for software
agents that need to adapt to a changing environment. In open agent
systems, instead of possessing predetermined notions of what the
norms are, agents can infer and identify norms through observing
patterns of interactions and their consequences. For example, a new

agent joining a virtual environment such as Second Life [20] may
have to infer norms when joining a society as each society may
have different norms. It has been noted that having social norms
centrally imposed by the land owners in Second Life is ineffec-
tive and there is a need for the establishment of community driven
norms [27]. When a community of agents determines what the
norm should be, the norm can evolve over time. So, a new agent
joining the society should have the ability to recognize the changes
to the norms. In our previous work we have proposed a norm identi-
fication framework which can be used to identify norms in the soci-
ety [22,23]. The norm identification framework takes into account
the social learning theory [7] that suggests that new behaviour can
be learnt through the observation of punishment and rewards.

This work aims to answer the question of how agents infer con-
ditional norms in a multi-agent society. Conditional norms are de-
fined as norms with conditions1. Software agent should not only
have the ability to identify norms but also the conditions under
which these norms hold.

Identifying conditional norms is important because an agent that
has inferred that another agent gets punished when that agent lit-
tered when it was 25 metres away from the bin may infer that the
condition associated with the norm is the distance of 25 metres. But
the actual norm could be that no one should litter within 50 metres
from the bin. The utility of the agent can be negatively impacted
through a sanction when it violates a norm if it litters 30 metres
away from a bin. In this case, the agent does not know the correct
condition associated with the norm. Another example of a condi-
tional norm is the tipping norm. In one society an agent may tip
10% of the bill while in another society an agent might be obliged
to tip 20% of the bill. In this work we are interested in experiment-
ing with the formation, modification and the removal of conditional
norms in the minds of the agents and the impact of the normative
conditions on the utility of the agents.

The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 provides a back-
ground on norms and how the concept of norms is investigated in
the field of normative multi-agent systems (NorMAS). Section 3
provides an overview of our previous work on the norm identifica-
tion framework. Section 4 describes a mechanism for identifying
conditional norms. Section 5 describes the experiments that we
have conducted and the results obtained. Section 6 provides a dis-
cussion on the work that has been achieved and the issues that can
be addressed in the future. Concluding remarks are presented in

1We distinguish norms that are not associated with conditions from
the ones that have conditions. An example of a norm without a
condition is the norm that prohibits anyone from littering a public
park (i.e.prohibit(litter)). An example of a norm with condition is
a norm that prohibits one from littering as long as there is a rubbish
bin within x metres from the agent (e.g.if (distanceFromBin< 10)
then prohibit(litter)).



Section 7.

2. BACKGROUND
Due to multi-disciplinary interest in norms, several definitions

for norms exist [4]. Elster notes the following about social norms
[13]. “For norms to be social, they must be shared by other peo-
ple and partly sustained by their approval and disapproval. They
are sustained by the feelings of embarrassment,anxiety, guilt and
shame that a person suffers at the prospect of violating them. A
person obeying a norm may also be propelled by positive emotions
like anger and indignation ... social norms have a grip on the mind
that is due to the strong emotions they can trigger”.

Based on the definitions provided by various researchers, we
note that the social practices surrounding the notion of a social
norm are the following:

• The normative expectation of a behavioural regularity: There
is a general agreement within the society that a behaviour is
expectedon the part of an agent (or actor) by others in a so-
ciety, in a given circumstance.

• A norm enforcement mechanism: When an agent does not
follow a norm, it could be subjected to a sanction. The sanc-
tion could include monetary or physical punishment in the
real world which can trigger emotions (embarrassment, guilt,
etc.) or direct loss of utility (e.g. decrease of its reputation
score).

• A norm spreading mechanism: Examples of norm spread-
ing mechanisms include the notion of advice from powerful
leaders, imitation and learning on the part of an agent.

2.1 Normative multi-agent systems
The definition of normative multi-agent systems given by the re-

searchers involved in the NorMAS 2007 workshop is as follows [8].
A normative multi-agent system is a multi-agent system organized
by means of mechanisms to represent, communicate, distribute, de-
tect, create, modify and enforce norms, and mechanisms to deliber-
ate about norms and detect norm violation and fulfillment.

Researchers in multi-agent systems have studied how the con-
cept of norms can be applied to artificial agents. Norms are of
interest to multi-agent system (MAS) researchers as they help in
sustaining social order and increase the predictability of behaviour
in the society. Researchers have shown that norms improve co-
operation and collaboration [26,31]. Epstein has shown that norms
reduce the amount of computation required to make a decision [14].
However, software agents may tend to deviate from norms due to
their autonomy. So, the study of norms has become important to
MAS researchers as they can build robust multi-agent systems us-
ing the concept of norms and also experiment on how norms may
evolve and adapt in response to environmental changes.

Research in normative multi-agent systems can be categorized
into two branches. The first branch focuses on normative system
architectures, norm representations, norm adherence and the asso-
ciated punitive or incentive measures. Several architectures have
been proposed for normative agents (refer to [19] for an overview).
Researchers have used deontic logic to define and represent norms
[16,32]. Several researchers have worked on mechanisms for norm
compliance and enforcement [3,18].

The second branch of research is related to emergence of norms.
Researchers have worked on both prescriptive (top-down) and emer-
gent (bottom-up) approaches to norms. In a top-down approach
an authoritative leader or a normative advisor prescribes what a
norm of the society should be [30]. In the bottom-up approach, the

agents come up with a norm through learning mechanisms [25,26].
Researchers have used sanctioning mechanisms [6] and reputation
mechanisms [12] for enforcing norms.

Many research works assume that norms exist in the society and
the focus is on how the norms can be regulated in an institutional
setting such as electronic institutions [5]. Very few have investi-
gated how an agent comes to know the norms of the society [4,22].
We have previously proposed an architecture for norm identifica-
tion [22, 23]. In this work, we extend our earlier work by incor-
porating the mechanism for identifying conditional norms. Identi-
fying conditional norms is important because the agent can confi-
dently apply the norm if the conditions associated with the norm
are known. This will help the agent not to lose utility by preventing
it from applying the norm under wrong conditions.

3. OVERVIEW OF THE NORM IDENTIFI-
CATION FRAMEWORK

In this section, we provide an brief overview of the norm iden-
tification framework that we have proposed and experimented with
in earlier works [22,23]. An agent employing this architecture fol-
lows a four-step process.

• Step 1: An agent actively perceives the events in the environ-
ment in which it is situated.

• Step 2: When an agent perceives an event, it stores the event
in its belief base.

• Step 3: Based on recognizing signals (i.e. events that are ei-
ther rewards or a sanctions), the agent stores them in a “spe-
cial events” base.

• Step 4: If the perceived event is a special event an agent
checks if there exists a norm in itspersonal norm(p-norm)
base or thegroup norm(g-norm) base. An agent may possess
some p-norms2 based on its past experience or preference. A
p-normmay vary across agents, since a society may be made
up of agents with different backgrounds and experiences. A
g-normis a norm which an agent infers, based on its person-
nel interactions as well as the interactions it observes in the
society. An agent infers g-norms using the norm inference
component3.

When a special event occurs an agent may decide to invoke its
norm inference component to identify whether a previously un-
known norm may have resulted in the occurrence of the special
event. In the context of the park-littering scenario, an agent observ-
ing a sanctioning event may invoke its norm inference component
to find out what events that had happened in the past (or that had not
happened in the past) may have triggered the occurrence of the spe-
cial event4. The invocation of the norm inference component may

2A p-normis the personal value of an agent. For example an agent
may consider that littering is an action that should be prohibited in
a society. This personal value may not be shared by the agents in a
society.
3The norm inference component of the framework makes use of
Candidate Norm Inference (CNI) algorithm. The CNI algorithm
uses association rule mining approach to identify sequences of
events as candidate norms.
4Prohibition norms can be identified by inferring the relevant
events that happened in the past. For identifying obligation norms
the agent may have to reason about what events that did not happen
in the past are the likely reason for a sanction (i.e. not fulfilling an
obligation). In this work we have considered prohibition norms.
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result in the identification of ag-norm, in which case it is added to
theg-normbase.

An agent, being an autonomous entity, can also decide not to in-
voke its norm inference component for every occurrence of a spe-
cial event but may decide to invoke it periodically. When it invokes
the norm inference component, it may find a newg-normwhich
it adds to itsg-normbase. If it does not find ag-norm, the agent
may change some of its norm inference parameters and repeat the
process again in order to find ag-normor may wait to collect more
information.

At regular intervals of time an agent re-evaluates the g-norms it
currently has, to check whether those norms hold. When it finds
that ag-normdoes not apply (e.g. if it does not find any evidence
of sanctions), it deletes the norm from theg-normbase.

The internal operational details of the norm inference framework
can be found in our previous work [23]. The next section describes
how conditional norms are inferred by an agent. The mechanism
for identifying conditional norms is built on top of the norm infer-
ence framework.

4. IDENTIFYING CONDITIONAL NORMS
In our framework, when a new agent enters a society it will try

to identify the norms that currently hold in that society. Once an
agent has identified a norm it may want to identify the context and
the exact conditions under which the norm holds. For example, the
norm in a public park could be not to litter, i.e.prohibit (litter)5. It
could be that the norm prohibits people from dropping litter in the
park as long as a rubbish bin is not visible to them (or the rubbish
bin is 50 metres away). The context here is the rubbish bin and
the condition is the distance from the rubbish bin. When an agent
identifies the norm in the first instance through observation, it may
not know the exact conditions associated with the norm.

Figure 1: Snapshot of the simulation

5An agent infers a prohibition norm (e.g.prohibit(litter)) by us-
ing association rule mining approach where norms are identified
by inferring the relevant events that happened in the past [23]. For
example an agent may notice that a sanctioning event is always pre-
ceded by a littering event. Hence the agent might infer that littering
is prohibited in the society.

Let us assume that an agent upon identifying the norm knows
the context of the norm. For example, on identifying that litter-
ing is prohibited the agent identifies the presence of the bin as the
context. The condition associated with the norm is the distance be-
tween the agent and the bin6. After inferring the norm, the agent
will observe the distance between the agents and the bins when
they are sanctioned. Based on observed distances, it will form its
conditional norm.

Algorithm 1 : Pseudocode of an agent to identify a conditional
norm
maxDistanceFromBin = 0, tempDistance = 0;1

conditionalNormReferralConsidered = true;2

conditionalNormRecommenders =∅;3

foreachnorm inference cycledo4

Obtain Norms list (NL) ;/* By invoking5

Candidate Norm Identification and
verification algorithm */
if NL 6= ∅ then6

foreachpunished agent with the visibility thresholddo7

tempDistance =8

getDistanceFromNearestBin ;
if tempDistance > maxDistanceFromBinthen9

maxDistanceFromBin = tempDistance;10

end11

end12

if conditionalNormReferralConsideredthen13

conditionalNormRecommenders =14

getAgentsFromVicinity ;
foreachagent∈ conditionalNormRecommenders15

do
if agent.maxDistanceFromBin >16

maxDistanceFromBinthen
maxDistanceFromBin =17

agent.maxDistanceFromBin;
end18

end19

end20

end21

end22

The pseudocode of an agent to identify the conditional norm of
the park is given in Algorithm 1. In each norm inference cycle an
agent will first identify a set of norms using the norm identifica-
tion framework [23]. Let us assume that the agent has identified
prohibit(litter) as the norm which is stored in its Norms List (NL).
For each of the littering agents that were observed to be punished,
an agent calculates the distance from the nearest bin to the pun-
ished agent using Chebyshev’s distance metric [1]7. The agent can

6The condition associated with a norm will be specific to the do-
main under consideration. In the park littering example, the con-
dition can be either one or two-dimensional. For example, the dis-
tance between a littering agent and bin is a single dimensional en-
tity. The littering zone can be modelled as a two dimensional entity
if is defined usingx andy coordinates (i.e. an agent should not lit-
ter within 5 metres from bin’sx position and 10 metres from bin’s
y position). Some researchers have used a two dimensional repre-
sentation for identifying norm conflicts [17, 28]. In this work we
have used the distance metric.
7Chebyshev’s distance also known as the Chessboard distance is
the minimum number of steps required for a King to move from
one square of the chessboard to another. In our implementation
Chebyshev distance represents the minimum distance between an
agent and the nearest bin.
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choose to ask for referral from one or more agents from its vicinity
threshold regarding the zone in which littering is prohibited (e.g.
the von Neumann neighbourhood [2] of a certain radius). If the re-
ferrer’s recommended distance is greater than distance observed by
the agent the agent increases the distance.

We note that the algorithm presented here is specific to the do-
main model under consideration. A generic algorithm for identify-
ing conditional norms will be desirable.

5. EXPERIMENTS
In this section we firstly describe the experimental set-up in sub-

section 5.1. In the rest of the sub-sections we describe the experi-
ments that were conducted and the results obtained.

5.1 Experimental set-up
We model agents in our virtual society in a two-dimensional

space. This virtual environment can be considered as a communal
region such as a park shown in Figure 1. The agents explore and en-
joy the park by moving around. Each agent has a visibility thresh-
old. The visibility threshold of the agent is governed by a Cheby-
shev distance [1] of a certain length. An agent can observe ac-
tions of agents and the interactions that happen between two agents
within its visibility threshold. There are three types of agents in
the simulation. They are learning litterers (LL), non-litterers (NL)
and non-littering punishers (NLP). There are four possible types of
actions defined in the simulation system:move, eat, litterandpun-
ish. The LL agents canmove, eatand litter. The NL agents can
moveandeatwhile the NLP agents canmove, eatandpunish. The
agents’ movement can be in one of the four directions: up, down,
left or right. The agents that are at the edge of the two dimensional
space can again re-appear in the opposite side (i.e. a toroidal grid
is implemented). The agents are represented as circles using differ-
ent colours. The LLs are green, the NLs are blue and the NLPs are
red. The id and action that an agent currently does appear above
the circle. All the agents make use of the norm inference compo-
nent [23] to infer norms. The red squares that appear within the
circles represent the identification of a norm. Rubbish bins in the
simulation environment appear in orange.

The simulation parameters that were kept constant for all the ex-
periments are given in Table 1. A sample simulation can be viewed
from this link8.

Table 1: Simulation parameters
Parameters Values

Grid size 20*20
Total number of agents 20

Number of litterers 12
Number of non-litterers 4

Number of non-littering punishers 4
Visibility threshold 5

Number of rubbish bins 2
Radius of non-littering zone (maxDistanceFromBin) 10

Number of referrals (when used) 1

5.2 Experiment 1 - Conditional norm identifi-
cation

The objective of the first experiment is to show that agents in a
society infer conditional norms using the proposed mechanism. We

8http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=RODPrloHUa0

also compare the rate of norm establishment in the society with the
rate of conditional norm establishment in the society.

Figure 2 shows two lines that represent the proportion of agents
with norms and the proportion of agents with conditional norms
in a society, respectively. It can be seen from Figure 2 that even
though the norm has been established in the society9 in iteration
270, the conditional norm (i.e. the agent should not litter when it
is within 10 metres from the bin), is not inferred in the society till
iteration number 410. This is because the conditional norm iden-
tification process is invoked by an agent after it has found a norm.
As the agents interact more and more in the society, they gather
more evidence regarding the condition associated with the norm.
If the norm does not change, then the correct condition associated
with the norm is inferred eventually. When an agent does not infer
a norm for certain amount of time or when the norm changes it will
remove the norm and its associated conditions from its norms base.

5.3 Experiment 2 - Conditional norm identifi-
cation with and without referral

An agent can expedite the process of identifying a conditional
norm if it asks another agent for its evidence of the normative con-
dition. We call this as the conditional norm referral process. It can
be observed from Figure 3 that when the referral is used, the rate
of establishment of the conditional norm increases. The agents ask
for referral from one other agent in the society10.

Figure 4 shows the progression of two agents towards the iden-
tification of the correct conditional norm (non-littering zone radius
of 10) with and without referrals. The progression rates of the two
agents are different because of their different paths of travel. If an
agent observes more agents on its path, then it has a higher proba-
bility of inferring both the norm and the condition associated with
the norm. It should be noted that the conditional norm establish-
ment for these two agents improve when the referrals are used.

The two dashed lines in Figure 4 show the radius of the non-
littering zone identified by the agents during the simulation. The
agent which found the norm first (agent 1, iteration 90) was not
the one to find the correct conditional norm first11. When agent 1
found the norm in iteration 90, the non-littering zone identified by
the agent was 6 metres (shown using an arrow in the Figure). It
found the correct conditional norm in iteration 380. Agent 2, albeit
finding the norm second (iteration 110, non-littering zone radius of
7 metres), found the correct conditional norm faster (iteration 190).
This again is governed by the number of agents an agent gets to
observe (i.e. the path of travel).

The two solid lines show the radius of the non-littering zone
identified by the agents when referrals are used. It is interesting
to note that when the referral mechanism is used, the agent which
found the norm first was also the one that found the normative con-
dition first. This is because once the agent finds the norm it can ask
the agents in the vicinity for referral instead of waiting for a long
amount of time to find out the maximum distance from the bin from
which a violation that was punished occurred.

5.4 Experiment 3 - Dynamic conditional norm
identification

9We assume that a norm is established in a society if all the agents
(100%) have inferred the norm. Researchers have used different
criteria ranging from 35% to 100% [21].

10When the number of referees increases, the rate of conditional
norm establishment increases. This has also been reported many
other works in multi-agent systems [10,33].

11The correct conditional norm is the non-littering zone of 10 me-
tres.
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Figure 2: Conditional norm identification

Figure 3: Rate of norm and conditional norm establishment in an agent society

An agent should have the ability to dynamically add newly iden-
tified norms and remove norms that do not hold. This experiment
demonstrates that conditional norms can be added, removed and
modified by an agent dynamically depending upon the environ-
mental conditions. The ability to change norms is important for
an adaptive agent so that it can flexibly adopt norms. An agent,
on identifying a norm, evaluates whether the norm holds at regular
intervals of time. If the norm does not hold, it removes the norm
from its norm base. When it removes the norm it also removes the
condition associated with the norm.

Figure 5 shows three lines that represent an agent identifying
conditions associated with norms when the norm is changing. In
this experiment, the punishers do not punish from iterations 1000
to 125012. In this experiment, having identified a norm, an agent
checks for the validity of the norm once again after 5 norm infer-
ence cycles (norm inference happens once every 10 iterations). If
the norm is found again, then the agent does not delete the norm.

12There can be several reasons why punishers may stop punishing.
The punishers can move from one society to another or can just stop
punishing because their utility has gone below certain threshold.

If the norm is not found, it removes the norm and the conditions
from its norm base. When the punishers do not punish, the norm is
not inferred. As the norm is not inferred for 50 iterations (5 norm
inference cycles from iteration 1010 to 1050), the agent removes
the norm and the conditions associated with the norm.

It can be observed from Figure 5 that an agent (without referral)
identifies a conditional norm in iteration 60, and the correct condi-
tional norm in iteration 120. The agent loses the conditional norm
in iteration 1050 when the norm is not found any more (as there
aren’t any punishers). It again finds a conditional norm in itera-
tion 1280 and the correct conditional norm in iteration 1670. It can
be observed that when the referral is used the conditional norm is
identified earlier.

We also varied the radius of the non-littering zone (i.e. the pun-
ishment zone for littering). After iteration 1250 all NLP agents
punished only those agents that littered within 5 metres from the
bin (as opposed to 10 metres which was used in iterations 1 to
1000). It can be observed from Figure 5 that the agent inferred
the new normative condition (radius = 5)13. Note that the agent

13The simulation video can be found at
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Figure 4: Rate of conditional norm establishment in two agents with and without referrals

Figure 5: Dynamic conditional norm identification by an agent

has made use of referral in this case.

5.5 Experiment 4 - Comparison of utility of
agents with and without conditional norm
identification

The objective of this experiment is to compare the utility benefits
of an agent when they identify norms with and without conditions.
In this experiment, an agent has a utility value which we call the
satisfaction level (S) which varies from 0 to 100.

An agent’s satisfaction level (S) decreases in the following situ-
ations:

• When a litterer is punished, its utility decreases (-1).

• For all agents, littering activity results in the decrease of the
utility. This is because each littering activity ruins the “com-
mons” area (-1/number of agents in the society).

An agent’s satisfaction level (S) increases (i.e. it gains utility) in
the following situation:

• When a litterer litters, it gains utility in a society (+1).

We have experimented with the utility of the agent with and with-
out conditional norm identification. An LL agent is better off by us-
ing conditional norm (CN) identification. Once identifying a norm

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=bT6CVJ6HU0I

an LL agent may choose to abstain from the action that is being
prohibited. In the case of a conditional norm, it learns the exact
condition under which it should not violate the norm. By this pro-
cess, it can improve its utility. It can be observed from Figure 6 that
an LL agent’s utility increases (greater than 50) when it has iden-
tified the conditional norm than just identifying the norm without
conditions (less than 50). =

For an NL agent, when it identified a norm (without a condition),
the utility initially decreases but then stabilizes to a constant value
because when all the agents inferred the norm, there aren’t any lit-
tering actions in the society. When the NL agent identifies the con-
ditional norm, its utility continues to decrease because whenever an
LL agent litters outside the not-to-litter zone, its utility decreases14.
The same applies to an LL agent, but the utility gains due to lit-
tering more than compensates for the utility lost because of other
agents polluting the commons area.

The utilities of NLP agents are not discussed here because we
assume these agents have other utility functions for punishing (e.g.
a leader who wants to promote a smoother functioning of the soci-

14It should be noted that when the utility of an NL agent goes below
a certain threshold, it can leave the society, or can become a litterer
or become a punisher. This is explored in another work [24]. The
objective here is to show that the conditional norm identification
has an impact on the utility of the agents.
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Figure 6: Utility comparison of two agents

ety, or an altruistic agent who does not care about its diminishing
utility). We note that if non-altruistic punishers are present in the
society, then the cost incurred by the non-altruistic punishers will
play a role in the establishment of a norm in the society (see [24]).

6. DISCUSSION
The issue of conditional norm identification has not been dealt

with by researchers in the field of normative multi-agent systems.
To this end, we have experimented how a conditional norm can
be identified by an agent in the context of park-littering. Identi-
fying norms with conditions can be beneficial in several settings.
For example, the norm identification architecture can be used to in-
fer norms in Massively Multi-player Online Role Playing Games
(MMORPGs) such as World of Warcraft (WoW). Players involved
in massively multi-player games perform actions in an environment
to achieve a goal. They may play as individuals or in groups. When
playing a cooperation game (e.g. players forming groups to slay
a dragon), individual players may be able to observe norms. For
example, a dragon can only be slayed if two players are within
certain distance from the dragon. An agent that identifies this con-
dition (the distance) will be better-off than an agent that just infers
the norm of cooperation (i.e. two players are needed to slay a
dragon). The mechanism proposed in this paper can be used to
identify norms with conditions. This mechanism can also be used
in virtual environments such as Second Life to infer conditional
norms.

Another application of identifying conditional norms is in the
area of e-commerce. For example, in one society, the norm associ-
ated with the deadline for payment (i.e. obligations with deadlines
as in [11]) may be set to 120 minutes after winning the item. De-
pending upon what an agent has observed, agents may have subtly
different norms (e.g. one agent may notice thatpayfollows win af-
ter an average of 80 minutes while another may notice this happens
after 100 minutes). Both these agents could still infer the norm but
the deadlines they had noticed can be different. This may result in
an unstable equilibrium with reference to the norms and hence con-
flict resolution mechanisms should be used to resolve them [17,28].

We note that we have modelled and experimented with a simple
domain. The number and type of agents can easily be increased and
the normative conditions identified can be richer and more com-
plex depending upon the problem domain. However, we believe
the main contribution is the identification of conditions associated
with norms. We have also shown how an agent can dynamically

add, remove and modify conditions associated with the norms.

7. CONCLUSION
This paper addresses the question of how conditional norms can

be identified in an agent society using the norm inference architec-
ture. Identification of conditional norms has been demonstrated in
the context of a simple park-littering scenario. The ability of an
agent to add, delete and modify a conditional norm has also been
demonstrated. It has also been shown that identifying norms with
conditions has an impact on the utility of the agents in the society.
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ABSTRACT 

Norms describe the permissions, prohibitions and obligations of 

agents in order to regulate their behavior. In this paper we 

investigate if the properties and characteristics of norms are being 

considered in MAS modeling languages, methodologies and 

organization models and if they give support to the checking of 

conflicts between the norms at design time. In addition, the paper 

presents the preliminary version of a normative modeling 

language called NormML that, although being in its infancy, is 

able to model several of the main properties and characteristics of 

the norms and to check the conflicts between them at design time. 

Categories and Subject Descriptors 

I.2.11 [Artificial Intelligence]: Distributed Artificial 

Intelligence—Multiagent Systems 

General Terms 

Design, Languages, Theory. 

Keywords 

Norm, Modeling, Validation, Conflict, Metamodel. 

1. INTRODUCTION 
Norms in multi-agent systems are mechanism used to restrict the 

behavior of agents by describing the actions that must be 

performed or states that must be achieved (obligations), actions 

that can be performed or states that can be achieved (permissions) 

and actions that cannot be performed or states that cannot be 

achieved (prohibitions). They represent a way for agents to 

understand their responsibilities and the responsibilities of the 

others. Norms are used to cope with the autonomy, different 

interests and desires of the agents that cohabit the system. 

Norms can be defined at design time together with the modeling 

of the system, or created at runtime by agents that have the power 

to do so [21]. In this paper we focus on the description of norms 

at design time. The modeling of norms is an important part of the 

specification of a system and should be treated as an important 

task of Multiagent System (MAS) design. The alignment of the 

norms with the elements that represent the system, such as its 

entities and the actions that they execute, is a fundamental activity 

because the norms specification relates such entities, their actions 

and the period during while the actions are being regulated. Thus, 

the redesign of the system may affect the specification of the 

norms and the redesign of the norms may influence the set of 

elements that represent the system. 

Another important issue that must be considered while specifying 

the norms is the conflicts that may arise between them. A clear 

example of such conflicts occurs when there is a norm that 

prohibits an agent to perform a particular action and another that 

requires the same agent to perform the same action at the same 

period of time. When norms are defined at design time some of 

those conflicts can be detected and solved by, for instance, 

amending the conflicting norms, which might cause the system’s 

redesign (by the inclusion of new actions, actors and roles, for 

example). By solving at least part of the conflicts at design time, it 

is possible to reduce the time the agents will spend executing such 

task at runtime.  

Due to the interdependency between the modeling of norms and 

the modeling of the elements of the system and the importance of 

finding out conflicts and solving them at design time, it is 

important that the modeling languages and the notations used by 

methodologies and organizational models to model MAS make 

possible the modeling of the norms together with the modeling of 

the whole system and also provide mechanism for solving the 

conflicts at design time. 

Taking this into account, the main goals of this paper are: (i) to 

investigate if the elements that compose norms can be modeled by 

using the MAS modeling languages and notations provided by 

methodologies and organizational model; (ii) to check if some 

dynamic characteristics of the norms, such as their creation, 

cancelation and delegation, can be modeled by them; and (iii) to 

explore the languages, methodologies and model in order to find 

out if they give support to the check of conflicts at design time. 

The paper also aims to present the preliminary version of the 

normative modeling language called NormML that is able to 

model several of the main properties and characteristics of the 

norms and to check the conflicts between them. Although being in 

its infancy, the language put forwards several desired attributes as 

presented in the paper. 

The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we identify some 

of the main properties and characteristics of a norm. In Section 3 
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we discuss about the support given by the modeling languages 

and the notations provided by the methodologies and 

organizational models analyzed to model such properties and 

characteristics and to check norm conflicts. Section 4 provides 

some background material and Section 5 introduces the 

preliminary version of our normative modeling language and tool 

used to automatically check for conflicts and query the norms 

model. Section 6 concludes the paper with final remarks and 

discusses future work. 

2. PROPERTIES AND 

CHARACTERISTICS OF A NORM 
In this section we stress the properties and characteristics of a 

norm by pointing out the main static aspects of a norm, i.e., the 

key elements that compose a norm, and its main dynamic aspects, 

i.e., the aspects related to its creation, cancelation and delegation.  

The elements that compose a norm are based on the premise that 

norms restrict the behavior of system entities during a period of 

time and define the sanctions applied when violated or fulfilled. 

Such elements were found out after investigate ten specification 

and implementation languages used to describe and implement 

norms [1, 8, 13, 14, 17, 20, 21, 22, 30, 33]. The main elements 

that contribute to define the static aspects of the norms are the 

following six:  

Deontic concept: The deontic logic refers to the logic of 

requests, commands, rules, laws, moral principles and judgments 

[23]. In multi-agent systems, such concepts have been used to 

describe behavior restrictions for the agents in the form of 

obligations (what the agent must execute), permissions (what the 

agent can execute) and prohibitions (what the agent cannot 

execute). Thus, one of the main properties of a norm is the 

identification of the type of restriction being defined, i.e., the 

identification of the deontic concepts associated with the norm. 

Involved entities: Since norms are always defined to restrict 

the behavior of entities, the identification of such entities whose 

behavior is being restricted is fundamental. A norm may regulate 

the behavior of individuals (i.e., a given agent, or an agent while 

playing a given role) or the behavior of a group of individuals 

(i.e., all agents playing a given role, groups of agents, groups of 

agents playing roles or all agents in the system). 

Actions: Since a norm defines restriction over the execution 

of entities, it is important to clearly represent the action being 

regulated. Such actions can be communicative ones, typically 

represented by the sending and receiving of a message, or non-

communicative actions (such as to access and modify a resource, 

to enter in an organization, to move to another environment, etc.). 

In this paper we have not taken into account norms applied to 

states. 

Activation constraints: The norms have a period during 

while they are active, i.e., during while their restrictions must be 

fulfilled. Norms can be activated by one constraint or a set of 

constraints that can be: the execution of actions, the specification 

of time intervals (before, after, between), the achievement of 

systems states or temporal aspects (such as dates), and also the 

activation / deactivation of another norm and the fulfillment / 

violation of a norm. 

Sanctions: When a norm is violated the entity that has 

violated this norm may suffer a punishment and when a norm is 

fulfilled the entity who has followed the norm may receive a 

reward. Such rewards and punishments are called sanctions and 

should be described together with the norm specification. 

Context: Norms are usually defined in a given context that 

determines the area of its application. A norm can, for instance, be 

described in the context of a given environment and should be 

fulfilled only by the agents executing in the environment or can be 

defined in the context of an organization and fulfilled only by the 

agents playing roles in the organization. 

The two main dynamic aspects of a norm took into account in our 

research were the creation and cancelation of the norm. Besides 

these two aspects, we have also analyzed the delegation of norms 

to other entities since it is also considered by some 

languages/methodologies. 

Creation: Besides being able to define norms at design time, 

it is also desired to be able to define the entities that have the 

power to create norm at runtime and the circumstance under 

which the norms can be created. 

Cancellation: Norms defined at design or runtime can be 

cancelled during the system execution. In order to specify the 

constraints of valid cancelations, it is important to identify the 

entities that have the power to cancel the norms and the 

circumstances under which the norms are canceled. 

Delegation: A norm (specified at design or runtime) applied 

to certain entity can be delegated by by the entity to another entity 

at runtime. After the delegation, the behavior of the entity 

receiving the norm will be restricted by the norm.The definition of 

a valid delegation includes concepts such as: which entity has the 

power to delegate the norm, which entities can be the responsible 

for the fulfillment of the norm and under which circumstances the 

norm can be delegated. 

3. RELATED WORK 
Although there are some works, such as the modeling languages 

AUML [27] and ANote [25] and the methodology MESSAGE [4] 

that do not support the modeling of norms, there are already many 

others that make possible the modeling of several properties and 

characteristics of a norm. From the set of two modeling languages 

[9, 37], seven methodologies [7, 15, 16, 19, 28, 29, 39] and three 

organization models [10, 11, 18] analyzed, no one is able to 

model all the elements described in the previous section. In this 

section we discuss those modeling languages, methodologies and 

organization models showing how they employ these elements 

and represent the concept related to the norms. 

Most of modeling languages and methodologies make available 

the deontic concept permission in order to describe the actions 

that agents can execute, but only few languages [37], 

methodologies [39] and organization models [10, 11] provide the 

three deontic concepts: obligation, permission and prohibition. 

Methodologies such as [16, 19, 28, 29] and the organization 

model proposed in [18] do only offer the concepts obligation and 

permission since they consider that everything that is not 

permitted is automatically prohibited. In the Secure Tropos 

methodology [16] the concept of obligation can be represented by 
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the delegation relationship and the concept of permission by the 

ownership and trust relationships. 

All languages, methodologies and organization models analyzed 

have a way to describe the entities to which the norm applies. 

However, none of them provides support to describe all the types 

of entities identified in Section 2. The majority provide support to 

describe a norm for a particular role, as in [7, 9, 10, 16, 18, 19, 

28, 29, 37, 39] or for an agent playing a role [11, 15]. But only 

the ones presented in [9, 10, 11, 15, 16, 28, 29, 37] allow the 

description of norms that apply to a group of individuals. The 

Secure Tropos methodology also allows the designer to describe 

the system itself as an entity and to define norms that can be 

applied to the system as a whole. 

All the modeling languages, methodologies and models analyzed 

provide a way to restrict non-communicative actions, i.e., actions 

not related to the sending and receiving of messages.  In [7, 9, 10, 

11, 15, 16, 29, 39] it is also possible to restrict communicative 

ones. In ROADMAP [19], that is one of the proposed extensions 

for Gaia [39], the user can only restrict the access to objects, roles 

and protocols of the system. 

The modeling languages and methodologies analyzed present 

several ways to describe the period during while a norm is active, 

i.e., to describe the restrictions for their activation and 

deactivation. In [7, 9, 10, 11, 15, 18, 29, 39] it is possible to 

express time constraints as dates and in [7, 9, 10, 11, 15, 19, 29, 

39] it is possible to describe periods of time as restrictions. In [7, 

9, 10, 11, 15, 29, 39] the execution of actions are used to restrict 

the period during while the norm is active, and in [10, 11] the 

activation/deactivation of a norm and the fulfillment/violation of 

another norm can also be used as restrictions. According to [24], 

the SODA [28] formalism is still being developed so we cannot 

affirm the types of restrictions that such methodology will 

support. 

A small number of languages and methodologies consider that 

norms can be violated, and only few of them provide a way for 

describing sanctions. The AORML language [37] assumes that 

commitments (or obligations) between entities of the system can 

be violated, and, as consequence, a sanction should be applied. 

But the language does not offer a way to describe this sanction. 

The organizational models OperA [10], MASQ [11] and MOISE+ 

[18] consider that norms can be violated, and, excluding 

MOISE+, they have mechanisms to describe sanctions. 

The O-MaSE methodology [15] group norms in two kinds of 

policies: law policies and guidance policies. Only the guidance 

policies can be violated but there is not a way to define sanctions 

for such violations. The Gaia and PASSI [7] methodologies 

express norms as organization rules that cannot be violated, and 

so there is no need to define a sanction mechanism. No language 

or methodology allows the description of rewards in case of the 

fulfillment of a norm. 

All languages, methodologies and organizational models define 

the norms in an organizational context, i.e., the norms are valid 

for all individuals and groups belonging to this organization. 

Besides AORML, that offer support to express obligations 

between two agents (as commitments) in the context of an 

interaction, methodologies such as [16, 29, 39] and the 

organizational model [10] also allow the description of norms in 

such context. Moreover, OperA and Prometheus [29] it is possible 

to describe a norm in a context that represents the transition of 

scenes. 

Only AORML, OperA, ROADMAP and SODA provide support 

to model the dynamic aspects of norms, like creation, cancellation 

and delegation. Unlike other extensions of the Gaia methodology, 

ROADMAP has mechanisms for describing permissions for a role 

to modify the norms applied to another role. In Secure Tropos it is 

only possible to define the delegation of norms between the 

entities of the system; the other dynamic aspects are not included. 

The SODA methodology uses security concepts based on role-

based access control design (RBAC) [12] to describe access 

permissions to resources and services of the system. Thus, the 

methodology defines special permissions that can be used to 

specify roles that can create, cancel or modify the norms of the 

system (in this case, called permission policies). 

In addition to the elements presented, another interesting 

characteristic to be considered when analyzing the modeling 

languages, methodologies and organizational model is the ability 

to detect conflicts between the norms of the system at design 

phase.  However, few works discuss this issue.  

The AORML language assumes that there is a normative 

inconsistency when there is at the same time a permission and a 

prohibition, or a prohibition and an obligation to the same action. 

It considers that obligations already have a permission embedded, 

so there is no conflict in this sense. Although the language 

considers that conflicts can occur, it does not have an automatic 

mechanism to detect these conflicts. 

The Secure Tropos methodology defines eight properties to be 

used in an automatic verification of conflicts, including the 

validation of conflicts between the system’s obligations and 

permissions. 

The OperA organizational model allows the automatic verification 

of conflicts between the norms that apply to a given entity. 

However, such mechanism does not give support to the checking 

of conflicts between norms applied to different entity types, i.e., 

between the norms applied to a group and the norms applied to 

roles or agents themselves. 

4. BACKGROUND 
In this section we briefly provide background material for the rest 

of this paper. NormML is a UML-based modeling language for 

the specification of norms that constraint the behavior of agents in 

MAS. The choice for UML as metalanguage allows for an easy 

integration of NormML with UML-based MAS modeling 

languages such as AUML, AML [9] and MAS-ML [31]. 

Moreover, metamodel-based validation techniques may be applied 

to norms specified in NormML. Therefore, Section 4.1 introduces 

basic notions of models and metamodels, necessary to understand 

the design of NormML. 

Our modeling language was designed with the perception that 

norm specification in MAS design and security policy 

specification in RBAC design are closely coupled issues. RBAC 

security policies specify the permissions that a user has under a 

given role, while trying to access system resources. In MAS we 

specify the norms that regulate the behavior (or actions) of an 

agent playing a given role. Although we consider security policies 
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and norms couple issues, norms can be violated since they only 

define how agents should behave.  

In Section 4.2 we introduce SecureUML [3], a domain-specific 

language (DSL) for modeling role based access control policies. It 

has been applied successfully both in academic projects [3] and 

industrial ones [6]. The work presented in this paper builds on 

previous work by the first and second authors. The reason why 

SecureUML was chosen is because it has a well-defined syntax, 

given by its metamodel, a formal semantics [2] and is designed 

specifically for RBAC modeling. 

In this paper we want to explore the modeling of norms using 

RBAC concepts. As a DSL for RBAC, SecureUML provides an 

elegant way for modeling norms in a precise and effective way. 

4.1 Models and Metamodels 
A modeling language provides a vocabulary (concepts and 

relations) for creating models. Such vocabulary is described by 

the metamodel of the modeling language which elements 

formalize the language concepts and their relationships. A 

metamodel may include invariants that specify additional 

properties that the models must fulfill as instances of the 

metamodel. Such invariants specify the well-formedness 

conditions (or well-formed rules) of a model with respect to its 

metamodel and the consistency conditions between metamodel 

concepts.   

When UML is chosen as metalanguage, a metamodel is 

represented by a class diagram and its invariants are written in 

OCL (Object Constraint Language) [26]. This is the choice 

followed in this paper. 

4.2 SecureUML 
SecureUML provides a language for modelling Roles, 

Permissions, Actions, Resources, and Authorization Constraints, 

along with the relationships between permissions and roles, 

actions and permissions, resources and actions, and constraints 

and permissions. The actions described in the language can be 

either Atomic or Composite. The atomic actions are intended to 

map directly onto actual operations of the modeled system (delete, 

update, read, create and execute). The composite actions are used 

to hierarchically group atomic ones.  

SecureUML leaves open what the protected resources are and 

which actions they offer to clients. ComponentUML [3] is a 

simple language for modeling component-based systems that 

provides provides a subset of UML class models: entities can be 

related by associations and may have attributes and methods. 

Therefore, Entity, Attribute, Method, Association and 

AssociationEnd are the possible protected resources. By using 

such SecureUML+ComponentUML1 it is possible, for instance, to 

specify the permissions a user playing a given role must have to 

execute a method (or to update an attribute) of a resource. In order 

to do so, it is necessary to instantiate the metaclasses User, Role, 

Permission, ActionExecute, Method (or ActionUpdate) and 

Attribute. 

                                                                 

1 The metamodel of SecureUML+ComponentUML (from now 

referred as SecureUML metamodel) is available at 

http://www.ic.uff.br/~viviane.silva/normML/secureUML.pdf 

5. NormML: A NORTMATIVE MODELING 

LANGUAGE 
As state before, norms are viewed as security policies. While in 

SecureUML it is possible to define permissions a user has, i.e., 

the constraints that a user, in a given role, must fulfill to perform 

actions over the system resources, in NormML it is possible to 

define the norms an entity must obey, i.e., it is possible to describe 

the set of actions an agent, a role or an agent playing a role is 

obliged, permitted or prohibited to execute conditioned by the 

execution of other actions. 

The NormML metamodel extends the SecureUML metamodel 

with the following basic elements: Norm, Agent and AgentAction  

(Section 5.1). The NormML metamodel also includes a set of 

invariants that guarantees the well-formedness of a norm and 

several operations that are used to identify conflicts between two 

given norms (Section 5.2). 

5.1 The NormML Metamodel 
Figure 12 presents the NormML metamodel by highlighting the 

new classes added to the SecureUML metamodel. A norm 

corresponds to an instance of the NormML metamodel, i.e., it is 

defined by instantiating several metaclasses and their relationships 

from the NormML metamodel. A norm may be either a 

permission (by instantiating the metaclass NormPermission), a 

prohibition (by instantiating the metaclass NormProhibition) or an 

obligation (by instantiating the metaclass NormObligation).  

A norm may constraint the behavior of Agents itself, the behavior 

of all agents playing a given Role, or the behavior of a specific 

agent it is playing a given role, captured by the Agent<->Role 

relationship.  

NormML inherits four resource kinds from SecureUML: 

Attribute, Method, Entity and AssociationEnd. It extends the set of 

resources with agent and roles’ actions represented by the 

metaclass AgentAction. Thus, it is possible to describe norms to 

control the access to attributes, methods, objects and association 

ends, and also to control the execution of the actions of agents and 

roles. 

Each resource kind has a set of actions that can be used to control 

the access to the resource. For instance, attributes are associated 

with the actions read, update and full access (read+update). In 

the case of restrictions applied to actions of agents and roles 

(AgentAction metaclass), the behavior that must be used is the 

execution of the action (ActionExecute). Note that AgentAction is 

the resource and ActionExecute is the action being used to control 

or restrict the access to the resource. 

                                                                 

2 Some of SecureUML metaclasses are not presented for 

readability purposes. 
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Figure 1. The NormML Metamodel 

Furthermore, NormML allows for the specification of the time 

period that a norm is active, which is represented by the metaclass 

NormConstrain. If a norm is conditioned by a Before clause, it 

means that the norm is active before the execution of the action(s) 

described in the Before clause. If a norm is conditioned by an 

After clause, it means that the norm is active only after the 

execution of the action(s) described in the After clause. In the case 

of a Between clause, the norm is only active during the period 

delimited by two groups of actions. 

In order to illustrate the use of NormML to model the norms of a 

MAS, consider following norms N1, N2 and N3. Figure 2, Figure 

3 and Figure 4 illustrates the norm diagram of N1, N2 and N3. 

N1: Seller is obliged to give the good to the buyer after the given 

buyer paid for it. 

N2: Seller is permitted to update the price of a good before a 

buyer pays for it. 

N3: Buyer is prohibited to return a good he/she has bought.  

 

Figure 2. Norm N1 described by using NormML 

 

Figure 3. Norm N2 described by using NormML 

 

Figure 4. Norm N3 described by using NormML 

5.2 Validating the Norms 
The process of validating a norm encompasses two steps. First, 

the norm, as an instance of the NormML metamodel, is checked 

according to the invariants of the metamodel. The invariants 

check if the norm is well-formed according to the metamodel 
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specification. The second step checks if any given two norms are 

in conflict. The current version of NormML is able to check the 

invariants and conflicts by using a set of operations described in 

OCL3. 

5.2.1 Well-formed norms  
Not all the norms that can be instantiated from the metamodel are 

well-formed. Below we describe two examples of well-formed 

rules of the NormML metamodel. Those were chosen since they 

represent the two sets of well-formed rules defined: rules that 

restrict the relationship between the metaclasses already defined 

in SecureUML and the metaclasses added by NormML and rules 

that are related to the specification of the norms themselves.  

WFR1: The resource AgentAction cannot be constrained by 

Permission. Although the metaclass Permission is defined in the 

SecureUML metamodel to define the permissions a user has over 

resources, the resource AgentAction can only be used by Norms to 

restrict the actions of an agent. Thus, it should be constrained by 

NormPermission. 

WFR2: A norm that regulates the execution of a given action 

cannot be conditioned by the execution of the same action by the 

same agent. An agent cannot be obliged, permitted or prohibited 

to execute an action conditioned to the execution of such action. 

This rule uses four operations in order to guarantee that the action 

being regulated by the norm is not in the set of actions of the 

Before, After or Between constraints. 

5.2.2 Checking for Conflicts  
After verifying the well-formedness of the norms, it is important 

to check if there are conflicts between the norms. The following 

situations are checked: 

Permission and Prohibition: One states a permission and another 

one a prohibition to execute the same action and such norms are 

active during the same period of time or during periods of time 

that intersects. The conflict occurs because the agent is permitted 

and prohibited to execute an action at the same time. Example: 

N3a: Buyer is prohibited to return a good it has bought. 

N3b: Buyer is permitted to return a good it has bought before 

using it. 

The activation time of N3a and N3b intersects since N3a states an 

unlimited prohibition. Thus, these norms are in conflict. 

Obligation and Prohibition: One norm states an obligation and 

another one a prohibition over the same action and such norms are 

active during the same period of time or during periods of time 

that intersect. The conflict occurs because the agent is obliged and 

prohibited to execute an action at the same time. Example: 

N1a: Seller is obliged to give the good to buyer after the given 

buyer paid for it. 

N1b: Seller is prohibited to give the good to buyer before the 

latter pays for it. 

The activation time of N1a and N1b do not intersect. These norms 

are not in conflict since the seller is not being obliged and 

                                                                 

3 Some of the well-formed rules of the NormML metamodel and 

all the OCL operations used to check for conflicts are available 

in http://www.ic.uff.br/~viviane.silva/normML/normML.pdf  

prohibited to execute the same action during the same period of 

time.  

Permission and Obligation: One norm states a permission and 

another one an obligation over the same action and such norms 

are not active during the same period of time. The period during 

while the agent is obliged to execute the action does not coincide 

with the period during while the agent is obliged to execute such 

action. Example: 

N2a: Seller is permitted to update the price of a good before a 

buyer pays for it. 

N2b: Seller is obliged to update the price of a good after a buyer 

pays for it. 

The activation time of N2a and N2b do not intersect, thus these 

norms are in conflict. 

In addition, we also consider that a conflict can be caused due to 

the relationship between an agent and the roles it is playing. 

• A norm applied to a role and another one applied to an agent 

may be in conflict: A norm applied to a role restricts the behavior 

of all agents playing such role. Therefore, when searching for 

conflicts, it is important to check the incompatible norms that are 

applied to roles and also the ones applied to agents that are able to 

play such roles. Note that agents can play several roles. 

• A norm applied to a role and another one applied to an agent 

playing the role may be in conflict: Since the norm applied to a 

role regulates the behavior of all agents applying such role, when 

searching for conflicts, it is important to check the incompatible 

norms that are applied to roles and to agents playing roles. 

• A norm applied to an agent and another one applied to the 

agent playing a role may be in conflict: Since both norms will 

regulate the behavior of the same agent, when searching for 

conflicts it is important to check the incompatible norms that are 

applied to agents and to agents playing roles. 

Note that two norms applied to different roles (that are not 

hierarchically related) are never in conflict even though the same 

agent can play both roles. Although an agent can play more than 

one role at the same time, an action is always executed in the 

context of one role. We understand that an agent must be able to 

obey each norm separately while playing the roles.  

The mechanism used to detect conflicts proposed in our paper is 

based on the approach presented in [33]. We extend such 

approach to consider conflicts between norms that state 

permissions and obligations—the authors in [33] only consider 

permissions and prohibitions or obligations and prohibitions—

and to deal with activation time that is related to the execution of 

actions—the activation time proposed in [33] is related to values 

associated with attributes. 

5.2.3 The Use of MOVA to Model, Validate and 

Query the Norms 
MOVA (Modeling and Validation group) tool [5] was used as a 

modeling tool (i) to describe the NormML metamodel, (ii) to 

create the normative models, (iii) to check the well-formedness of 

the norms and their conflicts, and also (iv) to inspect the 

normative models. MOVA allows for the creation of class 

diagrams, the definition of a set of invariants and operations over 

such diagrams and checking if object diagrams respect the 

invariants defined in class diagrams. We used MOVA to define 
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the NormML metamodel as a class diagram and to describe the 

well-formed rules of the metamodel as invariants of the class 

diagram. The normative models were then described as object 

diagrams and checked if they comply with these invariants. 

By using MOVA it is also possible to query the object diagram 

(i.e., to define queries over such models) by using the operations 

defined in the class diagram. Such mechanism was used not only 

to check the conflicts between the modeled norms by defining 

operations that investigate the possible conflicts (according to the 

rules described in Section 5.2.2) but also to explore the normative 

models themselves. Such investigation is fundamental when 

dealing with large-scale MAS that typically define a large number 

of norms. After describing hundreds norms it is almost impossible 

to find out, without the helping of a tool, all the norms applied to 

a role, for instance.  

6. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK 
We have presented some of the main properties and characteristics 

of a norm and discussed how several MAS modeling languages 

and the notations provide by methodologies and organizational 

models give support to the modeling of these elements and to the 

checking of conflicts between norms.  

In Section 3, it is clear that none of the analyzed modeling 

languages and notations give support to the modeling of all 

elements described in Section 2 together with the checking of 

conflicts. With this in mind and with the aim of creating a 

normative modeling language that could be easily integrated with 

the MAS modeling languages based on UML—since a number of 

MAS language extends UML—the preliminary version of the 

NormML was proposed.  

NormML is a normative modeling language that builds on RBAC 

concepts to model the norms of MAS. Our approach follows 

others that have also used RBAC as a basis such as [32, 35, 36, 

38]. The work most similar to ours is SODA since it is also based 

on RBAC and is able to model norms. However, in SODA it is 

not possible to model obligations and prohibitions, to define 

sanctions and, since it is not formalized yet, it is not clear what are 

the set of possible activation constraints of a norm. 

The NormML metamodel was defined according to the normative 

grammar proposed in [30]. This grammar extends the normative 

language proposed by Garcia-Camino et al. [13] with the notion 

of non-dialogical actions proposed by Vazquez-Salceda et al. [34] 

and with the definition of sanctions and relationships between 

norms stated by Lopez y Lopez et al. in [21][22]. However, the 

current version of NormML does not contemplate all the elements 

defined in the grammar. 

By using the current version of NormML it is possible (i) to 

model permissions, prohibitions and obligations; (ii) to regulate 

the behavior of individuals; (iii) to define norms that restrict the 

execution of non-communicative actions; (iv) to define activation 

constraints based on the execution of actions; and (v) to define 

norms in the context of organizations. The language also gives 

support to the checking of conflicts among norms. As stated 

before in Section 5.2, the rules that check for conflicts are 

implemented in OCL as operations and queries. 

We are in the process of extending the language (i) to define 

norms that control the behavior of groups of individuals; (ii) to 

define norms that restrict the execution of communicative actions 

and the achievement of states; (iii) to define different activation 

constraints, such as deadlines; (iv) to define sanctions associated 

with the norms; and (v) to associate the norms with different 

contexts.  

It is also our intension to define a sequence diagram for NormML 

to describe the sequence of the executed actions. By using such 

diagram it will be possible to: (i) represent dynamic aspects as the 

creation, cancellation and delegation of a norm; (ii) define norms 

in an interaction context; (iii) check conflicts that depend on the 

sequence of the executed actions; and (iv) identify the norms that 

are active and the ones that were violated. 
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ABSTRACT
We propose a social coherence-based model and simulation
framework to study the dynamics of multi-agent organiza-
tions. This model rests on the notion of social commitment
to represent all the agents’ explicit inter-dependencies in-
cluding roles and organizational structures. A local coher-
entist approach is used that, along with a sanction policy,
ensures social control in the system and the emergence of
social coherence. We illustrate the model and the simulator
with a simple experiment comparing two sanction policies.

Categories and Subject Descriptors
I.2.11 [Artificial Intelligence]: Distributed Artificial In-
telligence—intelligent agents, multiagent systems

General Terms
Algorithms, Experimentation, Theory

Keywords
Social and organizational structure, social commitments, agent
reasoning, social control

1. INTRODUCTION AND MOTIVATIONS
Research in the area of Computational Organization The-

ory [3] and multi-agent systems (MAS) has resulted in a
large number of models capturing different aspects of or-
ganizational behaviour [18, 19, 1, 6]. This paper presents
a model and simulation framework to study the social dy-
namics of multi-agent organizations. The model uses the
notion of social commitment (defined in Section 2) as the
main building block to represent all the inter-dependencies
between social entities. Sanction policies provide social con-
trol mechanisms (defined in Section 3) to regulate the en-
forcement of social commitments. Our model extends pre-
vious work on cognitive coherence [15, 16] by showing how
the coherence principle can drive the emergence of social be-
haviour. In particular, by organizing agent behaviour in a
way that makes global social coherence (formalized in Sec-
tion 4) emerge from the local cognitive coherence of inter-
acting agents.

We strive to build a simple minimalist model, where so-
cial behaviour emerges from local behaviour, enabling us

∗School of Interactive Arts and Technology.
†Institut Supérieur d’Informatique, de Modélisation et de
leurs Applications.

to study the social dynamics of multi-agent organizations.
This paper advances the state of the art by proposing a uni-
fied yet computational and operational view of the social
aspects of multi-agent systems. We also present a sample
pizza delivery domain (Section 5), and illustrate the use of
the model and simulator with a simple experiment (Section
6) to investigate social control mechanisms while comparing
two sanction policies. Then, we discuss our work while re-
lating it to other research (Section 7). Finally, we conclude
and discusses future work (Section 8).

2. SOCIAL MODELLING

2.1 Handling Actions
We represent atomic actions as (possibly) parametrized

predicate formulas with unique names. We use a discreet
instant-based sequential model of time where actions are
assumed to be instantaneous. However, each action requires
a preparation time expressed in time steps.

Definition 1. (Primitive or Atomic Action) Given
the non-empty set X of all atomic actions in the system,
a primitive action α ∈ X is represented as a tuple α =
〈α(~x),∆α〉, where:

• α(~x) is a predicate formula s.t. α(~x) 6= β(~x), and
α(~x) = α(~y)⇒ ~x = ~y; and
• ∆α > 0 specifies the preparation time of action α(~x)

measured in time steps.

In our model, exogenous events are treated as actions not
necessarily performed by agents in the system. Therefore, in
the rest of the paper events and actions are used interchange-
ably. We model an exogenous event as an action recurring
within certain period of time.

Definition 2. (Exogenous Action) Given the set X̂ of
all exogenous actions in the system, an exogenous action
α̂ ∈ X̂ is represented as a tuple α̂ = 〈αexog(~x), ε〉, where:

• αexog(~x) is a predicate formula s.t. αexog(~x) 6= βexog(~x),
and αexog(~x) = αexog(~y)⇒ ~x = ~y; and
• ε ≥ 0 specifies the maximum period within which the

event αexog(~x) will occur once.

2.2 Social Commitment
This section briefly presents a formal model of social com-

mitment (henceforth abbreviated s-commitment). Concretely,
commitments have proven useful to represent all the agent
inter-dependencies: social norms, roles, authority relations



Figure 1: Social commitment finite state transition
machine.

and the semantics of agent communication [4, 20]. Concep-
tually, commitments are oriented responsibilities contracted
by a debtor towards a creditor.1 One can distinguish action
commitments from propositional commitments [24]. Propo-
sitional commitments entail complications and for that rea-
son, following a number of other researchers [4, 8, 7], we
will only consider action commitments in the rest of this
paper. That is, commitments where a debtor is committed
towards a creditor to bring about the effects of some atomic
action. We adopt the model of Pasquier et al. [16] in which
the dynamics of social commitments is formalized as a finite
state machine (FSM). Figure 1 illustrates the different ways
s-commitments can be manipulated. Note that update and
delegation will not be considered in the rest of this paper.

Definition 3. (Action Commitment Schema) Given
the non-empty set SC of action commitments in the system,
a particular action commitment schema c̄ ∈ SC is repre-
sented as a unique rule of the form:

c̄ = φ⇒ C(x, y, α, td,Sx,Sy) (1)

where:

• The antecedent φ is a formula representing any general
trigger condition, i.e. a primitive action, an exogenous
action, or any other complex condition2;
• The consequent C(x, y, α, td, Sx, Sy) is a predicate

formula with an arity of 6; representing the fact that
the debtor enacting role x is committed towards the
creditor enacting role y to achieve the effects of ac-
tion α within td > 0 time steps of the creation time,
under the sanctions sets Sx and Sy, which specify the
different sanctions that will be applied to x and y ac-
cording to the states and transitions applicable to this
commitment; and
• α = 〈α(~x),∆α〉, with td ≥ ∆α.

1Social commitments share a great deal with the notion of
directed obligation as defined in deontic logic and as also
used by some researchers in the context of agent communi-
cation.
2In this paper we restrict the antecedent formula φ to be
either a primitive or exogenous event.

Note that, action commitment schema (1) can only be valid,
if its total duration time td is at least as long as the prepa-
ration time (i.e. ∆α) of the atomic action α. In this pa-
per, we only consider action commitments involving atomic
actions. We can look at action commitment schemes as ab-
stract place holders describing generic oriented responsibil-
ities contracted by a debtor towards a creditor. Social com-
mitment schemes are ultimately instantiated by agents.

Definition 4. (Instantiated Action Commitment)
Given an action commitment schema

c̄ = φ⇒ C(x, y, α, td,Sx,Sy) (2)

where the trigger condition φ is satisfied, we define an in-
stantiation of c̄ as a unique grounded predicate formula
with an arity of 7:

c = C(x, y, α, ts, tf ,Sx,Sy) (3)

where x and y are debtor and creditor agents, respectively.
Formula (3) results from:

• Removing the (satisfied) antecedent φ from formula (2);
• Removing parameter td from the consequent of (2),

then adding parameters ts, tf where: ts represents the
creation time when φ occurs and schema c̄ gets instan-
tiated; and tf = ts + td;
• Instantiating every free variable from formula (3).

Note that both schemes and instantiated action commit-
ments must be distinctly identified in the system. Accepted
action commitments take the form of a grounded predicate
formula: C(x, y, α, ts, tf ,Sx,Sy). Rejected commitments,
meaning that debtor x is not committed towards creditor
y to achieve action α, take the form ¬C(x, y, α, ts, tf , Sx,
Sy).

Our model also accounts for ordering constraints between
instantiated social commitments.

Definition 5. (Time Constraint) Given two distinct
instances of social commitments

ci = C(xi, yi, α, tsi
, tfi

,Sxi
,Syi

)

cj = C(xj , yj , α, tsj
, tfj

,Sxj
,Syj

)
(4)

where: tfi < tsj (resp. tfj < tsi); we use the time (or-
dering) constraint notation ci ≺ cj (resp. cj ≺ ci) to
represent disjoint time intervals between {ci, cj}, where ci
(resp. cj) temporally precedes cj (resp. ci). Otherwise, we
use the notation ci 4 cj (resp. cj 4 ci) to represent a time
interval overlapping constraint between {ci, cj}.

Active social commitments raise action expectations, and
the enforcement of social commitments can take place through
various social control mechanisms instead of through as-
sumptions of sincerity and cooperativeness [16]. Social com-
mitments, when modelled with their enforcement mecha-
nism [16], are not necessarily sincere and do not require the
agents to be cooperative. From this perspective, social com-
mitments serve to coordinate the agents whether or not they
are cooperative and whether or not they are sincere.

2.3 Social entities
In this paper, we only consider three types of social en-

tities: agents, social roles, and social organizations. While
numerous refinements are possible, we take a minimalist ap-
proach to define these entities. Formally:

Definition 6. (Social Entity) Given the non-empty set
D = Ag ∪Role∪Org, a particular social entity d is repre-
sented as d ∈ D where:
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• Ag, Role, Org are sets that stand for all the agents,
social roles, and organizations respectively;
• And Ag ∩Role = ∅, Ag ∩Org = ∅, Role ∩Org = ∅.
Definition 7. (Organization) Given the set Org of all

organizations in the system, a particular organization o ∈
Org is represented as a tuple o = 〈Ao, Ro, ρo〉 where:

• Ao is the set of agents that belongs to the organization,
with Ao 6= ∅, Ao ⊆ Ag;
• Ro is the set of roles relevant to the organization, with
Ro 6= ∅, Ro ⊆ Role; and
• ρo is a binary relation that assigns to each agent that

belongs to the organization, one or several roles from
Ro, noted ρo : Ao −→ Rno (1 ≤ n ≤ |Ro|), s.t. ∀agi ∈
Ao ρo(agi) 6= ∅.

Definition 8. (Social Role) Given the set Role of all
social roles and the set X of all primitive actions in the
system, a particular social role r ∈ Role is represented as
a tuple r = 〈Xr,SCr〉 where:

• Xr is the set of primitive actions that define the capa-
bilities of this role, with Xr 6= ∅, Xr ⊆ X ; and
• SCr is the set of s-commitment schemes specifying the

inter-dependencies between this role and every other
debtor or creditor, with SCr 6= ∅.

Definition 9. (Agent) Given the set Ag of all agents in
the system, a particular agent ag ∈ Ag is represented as a
tuple ag = 〈Rag,κag〉 where:

• Rag is the set of roles the agent is assigned to, with
Rag 6= ∅, Rag ⊆ Role; and
• κag is a binary relation that assigns a probabilistic reli-

ability value to each primitive action αi ∈ Xag within
the capabilities of agent ag, capturing the probability
of agent ag succeeding at performing primitive action
αi, noted κag : Xag −→ [0, 1], with Xag =

S {Xrj |
〈Xrj ,SCrj 〉 ∈ Rag}.

Organizations and roles are abstract constructs enacted by
actual agents. When representing instantiated commitments
we use a notation inspired by Carabelea and Boissier [2] to
capture the role being enacted by the creditor and debtor
agents respectively. So, we can now rewrite Formula (3) as
follows:

c = C(agi : rx, agj : ry, α, ts, tf ,Sagi
,Sagj

) (5)

meaning that agent agi enacts role rx and agent agj enacts
role ry.

The capabilities of an agent are determined by all the
primitive actions which define the capabilities of each role
the agent is assigned to. For example, besides being a cook
within organization Ω, agent ag1 could also play the role of a
volunteer firefighter within a different organization. In such
a case, the individual capabilities of the agent ag1 will clearly
span beyond those determined by the scope of his/her role
within organization Ω.

There might be instances where the same agent plays sev-
eral roles within an organization. There might be other
instances where several agents play the same role within
an organization. In the latter case, we follow a fair allo-
cation principle so that (on average) all agents have a sim-
ilar chance to enact the same role they were assigned to.
In our implementation of the model, the Agent Allocation
Manager (AAM) module handles the system-wide alloca-
tion of agents. It is actually implemented as a wrapper to

the Mersenne Twister (MT19937 implementation) pseudo-
random number generator, which provides fast generation of
high-quality pseudo-random numbers. For each role ri the
AAM keeps track of which agents are available (resp. un-
available). When instantiating a s-commitment, the AAM
will randomly pick an agent from the pool of available agents
enacting role ri until all agents have been allocated a s-
commitment and the pool is empty. Then, the AAM ’re-
plenishes’ the pool by flagging all agents enacting role ri as
available and repeats the same process again.

3. SOCIAL CONTROL MECHANISMS
Theories of social control [13, 9] focus on the strategies and

techniques that help to regulate agent behaviour, and lead
to conformity and compliance with the rules of society (at
both the macro and the micro level). In the remainder of this
section, we detail the main elements used in the enforcement
of social commitments: sanctions, which are considered in
their general sense of positive or negative incentives.

Most s-commitment-based approaches assume that the
agents will respect their social commitments (thus applying
regimentation). This assumption is unrealistic since unin-
tended commitment violation is likely to occur and unilat-
eral commitment cancellation as well as commitment modi-
fication are desirable. Intuitively, sanctions should meet the
following base criteria. Violation and cancellation are either
associated with (possibly) negative sanctions, fulfilment is
associated with a (possibly) positive sanction and violation
carries either a harsher or similar sanction than cancellation.

In previous work [16], we have proposed an ontology of
sanction types and punishment policies. Here we will only
present the basic mechanism by which the enforcement of s-
commitment is ensured in our model of social coherence. A
sanction policy determines the type of sanctions (and their
magnitude) that are assigned to social commitments at cre-
ation time. For simplicity, we assume that sanctions are not
delayed through time and are applied at the time of occur-
rence as specified in the sanction policy.

Definition 10. (Sanction Policy) Given an organiza-
tion o = 〈Ao, Ro, ρo〉; the set SCo of all social commitment
schemes related to the organization; and the set T of all the
transitions applicable to s-commitments. For every schema
c̄ ∈ SCo of the form

c̄ = C(rx, ry, α, ts, tf ,Sx,Sy)

we specify the sanction sets Sx = {sfx, scx, svx}, and Sy =
{scy} using the following function (where z is the transition
consumed in the FSM from Figure 1):

σsc(z) =

8>>><>>>:
sf

x if z = 7, // discharge of fulfilment
sv

x if z = 5, // discharge of violation,
sc

x if z = 2, // cancellation by debtor,
sc

y if z = 2, // cancellation by creditor
nil if z /∈ {2, 5, 7}

(6)

where:

• σsc : T −→ [−1, 1];
• sfx represents the sanction value applied to debtor x

when fulfilling commitment c;
• svx represents the sanction value applied to debtor x

when violating commitment c;
• scx represents the sanction value applied to debtor x

when cancelling commitment c; and
• scy represents the sanction value applied to creditor y

when cancelling commitment c.
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4. SOCIAL COHERENCE
In cognitive sciences and social psychology most cognitive

theories appeal to the coherence principle which puts coher-
ence as the main organizing mechanism: the individual is
more satisfied with coherence than with incoherence. In this
section, we build on and extend previous work on cognitive
coherence [15, 16] by showing how to use the coherence prin-
ciple as the driving force that makes social behaviour emerge
from the local cognitive coherence of interacting agents.

4.1 Formal characterization of social coher-
ence

We present a constraint satisfaction based model of social
coherence resulting in a symbolic-connexionist hybrid for-
malism. In our approach, the cognitions of a social entity are
represented through the notion of elements (i.e. instantiated
s-commitments). We denote E the set of all elements. Ele-
ments are divided in two sets: the set A of accepted elements
and the set R of rejected elements. We adopt a closed-world
assumption which states that every non-explicitly accepted
element is rejected. Since not all s-commitments are equally
modifiable, a resistance to change is associated to each ele-
ment. Formally:

Definition 11. (Resistance to Change) We specify the
resistance to change of an element (i.e. instantiated s-
commitment) through the function:

Res : E× T −→ R ≡ −σsc(z) (7)

where E is the set of all elements, T is the set of all the tran-
sitions applicable to social commitments, and σsc(z) (z ∈ T)
is the sanction policy.

Note that, we equate the resistance to change with the sanc-
tions corresponding to the transitions (i.e. fulfilment, can-
cellation, violation) of the s-commitment as specified in the
sanction policy (Formula (6)). The higher the punishment
(resp. reward) for cancelling/violating (resp. fulfilling) a
s-commitment, the higher (resp. lower) the resistance to
change will be.

S-commitments can be related or unrelated. When they
are related, positive compatibility relations like facilitation
and entailment are represented as positive constraints. Nega-
tive incompatibility relations like mutual exclusion (e.g. crit-
ical time overlap), hindering, and disabling are represented
as negative constraints. We use C+ (resp. C−) to denote the
set of positive (resp. negative) constraints and C = C+ ∪C−
to refer to the set of all constraints. For each of these con-
straints, a weight reflecting the importance degree for the
underlying relation is attributed (our constraint generation
mechanism is described in Section 4.2). Those weights can
be accessed through the function Weight : C −→ R. Con-
straints can be satisfied or not.

Definition 12. (Constraint Satisfaction) A positive
constraint is satisfied if and only if the two elements that it
binds are both accepted or both rejected, noted Sat+(x, y) ≡
(x, y) ∈ C+ ∧ [(x ∈ A ∧ y ∈ A) ∨ (x ∈ R ∧ y ∈ R)]. On the
contrary, a negative constraint is satisfied if and only if one
of the two elements that it binds is accepted and the other
one rejected, noted Sat−(x, y) ≡ (x, y) ∈ C− ∧ [(x ∈ A∧ y ∈
R) ∨ (x ∈ R ∧ y ∈ A)]. Satisfied constraints within a set of
elements E are accessed through the function:

Sat : E ⊆ E −→


(x, y) | x, y ∈ E ∧
(Sat+(x, y) ∨ Sat−(x, y))

ff
(8)

In that context, two elements are said to be coherent (resp.
incoherent) if and only if they are connected by a relation
to which a satisfied (resp. non-satisfied) constraint corre-
sponds. The main interest of this type of modelling is to
allow defining a metric of cognitive coherence that permits
the reification of the coherence principle in a computational
calculus.

Given a partition of elements among A and R, one can
measure the coherence degree of a non-empty set of elements
E . We use Con() to denote the function that gives the con-
straints associated with a set of elements E . Con : E ⊆
E −→ {(x, y) | x, y ∈ E , (x, y) ∈ C}.

Definition 13. (Coherence Degree) The coherence de-
gree C(E), of a non-empty set of elements, E is obtained
by adding the weights of constraints linking elements of E
which are satisfied divided by the total weight of concerned
constraints. Formally:

C(E) =

P
(x,y)∈Sat(E)Weight(x, y)P
(x,y)∈Con(E)Weight(x, y)

(9)

Note that C(E) ∈ [0, 1] since Sat(E) ⊆ Con(E). The general
social coherence problem is then:

Definition 14. (Coherence Problem) The general co-
herence problem is to find a partition of the set of elements
E ⊆ E (i.e. instantiated s-commitments) into the set of ac-
cepted elements A and the set of rejected elements R, such
that, it maximizes the coherence degree C(E) of the set of
elements E.

The coherence problem is a constraint optimization problem
shown to be NP-complete [22]. The state of a social entity
can be defined as follows:

Definition 15. (Social Entity’s State) A social en-
tity’s state is characterized by a tuple W = 〈SC, C+, C−,
A, R〉, where:

• SC is a set of elements that stand for the social en-
tity’s agenda, that stores all the social commitments
from which the social entity is either the debtor or the
creditor;
• C+ (resp. C−) is a set of non-ordered positive (resp.

negative) binary constraints over SC such that ∀(x, y) ∈
C+ ∪ C−, x 6= y;
• A is the set of accepted elements and R the set of re-

jected elements and A ∩R = ∅ and A ∪R = SC.

Finally, the overall degree of social coherence of an organi-
zation can be formally defined as follows:

Definition 16. (Organization’s Social Coherence)
The degree of social coherence of an organization o is cal-
culated over the set of elements Eint ∪ Eext ⊆ E, where:

• Eint is the set of instantiated s-commitments where
both the debtor and the creditor are members of or-
ganization o; and
• Eext is the set of instantiated s-commitments where ei-

ther the debtor or the creditor (XOR) is member of
organization o.

4.2 Constraints generation
Our social coherence model does provide a systematic

mechanism for generating the constraints between social com-
mitments. Our approach draws from TÆMS [11], a domain-
independent framework for environment centred analysis and
design of coordination mechanisms. This very well studied
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Table 1: Weights and precedence order between
hard and soft constraints.

Hard Constraints Soft Constraints
Disabling w = 3 Hindering w = 1

Overlapping w = 2.5 Facilitating w = 1
Enabling w = 2

framework, provides a comprehensive taxonomy of elements
(i.e. tasks, methods, resources) and their interrelationships
for modelling open MAS. We adapted their taxonomy of con-
straints between tasks and constraint precedence to generate
constraints between action commitments, as follows:

1. Disabling. Given two distinct instances of social com-
mitments ci, cj , involving primitive actions αi, αj re-
spectively, such that (i) there is a strict ordering con-
straint ci ≺ cj (resp. cj ≺ ci); and (ii) the execution
of αi (resp. αj) disables αj (resp. αi); we say there is
a negative constraint c−ij ∈ C− between ci and cj .

2. Overlapping (duration). Given two distinct instances
of s-commitments ci, cj involving the same debtor, such
that ci 4 cj ; we say there is a negative constraint
c−ij ∈ C− between ci and cj .

3

3. Enabling. Given two distinct instances of social com-
mitments ci, cj , involving primitive actions αi, αj re-
spectively, such that (i) there is a strict ordering con-
straint ci ≺ cj (resp. cj ≺ ci); and (ii) the execution
of αi (resp. αj) enables αj (resp. αi); we say there is
a positive constraint c+ij ∈ C+ between ci and cj .

4. Hindering. Given two distinct instances of social com-
mitments ci, cj , involving primitive actions αi, αj re-
spectively, such that (i) there is a strict ordering con-
straint ci ≺ cj (resp. cj ≺ ci); and (ii) the execution of
αi (resp. αj) somewhat diminishes the way (e.g. cost,
duration) αj (resp. αi) can get executed; we say there
is a negative constraint c−ij ∈ C− between ci and cj .

5. Facilitating. Given two distinct instances of social
commitments ci, cj , involving primitive actions αi, αj
respectively, such that (i) there is a strict ordering con-
straint ci ≺ cj (resp. cj ≺ ci); and (ii) the execution of
αi (resp. αj) somewhat improves the way (e.g. cost,
duration) αj (resp. αi) can get executed; we say there
is a positive constraint c+ij ∈ C+ between ci and cj .

We assign weights to hard (i.e. disabling, overlapping, en-
abling) and soft (i.e. facilitating, hindering) constraints to
capture the degree of importance of underlying relations be-
tween social commitments (Table 1). The constraints are
generated automatically at instantiation time based on the
constraints between actions (See Example 1, Formula 13).
As can be expected hard constraints always have a higher
precedence than soft ones. Note that, hard constraints have
a strict ordering while soft constraints have the same prece-
dence.

4.3 Local search algorithm
Decision theories as well as micro-economical theories de-

fine utility as a property of some valuation functions over
some states of interest (e.g. consumption bundles, outcome
of actions, state of the world). A function is a utility func-
tion if and only if it reflects the agent’s preferences over

3Note that, we make the assumption that for any agent, two
instantiated s-commitments whose time intervals overlap are
negatively constrained (i.e., agents do not multi-task).

these states. In our model, according to the afore-mentioned
coherence principle, social coherence is preferred to incoher-
ence which allows us to define the following expected utility
function:

Algorithm 1 Recursive Local Search Algorithm

Function LocalSearch(W)

Require: W = 〈SC, C+, C−,A,R〉; // current agent state
Ensure: List: Change; // ordered list of elements to change

Local:
Float: G,Gval, C, Cval; // expected utility value of best move
Set: A′,R′;
Element: y, x;
State: J; // agent state buffer

1: for all x ∈ SC do
2: if x ∈ A then
3: A′ ← A− {x}; R′ ← R∪ {x};
4: end if
5: W ′ ← 〈SC, C+, C−,A′,R′〉;

// expected utility of flipping x with transition z
6: G← C(W ′)− C(W )− Res(x, z);
7: C ← C(W ′)− C(W ); // pure coherence gain
8: if G > Gval then
9: J ← W ′; y ← x; Gval← G; Cval← C;

10: end if
11: end for
12: if (Cval < 0 and Gval < 0) then
13: return Change; // stop when coherence is not raising any-

more and the expected utility is not positive
14: else
15: Dialogue(y);
16: Update (Res(y)); Add (J, Change);
17: LocalSearch(J); // recursive call
18: end if

Definition 17. (Expected Utility Function) The ex-
pected utility for an agent to attempt to reach the state
W ′4 from the state W (which only differs by the change of
state of one s-commitment X through the consumption of
transition Z) is expressed as the difference between the in-
coherence before and after this change minus the cost of the
change (expressed in term of the resistance to change of the
modified s-commitment for the given transition, that is in
term of sanctions). Formally:

G(W
′
) = C(W

′
)− C(W )−

X
X∈E,Z∈T

Res(X,Z) (10)

Note that, our expected utility function does not include any
probabilities. This reflects the case of equi-probability in
which the agent has no information about the probabilities
that an actual change of the social commitment will occur.
For now, agents do not take into account any uncertainty
measures into their coherence calculus. For example, they
do not have knowledge of their own reliability, nor about
others’. Since sanction policies provide the social control
mechanisms to regulate the enforcement of social commit-
ments; Formula (10) explicitly integrates social control into
the coherence calculus.

At each step of his reasoning, an agent will search for a
cognition acceptance state change which maximizes this ex-
pected utility. That is, the agent will attempt to change
an instantiated social commitment that maximizes the util-
ity value through dialogue. A recursive version of the lo-
cal search algorithm the agents use to maximize their social
coherence is presented in Algorithm 1. While this is an
approximation algorithm for solving the coherence problem
(Def. 14), it behaved optimally on tested examples. Since
it does not make any backtracking, the worst-case complex-
ity of this algorithm is polynomial: O(mn2), where n is the
4See Definition 15.
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number of elements considered and m the number of con-
straints that bind them.5

Note that, we have no need to encode agents’ behaviour
as it automatically emerges from the coherence calculus. Al-
though the model provides a computational metric for mea-
suring organizational coherence (Def. 16), the overall be-
haviour of the system is solely driven by the local behaviour
of agents. That is, macro-level social order is a coherence-
driven emergent phenomena resulting from the local cogni-
tive coherence of interacting agents.

5. EXAMPLE: PIZZA DELIVERY DOMAIN
Example 1. Lets consider a domain involving a pizza

delivery organization Ω; social roles {rk = cook}, {rdp =
delivery-person}, {rmt = maintenance- technician}, and {rc
= customer}; and agents {ag1, ag2, ag3, ag4, ag5} as fol-
lows:

• Primitive actions (Def. 1):

X =

8>>>>>><>>>>>>:

α1 = 〈order-pizza(agi : rc, pid), 1〉,
α2 = 〈cook-pizza(agi : rk, pid), 7〉,
α3 = 〈clean-oven(agi : rk, oid), 5〉,
α4 = 〈pack-pizza(agi : rdp, pid), 2〉,
α5 = 〈deliver-pizza(agi : rdp, c, pid), 20〉,
α6 = 〈pay-order(agi : rc, agj : rdp, price, pid), 1〉,
α7 = 〈repair-oven(agi : rmt, oid), 30〉,

9>>>>>>=>>>>>>;
(11)

• Exogenous events (Def. 2):

X̂ =

(
α̂8 = 〈break-ovenexog(oid), 200〉,
α̂9 = 〈make-oven-dirtyexog(oid), 100〉,
α̂10 = 〈become-hungryexog, 20〉

)
(12)

• Constraints between actions (Section 4.2):

Xcons =

8>>>>><>>>>>:

order-pizza enables cook-pizza,
break-ovenexog disables cook-pizza,
make-oven-dirtyexog hinders cook-pizza,
clean-oven disables cook-pizza,
repair-oven disables cook-pizza,
cook-pizza enables delivery-pizza,
delivery-pizza enables pay-order,

9>>>>>=>>>>>;
(13)

• Organization (Def. 7):

Ω =

* {ag1, ag2, ag3, ag4},
{rk, rdp, rmt},
{(ag1, rk), (ag2, rdp),
(ag3, rdp), (ag4, rmt)}

+
(14)

• Social roles (Def. 8):6

Roles =

8><>:
rk = 〈{α2, α3}, {c̄1, c̄2, c̄5, c̄6}〉,
rdp = 〈{α4, α5}, {c̄1, c̄2, c̄3, c̄4, c̄6}〉,
rmt = 〈{α7}, {c̄4}〉,
rc = 〈{α1, α6}, {c̄3, c̄4}〉

9>=>; (15)

• Agents (Def. 9):

Ag =

8>><>>:
ag1 = 〈{rk}, {(α2, 1), (α3, 1)}〉,
ag2 = 〈{rdp}, {(α4, 1), (α5, 1)}〉,
ag3 = 〈{rdp}, {(α4, 1), (α5, 1)}〉,
ag4 = 〈{rmt}, {(α7, 1)}〉,
ag5 = 〈{rc}, {(α1, 1), (α6, 1)}〉

9>>=>>; (16)

• Social commitment schemes (Def. 3):

SC =

8>>>><>>>>:
c̄1 = α1 ⇒ C(rk, rdp, α2, 8, [0, 0, 0], [0])
c̄2 = α2 ⇒ C(rdp, rk, α4, 3, [0, 0, 0], [0])
c̄3 = α4 ⇒ C(rdp, rc, α5, 21, [0, 0, 0], [0])
c̄4 = α5 ⇒ C(rc, rdp, α6, 2, [0, 0, 0], [0])
c̄5 = α̂8 ⇒ C(rmt, rk, α7, 31, [0, 0, 0], [0])
c̄6 = α̂9 ⇒ C(rk, rmt, α3, 6, [0, 0, 0], [0])

9>>>>=>>>>; (17)

5n coherence calculus (sum over m constraints) for each level
and a maximum of n levels to be searched.
6Roles {rk = cook}, {rdp = delivery-person}, and {rmt =
maintenance-technician} are part of Ω, but role {rc = cus-
tomer} is external to the organization.

This example comprises 1 cook agent (ag1), 2 delivery-person
agents (ag2, ag3), 1 maintenance-technician agent (ag4),
and 1 customer agent (ag5). Note that, the social commit-
ment schemes in Formula (17) implicitely define the follow-
ing pizza delivery workflow: order-pizza→ cook-pizza→
pack-pizza → deliver-pizza → pay-order; which is ini-
tiated when exogenous event become-hungryexog occurs,
making the customer agent perform the action order-pizza.

6. INITIAL VALIDATION
A SC-sim simulator has been implemented as a Java ap-

plet, which provides some flexibility in terms of deployment
and facilitates sharing results with the research community.
To illustrate the use of the model and the simulator, we
introduce a simple experiment involving two sanctions poli-
cies:

• SPol ∅. Sd = {0, 0, 0}, and Sc = {0}. Debtors re-
ceive no rewards. Both debtors and creditors have no
penalties. This policy entails no social control; and

• SPol 1 . Sd = {0,−1,−1}, and Sc = {−1}. Debtors
receive no rewards and high violation penalties. Both
debtors and creditors have high cancellation penalties.

Experiment. We ran the experiment on the pizza delivery
domain presented in Example 1. We varied the periodic-
ity (Def. 2) of the exogenous event become-hungryexog

(starting from 80 time steps, down to 40, 20, 10, 5, 2, and
1 time steps). As a result, the customer agent starts plac-
ing orders more frequently. Note that we assume neither
agents, nor actions can fail. We measured the overall ef-
ficiency (i.e. percentage of s-commitments fulfilled) of the
system. For each parametrization, we ran 15 simulations
of 750 time steps each and computed the standard sample
mean. Figure 2 presents the results.
Observation 1. As expected, the efficiency of the orga-
nization degraded from nearly optimal as the frequency of
orders and the corresponding level of activity (i.e. number
of s-commitments per agent per time step, not shown here)
was increased.
Observation 2. We can observe drastic differences between
the evaluated policies. These two sanction policies had a dis-
tinct effect on the performance of the system. Under policy
SPol 1 the organization was more efficient than without
having any social control (i.e., SPol ∅).
Observation 3. Desirable (sometimes nearly optimal) agent
behaviour results from local coherence maximization, with-
out explicitly encoding agents behaviour. More importantly,
macro-level social coherence does emerge from local coher-
ence maximization.

Although this paper focuses on presenting the model, we
think these experimental results are encouraging as they
provide some preliminary validation. Of course, there is
still much work to be done in terms of running more experi-
ments, analyzing results and evaluating the scalability of the
model. Our work takes on the problem of modelling desirable
and (relatively) predictable emergent social behaviour from
the local actions of the agents [5]. Observation 3, provides
some preliminary evidence to support the suitability of our
model for running social simulations, where complex emer-
gent social patterns can be obtained and reproduced from
the dynamics of local interactions among agents. There is
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Figure 2: Experimental Results (Efficiency %).

complexity happening that cannot be fully explained ana-
lytically, thus justifying an empirical simulation-based ap-
proach. Similarly, Observation 2 provides some evidence to
support the effectiveness of integrating social control mech-
anisms (for the enforcement of s-commitments), into the
coherence calculus. Note that, when agents have neither
positive, nor negative incentives their local coherence-driven
deliberation might eventually lead them to unilaterally can-
celling, or even violating social commitments as there are
no consequences. Some authors have suggested [5] that so-
cial cooperation does not necessarily require an agent’s un-
derstanding, agreement, nor even awareness. Our proposal
aligns with this view, and Observation 2 shows that we
are able to re-produce desirable cooperation-like behaviour,
through the implementation of an appropriate sanction pol-
icy (e.g., SPol 1 ).

7. DISCUSSION AND RELATED WORK
There have been several approaches [4, 20, 16, 2] to for-

malizing social commitments. The proposal of Carabelea
and Boissier [2] relies on social commitments for coordinat-
ing agents within the context of organizational interactions.
Like us, they do define social entities and organizational
structures entirely based on social commitments. However,
in our proposal all the dynamics of social commitments are
captured by a generic state-transition model which is asso-
ciated with social control mechanisms for the enforcement
of social commitments. In addition, we choose not to ex-
plicitly specify authority relations between roles. Instead,
we capture them as implicitly resulting from social commit-
ments schema associated with roles. Thus, we can get a
more compact representation without compromising expres-
siveness.

One other coherence-based framework inspired by early
work on cognitive coherence in MAS [15] has been proposed
by Joseph et al. [18, 19]. Their framework builds on the
BDI model of agency and the coherence theory [21]. Their
approach, is also based on a coherence maximization model
of agent rationality implemented as a constraint satisfac-
tion problem. However, their proposal substantially differs
from ours as (i) their main motivation seems to be the study
of the interactions between the agent’s internal cognitions
(BDI) and some social aspects of MAS such as: norm eval-
uation [19], and the behaviour of institutional agents [18];
and (ii) their approach uses coherence graphs to represent
each BDI modality resulting in a more complex model that
has not been validated nor implemented and thus does not
allow to derive new knowledge. In contrast, we are inter-

ested in modelling and evaluating the general dynamics of
social systems. We claim that our model not only is more
compact and decreases the computational overhead incurred
when calculating coherence, but also is expressive enough to
represent complex social systems. Although, in this paper,
we do not consider social norms, we can certainly model
them by representing s-commitments from a role towards
an organization.7

Other organizational approaches to social modelling have
been reported in the literature [17, 23]. The former, is a
knowledge-based approach to automated organizational de-
sign, which enables efficient role selection to match organiza-
tional goals, as well as agent-to-role allocation. Like us, they
define organizational structures in terms of agents enacting
roles in organizations. However, their focus is on designing
effective organizations which can change forms depending of
varying performance requirements. Instead, our simulation
framework focuses on evaluating the emergent social dynam-
ics and performance of multi-agent organizations from the
local coherence-driven interactions among agents. The latter
proposal [23], presents an agent-oriented language (endowed
with an operational semantics) for developing multi-agent
organizations. Organizations are defined in terms of roles,
norms, and sanctions. Although structurally close from an
abstract organizational standpoint; our models also differ as
theirs specify roles in terms of the same mental attitudes
attributed to BDI agents. Instead, we define roles in terms
of capabilities which can be enacted by agents. Moreover,
the state of a role makes no reference to mental attitudes.

8. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK
In this paper, we presented a simple operational model

capturing the dynamics of social systems. Our work ad-
vances the state of the art by proposing a unified yet com-
putational view of the social aspects of multi-agent orga-
nizations. In previous work [15], we proposed a constraint
satisfaction-based model of cognitive coherence within the
context of agent communication pragmatics. Here, we built
on this work and extended it to consider social coherence.
We introduced the notion of social coherence as the main
social organizing principle in MAS. Moreover, our model re-
lies on the notion of social commitment to represent all the
inter-dependencies between social entities. Together with
the notion of sanction policy, social coherence reify the no-
tion of social control. In our model, social control is actually
integrated into the coherence calculus (Def. 11). Local co-
herence is the driving force that organizes agents’ behaviour
and from which social coherence emerges. Finally, we illus-
trated our model and simulator by running a simple exper-
iment to investigate the effects of two social control mecha-
nisms (reified by sanction policies) on a sample domain.

As future work, we will refine our model using an action
language such as event calculus [12]. We want to evaluate
the benefits of introducing a more comprehensive treatment
of time, as well as reasoning about actions. We also plan
to address the issue of handling complex actions. Another
immediate extension to our model will be the introduction of
uncertainty reasoning into the coherence calculus. For now,
agents do not take into account any uncertainty measures.
Since both actions and agents can fail (as reflected by the

7An institution can be seen as a particular type of organi-
zation.
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reliability probability value in Def. 9), agents should be
able to incorporate these information into their expected
utility calculus. Agents with different levels of knowledge
should also be modelled, such as: agents with no knowledge,
with partial knowledge, or with complete/shared knowledge.
Furthermore, various machine learning mechanisms would
allow agents to progressively learn these probabilities.

Finally, we want to run more experiments and evaluate
the scalability of our model. For instance, we should model
social domains with multiple organizations and greater num-
ber of agents, where agents can play several roles possibly
in different organizations. We also want to investigate how
our coherentist approach might be used to evaluate the func-
tionality and behaviour of typical organizational structures
reported in the literature (e.g., hierarchies, holarchies, so-
cieties, federations [10]). Furthermore, since no single or-
ganizational design is suitable for all domain applications
we want to cross-validate our model by running simulations
involving different organizational structures. Last but not
least, we want to continue studying the effects of social con-
trol mechanisms.
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ABSTRACT
The notion of a shared mental model is well known in the literature
regarding team work among humans. It has been used to explain
team functioning. The idea is that team performance improves if
team members have a shared understanding of the task that is to
be performed and of the involved team work. We maintain that
the notion of shared mental model is not only highly relevant in
the context of human teams, but also for teams of agents and for
human-agent teams. However, before we can start investigating
how to engineer agents on the basis of the notion of shared men-
tal model, we first have to get a better understanding of the notion,
which is the aim of this paper. We do this by investigating which
concepts are relevant for shared mental models, and modeling how
they are related by means of UML. Through this, we obtain a men-
tal model ontology. Then, we formally define the notion of shared
mental model and related notions. We illustrate our definitions by
means of an example.

Categories and Subject Descriptors
I.2.4 [Artificial Intelligence]: Knowledge Representation Formalisms
and Methods; I.2.11 [Artificial Intelligence]: Distributed Artificial
Intelligence—Intelligent agents

General Terms
Design, Theory

Keywords
Shared mental models, human-agent teams

1. INTRODUCTION
The notion of a shared mental model is well known in the lit-

erature regarding team work among humans [4, 2, 16, 15]. It has
been used to explain team functioning. The idea is that team per-
formance improves if team members have a shared understanding
of the task that is to be performed and of the involved team work.

We maintain that shared mental model theory as developed in so-
cial psychology, can be used as an inspiration for the development
of techniques for improving team work in (human-)agent teams. In
recent years, several authors have made similar observations. In
particular, in [19] agents are implemented that use a shared mental
model of the task to be performed and the current role assignment to
proactively communicate the information other agents need. Also,
[18] identify “creating shared understanding between human and
agent teammates” as the biggest challenge facing developers of
human-agent teams. Moreover, [14] identify common ground and

mutual predictability as important for effective coordination in human-
agent teamwork.

In this paper, we aim to lay the foundations for research on us-
ing shared mental model theory as inspiration for the engineering
of agents capable of effective teamwork. We believe that when
embarking on such an undertaking, it is important to get a better
understanding of the notion of shared mental model. In this paper,
we do this by investigating which concepts are relevant for shared
mental models, and modeling how they are related by means of
UML. Through this, we obtain a mental model ontology. Then,
we formally define the notion of shared mental model using sev-
eral related notions. We illustrate our definitions by means of an
example.

2. EXPLORATION OF CONCEPTS
This section discusses important concepts related to the notion

of shared mental models.

2.1 Working in a Team
An abundance of literature has appeared on working in teams,

both in social psychology as well as in the area of multi-agent sys-
tems. It is beyond the scope of this paper to provide an overview.
Rather, we discuss briefly how work on shared mental models dis-
tinguishes aspects of teamwork. Since we are interested in shared
mental models, we take their perspective on teamwork for the anal-
yses in this paper. We do not suggest that it is the only (right) way
to view teamwork, but it suffices for the purpose of this paper.

An important distinction that has been made in the literature on
shared mental models, is the distinction between task work and
team work (see, e.g., [4, 16]). Task work concerns the task or job
that the team is to perform, while team work concerns what has to
be done only because the task is performed by a team instead of
an individual agent. In particular, task work mental models con-
cern the equipment (equipment functioning and likely failures) and
the task (task procedures and likely contingencies). Team work
mental models concern team interaction (roles and responsibilities
of team members, interaction patterns, and information flow), and
team members (knowledge, skills, and preferences of teammates).

2.2 Mental Models
In order to be able to interact with the world, humans must have

some internal representation of the world. The notion of mental
model has been introduced to refer to these representations. A men-
tal model can consist of knowledge about a physical system that
should be understood or controlled, such as a heat exchanger or an
interactive device [8]. The knowledge can concern, e.g., the struc-
ture and overall behavior of the system, and the disturbances that
act on the system and how these affect the system. Such mental



models allow humans to interact successfully with the system.
Different definitions of mental models have been proposed in the

literature (see, e.g., [6] for a discussion in the context of system dy-
namics). In this paper, we use the following often cited, functional
definition as proposed in [17]:

Mental models are the mechanisms whereby humans
are able to generate descriptions of system purpose and
form, explanations of system functioning and observed
system states, and predictions of future system states.

Central to this definition is that mental models concern a system
and that they serve the purpose of describing, explaining, and pre-
dicting the behavior of the system. Another important view of men-
tal models was proposed in [13]. The idea proposed there focuses
on the way people reason. It is argued that when people reason,
they do not use formal rules of inference but rather think about the
possibilities compatible with the premises and with their general
knowledge. In this paper, we use the definition of [17] because as
we will show, it is closely related to the definition of shared mental
model that we discuss in the next section.

2.3 Shared Mental Models
Mental models have not only been used to explain how humans

interact with physical systems that they have to understand and con-
trol, but they have also been used in the context of team work [4,
16]. There the system that mental models concern is the team. The
idea is that mental models help team members predict what their
teammates are going to do and are going to need, and hence they fa-
cilitate coordinating actions between teammates. In this way, men-
tal models help explain team functioning.

Mental models have received a lot of attention in literature re-
garding team performance. Several studies have shown a positive
relation between team performance and similarity between men-
tal models of team members (see, e.g., [2, 16, 15]). That is, it is
important for team performance that team members have a shared
understanding of the team and the task that is to be performed, i.e.,
that team members have a shared mental model.

The concept of shared mental model is defined in [4] as

knowledge structures held by members of a team that
enable them to form accurate explanations and expec-
tations for the task, and, in turn, coordinate their ac-
tions and adapt their behavior to demands of the task
and other team members.

Shared mental models thus help describe, explain and predict the
behavior of the team, which allows team members to coordinate
and adapt to changes. In [4], it is argued that shared mental model
theory does not imply identical mental models, but “rather, the cru-
cial implication of shared mental model theory is that team mem-
bers hold compatible mental models that lead to common expecta-
tions for the task and team.”

In correspondence with the various aspects of teamwork as dis-
cussed above, it has been argued that multiple different types of
shared mental models are relevant for team performance: shared
mental models for task work (equipment model and task model)
and for team work (team interaction model and team member model)
[4, 16].

In this paper, we are interested in the notion of shared mental
model both in humans and in software agents, but at this general
level of analysis we do not distinguish between the two. Therefore,
from now on we use the term “agent” to refer to either a human or
a software agent.

3. MENTAL MODEL ONTOLOGY
We start our analysis of the notion of shared mental model by

analyzing the notion of mental model. We do this by investigat-
ing the relations between notions that are essential for defining this
concept, and provide UML1 models describing these relations. The
UML models thus form a mental model ontology. We have dev-
ided the ontology in three figures for reasons of space and clarity
of presentation. We have not duplicated all relations between in all
diagrams to reduce the complexity of the diagrams. For example, in
figure 2 there is no relation between Agent and Team. This relation
is modelled in figure 3.

We use UML rather than formal ontology languages such as de-
scription logics [1], since it suffices for our purpose. We develop
the ontology not for doing sophisticated reasoning or as a design
for a multi-agent system, but rather to get a better understanding
of the essential concepts that are involved. Also, the developed
ontologies are relatively manageable and do not rely on involved
concept definitions.

We present the UML models in three steps. First, since the con-
cept of a mental model refers to systems, we discuss the notion
of system. Then, since shared mental models are important in the
context of teams, we show how a team can be defined as a system.
Following that, we introduce the notion of agent into the picture
and show how the notions of agent, system, and mental model are
related.

In UML classes (concepts) are denoted as rectangles. A number
of relations can be defined between concepts. The generalization
relation is a relation between two concepts that is denoted like an
arrow. This relation represents a relationship between a general
class and a more specific class. Every instance of the specific class
is also an instance of the general class and inherits all features of
the general class. A relationship from a class A to class B with an
open diamond at side one of the ends is called a shared aggregate,
defined here as a part-whole relation. The end of the association
with the diamond is the whole, the other side is the part. Because
of the nature of this relationship it cannot be used to form a cycle.
A composite aggregation is drawn as an association with a black
diamond. The difference with a shared aggregation is that in a com-
posite aggregation, the whole is also responsible for the existence,
persistence and destruction of the parts. This means that a part in a
composite aggregation can be related to only one whole. Finally, a
relationship between two concepts that is represented with a normal
line, an association, can be defined. The nature of this relationship
is written along the relationship. This can either be done by placing
the name of the association in the middle of the line or by placing
a role name of a related concept near the concept. The role name
specifies the kind of role that the concept plays in the relation. Fur-
ther, numbers can be placed at the ends of the shared aggregation,
composite aggregation and associations. They indicate how many
instances of the related concepts can be related in one instance of
the relationship.

3.1 System
The previous section shows that the concept of a mental model

refers to systems. In this section, we further analyze the notion of
system in order to use it to define a team as a system. For this pur-
pose, the basic definition provided by Wikipedia2 suffices as a point
of departure: A system is a set of interacting or independent enti-
ties, real or abstract, forming an integrated whole. This definition
captures the basic ingredients of the notion of system found in the

1http://www.omg.org/spec/UML/2.2/
2http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/System
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literature (see, e.g., [7]), namely static structures within the system
as well as the dynamic interrelations between parts of the system.

Our conceptualization of systems is supported by the UML dia-
gram in Figure 1.

Figure 1: System

The upper-right corner of the diagram depicts that a system may
be a composite, i.e., it may be composed of other systems. This
modeling choice makes it easier to define in the following section
the notion of team as a system. In particular, the compositionality
of the concept system in terms of other systems makes the com-
positionality of mental models straightforward in the next sections.
Regarding the definition, this part addresses the sub-phrase that a
system is a set of entities.

The system forms an integrated whole, according to the defi-
nition. Therefore, the whole shows behavior. As we do not dis-
tinguish between natural or designed systems, living or otherwise,
we chose behavior to represent the dynamics of the system as a
whole. Note that we further distinguish between reasoning behav-
ior and acting behavior. Not all systems will show both forms of
behavior. Acting behavior refers to either actions or interactions.
An action is a process that affects the environment of the system
and/or the composition of the system itself. Interaction is a pro-
cess with which a sub-system of the system (or the system as a
whole) affects another sub-system of the system. Communication
is a special form of interaction, in which the effect of the interaction
concerns the information state of the other element. Communica-
tion is a term we restricted for the information-based interaction
between two agents. The term reasoning behavior is also reserved
for agents. The concept “context” refers to both the environment of
the system as well as the dynamics of the situation the system is in.
The system executes its actions in its context.

3.2 Team as a System
The notion of system is central to the definition of mental model.

In the context of shared mental models we are especially interested
in a certain kind of system, namely a team. According to the defi-

nition of system, a team can be viewed as a system: it consists of a
set of interacting team members, forming an integrated whole.

As noted above, several aspects are relevant for working in a
team. We take as a basis for our model the distinction made in [4,
16]. As noted in Section 2.1, we by no means claim that this is
the only suitable definition of a team or that it captures all aspects.
We start from this research since it discusses teams in the context
of shared mental models. The most important realization for the
sequel is that we define a team as a system and that it has as a set of
team members that are agents. Other aspects of the team definition
can be varied if nessecary.

The following aspects are distinguished: equipment and task (re-
lated to task work), and team interaction and team members (re-
lated to team work). In our model, we include these four aspects of
working in a team. However, we divide them not into team work
and task work, but rather into physical components and team activ-
ity, where team members and equipment are physical components
and task and team interaction are team activities The reason for
making this distinction is that we argue that physical components
can in turn be viewed as systems themselves, while team activi-
ties cannot, as reflected by the link from physical components to
system in Figure 2 below. Moreover, we make another refinement
and make a distinction between a task and task execution. We ar-
gue that task execution is a team activity, even though a task might
be performed by only one team member. The task itself describes
what should be executed. The concept task is also linked to equip-
ment, to express the equipment that should be used for executing
the task, and to team member, to describe which team members are
responsible for a certain task.

We link this conceptualization of the notion of team to the gen-
eral notion of system of Figure 1 by defining a team activity as a
kind of acting behavior, and more specifically team interaction as a
kind of interaction. We see team interaction as interaction induced
by executing the team activity. Moreover, by defining that physi-
cal components are systems, we can deduce from Figure 1 that they
can have interactions with each other. Moreover, by defining a team
member as an agent, we can deduce from Figure 1 that team mem-
bers can have reasoning behavior and that they can communicate.

These considerations are reflected in the UML model below.

3.3 Mental Model
Now that we have conceptualized in some detail the notion of

system and of a team as a system, we are ready to zoom in on the
notion of mental model.

As noted above, mental models are used by humans, i.e., humans
have mental models. However, since in this paper we use the no-
tion of agent as a generalization of human and software agent, here
we consider that agents have mental models. Moreover, a mental
model concerns a system. The basic structure of how mental mod-
els are related to systems and agents is thus that an agent has mental
models and a mental model concerns a system.

However, we make several refinements to this basic view. First,
we would like to express where a mental model resides, namely in
the mind of an agent. As such, mental models can be contrasted
with physical models. In order to do this, we introduce the notion
of a model, and define that physical models and mental model are
kinds of models. Both kinds of models can concern any type of
system. A nice feature of this distinction is that it allows us to easily
express how the notion of extended mind [5] is related. The notion
of extended mind is being developed in research on philosophy of
mind, and the idea is that some objects in the external environment
of an agent, such as a diary to record a schedule of meetings or
a shared display, are utilized by the mind in such a way that the
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Figure 2: Team

objects can be seen as extensions of the mind itself. The notion is
relevant to research on shared mental models because agents in a
team may share an extended mind, and through this obtain a shared
mental model [2].

Another aspect that we add to the conceptualization, is the notion
of goal to express that a mental model is used by an agent for a
certain purpose, expressed by the goal of the model.

This is captured in the UML model below.
Given this conceptualization, we can express that an agent has a

mental model of a team. An agent can have a mental model, since
it has a mind and a mind can have mental models. A mental model
can concern a team, since a mental model is a model and a model
concerns a system, and a team is a kind of system. However, since
team interaction is not by itself a system (see previous subsection),
our model does not allow to express, for example, that the agent
has a team interaction mental model. What our conceptualization
does allow to express, is that the team mental model has a part that
describes team interaction, since the team mental model concerns a
team, and a team has team interaction. According to our model, we
thus cannot call this part a mental model. However, we will for the
sake of convenience refer to that part as a team interaction model
(and similarly for the other parts of a team mental model). This
is in line with [4, 16], where the parts of a team mental model are
called mental models themselves. We have modelled the relation
between team and team member as a normal association instead of
by an aggregation because modelling this relation as an aggregation
would mean that an agents mind is part of a team, which does not
conform to intuition.

Figure 3: Mental Model

3.4 Accuracy of Models
In research on shared mental models, the relation of both ac-

curacy3 and similarity of mental models to team performance has
been investigated [15]. As noted in [16], “similarity does not equal
quality - and teammates may share a common vision of their sit-
uation yet be wrong about the circumstances that they are con-
fronting”.

We suggest that the notions of accuracy and similarity not only
have different meanings, but play a different role in the conceptu-
alization of shared mental models. That is, the notion of accuracy
of a mental model can be defined by comparing the mental model
against some standard or “correct” mental model, i.e., it does not
(necessarily) involve comparing mental models of team members.
The notion of similarity, on the other hand, does involve compar-
ing mental models of team members. Although both accuracy and
similarity affect team performance [15], we maintain that concep-
tually, only similarity is to be used for defining the notion of shared
mental model. For reasons of space, we therefore discuss accu-
racy informally, and omit the formalizations. We discuss accuracy
and similarity with respect to models in general, rather than to only
mental models.

We identify two kinds of accuracy, depending on what one takes
to compare the model with. The first is what we call system accu-
racy, which assumes that one has a “bird’s eye view” of the system
and can see all relevant aspects, including the mental models of
agents in the system. In general, this is only of theoretical rele-
vance, since one typically has limited access to the various parts of
a system.4 Another notion of accuracy that is easier to operational-
ize, is expert accuracy. In expert accuracy, the idea is to compare
a model to an expert model (see e.g. [15] for an example of how
to obtain an expert model). Expert accuracy may be defined as the
extent to which the model agrees (see Section 4.2) with the expert
model. In research on shared mental models, this is the approach
taken to determine accuracy of mental models of team members
[15]. That work also describes how this can be operationalized.
Viewed in this way, the notion of accuracy has some resemblance
to the notion of precision in the field of information retrieval [3].

3Here, accuracy is meant in the sense of “freedom from errors”,
not in the sense of precision/exactness.
4In a multi-agent system where one has access to the environment
and internal mental states of all agents, one would be able to obtain
all necessary information.
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4. SIMILARITY OF MODELS
As we suggested in the previous section, the essence of the con-

cept of shared mental model is the extent to which agents have
similar mental models. The word “shared” suggests full similarity,
but this is typically not the case. Rather, we propose that mea-
sures of similarity should be used, which allow the investigation of
when models are similar enough for a good team performance, or,
in general, good enough for achieving certain goals. We introduce a
formal framework in order to be able to express several definitions
of notions of similarity. We define sharedness in terms of those
notions.

4.1 Formal Framework
The definitions of similarity are based on the concepts and their

relations as discussed above. The basic concept that we use in all
definitions is model (Figure 3). We denote a model typically as M .
In this paper, we abstract from the knowledge representation lan-
guage used for representing the model. Depending on the context,
different languages may be chosen. For example, when investi-
gating shared mental models in the context of cognitive agent pro-
gramming languages (see, e.g., [10]), the knowledge representation
language of the respective language can be used.

In order to define to what extent a model is similar to another
model, we need to express the content of the model. Rather than
considering the entire model, we focus on those aspects of the
model that are relevant for the goal for which the model is to be
used (Figure 3). In order to identify what the model has to say with
respect to aspects relevant for the goal, we propose to use ques-
tions that can be posed to the model. A set of questions is typically
denoted by Q. For example, a mental model that is to be used
for weather predictions should be able to answer a question such
as what the weather will be tomorrow in a certain city. A physi-
cal model of our solar system should be able to answer a question
such as whether the Earth or Mars is closer to the sun. We write
M ` answer(a, q) to express that M answers a to question q. As
usual, we use | s | to denote the number of elements of a set s. If
the model is represented using a logical knowledge representation
language, ` can be taken to be the entailment relation of the logic.
If this is not the case, ` should be interpreted more loosely.

Choosing an appropriate set of questions is critical for obtaining
useful measures of similarity. For example, posing questions about
the solar system to a model for weather predictions will not be use-
ful for measuring the similarity of the weather prediction model
to another such model. Moreover, posing only questions about
whether it will rain to a weather prediction model, will not pro-
vide a useful measure of the weather model’s similarity to another
model in predicting the weather in general. A similar issue also
arises in research on shared mental models in social psychology. In
that work, researchers commonly assess mental models by present-
ing respondents with a list of concepts and asking them to describe
the strength of relationships among the concepts [15, 16]. These
concepts are carefully chosen based on, for example, interviews
with domain experts. The operationalization of our definitions thus
requires methods and techniques to determine the appropriate sets
of questions Q for the team tasks, respecting the characteristics
of the domain/environment in which the team has to function. The
methods and techniques we consider important are those for knowl-
edge engineering and elicitation and should take into account social
theories about team building and team performance.

We propose to use questions to identify the content of models be-
cause we believe it can be applied naturally to software agents and
human agents alike (see the example in the sequel). Asking agents
to describe relationships among concepts is more difficult to trans-

late to software agents, unless they are endowed with capabilities
for ontological reasoning. Moreover, with some mental flexibility
one can use questions both for mental as well as for physical mod-
els, as illustrated by the examples provided above.

4.2 Definitions
In the following, let M1 and M2 be models of systems S, and

let Q be the set of questions identified as relevant for the goal for
which M1 and M2 are to be used. Let T be a background theory
used for interpreting answers. In particular, equivalence is defined
with respect to T . For example, the answers “1,00 meter” and “100
centimeter” are equivalent with respect to the usual definitions of
units of length.

The first definition of similarity that we provide, is what we call
subject overlap. Subject overlap provides a measure for the extent
to which models provide answers to the set of relevant questions
Q. These answers may be different, but at least an answer should
be given. We assume that if the answer is not known, no answer
is provided. For example, posing a question about the weather in
a certain city to a model of the solar system would typically not
yield an answer. Also, we assume that answers are individually
consistent.

DEFINITION 1 (SUBJECT OVERLAP). Let the set of questions
for which the models provide answers (not necessarily similar an-
swers) be OverAns(M1, M2, Q) = {q ∈ Q | ∃a1, a2 : M1 `
answer(a1, q) and M2 ` answer(a2, q)}. Then, we define the level
of subject overlap between the model M1 and M2 with respect to
set of questions Q as SO(M1, M2, Q) =|OverAns(M1, M2, Q) |
/ |Q |.
Since the literature (see Section 2.3) says that shared mental model
theory implies that team members hold compatible mental models,
we define a notion of compatibility of models. It is defined as the
extent to which models do not provide contradictory answers.

DEFINITION 2 (COMPATIBILITY). Let the set of questions for
which the models provide incompatible answers be
IncompAns(M1, M2, Q) = {q ∈ Q | ∃a1, a2 : M1 ` answer(a1, q)
and M2 ` answer(a2, q) and T, a1, a2 ` ⊥}. Then, we define the
level of compatibility between the model M1 and M2 with respect
to set of questions Q as:
C(M1, M2, Q) = 1− (|IncompAns(M1, M2, Q) | / |Q |).

Note that our definition of compatibility does not investigate more
complex ways in which the so determined set might lead to incon-
sistencies. Also note that non-overlapping models are maximally
compatible. This is due to the fact that we define incompatibility
based on inconsistent answers. If the models do not provide an-
swers to the same questions, they cannot contradict, and therefore
they are compatible.

Next, we define agreement between models, which defines the
extent to which models provide equivalent answers to questions.

DEFINITION 3 (AGREEMENT). Let the set of questions for
which the models agree be AgrAns(M1, M2, Q) = {q ∈ Q |
∃a1, a2 : M1 ` answer(a1, q) and M2 ` answer(a2, q) and a1 ≡T

a2}. Then, we define the level of agreement between the model M1

and M2 with respect to set of questions Q as:
A(M1, M2, Q) =|AgrAns(M1, M2, Q) | / |Q |.
These measures of similarity are related in the following way.

PROPOSITION 1 (RELATIONS BETWEEN MEASURES). We al-
ways have that A(M1, M2, Q) ≤ SO(M1, M2, Q). Moreover, if
SO(M1, M2, Q) = 1, we have A(M1, M2, Q) ≤ C(M1, M2, Q).
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PROOF. The first part follows from the fact that
AgrAns(M1, M2, Q) ⊆ OverAns(M1, M2, Q). The second part
follows from the fact that if SO(M1, M2, Q) = 1, all questions are
answered by both models. Then we have AgrAns(M1, M2, Q) ⊆
(Q \ IncompAns(M1, M2, Q)), using the assumption that an-
swers are consistent.

Next we define what a shared mental model is in terms of the
most important characteristics. The model is a mental model, thus
it must be in the mind of an agent. Sharedness is defined with
respect to a relevant set of questions Q. Furthermore, we have
to indicate by which agents the model is shared. The measure of
sharedness is defined in terms of the aspects of similarity as speci-
fied above.

DEFINITION 4 (SHARED MENTAL MODEL). A model M is a
mental model that is shared to the extent θ by agents A1 and A2

with respect to a set of questions Q iff there is a mental model M1

of A1 and M2 of A2, both with respect to Q, such that

1. SO(M, M1, Q) = 1, and SO(M, M2, Q) = 1

2. A(M, M1, Q) ≥ θ, and A(M, M2, Q) ≥ θ

The definition is easily extendable for handling an arbitrary num-
ber n of agents. The definition allows for two important ways to
tune it to various situations: varying θ gives a measure of shared-
ness, varying Q allows to adapt to a specific usage of the model.
For example, for some teamwork it is not necessary for every team
member to know exactly who does what, as long as each team
member knows his own task. This is possible if the amount of
interdependencies between sub-tasks is relatively low. For other
teamwork in which the tasks are highly interdependent and the dy-
namics is high, e.g., soccer, it might be fundamental to understand
exactly what the others are doing and what you can expect of them.
This can also be expressed more precisely by defining expectations
and defining sharedness as full agreement of expectations. Making
this precise is left for future research.

5. EXAMPLE: BW4T
In this section, we illustrate the concepts defined in the previ-

ous sections using an example from the Blocks World for Teams
(BW4T) domain [12]. BW4T is an extension of the classic blocks
world that is used to research joint activity of heterogeneous teams
in a controlled manner. A team of agents have to fill a number of
bins with colored blocks that they have to pick up in separate rooms
as quickly as a possible. Each bin is to be filled with blocks of a
specific color in a specific order. The agents are allowed to commu-
nicate with each other but their visual range is limited to the room
they are in.To perform this task effectively, the agents have to share
a mental model on the order in which tasks are performed, when to
communicate, the current task allocation, current location of blocks
etc.

The system in our example consists of the whole environment,
i.e. the rooms with the blocks, the corridors between the rooms,
the bins and the agents. For this system we constructed a set Q of
questions regarding, e.g., the current time, the number of blocks
per color per room, the required color per position in the three
bins, the knowledge about communication requirements, tasking
of agents and previous communications. The questions are formu-
lated in such a way that the answer is atomic in the sense that it is
not composed of answers to sub-questions.

For example, we formulated questions such as “How many red
blocks are there in room 1?”. The answer to such a question is a

number that can easily be compared to the answer given by another
model. Given that there are 12 rooms and 3 colors (white, blue, and
red), we formulated 36 questions of the atomic kind for rooms and
the number of blocks per color. Similarly, for the three bins, each
having three positions, we formulated questions such as “What is
the required color at position 1 in bin 1?”, leading to 9 questions of
this kind. In this way, we constructed 36 + 9 questions that refer
to the current state of the environment. Note that over time, the
situation changes, because the agents move the blocks around.

Suppose room 1 contains 2 red blocks, 2 white blocks and no
blue blocks. Furthermore assume, that agent A, having just arrived
in room 1 has been able to observe the blocks in this room, whereas
agent B is still en route to room 2 and has no idea about the colors
of the blocks in the various rooms as yet. Assume that both agents
have an accurate picture of the team task (which color has to go to
which position per bin). Taking this set of 45 question Q, then we
have that the mental model of agent A, MA, answers 12 questions
out of a total of 45, while MB , the model of agent B only answers
9 questions. The subject overlap is SO(MA, MB , Q) = 9/45, and
the compatibility is C(MA, MB , Q) = 1. Also the level of agree-
ment between the models is A(MA, MB , Q) = 9/45, which in
this case equal the subject overlap since the answers do not differ.
In order to identify a shared mental model between these agents,
we have to restrict the questions to only the part concerning the
team task. This model is shared to extent 1. Now, if agent A com-
municates his findings to agent B, then somewhat later in time the
overlap and agreement could grow to 12/45, and the shared mental
model would grow when modifying the set of questions accord-
ingly. As the agents walk through the environment, they could
achieve the maximum number on measures for these models, as
long as they keep informing each other. If this is not done effec-
tively, it may be the case that an agent believes a block to be in a
room, while another agent believes it is not there anymore. This
would lead to a decreased agreement.

Above, we have considered only questions related to the envi-
ronment and to the team task, which in this case is also visible
in the environment. Of another level are the questions that pro-
vide insight into the agents, their tasks, intentions and communi-
cation strategies. For this one may, e.g., formulate the following
questions: “Under which conditions should agents inform other
agents?” which regards what each agent thinks is the common
strategy for the team, and per agent the following questions “What
is the preferred task order of agent A?”, “Which task does agent A
have?” , “What is the intention of agent A?”. Note that the intention
of agents changes over time during the task execution. Finally, we
can pose general questions such as “What information was commu-
nicated by agent A at time X?”, where of course X varies over time,
thus leading to an incremental number of questions as the team is
at work.

For example, consider that regarding the question “Under which
conditions should agents inform other agents?” agent A would an-
swer “An agent communicates when it knows something it knows
other agents need to know and everything it intends itself”, while
B’s response would be “An agent communicates when it knows
something it knows other agents need to know”. The formaliza-
tions of these statements could be:

belief(hasTask(Agent,Task)) ∧ belief(requires(Task,Info)) ∧
hasInfo(self,Info) ∧ Agent 6= self ∧ belief(¬ hasInfo(Agent,Info))
→ toBeCommunicatedTo(Info,Agent))
intends(self, X) ∧ belief(¬ hasInfo(Agent,hasTask(self,X)))
→ toBeCommunicatedTo(hasTask(self,X),Agent)
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This implies higher order aspects of the mental models these agents
need to have, i.e., a good image of what other agents know about
the current situation, knowledge about the tasks and their depen-
dence on information, and information about who has what task.
For this example domain, this means that the questions need to be
extended: “Which task T does agent A have?”, “What informa-
tion is relevant for task T?”, and either object level questions of the
form “How many red blocks does agent A believe to be in room
1?” or higher level questions of the form “When can you be sure
that an agent knows something?”, to which an answer could be ob-
served(Info, self) ∨ communicatedBy(Info, Agent). Note that the
complexity of computing the measures of similarity depends heav-
ily on the complexity of the logic underlying the questions and thus
the answers to the questions. The operationalization of testing these
measures might require advanced logical theorem proving tools or
model checkers.

6. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we have studied the notion of shared mental model,

motivated by the idea of taking shared mental model theory as in-
spiration for the engineering of agents capable of effective team-
work. We have analyzed the notion starting from an analysis of the
notion of mental model, and continuing with definitions of similar-
ity of models, leading to a definition of shared mental model. We
have illustrated how these definitions can be operationalized using
an example in the BW4T domain.

As for future work, there are conceptual as well as engineering
challenges. We aim to investigate how theory of mind (agents that
have mental models about other agents) fits into this framework.
Also, awareness of sharedness may be relevant for effective team-
work and worth investigating. From an engineering perspective, a
main challenge for future research is the investigation of mecha-
nisms that lead to a shared mental model that is shared to the extent
needed for effective teamwork, which will also depend on the kind
of task and environment. Moreover, we will investigate the relation
between shared mental models theory as proposed in social psy-
chology, and related (formal) models of agent cooperation in which
a notion of sharedness plays a role, such as in joint intentions [11]
and shared plans [9].
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ABSTRACT 
This paper introduces Coactive Design as a new approach to 
address the increasingly sophisticated roles for people and agents 
in mixed human-agent systems. The basic premise of Coactive 
Design is that the underlying interdependence of joint activity is a 
critical design feature. When designing the capabilities that make 
an agent autonomous, the process should be guided by an 
understanding of the interdependence in the joint activity. This 
understanding is then used to shape the operation of agent 
capabilities and enable appropriate interaction. The success of 
future human-agent teams hinges not merely on trying to make 
agents more autonomous, but also in striving to make them more 
capable of sophisticated interdependence.  

Categories and Subject Descriptors 
I.2.9 [Robotics]: Autonomous vehicles 

General Terms 
Design, Human Factors, Theory. 

Keywords 
Coactive, autonomy, interdependence, joint activity. 

1. INTRODUCTION 
This paper introduces the concept of coactivity and presents 

Coactive Design as a novel approach for designing human-agent 
systems. Throughout the paper we will use the terms “agent” and 
“robot” interchangeably to mean any artificial actor. Both robot 
and agent developers continue to pursue much more sophisticated 
roles for their machines. Some of the envisioned roles include 
caretaking assistants for the elderly, medical assistants, day care 
assistants, coworkers in factories and offices, and servants in our 
homes. Not only are the agents themselves increasing in their 
capabilities, but also the composition of human-robot systems is 
growing in scale and heterogeneity. All these requirements 
showcase the importance of robots transitioning from common 
roles of today, where they are frequently no more than 
teleoperated1 tools, to more sophisticated partners or teammates. 

                                                                 
1  Teleoperation is manually operating a machine from a distance. 

Full teleoperation1 and full autonomy2 are often thought of as 
two extremes on a spectrum. Researchers have been investigating 
the middle ground between these extremes under various names 
including mixed-initiative [1], adjustable autonomy [2], 
collaborative control [3], and sliding autonomy [4]. Each of these 
approaches attempts to keep the human-agent system operating at 
a “sweet spot” between the two extremes. As the names suggest, 
these approaches understand that the ideal is not a fixed location 
along this spectrum but may need to vary along the spectrum. 
These approaches and most traditional planning technologies at 
the foundation of intelligent robotic systems typically take an 
autonomy-centered approach, focusing on the problems of control 
and task allocation. 

In contrast to these autonomy-centered approaches, Coactive 
Design is a teamwork-centered approach. The concept of 
teamwork-centered autonomy was addressed by Bradshaw et al. 
[5]. It takes as a beginning the premise that people are working in 
parallel alongside autonomous systems, and hence adopts the 
stance that the processes of understanding, problem solving and 
task execution are necessarily incremental, subject to negotiation, 
and forever tentative. The basic premise of Coactive Design is 
that, in sophisticated human-agent systems, the underlying 
interdependence of joint activity is the critical design feature. 
From this perspective, the design of capabilities to make agents 
autonomous should be guided by an understanding of the 
interdependence in the joint activities these agents will undertake. 
This understanding is then used to shape implementation of agent 
capabilities, thus enabling appropriate interaction. We no longer 
look at the problem as simply trying to make agents more 
autonomous, but, in addition, we strive to make them more 
capable of being interdependent. 

This paper will begin by explaining the different usages of 
the term autonomy. We will discuss several major approaches to 
human-agent interaction and show how they are mainly 
autonomy-centered. We will also discuss the ways in which 
autonomy has been characterized. Next we present the basic 
premise of Coactive Design and the concept of interdependence 
itself, which, like autonomy, is a highly nuanced term. We then 
discuss how Coactive Design fits in relation to prior work and 
                                                                 
2 Autonomy will be more fully explained in the following 

sections, but here it can simply be thought of as “without 
intervention by other actors.” 



highlight the new areas of focus. We briefly discuss some 
preliminary work and then close with a discussion of why this 
novel approach is important. 

2. AUTONOMY 
Autonomy has two basic senses in everyday usage. The first 

sense, self-sufficiency, is about the capability of an entity to take 
care of itself. Bradshaw [6] refers to this as the descriptive 
dimension. Similarly, Castelfranchi [7] referred to this as one of 
the two aspects of “social autonomy” that he called independence. 
People usually consider robot autonomy in this sense with respect 
to a particular task. For example, a robot may be able to 
autonomously navigate in an office environment. The second 
sense refers to the quality of self-directedness, or freedom from 
outside control, which Bradshaw calls the prescriptive dimension. 
Castelfranchi referred to this as autonomy of delegation and 
considered it another form of “social autonomy.” For robots, this 
usually means freedom from human input or intervention during a 
particular task. 

Castelfranchi argued that both of the preceding senses are 
reducible to a single aspect and we agree. However, we will 
continue to keep them separate because it aids our explanation of 
previous work and because we occasionally need to make the 
distinction. Castelfranchi also included a third sense of autonomy 
that he calls “non-social autonomy.” This refers to independence 
from environmental stimuli as opposed to the social autonomy 
which was about freedom from other agents. Since we do not limit 
the self-directedness to other agents as Castelfranchi does, we feel 
it is included in self-directedness.  

For this paper, we will use self-sufficiency and self-
directedness to distinguish the two senses which often confound 
discussions on autonomy. Self-sufficiency will be used to express 
an agent’s inherent capability. Self-directedness will be used to 
express an agent’s freedom from outside control or authority. 

2.1 How Prior Work is Autonomy-Centered 
There have been many approaches to improve human-robot 

system effectiveness and we will now discuss several of the more 
prominent approaches. Parts of the discussion below are adapted 
from [6]. 

2.1.1 Functional Allocation and Supervisory Control 
The concept of automation—which began with the 

straightforward objective of replacing whenever feasible any task 
currently performed by a human with a machine that could do the 
same task better, faster, or cheaper—became one of the first issues 
to attract the notice of early human factors researchers. These 
researchers attempted to systematically characterize the general 
strengths and weaknesses of humans and machines [8]. The 
resulting discipline of Function Allocation aimed to provide a 
rational means of determining which system-level functions 
should be carried out by humans and which by machines. 
Sheridan proposed Supervisory Control [9], in which a human 
oversees one or more autonomous systems, allocating tasks. Once 

control is given to the system, it is ideally expected to complete 
the tasks without human intervention. Both of these approaches 
are clearly autonomy-centered, specifically concerned with the 
self-sufficient aspect of autonomy. The designer’s job is to 
determine what needs to be done and then provide the agent the 
capability (i.e., self-sufficiency) to do it. Autonomy is therefore 
shaped by self-sufficiency in this case. 

2.1.2 Adjustable/ Adaptive/ Sliding Autonomy 
Over time it became plain to researchers that things were not 

as simple as they first appeared. For example, many functions in 
complex systems are shared by humans and machines; hence the 
need to consider synergies and conflicts among the various 
performers of joint actions. Also, the suitability of a particular 
human or machine to take on a particular task may vary by time 
and over different situations; hence the need for methods of 
function allocation that are dynamic and adaptive. There are many 
approaches that suggest ways to vary autonomy. Dorais [10] 
defines adjustable autonomy as “the ability of autonomous 
systems to operate with dynamically varying levels of 
independence, intelligence and control.” Dias [11] uses the term 
sliding autonomy, but defines it similarly. Sheridan discusses 
adaptive automation in which the system must decide which 
functions to automate and to what extent. We will use adjustable 
autonomy to refer to them all and take a general meaning of 
automatically and appropriately adjusting the robot’s level of 
autonomy, in this case the self-directedness aspect, based on the 
situation. The adjustment may be initiated by the human or by the 
robot itself. Again, it is clear that these approaches are autonomy-
centered, with the focus being on task assignment, control and 
level of independence. Here the self-directedness shapes the 
autonomy. One very important concept put forth by these 
approaches is the importance of adaptivity which will be critical 
to future systems. 

2.1.3 Mixed-Initiative Interaction 
Mixed-initiative approaches evolved from a different 

research community, but share similar ideas and assumptions. 
Allen defines mixed-initiative as “a flexible interaction strategy, 
where each agent can contribute to the task what it does best” [1]. 
Although interaction is used in the description, it is mainly used to 
negotiate which party does which task. Similarly Myers and 
Morley describe a framework called “Taskable Reactive Agent 
Communities (TRAC) [12], which supports the directability of a 
team of agents by a human supervisor by modifying task 
guidance.” Again directability or task allocation is the central 
feature. Murphy [13] also uses the term mixed initiative to 
describe their attention directing system, the goal of which is to 
get the human to pick up tasks when a robot has a failure. Like all 
the others, mixed-initiative style approaches are essentially 
autonomy-centered and frequently focus on task assignment or the 
authority to act and as such address the self-directedness aspect of 
autonomy; thus, self-directedness is still the major contributor to 
shaping the autonomy of the agent. Mixed initiative interaction 
contributes the valuable insight that joint activity is about 
interaction and negotiation and that control is not something that 
is statically assigned, but dynamically shifts as necessary. 

2.1.4 Collaborative Control 
Collaborative Control is an approach proposed by Fong [3] 

that uses human-robot dialogue (i.e., queries from the robot and 
responses, or lack thereof, from the human), as the mechanism for 
adaptation. As Fong states, “Collaborative control also allows 
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robots to benefit from human assistance during perception and 
cognition, and not just planning and command generation” [3]. 
Collaborative Control is a first step toward Coactive Design, 
allowing both parties to participate in the same action. Here the 
interdependence of the navigation task was used to shape the 
autonomy. The robot was designed to allow the human, who is 
also involved in the task, to provide assistance in the perceptual 
and cognitive parts of the task. This assistance is not required, so 
we are not talking about self-sufficiency, but it is designed for and 
enabled. Some of the ideas from this approach will be adapted and 
extended by Coactive Design. 

2.2 How Autonomy has been Characterized 
A way to gain insight into the focus of approaches in a 

community is to review how the community categorizes and 
describes its own work. This also provides a test of our claims that 
most prior work is autonomy-centered. 

Several researchers have worked on describing different 
levels of autonomy. Yanco [14] made the distinction based on the 
amount of intervention required. For example, full teleoperation is 
100% intervention and 0% automation. Tour guide robots are 
labeled 100% autonomous and 0% intervention. The assumption 
in this model is that intervention only occurs when the robot lacks 
self-sufficiency. However, identifying the percentage of 
intervention is difficult to quantify particularly when not at the 
extreme ends of the spectrum. Similarly Sheridan [15] provides a 
list of levels of autonomy shown in Figure 1. 

 
Figure 1 Levels of automation [15] 

Sheridan’s scale is clearly autonomy-centered, as noted by 
Goodrich and Schultz [16]. Specifically it focused on the self-
directed aspect of autonomy. Goodrich and Schultz [16] provided 
a scale which attempts to focus on interaction instead of 
autonomy, shown in Figure 2. 

 
Figure 2 Levels of autonomy with an emphasis on human 

interaction [16] 
Their desire was to capture something more than the previous 
autonomy-centered views, but it is more of a historical summary. 
Peer-to-peer collaboration as a term holds promise, but is never 
clearly defined, as it was a future direction. However, the right 
most coordinate of Figure 2 is “dynamic autonomy” which sounds 
a lot like all of the previous autonomy-centered approaches. 

Bradshaw describes multiple dimensions of autonomy 
instead of a single one-dimensional scale of levels [6]. He 
describes a descriptive dimension and a prescriptive dimension 
capturing both of the two initial senses of autonomy. He also 
argues that the measurement of these dimensions should be 
specific to task and situation. 

Castelfranchi suggested dependence as the complement of 
autonomy [7] and describes dimensions of autonomy in terms of 
the autonomy/dependence of various capabilities in a standard 
Procedural Reasoning System (PRS) architecture. These include 
information, interpretation, know-how, planning, plan discretion, 
goal dynamics, goal discretion, motivation, reasoning, monitoring, 
and skill autonomy. Like Bradshaw, Castelfranchi recognizes that 
autonomy is not a monolithic property, but should be applied to 
each aspect of the agent. Castelfranchi put it this way: “any 
needed resource or power within the action-perception loop of an 
agent define a possible dimension of dependence or 
autonomy.”[7] 

3. COACTIVE DESIGN 
Coactive Design takes interdependence as the central 

organizing principle among people and agents working together in 
joint activity. Certainly issues of autonomy are still important, for 
instance, what does an agent need to do, how well does it need to 
do it, and how much control do we give it. However, all of these 
aspects should be guided by an understanding of the 
interdependence in the joint activity. Then the interdependence 
can be used to shape the autonomy and enable appropriate 
interaction. In contrast to autonomous systems designed to take 
humans out of the loop, we are specifically designing systems to 
address requirements that allow close and continuous interaction 
with people. 

As we try to design more sophisticated systems, we move 
along a maturity continuum [17] from dependence to 
independence to interdependence. The process is a continuum 
because a small level of independence of agents through 
autonomy is a prerequisite for interdependence. However, 
independence is not the supreme achievement [17] in human-
human interaction, nor should it be in human-agent systems. 
Interdependence is much more complex and difficult for both 
machines and humans. We are no longer dealing with individual 
autonomous actions but with group participatory actions [18]. 
This is a departure from the previous approaches discussed in 
section 2.1, with the exception of Collaborative Control which 
began to incorporate all parties into the action (at least in the 
perceptual and cognitive dimensions). As Clark states, “a person’s 
processes may be very different in individual and joint actions 
even when they appear identical” [18]. Clark’s example is playing 
a musical solo versus playing a duet. Although the music is the 
same, the processes involved are very different. 

The term coactive is specifically chosen to highlight the 
difference in the Coactive Design approach. There are three 
meanings [19] associated with coactive: 

1) Joint action 
2) An impelling or restraining force; a compulsion 
3) Ecology. Any of the reciprocal actions or effects, such 

as symbiosis, that can occur in a community. 
 
Joint action is about each participant being engaged in the 

same action, or more specifically activity; meaning a process 
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extended in space and time [18, 20]. Previous work in human-
agent interaction focused largely on assigning or allocating tasks 
to individuals. As we move toward more sophisticated human-
machine systems, the activity looks more and more “joint-like.” 
Consider the unmanned aerial vehicle. The first task in 
development was a standard engineering task to make the vehicle 
self-sufficient for some tasks (e.g., waypoint following). As the 
capabilities and robustness increased, the focus shifted to self-
directedness (e.g., what am I willing to let this machine do 
autonomously). Now much of the effort is interdependence 
focused (e.g., how can I get these vehicles to work effectively as a 
team with their operators?). It is a natural maturing process and 
robots and agents are now pushing into new territory. 

The compulsion derives from the interdependence inherent in 
the joint activity. Joint activity means that there is a collective 
obligation [21] of all parties, even if not currently “assigned” to 
the task. This obligation includes certain duties and obligations 
that correlate with good teamwork. These obligations both compel 
us, for example to provide help, and restrain us, for example not 
to hog any limited resources. Capturing these obligations is an 
essential part of Coactive Design and a departure from most 
previous approaches that do not address the idea of a collective 
obligation. 

The last key feature of Coactive Design is the idea of 
reciprocal actions. Most previous systems take a unidirectional 
view. They either focus on automating tasks to offload work from 
the operator or they focus on enabling the operator to take over a 
task to make up for poor robot performance or ability. Coactive 
Design espouses a bidirectional view. For example, if I need to 
know your status, you must be able to provide status updates. If 
you can help me make navigation decisions, my navigation 
algorithm must allow outside guidance. Simply stated; one can 
only give if the others can take and vice versa. Many of the 
abilities required for good teamwork required reciprocal abilities 
from the other team members. In this way Coactive Design 
focuses on teamwork-centered autonomy. This is another break 
from the previous work that tended to focus on individualistic 
autonomy. 

Coactive Design is a framework for addressing the more 
challenging roles for agents (e.g. care taker, medical assistant, 
coworker, or servant) and human-agent teams, especially 
heterogeneous teams. These roles have a much higher 
commitment than other types of interaction, such as passing in a 
hallway or making a sales transaction with a grocery clerk. The 
target for Coactive Design is not current teleoperated systems or 
systems struggling with basic autonomy. We are specifically 
addressing what a human-agent system would look like if it were 
to fill one of the roles suggested above. The envisioned roles, if 
properly performed, have a high level of interdependence that 
cannot be addressed solely by adjusting who is in control or who 
is assigned what task—and necessitate a focus on the coactivity. 
In contrast to autonomous systems designed to take humans out of 
the loop, we are specifically addressing the requirements for close 
and continuous interaction with people. 

Coactive Design has joint activity at its core and joint 
activity is largely about interdependence. To gain more insight 
into the aspects of Coactive Design, it is necessary to look more 
deeply at interdependence. 

4. INTERDEPENDENCE 
Coordination is foundational to joint activity and is required 

largely because of interdependencies among activities [22]. 
Understanding the nature of the interdependencies involved in the 
coordination is an important part of determining the capability 
requirements of agents and designing a solution. 

4.1 Malone and Crowston 
In their interdisciplinary study of coordination Malone and 

Crowston [23] summarize prior work on coordination in which 
they drew on Computer Science, Organization Theory, 
Management Science, Economics, Linguistics and Psychology. 
They view coordination as managing dependencies. They also 
characterize the types of dependencies and categorized some of 
the most common; use of shared resources, simultaneity of 
processes, producer/consumer relationships, task/subtask roles, 
task assignment and transfer dependency. Thompson [24] 
suggested three types of interdependence: pooled, sequential and 
reciprocal. Pooled interdependence is about each entity 
contributing a discrete part to the whole and that each is supported 
by the whole. This is more applicable to large organizations then 
the smaller teams we are considering. Sequential interdependence 
maps directly to Malone’s producer/consumer category. 
Reciprocal interdependence is of the bidirectional 
producer/consumer type. The use of reciprocal here is referring to 
the cyclical nature of the producer/consumer relation. This is very 
different from our use of reciprocal which is about the need for 
complementary capabilities. We believe Malone’s categories 
cover Thompsons and that all of these can be represented by two 
basic types of dependency: resource and temporal. 

4.2 Resource Dependency 
Resource dependency can involve a variety of things 

including a tool, space, the product of a process, or the capability 
to perform some action. Dependency for resources has received 
much attention in the literature and is the same as Malone’s 
"shared resource dependency." We will represent an activity A as 
being resource dependent on resource x as: 

x  A 

There are many ways to formally represent dependence, and we 
are not attempting to provide another formal specification here. 
Instead a simplified notation is provided to facilitate this 
discussion. 

4.3 Temporal Dependency 
Temporal dependency is the time relation between events or 

actions. While it is conceivable to view time constraints as a 
resource as well, this only makes sense when discussing time 
requirements associated with resources (e.g. I need the hammer 
for the next five minutes). Hence, it is clearer to keep them 
separate. For temporal constraints we will need a more detailed 
definition of the activity involved, so we define an activity A as 
an activity that spans time from t=0 to t=n such that A is 
represented by {A0…An} where A0 is the start of the activity and 
An is the completion of the activity, noting that A0 can be the 
same as An for actions with negligible duration. Now it is easy to 
define a serial sequencing temporal dependence such as "A must 
start after B finishes": 

Bn  A0 

Table I lists a few more examples of temporal dependencies. 
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Table 1 Types of Temporal Dependency 

 

4.4 Malone Revisited 
Now we will show how Malone’s original listing can be 

represented as combinations of these two types of dependencies. 
Assuming B generates x, hence x depends on B (B x), the 
producer/consumer dependency can be viewed as resource 
dependence of A on the output of B and a temporal dependence 
that A must occur after B: 

B  x  A and Bn  A0 

Similarly task/subtask dependence can be viewed as a 
resource dependence on the subtask B directly and a temporal 
dependence that requires the subtask to occur within the time span 
of the task: 

B  A and A0 | = B0 and Bn |= An 

One can generate even more complex time relationships 
using the types of dependencies discussed in Table I. Task 
assignment can also be represented this way with the task now 
being performed by another, thus adding the additional resource 
dependency of the other agent. Lastly, Malone’s transfer 
dependency is similar to the producer/consumer dependency with 
the addition of a potentially time dependent exchange of 
information, which we will call activity C: 

B  C  A and Cn  A0 and Bn  Cn 

In this way, more complex dependencies can be composed 
from the two basic types; resource and temporal. There are two 
other types of dependency that we see as critical in Coactive 
Design that are not captured by Malone’s list; soft dependency 
and monitoring dependency. We will discuss these next. 

4.5 Soft Dependency 
Dependency can be “hard” meaning that activity A cannot 

proceed without x, or it can be “soft” meaning that activity A can 
potentially involve x, but it is not required. For example, in order 
to enter a room with one door, a robot would have a “hard” 
dependence on the one door. If the room had two doors, the robot 
would have a “soft” dependence on both doors. We will represent 
the “soft” dependency as: 

x  A 

Besides redundant or alternative options, “soft” dependency 
can also refer to information that is not required, but if provided it 
could potentially alter the behavior of the recipient. Some 
examples would be progress appraisals [25](“I’m running late”), 
warnings (“Watch your step”) and unexpected events (“It has 
started to rain”). While the planning community and others have 
contributed a large body of work on the standard “hard” 
dependencies critical to a functioning human-robot system, the 

“soft” dependencies have received less attention. These types of 
dependency can lead to richer and more interesting types of 
interaction than have typically been implemented and are 
important aspects of Coactive Design. 

These typically fall under the compulsion or collective 
obligation we have discussed. Although not required (hard 
dependency), understanding them can help shape an agent’s 
autonomy to better support interdependent roles. 

4.6 Monitoring Dependency 
If there is dependence, either resource or temporal, there is 

also an implied "monitoring dependency," if joint activity is to be 
successful. The dependent agent is obligated to monitor the 
situation appropriately. There are two possible options: 

1) Observe the environment (including time or other agents) 
2) Wait for a signal or message 

If, for example, an agent needs an elevator (resource 
dependence) the agent can monitor the elevator doors to see when 
they open. Alternatively, the agent could be notified of 
availability through signaling (e.g. up arrow light turns on, audible 
bell, or an elevator operator telling you “going up”). Each option 
has it challenges but for now we just want to convey that 
monitoring is an important consideration in Coactive Design. 
Monitoring dependence also highlights the reciprocal nature of the 
activity. Not only does the monitoring entity need to monitor, but 
the monitored entity may need to make certain aspects of its 
operation transparent. 

5. VISUALIZING THE NEW 
PERSPECTIVE 

So how does the coactive design perspective change the way 
we see the design problem? The first way is to consider joint 
activity, as explained by Clark [18]. Joint activity highlights the 
issue of interdependence. We still need to consider autonomy in 
both its dimensions, but now we must also consider 
interdependence of the activity, as sketched roughly in Figure 3. 

 
Figure 3 Adding the Third Dimension 

The self-sufficiency axis is the capability of an agent to perform a 
task. Low indicates that the agent is not capable of performing the 
task without significant help and high indicates that the agent can 
perform the task reliably without assistance. The self-directedness 
axis is about freedom from outside control. Low indicates that 
although possibly capable of performing the task, the agent is not 
in control. High indicates the agent has the authority over its own 

Types of Temporal Dependency 
Bn  A0 
A0  B0 
A0 = B0 
An = B0 

An = Bn 
Some A0-n = Some B0-n 

A0 |= B0; 
Bn |= An 

Process A must start after B is complete 
Process A must start before B starts 
Processes A must start at the same time as B 
Process A must end when B starts 
Processes A must end at the same time as B 
Process A must temporary intersect B 
Processes A must be performed concurrently 
within B 
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actions, though it does not necessarily imply sufficient 
competence. The Interdependability axis is about the level at 
which the agent is able to depend on others or be depended upon 
by others. This axis is specifically about the capability to be 
interdependent, not the need or requirement which are captured by 
the other axes. 

We can now map some of the prior work onto this space, 
shown in Figure 4. First we can talk about where the approaches 
fall on the new three-dimensional spectrum. The Functional 
Allocation problem of determining what to automate is really 
about determining where one wants to be on the self-sufficiency 
axis. Adjustable autonomy and much of the mixed-initiative 
approach are about changing along the self-directedness axis. We 
can also look at how autonomy is characterized in this new model. 
Yanco’s intervention level correlates with the self-sufficiency axis 
while Sheridan’s scale correlates to the self-directed axis. 
Bradshaw and Castelfranchi address both axes by capturing both 
aspects of autonomy. 

 
Figure 4 Mapping Prior Work 

 

A degree of self-sufficiency is essential to contribute to any joint 
activity and self-directedness is a sign of more maturity, but we 
need to progress toward interdependence to really excel at joint 
activity. 

So far, being autonomy-centered we have stayed within the two 
autonomy axes. We now push into the third axis that captures 
interdependability. In additional to the interdependence of joint 
activity, the Coactive Design perspective includes the reciprocal 
nature of joint activity addressing for example, the need to match 
capabilities among participants. This means our interdependence 
axis needs more than just low and high. It needs to capture the 
duality of a sender-receiver relationship. In a broad sense, we are 
talking about the participants in the activity helping one another. 
This splits the third dimension into two complementary 
dimensions, as shown in figure 5. We can now map Collaborative 
Control onto this new perspective. The main feature of 
Collaborative Control, as discussed earlier, was the ability for the 
human to provide assistance to the robot at the perceptual and 
cognitive levels. The wonderful insight of Collaborative Control 
was that tasks can be done more effectively if done 
collaboratively. The Coactive Design perspective extends this to 

allowing for the machine to assist the human providing the 
complementary side of the axis. 

 
Figure 5 Mapping Collaborative Control 

Although we are showing a single set of axes for simplicity, 
The Coactive Design perspective considers all aspects of an 
agent’s sense-act loop. This is directly in line with Castelfranchi’s 
[7] break down of autonomy based on the components of a PRS 
system. The take away message is not the support of any 
particular cognitive model, but instead the concept that there are 
many aspects to an agent as it performs in a joint activity. Just as 
Castelfranchi argued that autonomy can occur at any of these 
“levels” or dimensions, Coactive Design argues that the ability to 
be interdependent exists at each “level” or dimension as well. 

Interdependence brings us to the last change in perspective; 
compulsion. This part of Coactive Design is about focusing on the 
monitoring and soft dependencies in a joint activity. Good teams 
distinguish themselves by handling the “soft” dependencies better, 
improving performance, efficiency, and/or situation awareness. 
Coactive Design approaches will need to consider “soft” 
dependencies. Furthermore, identifying areas of dependence in 
joint activity (both hard and soft) has been stated as a critical part 
of Coactive Design. 

6. SUPPORT FOR COACTIVE DESIGN 
We provide supporting evidence for our claims from three 

sources; a preliminary study of our own, results from other’s 
recent work, and some observations about autonomy, coordination 
and people. 

6.1 PRELIMINARY STUDY 
We have begun to investigate the implications of Coactive 

Design experimentally. We started with a very simple example 
domain and intend to increase complexity as we progress. Our 
first domain, Blocks World for Teams (BW4T)[26] (tasks were 
done in groups), was chosen to be as simple as possible. Similar to 
the classic AI planning problem of Blocks World, the goal of 
BW4T is to “stack” colored blocks in order. To keep things 
simple, the blocks are un-stacked to begin with, so un-stacking is 
not necessary. The degree of interdependence that is embedded in 
the task is represented by the complexity of color orderings within 
the goal stack. The task environment is composed of nine rooms 
containing a random assortment of boxes and a drop off area for 
the goal. The environment is hidden from each of the players, 
except for the contents of the current room. There are basically 
two tasks in this domain; find a box and deliver a box to the drop 
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off area.  In some simple cases, the task could be done without 
any coordination, but it is clear that coordination (i.e. the players 
managing the interdependencies among their moves) is highly 
beneficial. 

Although a simple domain, this example demonstrates the 
complexity of coordination and interdependence even in the 
simplest domain. We ran twelve subjects in various team sizes (2, 
3, 4, 5, 6, and 8). The teams were all human (i.e. no agents) for 
this pilot study. The subjects were allowed to talk openly to one 
another. Although too early to be conclusive, our initial results are 
interesting and support our claims. As the activity became more 
interdependent (more complex configurations of blocks as goals), 
we noted an increase in the number of coordination attempts, as 
would be expected. We also noted some interesting aspects of the 
communication. Although only two basic tasks are involved, we 
observed a wide variety of communications. Of particular interest 
were the large number of communications that were about soft 
dependencies and monitoring dependencies. Progress appraisal 
was also a common theme. A final observation was that not only 
the amount of communication changed with the degree of 
interdependence in the task, but the pattern of communication 
varied as well. 

These initial results come from the first of a sequence of 
planned experiments of increasing complexity and we cannot 
make any firm conclusions, but they support the premise of 
Coactive Design and demonstrate that even in simple tasks, the 
coordination involved in managing the interdependence can be 
quite complex. 

6.2 Results from Recent Work 
There are several examples from recent Human-Robot 

Interaction work that support our approach. Fong's [3] work 
demonstrated the support of frail autonomy by making the 
obstacle avoidance activity a participatory one with matching 
reciprocal functionality. Stubbs [27] noted that as autonomy 
increases, transparency became the biggest problem in a remote 
rover. This is a real world example of how autonomy solves some 
problems, but at the same time creates new issues that we feel are 
a direct result of the coactive nature of the task. These examples 
and our preliminary study highlight the importance of 
understanding interdependence and using this understanding to 
shape autonomy. 

6.3 The Nature of Autonomy 
Autonomy is inherently frailty. Robots, like their creators, 

will always be imperfect. This underlying truth necessitates 
human involvement at some level and accentuates the importance 
of teamwork. Frailty means one will have unexpected events 
(failures). You cannot overcome failed autonomy with autonomy, 
but you can with teamwork (e.g. Fong’s collaborative control [3]). 

Additionally, Christofferson and Woods [28] describe the 
“substitution myth”: the erroneous notion that automation 
activities simply can be substituted for human activities without 
otherwise affecting the operation of the system. Even if frailty 
were not an issue, the “substitution myth” reminds us that 
autonomy is not removing something, but merely changing the 
nature of it. Humans cannot simply offload tasks to the robots 
without incurring some coordination penalty. This is not a 
problem as long as we keep in mind that autonomy is not an end 

in itself, but rather a means to supporting productive interaction 
[16]. 

6.4 The Nature of Coordination 
Once a base level of competence is achieved, coordination of 

joint activity (teamwork at its simplest form) will take on an ever 
increasingly important role in the design of a system. This trend 
was noted by Allen who reported that “the only type of 
interactions supported by a typical state-of-the-art planning 
system (namely, adding a new course of action) handled less than 
25% of the interactions and that much of the interaction was 
concerned with maintaining the communication (summarizing and 
clarifying, for example) or managing the collaboration (discussing 
the problem solving strategy) [1].” Autonomy centered 
approaches tend to focus on coordination of content (what they 
intend to do). Coactive Design also includes coordination of the 
process (physical and mental systems to carry out the former 
[18]).  

6.5 The Nature of People 
As agents move toward greater and greater autonomy, 

several researchers have expressed concerns. Norman states that 
“the danger [of intelligent agents] comes when agents start 
wresting away control, doing things behind your back, making 
decisions on your behalf, taking actions and, in general, taking 
over [29].” Simply deciding who is doing what is insufficient, 
because the human will always need to understand a certain 
amount of the activity. 

Additionally, humans are typically the desired beneficiaries 
of the fruits of the robot labor. We are the reason for the system 
and will always want access to the system. Not only do we want 
access to understand the system, but we also want input to affect 
it. To paraphrase Kidd [30], it is not that human skill is required, 
but that human involvement is desired.  

7. CONCLUSION 
We have introduced Coactive Design as a new approach to 

address the increasingly sophisticated roles for people and agents 
in mixed human-agent systems. The basic premise of Coactive 
Design is that, in sophisticated human-agent systems, the 
underlying interdependence of joint activity is the critical design 
feature. We have argued that when designing the capabilities that 
make an agent autonomous, the process should be guided by an 
understanding of the interdependence in the joint activity. The 
understanding of interdependence is then used to shape the 
operation of agent capabilities and enable appropriate interaction. 
The success of future human-agent teams hinges not merely on 
trying to make agents more autonomous, but also in striving to 
make them more capable of sophisticated interdependence.  
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ABSTRACT
We present a knowledge representation framework with an
associated run-time support infrastructure that is able to
compute, for the benefit of the members of a norm-governed
multi-agent system, the physically possible and permitted
actions current at each time, as well as sanctions that should
be applied to violations of prohibitions. To offer the envi-
sioned run-time support we use an Event Calculus dialect
for efficient temporal reasoning. Both the knowledge rep-
resentation framework and its associated infrastructure are
highly configurable in the sense that they can be appro-
priately distributed in order to support real-time responses
to agent requests. To exemplify the ideas, we apply the
infrastructure on a benchmark scenario for multi-agent sys-
tems. Through experimental evaluation we also show how
distributing our infrastructure can provide run-time support
to large-scale multi-agent systems regulated by norms.

Categories and Subject Descriptors
I.2.11 [Artificial Intelligence]: Intelligent Agent Environ-
ment, Norm Governed Multi-agent System

General Terms
Design, Experimentation, Measurement

Keywords
social interaction, run-time service, GOLEM, event calculus

1. INTRODUCTION
An open multi-agent system [26], such as an electronic

market, is often characterized as a computing system where
software agents developed by different parties are deployed
within an application domain to achieve specific objectives.
An important characteristic of this class of applications is
that the various parties developing the agents may have com-
peting goals in the application domain and, as a result, agent
developers for a specific party will have every interest to hide
their agent’s internal state from the rest of the agents in
the system. Although openness of this kind may encourage
many agents to participate in an application, interactions
in the system must be regulated so that to convince skep-
tical agents that the overall specification of the application
domain is respected.

Norm-governed multi-agent systems [15, 1] are open multi-
agent systems that are regulated according to the normative
relations that may exist between member agents, such as

permission, obligation, and institutional power [16], includ-
ing sanctioning mechanisms dealing with violations of pro-
hibitions and non-compliance with obligations. Although
knowledge representation frameworks for specifying such re-
lations exist, these frameworks often focus on the expressive
power of the formalism proposed and often abstract away
from the computational aspects and experimental evalua-
tion. Works studying executable specifications exist but
they normally do not provide experimental evaluations of
multi-agent system deployment over distributed networks.
As a result, the computational behaviour of many represen-
tation frameworks for norm-governed multi-agent systems is
often studied in isolation, at times theoretically only, and in
many occasions experimental evaluation is left unexplored.

The aim of this paper is to use a specific knowledge rep-
resentation framework to develop an infrastructure for com-
puting at run-time the physically possible actions, permis-
sions, and sanctions, and eventually the obligations, and in-
stitutional powers of the members of a norm-governed sys-
tem. The need for such an infrastructure is motivated by the
observation that agents cannot be expected to be capable of
computing these normative relations on their own. Prac-
tical reasons for this include (a) computational constraints
agents may have (e.g. due to lack of CPU cycles, memory,
or battery), and (b) incomplete knowledge agents may have
about the application state (e.g. due to a partial view of the
environment).

Our run-time infrastructure integrates selected versions of
the Event Calculus for describing an open multi-agent sys-
tem as two concurrent and interconnected composite struc-
tures that evolve over time: one representing the physical
environment of the open multi-agent system and the other
representing the social environment. The focus of our knowl-
edge representation framework and its associated run-time
infrastructure is to provide real-time responses to agent re-
quests. The novelty of our approach relies on the ability
of our framework to provide a distributed implementation
of the Event Calculus for Norm Governed Systems. The
advantage here is that by distributing a norm-governed ap-
plication we can efficiently compute the distributed social
and the physical states of the system.

The paper is organised as follows. First, we introduce a
scenario of a norm-governed multi-agent system. We then
use this scenario to describe our run-time infrastructure, the
knowledge representation framework and extensions of this
framework to support a social state with norms. An exper-
imental evaluation of the approach is presented after that,
followed by a comparison with related work. Finally, we



summarize our approach and outline plans for future work.

2. THE OPEN PACKET WORLD
To exemplify the framework and experiment with the pro-

posed infrastructure we will use the Packet World [28]. As
seen in Fig. 1(a)(i), a set of agents are situated in a rect-
angular grid (8 x 8 here) consisting of a number of colored
packets (squares) and destination points (circles). Agents
(a1, a2, a3, and a4 in Fig. 1(a)(i))) move around the grid
to pick colored packets which they must deliver in destina-
tions that match a packet’s color. As agents can see only
part of the grid at any one time (the square around agent
a2 represents the perception range of this agent) they often
need to collaborate with each other. Collaboration results
in agents forming teams to deliver packets and placing flags
in locations for letting other agents know that a particular
area has been explored and has no packets left. Also, each
agent is powered by a battery that discharges as the agent
moves in the grid. The battery can be recharged using a
battery charger (situated in location (7,8) of Fig. 1(a)(i))).
This charger emits a gradient whose value is larger if the
agent is far away from the charger and smaller if the agent
is closer to the charger.

We are interested here in a variation of Packet World,
which we will refer to as Open Packet World. This varia-
tion differs from the original version as follows. We make
the scenario competitive by giving points to agents if they
deliver packets to appropriate destinations. Agents are now
antagonistic and may be developed by different parties. For
instance an agent may try to deceive other agents by plac-
ing a flag in an area that has packets. As a result of these
extensions we introduce norms. Violation of norms results
in sanctions. One type of sanction, in this example, is the
the reduction of points of the violating agent. In this paper
we focus on permissions and sanctions. Other normative
relations, such as institutional power, will be considered in
future work.

The Open Packet World (OPW) presents a number of
knowledge representation challenges for a norm-governed sys-
tem. Unlike other practical applications, e.g. electronic
markets, it does not require speech acts only but also the
simulation of physical actions, which in turn necessitates the
representation of physical possibility in the system. Physical
possibility requires the representation of a physical environ-
ment whose state should be distinct from the state of the so-
cial environment. OPW is also convenient from the point of
view of experimentation in that we can make the experimen-
tal conditions harder by increasing the size of the grid, the
number of agents and the number of packets/destinations.
In addition, because of the intuitive nature of actions taking
place in it, it can be easily visualized.

3. RUN-TIME INFRASTRUCTURE
To experiment with our scenario we use the GOLEM agent

platform1. GOLEM supports the deployment of agents -
cognitive entities that can reason about sensory input re-
ceived from the environment and act upon it, objects - re-
sources that lack cognitive ability, and containers - virtual
spaces containing agents and objects, capturing their ongo-
ing interactions in terms of an event-based approach.

1http://golem.cs.rhul.ac.uk

A GOLEM container represents a portion of the distributed
agent environment and it works as a mediator for the inter-
action taking place between agents and objects. Events in
containers describe what happens in the agent environment
as a result of actions being performed by agents. Since in-
teraction is mediated by the containers, the agent has no
access to the description of what happens in the environ-
ment, however it can observe the state of the container and
decide what actions to perform.

In this paper we are not concerned with the implemen-
tation of agents. Instead, we are concerned with an imple-
mentation of a software framework informing the decision-
making of agents by computing, on their behalf, the nor-
mative positions current at each time. Whether an agent
complies with these positions depends entirely on the imple-
mentation of the agent. In general, there is a clear separa-
tion between the agent code and the code of our software
framework. The code presented in the paper belongs en-
tirely to the proposed software framework. A part of that
code — the specification of norms and physical possibility
— are application-dependent.

3.1 The Open Packet World in GOLEM

Figure 1: Open Packet-World as a Norm-Governed Sys-

tem

The simplest way to model OPW in GOLEM is shown
in Fig. 1(a), where we deploy one container representing the
world (see Fig. 1(a)(i)) and extend it in a way that contains a
social state representing the normative aspects of the system
(see Fig. 1(a)(ii)). Although a single container specification
for the original Packet World has been implemented in [2],
this container did not have a social state. Here we extend
a container with a social state managed by an active object
which we call Social Calculator. This object computes the
agents’ permissions and sanctions and publicises this infor-
mation upon request.

An alternative way to model OPW is to split the phys-
ical state of a single container into smaller states that we
distribute in different containers. A possible distribution is
shown in Fig. 1(b), where we use four 4 x 4 adjacent con-
tainers for OPW (see Fig. 1(b)(i)) together with their corre-
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sponding Social Calculators (see Fig. 1(b)(ii)). Issues such
as distributing the perception range of an agent in different
containers (as it is the case with ag2) and moving between
containers are already described in [3]. Here we show how
containers can use a social state to support a norm-governed
system.

3.2 The Physical State of Containers
To represent the state of a GOLEM container we use the

object-based notation of C-logic, a formalism that describes
objects as complex terms that have a straightforward trans-
lation to first-order logic [4]. The complex term below, for
example, represents the state of a 2 x 2 packet world with
one agent, one packet, one destination and one battery:

packet world:c1[
address ⇒“container://one@134.219.7.1:13000”,
type ⇒ open,
grid ⇒ {square:sq1, square:sq2, square:sq3, square:sq4}
entities ⇒ {picker:ag1, packet:p1, dest:d1, battery:b1}

]

Object instances of this kind belong to classes (e.g. packet world),
are characterized by unique identifiers (e.g. c1), and have
attributes (e.g. address). The representation of the 8 x 8 grid
of Fig. 1 is similar but larger, i.e. there are more agents,
packets, destinations, and squares.

In GOLEM complex instances of objects evolve as a result
of events happening in the state of a container. An event
happens as a result of entities, such as agents, attempting
to act in the environment. For example the assertions:

attempt(e14, 100).
do:e14 [actor ⇒ ag1, act ⇒ move, location⇒ sq3].

describe an attempt e14 at time 100, containing a physical
action made by agent ag1 wishing to move to location sq3.
In GOLEM, an attempt becomes an event that happens if
the attempt is possible:

happens(Event, T) ← attempt(Event, T), possible(Event, T).

Happenings of events cause the state of a container C to
evolve over time. To query the value Val of an attribute Attr
for an entity Id of container C at a specific time T, we will
use the definition:

solve at(C, Id, Class, Attr, Val, T) ←
holds at(C, container, entity of, Id, T),
holds at(Id, Class, Attr, Val, T).

holds at/5 is defined by the top-level clauses of the Object
Event Calculus (OEC) [18] and specified as:

holds at(Id, Class, Attr, Val, T)←
happens(E, Ti), Ti ≤ T,
initiates(E, Id, Class, Attr, Val),
not broken(Id, Class, Attr, Val, Ti, T).

broken(Id, Class, Attr, Val, Ti, Tn)←
happens(E, Tj), Ti < Tj ≤Tn,
terminates(E, Id, Class, Attr, Val).

The above definitions describe how the value Val of an at-
tribute Attr for specific Class instance identified by Id hold
at a particular time T, as in the usual Event Calculus [20].
Given an event E, the initiates/5 prediacte assigns to the at-
tributes Attr of an object identified by the Id and of class

Class a value Val. The terminates/5 predicate has a simi-
lar meaning, with the only difference that the event E ter-
minates the value Val of the attribute of an object. The
remaining OEC clauses (see [18] for more details). de-
scribe how events create instances of C-logic like objects,
assign these instances to classes, represent basic hierarchical
inheritance where sub-classes inherit attributes from super-
classes, destroy complex terms, and terminate single value
and multi-valued attributes.

The possible/2 are application dependent rules that spec-
ify physical possibility. Bellow, we show an example of how
we use the OEC to express a possible/2 rule in OPW:

possible(E, T)←
do:E [actor ⇒ A, act ⇒ move, location⇒ SqB],
solve at(this, A, picker, position, SqA, T),
adjacent(SqA, SqB),
not occupied(SqB, T).

The above rule states that it is possible for an agent to
move to a location SqB if the agent is currently in location
SqA, SqA is adjacent to SqB, and SqB is not occupied. The
keyword this is used here to refer to the identifier of the
current container.

3.3 Containers with Social State
We extend GOLEM containers with a social state, for-

malized as a C-logic structure that has a reference to the
physical state, and extends this physical state with social
attributes to hold information about (a) any current sanc-
tions imposed on any of the agents and (b) how many points
agents have collected so far. An example snapshot of a social
state for OPW is shown below:

packet world social state: s1 [
physical state⇒ packet world:c1,
sanctions⇒ {sanction:s1 [agent ⇒ a2, ticket ⇒ 5]},
records⇒ {record:r1[agent ⇒ a1, points ⇒ 35],

record:r2[agent ⇒ a2, points ⇒ 25]}
]

The term above states that agent a2 has been sanctioned
with 5 points. We show the records of two agents only to
save space. Agent a1 has collected 35 points, while a2 has
collected 25 after the sanction is applied. A social state
does not contain explicitly the permitted actions. These are
defined implicitly in terms of rules. We write:

permitted(Event, T)← not forbidden(Event, T).

to state that actions specified in events are permitted only if
they are not forbidden. Forbidden actions and the evolution
of the social state due to these actions are specified in an
application dependent manner. A forbidden/2 rule in OPW
can be expressed as follows:

forbidden(E, T) ←
do:E[actor ⇒ A, act⇒drop, object⇒flag, location⇒SqA],
solve at(this, Id, packet, position, SqB, T),
adjacent(SqA, SqB).

states that it is forbidden for an agent A to drop a flag in
location SqA if there are packets nearby.

When a forbidden act has taken place, the Social Calcu-
lator raises a violation, which results in a sanction.

initiates(E, R, record, points, Points)←
happens(E,T),
violation:E[sanction:S [ticket⇒ SanctionPs, agent ⇒ A]],
solve at(this, R, record, agent, A, T),
solve at(this, R, record, points, OldPoints, T),
Points = OldPoints - SanctionPs.
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initiates/5 updates the points of agent A as a consequence
of receiving a sanction S at time T. This simple example
shows how events happening in the physical environment
(e.g. dropping a flag in a location of the grid) affect the
social state of the application (e.g. through the initiation
of a sanction on the agent that dropped the flag). More
complex permissions and sanctions are formalized similarly.

3.4 Distributing a Norm-Governed Application
One important feature of our knowledge representation

framework is that we can distribute the state of a norm-
governed application into multiple containers in order to
support the parallel evaluation of physical and social states.
Distributing the system among multiple containers is not
a novel architectural idea; however, the proposed architec-
ture — distributed implementation of the Event Calculus
supporting norm-governed systems — is, to the best of our
knowledge, novel

In particular, GOLEM supports this feature with the Am-
bient Event Calculus (AEC) [3]. The AEC uses the OEC,
described earlier, to query C-logic like objects and their at-
tributes that may be situated in different containers, as with
the OPW version of Fig. 1(b). Given a container C and a
starting Path, we can query a maximum number of neigh-
bors Max, returning a final Path∗ where an object identifier
Id, class Cls, attribute Attr, and value Val hold at time T:

neighbouring at(C, Path, Path∗, Max, Id, Cls, Attr, Val, T)←
Max >= 0,
locally at(C, Path, Path∗, Id, Cls, Attr, Val, T).

neighbouring at(C, Path, Path∗, Max, Id, Cls, Attr, Val, T)←
holds at(C, container, neighbour, N, T),
not member(N, Path),
Max∗ is Max - 1,
append(Path, [C], New),
neighbouring at(N, New, Path∗, Max∗, Id, Cls, Attr, Val, T).

The first clause checks whether the object is in the local state
of a container. locally at/8 checks with holds at/5 to find the
object in the container’s state, including sub-containers2,
if any. The second clause looks for neighbors. If a new
neighbor N is found, this neighbor is asked the query but in
the context of a New path and a new Max∗.

We are now in a position to customize our representation
for distributing the physical and social state by redefining
the solve at/6. The definition below has the effect of chang-
ing all the physical and social rules to work with distributed
containers:

solve at(C, Id, Class, Attr, Val, T) ←
neighbouring at(C, [], , 1, Id, Class, Attr, Val, T).

The [] list above states that the initial path is empty, the
underscore ‘ ’, that we are not interested in the resulting
path, and the number 1 indicates that we should look at
all neighbors whose distance is one step from the current
container. In this way, we can query all the neighbors of a
container in the OPW of Fig. 1(b).

3.5 Implementation Issues
The AEC is implemented on top of OEC [19] which is an

object-oriented optimised version of EC. Clearly EC can be
implemented in other programming languages, such as Java
and C. We adopted the logic programming approach partly
because EC was originally developed as a logic programming
language, and partly because of the declarative semantics
and concise representation offered by logic programs. An

2Due to lack of space and the fact that sub-containers are
not required in our example, we refer the interested reader
to [3] for a definition of locally at/8.

area of future work is to test implementations of EC in other
programming languages

The top-level description of OEC is specified below:

holds at(Obj,Attr,Val,T):-
object(Obj,Attr,Val,start(E)),
time(E,T1), T1 =< T,
not (object(Obj,Attr,Val,end(Evstar)),

time(Evstar,T2), T2>T1, T2 <T).

The main difference between this OEC version and the one
discussed earlier is that now we add all new properties that
are initiated/terminated as object/4 assertions whenever a
new event description is added to the container’s state. The
key is that we store these new properties with time periods
denoted by terms such as start(e1) and end(e2). For exam-
ple, in OPW the assertions below:

time(e1, 2).
time(e2, 7).
object(ag1, position, [3,4], start(e1)).
object(ag1, position, [3,4], end(e2)).
object(ag1, position, [4,4], start(e2)).

describe how agent a1 moved to position [3,4] at time 2 and
changed it to [4,4] at time 7. We know that the periods in
the state of a container are either closed or open intervals
which persist into the future. A new event such as e2 either
starts a new period of time (i.e. start(e2)) for a conclusion
or ends a period of time which was started by another event
(i.e. end(e2)). The optimization is obtained now because the
new event is either related to the attributes of objects or the
class membership, so we do not need to check all the events
that have happened, as with the previous OEC version. Our
implementation also uses indexing on the arguments of ob-
ject/4 assertions, so that if the first three arguments are
specified, the time to retrieve the term is O(1) (which is
typically the case with GOLEM queries).

When we distribute the system in many containers we may
have a synchronisation problem due to the different timing
in different containers. This issue was already addressed
in [3] by applying a precise time protocol between sub and
super containers.

Another important component of our implementation is
that queries to the social and physical environment are ex-
ecuted in parallel. An example of the multithreaded imple-
mentation is shown below for how we implement attempts
of agents:

attempt(E, T):-
par([exec(possible(E, T), true), exec(permitted(E,T), R)]),
add(E, R, T).

The above program will be called by an agent that wishes
to perform an action specified as an event E. The event
provides input to two parallel threads, one executing possi-
ble(E,T) (which must succeed i.e. return true) and the other
executing permitted(E,T) (which must have result R i.e. re-
turn true or false). If the event is concluded possible by the
first thread, it will be added in the state of the container
using add/3; otherwise, the attempt will fail. If the event
is concluded possible by the first thread but not permitted
(R=false) by the second thread, then the Social Calculator
will be triggered by add/3 to produce a sanction in the social
state.

4. EXPERIMENTAL EVALUATION
Using our OPW scenario, we conducted a number of ex-

periments to evaluate the performance of the system with
different configurations. In particular, we measured the per-
formance with a distributed versus centralised deployment
of the system to show how the number of entities, the size
of the environment and the distribution affect the perfor-
mances. In all experiments, we measured the time to com-
pute whether an action is physically possible and whether
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an action is permitted. More specifically, we measured the
time taken for possible/2 and forbidden/2 rules against an
action performed by an agent in the environment. Then we
related this time with the number of events produced.

In the first series of tests, we tested OPW in a central-
ized GOLEM container deployed in an Intel Centrino Core
2 Duo 2.66GHz with 4GB of RAM. The environment was
represented by a 40x40 grid and 100 packets were collected
by the agents and released into one of the 8 destinations in
the grid. We run the first test with 10 agents, the second
test with 30 agents and the third test with 50 agents. In all
of the runs, the agent “minds” (reasoning components) were
deployed in a separate machine and were remotely connected
with their “bodies” (action execution components) deployed
in the GOLEM container.

Figure 2: Time to query the physical and the social
state of a GOLEM container with 10/30/50 Agents

Fig. 2 shows three linear curves representing the average
time to compute a query in a single GOLEM container with
respectively 10, 30 and 50 agents. Since the evaluation of
the two states is done concurrently, the curves represent the
worst case between the social and the physical state.

All the three curves follow a linear behaviour suggesting
that the time to query a GOLEM container grows linearly
with the number of events produced in the container. The
fluctuations in the curves are explained as follows. The high
peaks show the worst case where the attempted action was
either impossible or not permitted or both. As we check
possible and permitted actions in parallel and we wait for
both threads to finish the execution, the time shown is the
one that took longer between the two. Alternatively, the
lowest peaks show the best case where the attempted action
was either possible or permitted or both. As before, the one
shown is the one that took longer.

We can represent the time Tc to compute the social and
physical state for a centralized container with the following
equation:

Tc = a ∗ E + t0 with a ∼ Ne/Na

where Ne is the number of entities in the system, Na is the
number of active entities performing events, E is the number
of events in the system and t0 is intial time to register the
entities in the container. As the number of agents increases,
then Na increases, which means that a decreases, which re-
sults in better performance. This is due to the fact that the
OEC is optimized to deal with events indexed by the identi-
fiers of entities in the agent environment. For example, if we
have 10 agents, 5000 events, and assuming that all agents
perform the same number of events, each time that we call
a solve at/6 predicate (e.g solve at(c1, ag1, picker, position,

[3,4], 100)), the search for the value of an agent attribute will
evaluate a maximum of 500 entries (5000/10), while in the
same conditions but with 50 agents, the search will evaluate
a maximum of 100 entries (5000/50). Of course, if we con-
sider an increasing number of agents, this also means that
they produce more events in less time, but it also means that
given the same number of changes applied to the environ-
ment, the environment responds better with an increasing
number of agents. Thus, the environment as supported by
GOLEM scales up better in situations when there are many
agents rather than few.

In the second series of experiments we distributed the
OPW grid (40x40) first into two containers (20x40) and
then into four (20x20) different containers. For the distri-
bution of the containers we used an Intel Centrino Core 2
Duo 2.66GHz with 4GB of RAM and an Intel Centrino Core
Duo 1.66Ghz with 1GB of RAM. The agents were deployed
between the distributed containers and could move from one
machine to another by means of the mobility capabilities of-
fered by GOLEM [3]. Fig. 3 shows what happens when we
distribute the environment in multiple containers and use
AEC to link these containers.

Figure 3: The effects of distribution

As shown in Fig. 3, with a growing number of events if we
increase the number of containers, we improve considerably
the performance. In Fig. 3 we show that in a system with a
small number of events (0-500), it is better to compute the
physical and

social state in one container. With a bigger number of
events, the experiment shows that we can achieve a big dif-
ference in performance if we distribute in two or four con-
tainers instead of one container.

In the distributed version the size of the grid managed by
a single container becomes smaller and less complex terms
(agents, packets and destinations) are registered in a single
container. Between 500 to 3500 events, in average, having
four or two containers does not make much difference. How-
ever, after 3500 events the performance of the application
with two containers is better from the performance of the
application deployed in four containers. This is due to the
fact that with less packets on the grid (most of them af-
ter 3500 events have been delivered to the destinations), the
agents moving on the grid are more likely to change contain-
ers in search for packets. The smaller the grid, the bigger
the number of times agents try to move from a container to
another. This introduces a distribution cost related to the
cost of interactions between containers. For this reason, in
the presented experiments there is no improvement when we
change from two to four containers.

In general, the time to compute the physical and social
state distributed over many containers is defined by the
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equation:

Td = Tc
d

+ i× c

where Tc is the time to compute the same experiment with
a centralised container, d is number of containers used in
the decentralized version, i is the number of interactions
between containers and c is the cost of container interaction.
In other words, when we distribute the agent environment
in multiple containers, the time to compute the physical and
the social state is inversionally proportional to the number
of containers, thus improving the performance. However,
there is an additional delay to compute the physical and
social state which is due to the interactions between the
containers.

5. RELATED WORK
There exist several approaches in the literature for exe-

cutable specifications of norm-governed systems. Consider,
for instance, the ‘Law-Governed Interaction’ (LGI) [23, 22]
framework that has been used to regulate distributed sys-
tems. The Moses software mechanism [21] is an implementa-
tion of LGI that employs regimentation devices monitoring
the behaviour of agents, blocking the performance of for-
bidden actions and enforcing compliance with obligations.
Laws in Moses are written in pure Prolog or Java.

A tool for computational support concerning ‘e-institutions’
[7, 8, 9] is presented in [13]. This is a rule-based system for
executing a set of ‘normative rules’ — expressions which im-
pose obligations or prohibitions on communicative actions
— with the aim of providing run-time services, such as the
computation of the permissions and obligations of the agents
current at each state.

Several action languages and corresponding software tools
have also been employed for specifying and executing norm-
governed systems. Fox et al. [12], for example, utilised an
automated reasoning tool to execute ‘organisational rules’
formalised in the Situation Calculus [25]. Fardell et al, [10],
propose a formalisation of the Event Calculus in XML and
aplly it to the representation of contracts to facilitate the au-
tomated tracking of the contract state. Commitment pro-
tocols [6, 11] have been formalised in, among others, the
action language C+ [14] and various dialects of the Event
Calculus. Moreover, the Causal Calculator implementation
of C+, and the Discrete Event Calculus reasoner [24] have
been employed to execute commitment protocols.

Recently, norm-governed systems specifications have been
formalised in semantic web languages [27, 17]; furthermore,
various automated reasoning tools have been utilised for ex-
ecuting the specifications.

Our logic programming implementation of the Event Cal-
culus has the following benefits. First, it exhibits a declar-
ative semantics whose advantages, compared to procedural
semantics, have been well-documented. Second, the Event
Calculus offers a formal representation of the agents’ actions
and their effects. This is in contrast to semantic web lan-
guages that offer limited temporal representation and rea-
soning. Third, the availability of the full power of logic pro-
gramming, which is one of the main attractions of employ-
ing the Event Calculus as the temporal formalism, allows for
the development of very expressive social and physical laws.
Fourth, we do not have to know from the outset the domain
of each variable. Fifth, the OEC and the AEC versions used
here provide an efficient and scalable reasoning mechanism,
offering the kind of run-time support that is required for
norm-governed multi-agent systems. The last point differ-
entiates our work from approaches offering computational
support for norm-governed systems. The last three points
differentiate our work from other action language implemen-
tations.

6. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK

We presented a knowledge representation framework with
an associated run-time infrastructure that is able to com-
pute, for the benefit of the members of a norm-governed
multi-agent system, physically possible and permitted ac-
tions current at each time, as well as sanctions that should
be applied to violations of prohibitions. The presented in-
frastructure is highly configurable in the sense that it can
be appropriately distributed to offer run-time support for
large-scale norm-governed systems.

There are several directions for further work. First, we
are examining various caching mechanisms for the Event
Calculus, such as those proposed in [5], in order to further
improve the efficiency of temporal reasoning. Second, we
aim to perform experiments with larger multi-agent systems
in order to determine the extent to which our infrastructure
can be used for run-time support. Third, we aim to formalise
additional normative relations, such as institutional power.
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ABSTRACT
Existing organisational centred multi-agent systems (MAS)
regulate agents’ activities. Nevertheless, population and/or
environmental changes may lead to a poor fulfilment of the
system’s purposes, and therefore, adapting the whole organ-
isation becomes key. This is even more needed in open MAS,
where participants are unknown beforehand, they may change
over time, and there are no guarantees about their behaviours
nor capabilities. Hence, in this paper we focus on endow-
ing an organisation with self-adaptation capabilities instead
of expecting agents to increase their behaviour complexity.
We regard this organisational adaptation as an assisting ser-
vice provided by what we call the Assistance Layer. Our
abstract Two Level Assisted MAS Architecture (2-LAMA)
incorporates such a layer. We empirically evaluate our adap-
tation mechanism in a P2P scenario by comparing it with
the standard BitTorrent protocol. Results provide a perfor-
mance improvement and show that the cost of introducing
an additional layer in charge of system’s adaptation is lower
than its benefits.

Categories and Subject Descriptors
I.2.11 [Artificial Intelligence]: Distributed Artificial Intel-
ligence—Multiagent systems, Coherence and coordination

General Terms
Design, Experimentation, Performance

Keywords
Adaptation, Norms, Coordination, Organisation, MAS

1. INTRODUCTION
Developing Multi Agent Systems (MAS) entails the prob-

lems of designing a distributed concurrent system plus the
difficulties of having flexible and complex interactions among
autonomous entities [1]. Organising such systems to regu-
late agent interactions is a practise that helps to face their
complexity [2]. Specially in open MAS, since agents are de-
veloped by third-parties, so they may enter or leave the sys-
tem at any moment and there are no guarantees about their
behaviour. To face the derived complexity, some approaches
[3, 4] use organisation entities as regulative structures. Such
an organisation helps designers to predict/regulate the sys-
tem evolution within certain bounds. The fact that these
structures persist with independence of their participants
reinforces their role as first-order entities. Moreover, these

approaches usually provide an infrastructure to support the
enactment of these entities —to create them, to store their
specifications, to check if participants fulfil them, etc. In
fact, these approaches provide an organisational framework
to agents, which minimises the number of possibilities they
have to face. This is because agents can construe other par-
ticipant’s behaviour under a certain context.

As we previously mentioned, an organisational structure
helps to regulate MAS. However, certain environmental or
population changes may decrease its performance to achieve
goals. Thus, adapting such an organisation is an important
topic [5, 6, 7, 8], since it can help to obtain the expected
outcomes under changing circumstances. This is motivated
by the computational organisational theory, which claims
that the best organisation designs are domain and context
dependent [9]. Adaptation can be seen as a reconfiguration
aspect of autonomic computing, where a MAS is able to
reconfigure itself [10].

Concerning such an adaptation, we propose to add a meta-
level in charge of adapting system’s organisation instead
of expecting agents to increase their behaviour complex-
ity. This is specially relevant when dealing with open MAS,
since there is no control over participant’s implementation.
Hence, we cannot expect agents to be endowed with the nec-
essary mechanisms to adapt the organisation when it is not
achieving its goals. We regard this adaptation –together
with other possible meta-level functionalities– as an assis-
tance to agents that can be provided by MAS infrastructure.
Thus, we call our approach Two Level Assisted MAS Archi-
tecture (2-LAMA). In order to avoid centralisation limita-
tions such as fault-tolerance or global information unavail-
ability, we propose a distributed meta-level composed of sev-
eral agents. This paper is focused on 2-LAMA’s organisa-
tional adaptation capabilities. In particular, it focuses on
norm adaptation —we assume norms are an organisational
regulative structure.

Our approach requires domains with organisations that
can be dynamically changed. Besides, it is able to deal with
highly dynamic environments and even with domains where
there is no direct mapping between goals and the tasks re-
quired to achieve them —i.e. it is not possible to derive a
set of tasks that achieve a certain goal. As an illustration,
we present a Peer-to-Peer sharing network (P2P) as a repre-
sentative case study. In such a network, computers interact
to share some data. Furthermore, their relationships change
over time depending on network status and participants. We
use this scenario to perform an empiric evaluation and com-
pare our approach with existing BitTorrent protocol [11].



Our general model and its application are described in
sections 2 and 3. Further, the adaptation process is detailed
in section 4. Next, it is compared with BitTorrent in section
5 and with related work in section 6. Finally, section 7
presents the derived conclusions.

2. GENERAL MODEL
Previous section identifies organisations as useful entities

to regulate agents’ behaviours and facilitate their coordina-
tion. In particular, these entities provide a framework that is
useful for agent coordination. Besides, there are MAS infras-
tructures that provide some organisational-related features
as domain independent services. Thus, we regard them as
Coordination Support services [12] that alleviate agent de-
velopment. These services also include basic coordination
elements such as elemental connectivity or agent communi-
cation languages. In brief, all these services are devoted to
enact agent coordination. In addition to that, we propose an
extra set of services that provides an added value by assist-
ing coordination. We propose to add an Assistance Layer
on top of a regular system in order to provide such coordina-
tion assistance services The main contribution of this paper
is the proposal of a distributed pro-active service at the As-
sistance Layer that adapts organisations depending on the
system’s evolution.

Before provinding an insight into this organisational adap-
tation service, we detail how we model an organisational
structure itself. Usually, organisation-centred MAS provide
services that range from establishing the basis for agent com-
munication through individual messages to providing organ-
isational structures. We denote one of those organisations
as: Org = 〈SocStr, SocConv, Goals〉, its compoments are
detailed next. It has a social structure (SocStr) consisting of
a set of roles (Rol) and their relationships (Rel). In addition,
it has some social conventions (SocConv) that agents should
conform and expect others to conform. They are expressed
as interaction protocols (Prot) and/or norms (Norms). In
more detail, protocols define legitimate sequences of actions
performed by agents playing certain roles. Whereas norms
delimit agent actions by expressing related permissions, pro-
hibitions or obligations. Notice, that in our case study, the
only possible actions are message physical exchanges among
agents. Finally, it has some goals (Goals) that describe the
organisation design purpose —they may differ from partici-
pant’s individual ones. These goals are expressed as a func-
tion over the system’s observable properties —it may include
the reference values they should approach. This way, sys-
tem performance can be evaluated by using these goals to
determine in which degree the system is fulfilling its design
objectives.

2.1 Assistance Layer
The Assistance Layer we propose, provides an assistance

that may facilitate the enrolment of third-party agents and/or
adapt their organisation. This layer provides two main types
of services [12]: assisting individual agents to achieve their
goals following current social conventions (Agent Assistance);
and adapting social conventions to varying circumstances
(Organisational Assistance). The former includes services to
inform agents about useful information to participate in the
MAS (Information service), to provide justifications about
the consequences of their actions (Justification service), to
suggest alternative plans that conform social conventions
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Figure 1: Two Level Assisted MAS Architecture
(2-LAMA).

(Advice service) and to estimate the possible consequences
of certain actions due to current conventions (Estimation
service). The latter, the Organisational Assistance, consists
on adapting existing organisations to improve system’s per-
formance under varying circumstances. To provide such an
adaptation, we propose goal fulfilment as its driving force
within the context of a rational world assumption. Hence,
the Assistance Layer requires some way (i) to observe system
evolution, (ii) to compare it with the organisational goals
and (iii) to adapt the organisation trying to improve goal
fulfilment. See [12] for further details about all enumerated
services.

In order to provide Assistance Layer services, we pro-
posed a Two Level Assisted MAS Architecture (2-LAMA,
[13]). The bottom level, we call it domain-level (DL), is
composed by agents carrying out domain activities regu-
lated by an organisational structure. On top of it, there
is a distributed meta-level (ML) also composed by agents
and an organisational structure targeted to provide assis-
tance services to domain-level agents. In between, there is
an interface (Int) that communicates both levels as shown
in Figure 1. Thus, the whole system can be expressed as:
2LAMA = 〈ML, DL, Int〉1. Each level has an organised
set of agents so they are respectively defined as ML =
〈AgML, OrgML〉 and DL = 〈AgDL, OrgDL〉. Using the in-
terface, the meta-level can perceive environment observable
properties (EnvP , e.g. date or temperature) and agents ob-
servable properties (AgP , e.g. colour or position). Specifi-
cally, we assume each meta-level agent (aML ∈ AgML) has
partial information about them, so it only perceives a subset
of EnvP and AgP —in many scenarios global information is
not available. In fact, a aML has partial information about
the subset of domain-level agents it assists. We call this sub-
set of agents a cluster, which would be grouped according
to a domain criterion —e.g. they could be grouped because
interactions among them have lower costs than with other
agents. However, an assistant can share part of this informa-
tion with other meta-level agents in order to provide better
assistance services.

3. 2-LAMA IN A P2P SCENARIO
Our case study is a Peer-to-Peer sharing network (P2P),

where a set of computers connected to the Internet (peers)
share some data. We apply our model to this scenario be-
cause it is a highly dynamic environment due to the very

1In fact, it is possible to nest subsequent meta-levels that
update previous level’s organisation.
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Figure 2: 2-LAMA in the P2P scenario.

nature of the Internet communications. We regard the over-
lay network2 of current contacted peers as its organisational
social structure, which is dynamically updated. Finally, this
scenario allows the addition of some norms to regulate com-
munications. Overall, it lets us apply our organisational and
adaptive autonomic approach.

The performance in this scenario is evaluated in terms of
time and network consumptions during the sharing process.
Thus, we can define as global goals the minimisation of such
measures so that the faster the data is obtained and the
less network is consumed, the better for the users. Notice,
though, that there is a trade-off between time and network
usage. Therefore, although a peer can potentially contact
any other peer, it usually contacts just a subset in order to
consume less network resources —i.e. overlay network.

Real P2P networks are highly complex, so we try to re-
duce complexity by assuming some simplifications about
the protocol and the underlying network. Specially, we as-
sume information is composed of a single piece of data —
accordingly, we say a peer is complete when it has that single
piece. The rest of this section provides the details of the ac-
tual scenario and our 2-LAMA approach applied to it.

3.1 Architecture in P2P
We model the P2P scenario as a MAS where computers

sharing data are participant agents within the domain-level
(AgDL= P1 . . . P12). All of them play a single role RolDL =
{peer} within the domain-level organisation (OrgDL) —
see Figure 2. In addition, we define a type of relation-
ship called contact between two agents playing the role peer.
Thus, as all agents in domain-level play the role peer, they
can establish contact relationships at run-time. These ac-
tual relationships form the overlay network mentioned pre-
viously. In our model, the meta-level can suggest changes
in this net of relationships (rel sugg) taking into account
the system’s status. Regarding social conventions, peers
use the sharing protocol (ProtDL) specified below and two
norms NormDL = {normBWDL, normFRDL}. First norm
(normBWDL) limits agents’ network usage in percentage of
its nominal bandwidth3. This norm can be expressed as:
normBWDL =“a peer cannot use more than maxBW band-
2An overlay network is a network build on top of another
one. In the P2P scenario, the base network that connects
all peers is the Internet. Then, the network of peers that
are really interacting among them is an overlay network on
top of the Internet.
3The bandwidth is the capacity to transfer data over user’s
network connection. It is expressed as the number of data
units that can traverse a communication channel in a time

Phase Level Protocol Messages

initial Int join<hasDatum>

latency Int get_lat<peers>, lat<peer><measure>

DL lat_req, lat_rpl

soc.struct. Int contact<peers>

handshake DL bitfield<hasDatum>

share data DL rqst,data,cancel,have,choke,unchoke

Int complete, has_datum<peer>

ML all_complete, complete_peer<peer>

norms ML norm_bw<value>, norm_friends<value>

Int norm_updated<norm_id><new_def>

Table 1: Protocol messages grouped into subsequent
phases and involved levels —only domain-level (DL),
only meta-level (ML) or both (Int).

width percentage to share data”. This way, it prevents peers
from massively using their bandwidth to send/receive data
to/from all other peers. Second norm (normFRDL) lim-
its the number of peers to whom a peer can simultaneously
send the data. Analogously to previous norm, we define
normFRDL =“a peer cannot simultaneously send the data
to more than maxFR peers”. The last compoment of domain-
level’s organisation is its goal (Goals). This is that all peers
–i.e. all computers sharing data– have the data as soon as
possible using the minimal network resources. Thus, given
some time cost (ct) and network cost (cn) metrics, we can
define a global goal function that minimises a weighted com-
bination of them: Goals = min(wt · ct + wn · cn), where
(wt,wn) are the corresponding weights that represent the
relative importance of each measure.

In order to provide assistance to the domain-level, we
add the meta-level on top of it. This meta-level also has
a single role RolML = {assistant}. Each agent in AgML=
A1 . . . A3 assists a disjoint subset of domain-level agents
(cluster⊂ AgDL). It does it so by collecting information
about them –about agents or their environment– and adapt-
ing their local organisation. Its decisions are based on local
information about its associated cluster, aggregated infor-
mation about other clusters –provided by other assistants—
and the norms at their level (NormML). Some examples
of local information are latencies (EnvP ) or which agents
have the data (AgP ). Information about other clusters
come from other assistants —notice that meta-level agents
have their own social structure too. Regarding meta-level
norms, we consider one that limits the number of domain-
level agents to inform about another domain-level agent hav-
ing the data. More precisely, when an assistant receives the
information that one agent in another cluster has become
complete, the number of domain-level agents in its clus-
ter it can inform to is limited. In particular, the norm is
expressed as normHasML =“upon reception of a complete
agent (agent /∈ cluster) message, inform no more than maxHas
agents ∈ cluster”. Finally, we assume assistants are located
at Internet Service Providers (ISP) and thus related com-
munications are fast.

3.2 Protocol
Our proposed protocol is a simplified version of the widely

used BitTorrent [11] protocol. Table 1 lists all its messages,

unit. The less is used by the peer, the more is left for other
purposes.
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which follow the sequence detailed next. At the beginning, a
domain-level agent (peer) initiates a handshake phase with
another one by sending it a bitfield <hasDatum> message.
<hasDatum> = [1/0] indicates if it has (1) or has not (0) the
data —i.e. it is a complete or incomplete agent. Notice that
in current implementation, the data has only a single piece.
In turn, the other agent finishes this handshake phase by
replaying with another bitfield <hasDatum> message to in-
dicate its status. In case one of these agents have the datum
and the other lacks it, the later sends a rqst (request) mes-
sage to the former. Then, the former replies with a message
containing the datum. On the contrary, if none of the agents
have the datum they will not exchange further messages.
However, as soon as one agent receives the datum, it will
send a have message to these other contacted agents to let
them know that its status has changed. In such cases, if they
still lack of the datum, they will request it. Additionally, an
agent may reply to a request with a choke message if it is
already serving maxFR agents —it means this agent is going
to ignore any further message. Later on, when a transmis-
sion ends, it sends unchoke messages to all choked agents,
so they can request the datum again. On the other hand,
a requester agent is allowed to get data from two sources
simultaneously. This is done –for a short time– in order to
compare their effective bandwidth so to choose the fastest
source (the other one is discarded with a cancel message).

Previous messages are related to communication at domain-
level. However, there are other messages related to commu-
nication at meta-level and among levels. Initially, a new
domain-level agent sends its join <hasDatum> message to the
closest assistant —a domain-level agent measures it latency
to all assistants and chooses the one having the smallest la-
tency. Then, the assistant asks the agent to measure its
latencies with all other agents in its cluster by sending a
get_lat <peers> message. The agent measures latencies by
exchanging lat_req/lat_rpl messages, and informs back the
assistant with a lat <measure> message. Once an assistant
has all latencies among its domain-level agents (EnvP ) and
knows which ones have the datum, it estimates which would
be the best social structure —see [13]. Then it suggests the
agent relationships by sending contact <peers> messages to
all the agents in its cluster.

Additionally, when a domain-level agent receives the da-
tum, it also informs its assistant with a complete message.
Then, at meta-level this assistant informs other assistants
with a complete_peer <peer> message. For instance, in Fig-
ure 2, when P2 receives the datum, it informs A1, which
will inform A2 and A3. Next, contacted assistants spread
this information towards their domain-level agents –limited
by maxHas– with a has_datum <peer> message —e.g. A2 may
inform P6 and P8 that P2 has the datum, if maxHas = 2.
In that moment, informed agents measure their latencies to
the new agent and request it, if it is better than any pre-
vious source. Finally, when an assistant detects that all
domain-level agents in its cluster are complete, it sends an
all_complete message to other assistants to avoid receiving
more complete_peer notifications.

Last, the norm adaptation process requires some more
messages —see section 4. When an assistant wants to up-
date normBWDL, it sends a norm_bw <value> message to the
rest of assistants. Analogously, it would send a norm_friends

<value> in case of a normFRDL update. Then, when a new
value is finally agreed, each assistant informs its the domain-

level agents in its cluster with a norm_updated <norm_id> <new_def>

message.

4. ORGANISATIONAL ADAPTATION
Within our 2-LAMA architecture, the meta-level is able

to adapt domain-level’s organisation. In particular, we are
working on social structure and norm adaptation. The for-
mer consists in the meta-level updating domain-level’s over-
lay network as detailed in [13]. The latter is the focus of
this paper, and it is described in this section. In brief, norm
adaptation proceeds as follows. Initially, assistants collect
status information from their cluster domain-level agents
but also from other assistants —in a summarised form. Af-
terwards, they aggregate all this information. Next, they
compute their desired values of norm parameters depending
on this aggregated information. Finally, they use a voting
scheme as a group decision mechanism to choose the actual
norm updates before notifying their agents.

The underlying rationale of the norm adaptation process
is to align the amount of served data with the amount of
received data. Thus, the information collected by each as-
sistant consists of some measures about the agents serving
the datum and the ones that lack it. Specifically, they collect
the following information:

• srvBW: the sum of the nominal bandwidths of the in-
dividual channels of the agents that are serving data.

• rcvBW: the sum of the nominal bandwidth of the indi-
vidual channels of the agents that are receiving data.

• rcvEffBW: the sum of the effective receiving bandwidth
of the agents that are receiving data. It can be smaller
than rcvBW when only a few data is served or there is
network saturation that delays message transport.

• rcvExpBW: the expected receiving bandwidth. It is es-
timated using the nominal one (rcvBW) re-scaled by
current bandwidth limit (maxBW). It is computed to be
compared with rcvEffBW. If effective serving band-
width is limited by a maxBW < 100, the reference re-
ceiving bandwidth may be lesser than the nominal one
(rcvBW) —since less data is being injected towards re-
ceiving agents.

• waiting: the number of agents that do not have the
datum and are neither receiving it.

Such information could be collected by each assistant from
its agents or by accessing network information. In the for-
mer case, assistants would query agents about such infor-
mation. Thus, this method would require that domain-level
agents would report true values —which would be difficult
to guarantee in an open MAS. In contrast, we use the lat-
ter case, which does not require collaborative agents. In
this method, assistants inspect domain-level agent commu-
nications to obtain such information by themselves —this
requires assistants to have privileges to access network re-
sources, which is acceptable if they are related to ISPs.

Depending on the cost of collecting such information, it
may be retrieved continuously or at certain intervals. Also,
depending on the cost of applying norm changes, the norm
adaptation process may be performed at given intervals. In
the current implementation, this process is performed at a
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Algorithm 1 Adaptation algorithm used by assistants.

00 def adapt( srvBW, rcvBW, rcvEffBW,
01 waiting, maxFR, maxBW ):
02 τ = 0.1 ; ε = 0.2
03 rcvExpBW = rcvBW * (maxBW / 100)

04
05 // Adapt maxFR -------------
06 case (srvBW<(1-τ)*rcvBW) : vFR=decr
07
08 case (srvBW>(1+τ)*rcvBW
09 && waiting>ε): vFR=incr
10
11 case (srvBW>(1+τ)*rcvBW
12 && waiting<ε): vFR=blnk
13
14
15 other /*srvBW ≈ rcvBW */: vFR=same
16
17
18 if(rcvEffBW<(1-τ)*rcvExpBW):vFR=decr
19
20 // Adapt maxBW ------------
21 case (vFR==decr ∧ maxFR==1 : vBW=maxBW/2
22 case (vFR==incr ∧ maxBW<100): vBW=100
23 other : vBW=maxBW
24
25 return [ vFR, vBW ]

fixed time interval (adaptinterv ) with an average of these
measures along it.

In order to compute the desired norms, an assistant weighs
the information it has collected from its cluster with the
information provided by other assistants. This way it can
give more importance to local information. For instance,
srvBW =wL · srvBWL +

P
(wRi · srvBWRi), where srvBWL stands

for the local cluster’s measure, srvBWRi stands for the remote
ones, wL stands for the weight of local information, and wRi
stands for the weight of remote one. Moreover, wL +

P
wRi =

1 and @wRi , wRi > wL.
If the local weight is the maximum (wL = 1), then each

assistant computes desired norms taking into account only
its cluster status. On the contrary, if this weight is the
minimum (∀iwRi = wL), then each assistant gives the same
importance to local information as to remote one —this is
the case in the current implementation. The mid-point is a
local weight greater than any remote one (∀iwRi < wL) such
as an assistant takes its decisions giving more importance
to its local cluster, but taking into account the rest of the
system.

With this aggregated information each assistant computes
its vote for maxBW (vBW) and maxFR(vFR). In the case of vBW,
the vote is the numeric desired value for maxBW. Whereas
in vFR, the vote is an action among incrementing maxFR by
one (incr), decrementing it by one (decr), keeping the same
value (same) or abstaining with a blank ballot-paper (blnk)
to avoid influencing in new maxFR value. They use the pro-
cess schematised in Algorithm 1 to compute both votes. This
algorithm receives the measures we described plus current
norm parameter values. Next, in line 2, some constants are
initialised to be used as thresholds in comparisons (their val-
ues were empirically tested). Then, the expected receiving
bandwidth is computed from the nominal one re-scaled by
current bandwidth limit (line 3).

The main decision to choose a normFRDL is related to

compare the available bandwidth used to serve (srvBW) to
the available bandwidth used to receive (rcvBW). If there is
a lack of serving bandwidth (line 6), the suggestion is to de-
crease the number of friends. This way, server agents will be
simultaneously serving data to fewer agents, and these trans-
missions will finish sooner. Afterwards, once these other
agents get the datum, there will be more data sources in the
system and it will take less time to finish the datum distri-
bution. On the other hand, if there is an excess of serving
bandwidth and there are still agents waiting for data (lines
8-9) then, the assistant can increase the number of friends
in order to serve more agents. There is another situation
in which there is also an excess of serving bandwidth but
there are no agents waiting for data (lines 11-12). This does
not necessarily mean all agents have the datum, but at least
the ones lacking it are receiving it from some source. In
this case, the assistant uses a blank-ballot paper to let other
assistants push for their own interests4.

Finally, if none of the previous cases is true, it means
that the serving bandwidth is similar to the receiving one
(line 15) then, the vote is for keeping the same norm. This
is because if there is no excess of serving bandwidth, the
assistant prefers to vote for the same norm instead of just
leaving the decision to the rest of assistants.

Despite previous cases, if there is network saturation in
the intermediate channels, it is always better to decrease
the number of friends. This will reduce the number of data
transmissions. Hence, it will cut back network traffic and
hopefully network saturation. In order to estimate if there
is network saturation, the assistant checks if the effective re-
ceiving bandwidth (rcvEffBW) is smaller than the expected
one (rcvExpBW). This is a sign that data packets are delayed
by the intermediate network because it is saturated. Conse-
quently, as a solution to saturation, the assistant votes for
decreasing maxFR (line 18).

Regarding the normBWDL, it is only decreased in case
it is not possible to further diminish the network usage by
decreasing the number of friends —since maxFR is already 1.
In such a case, the assistant votes for dividing maxBW by 2
(line 21). This way, server agents will use less bandwidth,
which can help to diminish the network saturation. On the
contrary, if the bandwidth is previously limited but there is
no network saturation –since the assistant chose to increase
maxFR–, then the bandwidth limit can be established again
back to 100% (line 22). For the remaining cases, maxBW keeps
its value (line 23).

After choosing a convenient value for each norm parame-
ter, an assistant sends its votes (vFR, vBW) to the rest of assis-
tants —see norm_bw and norm_friends messages. Then, when
assistants receive all the votes, they compute the actual
norm parameters. To conclude, they send to their domain-
level agents the new norms using the norm_updated message.
Notice that the average may provide the same norm param-
eters values as before, thus no changes would be performed
—in practise, it means no update message would be sent.
This situation may occur when opposite options are inter-
esting for the same amount of clusters.

4Notice, though, that the weighting method applied to mea-
sures may bring an assistant to this case when no agents in
its cluster are waiting for data, but there are still waiting
agents in other clusters. In such a case, if there is enough
serving bandwidth, it is better to let other assistants choose
by themselves the norm parameter values.
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Regarding norm updates application, once a domain-level
agent receives new norms, it tries to fulfil them. Thus, when
an agent receives a normBWDL, it adapts its sending ratio
and when it receives a normFRDL it also tries to fulfil it.
This means that if an agent is serving to less friends than the
new maxFR, it will send unchoke messages to those agents it
has previously choked. This may result in new data requests
that it will be able to serve. On the contrary, if it was serving
to more friends than the new maxFR, it will cancel some of
those data transmissions and send a choke message5.

5. EMPIRICAL EVALUATION
In order to test our approach, we have implemented a P2P

MAS simulator. This simulator is implemented in Repast
Simphony [14] and provides different facilities to execute
tests and analyse results. As it simulates both agents and
network components, it allows to execute different sharing
methods with identical populations and environmental con-
ditions. Thus, we have performed several tests on BitTorrent
and 2-LAMA to empirically evaluate the performance of our
proposal.

5.1 Sharing methods
In this work, we compare three different approaches. A

single-piece version of the BitTorrent protocol (BT) described
in [15]. A 2-LAMA approach with social structure adapta-
tion (2L.a) in which assistants update the actual contact re-
lationships among domain-level agents as described in [13].
And a 2-LAMA approach with social structure and the norm
adaptation (2L.b) described in this paper.

The BitTorrent implemented protocol (BT) among domain-
level agents is very similar to 2-LAMA’s since it inspired our
approach. In order to make a fair comparison, we adapted
BitTorrent to work with a single-piece datum —see [15] for
further information. However, it does not have a distributed
meta-level but a single agent (Tracker) that informs about
connected agents. Consequently, agents do not receive any
further assistance to share the datum. Instead, they use the
algorithms described in [11]. In brief, the main algorithm of
an agent having the datum consists in sending choke mes-
sages to all agents that are interested in it. Then, at cer-
tain intervals (unchoke interval), the source agent sends
unchoke messages to four of the previously choked agents.
Next, these agents can request the datum and all of them
are served. The selected agents to unchoke are those that
were choked most recently. In case two of them were choked
at the same time, the one having a larger network band-
width (upload bw6) is selected. In fact, if an agent’s inter-
est is older than a defined interval (aging period), its age
is ignored and only its agent’s upload bw is compared. In
addition, in two out of three unchoke interval selection
processes, the fourth agent is randomly selected.

Regarding the configuration of our experiments, BitTor-
rent (BT) uses an unchoke interval of 250 time units (ticks).
It is approximately the time required to send four data mes-

5In the current implementation, an agent does not need to
cancel a friend if it has already sent more than 75% of the
datum to it. This behaviour avoids cancelling data trans-
missions that will finish really soon.
6In a multi-piece scenario, this measure is estimated from
previous piece interchanges. However, since in a single-piece
implementation no estimation can be performed, its value is
taken from the network topology.
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Figure 3: Network topology.

sages along an average agent link in current topology. Thus,
it is the average time that a server agent can invest send-
ing data to four unchoked agents. This is the number of
agents that BitTorrent protocol determines that an agent
unchokes in an unchoke interval. Accordingly, they use an
aging period of 130 ticks to keep the ratio defined by the of-
ficial protocol. On the other hand, the 2-LAMA experiments
(2L.a, 2L.b) have been performed with the following initial
norm parameters: maxHas =∞, maxBW = 100%, maxFR = 3.
These norms lead 2-LAMA approach to a similar initial be-
haviour as BitTorrent because: maxHas =∞ does not re-
strict communications among clusters, maxBW = 100% does
not limit agent communication and maxFR = 3 is equivalent
to the three non-random unchoked agents. This is specially
the case because in our current implementation, domain-
level agents always fulfil norms7. Additionally, for those
tests including norm adaptation (2L.b), it has been done at
an interval of adaptinterv = 50 time steps.

5.2 Results
In our experiments, we use a packet switching network

model to simulate the transport of messages among agents.
Figure 3 shows the network topology we use in our simula-
tions. Notice that, as we are interested in having a differ-
ent communication capacity for each domain-level agent, we
place an individual link between each agent (p1..p12) and its
corresponding Internet Service Provider (ISP1..ISP3 repre-
sented by routers r1..r3). In 2-LAMA experiments, each
ISP has an associated assistant8 (a1..a3) in charge of its
connected domain-level agents. In addition, as we want to
model simultaneous network usage by different agents, we
place an aggregated link among each group of agents –i.e.
a cluster, those connected to the same ISP– and the In-
ternet (r0). In fact, in BitTorrent experiments, there are
no assistants at all but a single tracker linked to this r0.
Notice that the network topology influences the time re-
quired to transmit a message from one agent to another.
In particular, this time depends on: message’s length, the
bandwidths of the traversed links, and the number of si-
multaneous messages traversing the same links —a link’s
bandwidth is divided among the messages that traverse it
simultaneously. Regarding the former issue, we have used

7Otherwise, we could assume there is an infrastructure
mechanism at ISPs that detects and filters out messages
that exceed the bandwidth limit (maxBW), or the simultane-
ous data messages limit (maxFR = 3).
8Our network model includes a quality of service (QoS) fea-
ture that gives more priority to messages among assistants
or between assistants and domain-level agents. Thus, com-
munications at meta-level and among levels are faster than
communications at domain-level.
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time cNet nHops nData cLat cML

BT 933.3 206182 3.4 11 0 0
2L.a 849.7 345060 3.2 40.1 21600 3749.9
2L.b 811.1 316190 3.0 30.7 21600 6596.0

Table 2: Results from BitTorrent (BT), 2-LAMA
without norm adaptation (2L.a) and 2-LAMA with
norm adaptation (2L.b).

the following message lengths: piece messages have 5000
data units, lat_req / lat_rpl have 150 data units and all
the other control messages have a single data unit. Regard-
ing the bandwidths links, Figure 3 shows them as numbers
over the edges —we assume upload/download channels are
symmetric. Finally, the latter issue, related to simultane-
ous link usage, is highly dynamic and depends on system’s
evolution.

We have tested all approaches in the described network
topology by varying the agent that initially has the datum.
Table 2 shows the results of different evaluation metrics in
both approaches: BitTorrent (BT), 2-LAMA with social
structure adaptation but no norm adaptation (2L.a) and
2-LAMA with social structure and norm adaptation (2L.b).
Figures correspond to the average results for twelve differ-
ent settings (so that they cover all possible initial datum
positions in a single agent).

The evaluation metrics in Table 2 are the following: (1)
time corresponds to the total time required to spread the
datum among all agents; (2) cNet is the network cost con-
sumed by all messages —each message cost is computed as
its length times the number of links it traverses; (3) nHops
is the average number of links traversed by each message;
(4) nData is the total number of sent data messages —they
may not be totally transmitted if: a destination agent sends
a cancel message to its source or a source stops sending data
to fulfil an updated normFRDL; (5) cLat is the cost of all
lat_req/lat_rpl messages; (6) cML is the cost of all mes-
sages related with the meta-level —i.e. all messages sent to
or by assistants.

If we compare the performance of both approaches (BT
and 2-LAMA), we see that our proposal requires less time
to share the datum. Notice also, that 2-LAMA with so-
cial structure and norm adaptation (2L.b) presents shorter
times that the version without norm adaptation (2L.a). In
general, having better times in 2-LAMA means that the
time invested in communicating with meta-level is less than
the benefits of having such an additional level. Even more,
we expect larger differences in performance when repeat-
ing the data sharing among the same P2P agent community
since the information collected by our meta-level –e.g. mea-
sured latencies– will be used more than once. In fact, in
our current 2-LAMA experiments, from 33 up to 56 ticks
–depending on the cluster of agents– are invested in mea-
suring latencies.

In contrast, the network cost (cNet) is larger in 2-LAMA,
although norm adaptation (2L.b) provides the best perfor-
mance again. Our proposal requires more communication
because it initially measures latencies (cLat), it has extra
communications due to the meta-level (cML), and it sends
more data messages (nData). Specifically, latency measure-
ments (cLat) represent up to a 20% of the network cost in-
crement. This measurements are an initialisation phase that

could be omitted in subsequent executions. On the other
hand, 2-LAMA agents compare data sources by retrieving
some data from them. This increases the number of data
messages (nData) although most of them are cancelled. We
expect to minimise this network consumption when dealing
with more than one piece of data, since agents could com-
pare sources depending on previous retrieved pieces. Re-
garding the number of links traversed by messages (nHops),
our 2-LAMA approach has more local communications –i.e.
intra-cluster– than BT. This is convenient because local mes-
sages have lower latencies and costs, since they are usually
performed in the same cluster.

Overall, norm adaptation (2L.b) provides the best results
despite requiring more assistant communication (cML). This
stresses the idea that having a meta-level and exploiting its
capabilities provides more benefits than the costs it causes.

6. RELATED WORK
Within MAS area, organisation-centred approaches reg-

ulate open systems by means of persistent organisations
—e.g. Electronic Institutions [3]. Even more, several of
these approaches offer mechanisms to update their organi-
sational structures at run-time —e.g. Moise+ [4]. However,
most work on adaptation maps organisational goals to tasks
and look for agents with capabilities to perform them —
e.g. OMACS [5]. Consequently, these approaches cannot
deal with scenarios that lack of this goal/task mapping, like
our case study. In order to deal with this sort of scenar-
ios, our approach uses norms to influence agent behaviour,
instead of delegating tasks. Specifically, our approach uses
a norm adaptation mechanism based on social power —see
norm taxonomy [16]. In this sense, there are other works
that also use the leadership of certain agents (like our assis-
tants) to create/spread norms —e.g. the role model based
mechanism [17]. Besides, the most of norm emergence works
are agent-centred approaches that depend on participants’
implementation and they rarely create/update persistent or-
ganisations —e.g. infection-based model [18].

Relating norms and overall system behaviour, is a complex
issue that increases its intricacy when there is no control over
participant’s implementation. In our approach, this task is
distributed among a assistant agents which finally reach an
agreement about norm updates. Currently, assistants use a
voting scheme to agree on actual norms, but they could use
some of the other agreement mechanisms present in litera-
ture —e.g. using an argumentation protocol [19]. Moreover,
currently assistants use an heuristic to take their local de-
cisions, but we are planning to use learning techniques in
future work —like in AEI [20].

Regarding our P2P case study, there are some network
management perspective approaches that also try to pro-
mote local communications but they cannot directly act on
network consumption to balance net capacity and traffic —
e.g. P4P [21] or ONO [22]. From a MAS angle, there are
some works where agents adapt local norms using local in-
formation but they cannot reason/act at an organisational
level —e.g. P2P normative system [23].

7. CONCLUSIONS
This work proposes an abstract MAS architecture (2-LAMA)

to provide assistance to its participants. Particularly, this
paper regards adapting a MAS organisation to varying cir-
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cumstances as a type of assistance. It illustrates this ap-
proach in a P2P sharing network scenario, providing in-
depth details about the adaptation process.

We endow the system with adaptation capabilities instead
of expecting the agents to increase their behaviour complex-
ity. Consequently, we propose to add a distributed Assis-
tance Layer to improve system’s performance by providing
new support services to agents. In particular, in our archi-
tecture meta-level agents perceive information about MAS
participants and environment, and are able to adapt the
system’s organisation.

Our 2-LAMA approach can be applied to domains with
highly dynamic environments and no mapping between tasks
and goals. It only requires that an organisation-centred
MAS with an alterable organisation can be deployed. Such
an organisation may include norms in its regulative struc-
tures. Moreover, the MAS can be open to third-party agents.
As an illustration of all these issues, we introduce a represen-
tative case study based on a Peer-to-Peer sharing network.
Additionally, to prove 2-LAMA’s feasibility empirically, we
have performed some experiments which show that the cost
of adding our proposed Assistance Layer is lower than the
obtained benefit. Specifically, 2-LAMA approach required
less time than the original BitTorrent protocol. Even more,
our approach results improved when increasing meta-level
adaptation capabilities —i.e. when updating norms in ad-
dition to social structure adaptations.

As future work, we plan to confront further issues in open
MAS such as how the system should react to agents joining
or leaving the MAS anytime, or transgressing its organisa-
tional restrictions. In fact, we already have preliminary re-
sults about norm violations that show how system re-adapts
to counter violation side effects. Besides, we are improving
meta-level agents to use learning techniques in order to per-
form the adaptation process.
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ABSTRACT
Both human and multi-agent societies are prone to best
function with the inclusion of regulations. Human societies
have developed jurisprudence as the theory and philosophy
of law. Within it, utilitarianism has the view that laws
should be crafted so as to produce the best consequences.
Following this same objective, we propose an approach to
enhance a multi-agent system with a regulatory authority
that generates new regulations –norms– based on the out-
come of previous experiences. These regulations are learned
by applying a machine learning technique (CBR) that uses
previous experiences to solve new problems. As a scenario to
evaluate this innovative proposal, we use a simplified version
of a traffic simulation scenario, where agents move within
a road junction. Gathered experiences can then be easily
mapped into regular traffic rules that, if followed, happen to
be effective in avoiding undesired situations —and promot-
ing desired ones. Thus, we can conclude that our approach
can be successfully used to create new regulations for those
multi-agent systems that accomplish two general conditions:
to be able to continuously gather and evaluate experiences
from its regular functioning; and to be characterized in such
a way that similar social situations require similar regula-
tions.

Categories and Subject Descriptors
I.2.11 [Computing Methodologies]: Distributed Artifi-
cial IntelligenceMultiagent systems

General Terms
Algorithms, Experimentation

Keywords
Normative systems, Learning, Agent based simulation, Self-
organisation, Norm generation.

1. INTRODUCTION
Regulations have been proven to be useful in both human

and multi-agent societies. Human societies use regulations
within their legal systems. In fact, they have developed Ju-
risprudence as the theory and philosophy of law, which tries
to obtain a deeper understanding of general issues such as
the nature of law, of legal reasoning, or of legal institutions1.

1Jurisprudence definition extracted from Black’s Law Dic-
tionary: http://www.blackslawdictionary.com

Within it, Normative Jurisprudence is concerned with nor-
mative or evaluative theories of law. It tries to answer ques-
tions such as ”What is the purpose of law? or What sorts
of acts should be subject to punishment?. Normative Ju-
risprudence has different schools. Among them, Deontology
[7] can be described as an ethical theory concerned with du-
ties and rights. On the other hand, Utilitarianism [12] takes
the view that the laws should be crafted so as to produce
the best consequences. When translating these approaches
from human societies to MAS societies, it is obvious that a
large number of simplifications have to be taken. Neverthe-
less, we think that it is still possible to keep and combine
their fundamental objectives: to define specific prohibitions,
permissions and obligations that promote desired overall sys-
tem’s behaviour for a given MAS society. Thus, the aim of
this paper is to define a computational mechanism able to
synthesize norms that succeed in the proper regulation of
multi-agent societies2.

We approach this regulation generation problem by learn-
ing from the experience of on-going activities within the
MAS society. We have chosen Case-Based Reasoning (CBR)
as the learning technique to apply. Briefly, CBR solves new
problems –i.e., cases– by adapting the solution of similar
problems from the knowledge base (which is a compound of
solved problems). The selection of this learning technique is
somehow inspired in the Anglo-American common law tra-
dition, where judges use legal precedents to make decisions.
Hence, using our terminology, we can interpret that judges
resolve legal cases based on the way similar cases were pre-
viously resolved. More specifically, our approach defines a
case as a compound of a problem –i.e., a social situation or
context– and its associated solution, which in our case corre-
sponds to the regulations that are applied in those contexts.
In this manner, the overall learning objective becomes to
define cases whose application leads to desired social situa-
tions. In CBR, problem description is key, and therefore, we
have tested different problem representations that consider
global and partial scopes. On the other hand, CBR is a su-
pervised learning method that requires an expert to provide
the system with correct problem solutions. Nevertheless, we
want to generate best regulations without external knowl-
edge, and thus, CBR cannot be directly applied. Instead, we
propose to include an exploratory pseudo-random approach
so that CBR becomes unsupervised.

Rather than by individual agents in the society, we assume
learning to be performed by an independent regulatory au-
thority within the MAS, able to observe and establish its

2We assume goals act as a reference that does not evolve.



norms. Therefore, we are taking an organizational centered
perspective over the MAS as opposed to an agent-centered
perspective. The underlying rationale is to restrict the fo-
cus of our research. An organizational point of view allows
to have learning devoted to finding the best regulations for
a whole society and to do it while interactions are taking
place. On the contrary, taking an individual centered ap-
proach –where learning is performed by individual selfish
agents– would also require considering additional aspects
such as agreement, trust, uncertainty or communication.

The paper is structured as follows: next section introduces
related work. Section 3 describes the tested scenario, sec-
tion 4 details the learning process, and subsequent section 5
presents its empirical evaluation. Finally, some conclusions
and future work are drawn in last Section 6.

2. RELATED WORK
Although Artificial Intelligence and Law have been related

since a first article from McCarty [11], related research is
not usually concerned with machine learning. This is less
the case within the MAS area, where some learning tech-
niques have been successfully applied. In fact, Multi-Agent
Reinforcement Leaning [4] is quite widely used for individual
agent learning. Nevertheless its usage is much more scarce
for organizational centered approaches, where an exception
is the work by Zhang et al.[19] devoted to improve system’s
organization. Our work uses CBR as an alternative learn-
ing technique, which is also based on system experience, but
results in clearer knowledge representations —i.e., cases.

On the other hand, research on norms in multi-agent sys-
tems is a quite active area. Just to mention a few works:
Boella and van der Torre have done relevant contributions
[3] in norm characterization; Campos et al. [5] have pro-
posed norm adaptation methods to specific network scenar-
ios; Artikis et al.[2] have studied the definition of dynamic
social conventions (protocols); and Savarimuthu et al. [16]
as well as Kota et al. [10] work on norm emergence. Within
this area, norm generation has been studied less frequently.
Shoham and Tennenholtz [17] focus on norm synthesis by
considering a state transition system: they explore the state-
space enumeration and state it is NP-complete through a
reduction from 3-SAT. Similarly, Hoek et al. [18] synthe-
size social laws as a model checking problem –again NP-
Complete– that requires a complete action-based alternative
transition system representation. In our case, CBR has the
advantage that, although cases represent the search space,
they do not need to be exhaustive, since they can be repre-
sentatives of a set of similar problems requiring similar so-
lutions. Furthermore, our approach is applied at run-time,
being able to generate new norms during the execution of
the system (this has the additional advantage of adapting to
new situations). An intermediate approach is this of Chris-
telis and Rovatsos [6], that synthesize generalized norms over
general state specifications in planning domains. These do-
mains allow for a local search around declarative specifica-
tions of states using planning AI methods. From our point
of view, CBR allows the application to a wider range of do-
mains, in particular to those where (i) experiences can be
continuously gathered and evaluated, and where (ii) similar
social situations require similar regulations (i.e., the conti-
nuity solution assumption).

Regarding implementation issues, it might be worth men-
tioning a related work on system monitoring by Modgil et

Figure 1: Orthogonal road junction: a) feeder and
exit lines, b)traveling cars.

al.[13] which is able to recognize norm compliance; and an-
other one on traffic domain by Dunkel et al. [8] devoted to
managing traffic systems. We have also used a simplified
traffic scenario to test our innovative approach empirically.

3. TRAFFIC SCENARIO
In order to test our learning approach, we have chosen a

simplification of a traffic scenario. It has been developed as
a multi-agent based simulation model in Repast [14]. This
traffic scenario is an orthogonal two-road junction, where
car agents travel along roads towards different destinations.
As figure 1 shows, the environment has been discretized by
means of a square grid whose cells have the size of a car.
Gray (central) cells represent roads and green (corner) cells
correspond to their surrounding non-transitable fields. Each
road lane has a direction of traffic. Agents can join the road
from four different entrance points –i.e., four incoming or
feeder lanes (see left side of Figure 1)– and choose the exit
point, so they decide the route to follow. Time, measured
in ticks, is also discrete. Moreover, cars do have constant
speed, so they can only move to adjacent cells in a single tick.
Agent possible actions are stop, move forward, turn right,
or turn left. Nevertheless, cars just turn in the intersection
area and always obey the rules of right side traffic (i.e. they
turn right in the first cell of the intersection whereas left
turnings require to further traverse the junction and turn
on the second cell). Furthermore, car agents also follow the
social norms described in section 4 by stopping or moving
whenever required.

4. NORM GENERATION THROUGH CASE-
BASED REASONING

Multi-agent systems have been enriched with different reg-
ulations –norms, constraints, protocols, etc– with the aim
of better organizing the society by restricting both individ-
ual behaviours and the way interactions are performed. In
general, regulated societies build their norms as an implicit
common agreement, assuming most of their individuals will
respect them. Regulations can come from a norm emer-
gence process or by having a regulatory authority dictating
them. Furthermore, they can be created based on previous
experiences or by anticipating situations that may appear.
Nevertheless, since the number of possible outcomes of com-
plex systems is so large, most societies regulate just those
situations that have already occurred so far. This paper fo-
cuses on those regulations that can be established based on
the experience of the regular functioning of MAS societies.
We assume these societies have regulatory authorities that
gather experiences in an on-going basis. Inspired in jurispru-
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dence used in the Anglo-American common law tradition, we
have enriched our MAS with a case based regulatory system.
It is is charge of analyzing previous experiences and decid-
ing what (if any) regulations should be applied for specific
situation contexts in order to avoid undesired outcomes.

In order to do it, a regulatory authority must be able to
first define the goals whose accomplishment guarantees sys-
tem’s performance or its overall desired behaviour. In our
traffic scenario, the main goal is to minimize the number of
collisions whilst keeping a fluid traffic. This is so because,
obviously, if all cars stop, then there will be no collisions
at all but cars will not accomplish their individual goals
—which most probably will include reaching their destina-
tions. Therefore, we are making an underlying assumption
that is that social regulations should guarantee individuals
to have enough autonomy so to accomplish their individ-
ual goals. Otherwise, punishments should be included to
promote norm compliance. In summary, we can somehow
interpret that the regulatory authority tries to guarantee
basic common agreement about the norms it establishes.

Second, the regulatory authority must have the ability
to observe the society in a way that it is able to identify
undesired situations —that is, situations where goals are
not being accomplished. In our traffic case, both collisions
and blockages are main undesired situations.

Afterwards, the regulatory authority should be able to
propose regulations that try to prevent undesired situations
from being repeated in the future. Prohibitions should be
done over those agents’ actions that lead to undesired sit-
uations. Analogously, obligations can be used to promote
desired actions. For example, if we consider our traffic junc-
tion, if there is a collision because two cars run on each other,
then it is possible to propose a new regulation that prohibits
cars to move when they happen to be in the same situation.
On the other hand, if no collisions happen when cars tra-
verse the junction it may be useful to create the obligation
of keeping moving to prevent blockages. Obviously, decid-
ing which actions should be prohibited or obliged is not a
straightforward decision, and that is the reason we introduce
automatic learning into the process.

Finally, whenever a new regulation is created and applied
on the multi-agent system, the learning process requires the
analysis of the consequences of its application. Thus, we
need the regulatory authority to observe the society’s evo-
lution and to label the experience of applying this new reg-
ulation with its subsequent outcome. In this manner, regu-
latory knowledge is refined in an on-going basis.

The remaining of this section provides further details of
our proposed approach. First subsection specifies the ar-
chitecture of the MAS applied to the traffic scenario, and
subsequent subsections detail the learning process.

4.1 Architecture
Following an organizational centered approach, we assume

that the multi-agent system in our traffic scenario consists
of a set of external agents that interact within a road en-
vironment together with a regulatory authority (see Figure
2). External agents play a car role; they are able to ob-
serve other car agents and to perform certain actions such
as join, traverse, and leave the environment. Regarding the
regulatory authority, its aim is to promote fluid car traffic
flow with as few as possible collisions amongst traffic par-
ticipants. This authority is constituted by staff permanent

Figure 2: Traffic scenario architecture.

agents that perform regulation tasks. From those agents, we
highlight the one in charge of defining current norms –we call
it norm agent– and the one conducting the learning process
—the CBR agent. Nevertheless, there are other staff agents
that provide infrastructure services, such as the ones in the
tracking system, in charge of obtaining information from
the environment; the scene manager, in charge of runtime
details; or the monitoring agents, which provide statistical
analysis of the overall system operation.

The norm agent uses the regulatory knowledge from the
CBR agent to specify the traffic rules that will be applied in
the road environment. As a result, it updates a norm layer
that is publicly available for the car agents so they become
aware of the norms and can thus follow them. Agents con-
duct this norm updating process continuously, creating new
norms when required or applying previously existing ones.
The CBR agent will be the one in charge of taking this last
decision. Next subsection details how it is performed.

4.2 Unsupervised CBR cycle
Case-based reasoning is a technique that solves new prob-

lems based on past experiences [1]. Experiences are stored
in the form of cases, where a case is a description of a prob-
lem and its possible solution Case = 〈probl, sol〉. Cases are
stored and maintained in a knowledge base (or case base) for
further usage. Briefly, when a new problem is encountered
(and thus, it lacks a solution), the CBR process searches for
the most similar problem in the case base and adapts its
associated solution to solve the current problem. The de-
scription of the target problem, together with the provided
solution and related information about its performance, con-
stitute a new case that can be in turn stored in the case base.
Case performance –i.e., how well the derived solution solved
the problem– depends on the continuity of the domain or, in
other words, if for the domain it holds that similar problems
require similar solutions. This overall process is usually ex-
plained in terms of what it is known to be the CBR cycle.
It is characterized by four different steps: retrieve, reuse,
revise and retain. Before describing them, it is worth men-
tioning that a case for us is composed of a traffic situation
–car distribution–, the regulations –move /not move– that
should be applied in such traffic context, and a case perfor-
mance measure (see subsection 4.3 for further details).

Retrieve: Given a traffic situation description, we first
retrieve from our knowledge base the case that is most rele-
vant to solve it. Relevance here is interpreted as similarity,
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and thus, we search for a case that describes the most simi-
lar traffic situation. More specifically, as we will see in next
subsection 4.3 a case is considered to be similar to another
if it represents the same number of cars and if these cars are
located at rotationally equivalent cells. The retrieved case
will include the regulations that were applied for its traffic
situation and a score of its application.

Standard CBR systems are considered as supervised learn-
ing methods because they assume there is a pre-existing
knowledge base, or that at least, a supervisor can provide so-
lutions for new cases to be learned. Nevertheless, we face an
unsupervised learning scenario, since we lack the necessary
knowledge to determine the proper traffic rules that should
be applied for specific situations. Therefore, it can well be
the case that the retrieve phase does not provide any case.
In fact, we encounter this situation right at the beginning,
since we still lack experience. Hence, if no case has been
retrieved, we need to somehow generate a new solution by
exploring the space of possible solutions, which in our case
means to try different combinations of traffic restrictions
(norms). In our current implementation, exploration is per-
formed by randomly assigning stopping/moving restrictions
to those cells having cars (avoiding empty cells is an heuris-
tic that prunes the search space). Furthermore, since this
pseudo-random solution may not be optimal, we extend the
cases to include several alternate solutions (generated in the
same way) with a performance measure associated to each
of them. The number of possible solutions is bounded in
order to differentiate a learning phase –when alternate so-
lutions are built– from a subsequent testing phase —when
the case is considered to be learned (i.e., closed) and is ap-
plied without adding new solutions. Obviously, this limit
in the number of explored solutions prevents us from guar-
anteeing optimal solutions, but they can still be useful to
accomplish the goals of our regulatory authority. Powell et
al.[15] have a similar approach to unsupervised CBR that
uses reinforcement learning.

In the reuse phase, the solution of the retrieved case is
mapped to the target problem. This may involve adapting
the solution as needed to fit the new situation. In our case,
since a case may have more than one associated solution, the
one having the best performance results is the one chosen.
Reuse is done afterwards by translating the traffic rules of
the chosen solution to locations in the new solution that may
be rotated if the target problem is a rotated version of the
retrieved case.

Afterwards, having mapped the previous solution to the
target situation, test the new solution and, if necessary, re-
vise. In our traffic scenario this means to dictate the traffic
norms to car agents (see previous subsection 4.1), and to ob-
serve the outcome of their application in the simulation. In
current implementation, the regulatory authority checks if
goals are fulfilled by observing next3 simulation step (tick).
Then, it updates the performance measure based on the
number of resulting collisions and the number of applied
prohibition rules: in order to promote fluid traffic, it penal-
izes over-regulated solutions —i.e., those abusing from pre-
venting the cars from moving. Although system’s goals are
two-folded –collision avoidance and fluid traffic– they may
have different relevance and, therefore, we use a weighted
performance updating formula.

3Different time intervals could be used depending on the
delay of norm application effects.

Finally, the cycle ends with the retain phase, that con-
sists on the storage the resulting experience in the knowledge
base. In our unsupervised CBR scenario this may lead to
three different possibilities: i) If a new case was generated,
then it will be stored in the case base; ii) If an existing case
was retrieved and a new solution for it was generated, then
retain becomes an update of the current case; and iii) if
the retrieved case was closed –and thus, no solutions were
added– the only required update is the performance mea-
sure4. This will allow the CBR agent to choose among differ-
ent traffic rules depending on their application outcome. It
is worth noticing that for non-deterministic environments, a
desirable regulation may become undesirable further in time
and become desirable again under changing circumstances.
As we can see, this last step enriches the set of stored ex-
periences, and thus it better prepares the system for future
encountered problems as far as they satisfy the underlying
premise that similar problems have similar solutions.

4.3 Cases and Norms
As we have already mentioned, a case in CBR is generally

understood as the description of a problem and its associ-
ated solution: Case = 〈probl, sol〉 where prob ∈ StateSpace
and sol ∈ Norms. Taking into account our traffic domain,
a problem description represents one particular traffic situa-
tion whereas the solution corresponds to the traffic rules that
should be applied for this particular context. The regulatory
authority describes traffic situations in terms of the infor-
mation it gathers from the system (see section 3) : empty
and occupied cells, and the headings of those cars located at
occupied cells. Traffic situations can be described by consid-
ering a global point of view or a local perspective. A global
scope in the representation will imply a large area of the
environment and will contain all cars in the environment,
no matter their location. On the other hand, a local per-
spective is focused in a narrower environment area and thus,
only those cars near the reference point will be considered.
A global scope has the advantage that it represents a com-
plete knowledge but the disadvantage of implying a large
search space. Regarding the partial scope, although being
smaller in its representation size –and thus, search space–,
it may fail in representing some important pieces of knowl-
edge. Therefore, as both approaches present pros and cons,
we have modeled them both in our particular traffic scenario
(see next evaluation section 5 for a comparison). The re-
maining of this subsection presents them and the associated
solutions (norms) they have within our case representation.
In fact, depending on the considered scope, norms will be
applied to all involved agents –if global scope– or just to
the single agent that is acting as reference in the partial
representation.

4.3.1 Global scope
When representing a complete traffic situation, the num-

ber of possible distributions of cars in the environment be-
comes high even if just considering the 7×7 example grid in
Figure 1. Nevertheless, some simplifications can be taken.
First, by assuming that car agents do have basic driving
skills it is possible to reduce the size of the environment
grid down to the intersection zone (see left side in Figure 3).
These skills correspond to basic capacities such as planning

4Additionally, for all three possibilities we also store/update
how many times the case has been applied.
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Figure 3: Global scope junction representation: a)
initially discarded cells; b) orthogonal shape repre-
senting the problem; and c) applied traffic rules.

a path towards a chosen destination, following this route
without leaving the proper road lanes or stopping if a car
in front of them in the lane brakes suddenly5. Thus, traffic
in the feeder and exit lanes (see Figure 1) can be discarded
without losing any relevant information. Figure 3 shows
how, focusing further on the intersection zone, there are still
some cells that can be obviated. These cells correspond to
both the field area and the exit lanes, which do not interfere
in our simplified traffic. In this manner, the final problem
representation can be reduced to 8 cells in the junction area.

The state space (StateSpace) we are representing consists
thus in 8 cells that can be either empty or occupied by one
or several cars. Having more than one car in a cell means
a collision. Cars in our simulation are removed when collid-
ing, so there is no need to represent this situation (further
details can be found in [9]). Furthermore, a car in an occu-
pied cell can have different headings, but due to the traffic
flow restrictions, it will only be one for the cells at the junc-
tion entrance (the ones of the feeder lanes) or two for the
intersection, since two different traffic directions are allowed
there. Overall, we have 4 cells with two possible states –
i.e., empty or occupied with a fixed heading– and 4 with
3 possible states –empty and occupied with two alternative
headings– so that we have 24 ∗ 34 = 1296 different possible
traffic situations. Finally, we can have situations that repre-
sent the same if we apply the appropriated rotation in their
representations. Thus, we can further reduce the state space
to 1296/4 = 324 combinations.

Regarding the associated solution (sol ∈ Norms), it rep-
resents the same grid area than the problem (see Figure
3 right down) and for each cell, it has a norm that spec-
ifies if the car in this location should stop or should keep
moving. From a deontic perspective, these traffic rules are
represented, respectively, as the obligation of stopping and
the prohibition to stop. Thus, the norm agent first consid-
ers the solution provided by the CBR agent (see section 4.1)
and, afterwards, it applies traffic signs that can be either the
stop sign or a direction sign —whose specific direction will
correspond to the one of the road cell.

Finally, as we have mentioned, we lack the optimal solu-
tion (sol ∈ Norms) for each problem (prob ∈ StateSpace)
and thus, the learning algorithm explores different candidate
solutions. Thus, a case in our global scope representation

5These basic skills may also be modeled as a set of basic
norms, but from our point of view regulations should leave
some decisions to the agents, whose autonomy can be regu-
lated but should not be overconstrained.

Figure 4: Case global and partial scopes.

corresponds in fact to Case = 〈probl, {(sol, score)}〉, where
for each problem we have a set of solution-score pairs, and
where a solution is a combination of traffic rules and it is
associated to information about their application outcome.

4.3.2 Partial scope
As an alternative to use global information, it is also pos-

sible to represent situations centered in the point of view
of a single agent. Common agent individual perspectives
also imply having a limited observation range. Thus, the
partial scope reduces the observation area to a subgrid in
front of the reference car. Figure 4 illustrates an example
that compares the conceptualization of both scopes: for a
given global situation at a certain time step we will have as
many partial descriptions as involved agents are. Thus fol-
lowing the example in the figure, two different situations –i.e.
prob1, prob2 ∈ PartialStateSpace– will be derived. This, in
terms of the CBR learning process, means that they will
result in two target cases to solve, and therefore, the CBR
process will be invoked twice.

As before, problems (prob ∈ PartialStateSpace) are rep-
resented by considering empty and occupied cells. The only
differences are that their orientation is relative to the refer-
ence car and its shape and dimensions, which do not include
the cell containing the reference car, are smaller than the
global problem representation. Following previous example,
we have a rotated 3 × 1 sub-grid. There, cell states can
be 4 (empty, car forward movement, car left turning, and
car right turning) for those two cells corresponding to the
inner junction area and 2 possible states (empty cell or oc-
cupied with a car moving forward) for the single cell in the
junction entrance. Obviously, having a sub-grid implies a
smaller state space (|PartialStateSpace| < |StateSpace|)
and thus, the number of possible cases to handle is much
smaller (42 ∗ 2 = 32 in the example). Our implementation
allows the definition of different sight range or subgrids –
they are treated as masks over the agent’s visibility area– so
that they can be empirically studied.

Once we have defined a problem (prob ∈ PartialStateSpace),
its solution corresponds to the norms that will be applied to
the reference agent. In this manner, cases in our traffic sce-
nario will have a predefined set of two possible traffic rules:
the obligation to stop (obl(stop)) and the obligation to keep
moving following the road traffic direction (proh(stop), so
that we have a reduced set of norms: Norms={obl(stop),
proh(stop)}). Cases in this approach will have a predefined
set of two possible solutions and their associated outcome
measure Case = 〈probl, {(obl(stop), scoreStop), (proh(stop), scoreMove)}〉
and the main learning task will be to change the score as-
sociated to the performance of the application of both rules
(scoreStop and scoreMove).
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4.3.3 Related metrics
Case retrieve and case update phases in our CBR cycle

require the specification of two measures: the distance be-
tween two cases and the score of associated solutions.

Both global and local approaches compute case distance
by comparing every cell in the area (both compared grids
have the same size and shape). Differences between two
cells ci, cj ∈ grid are considered to be 1 if their occupancy
state is different:

dist(ci, cj) = 1 if state(ci) 6= state(cj), where
state(ck) = {empty, occupied forward, occupied right−

turn, occupied left turn} and ci, cj , ck ∈ grid
distance(grid1, grid2) =

∑
ci∈grid1,cj∈grid2,i=j dist(ci, cj)

Thus, for example, if state(ci) = occupied forward and
state(cj) = empty, then dist(ci, cj) = 1 and the same dis-
tance results if they are occupied with cars with different
headings: state(ci) = occupied forward and state(ck) =
occupied right turn (then dist(ci, ck) = 1).

The retrieval phase looks for the most similar case in
the knowledge base. In our case, the chosen case will be
the one for which, if we apply a proper rotation to the re-
trieved grid, we get a zero distance result when comparing
with the grid representing the target problem. Formally:
retrieved case = arg distance(rotation(grid, α), target grid) =
0 where α ∈ {0, 90, 180, 279} degrees in our orthogonal envi-
ronment and grid is the representation of the problem com-
ponent in the case.

Regarding the scoring computation, we have already said
that given a retrieved case with different solutions, the norm
agent in the regulatory authority will choose the solution
with best application performance. In the global scope, this
score update is computed by punishing both the number of
collisions (n col) occurred during the next time step in the
simulation; and the number of stop traffic rules (obl(stop))
that were applied (n stop). Both measures are accordingly
weighted so that we have:

global score = previous global score−(wcol·n col+wstop·n stop)

Weight values depend on the priority over goals that the
regulatory authority has. Our current implementation con-
siders wcol = 5 and wstop = 1 (i.e., a 1 to 5 ratio in the
importance of collisions and traffic jams).

Finally, the computation of the partial scope score has to
take into account that partial information may lead to dif-
ferent outcomes when applying the same norms to the same
partial problem description. In order to deal with this non-
deterministic phenomena, we average current with previous
outcomes so to smooth the updating effect. Our testing sim-
ulation environment allows the definition of several methods,
such as, for example, implementing a sliding window over the
experience history.

5. EMPIRICAL EVALUATION
As we have previously mentioned, we have performed an

empirical evaluation of our proposal about regulation gen-
eration by developing a multi-agent based simulation of a
traffic road junction scenario. The simulator has been im-
plemented over Repast simphony [14] so that its runtime
environment interface can be used to enhance the user in-
terface of our simulator. Figure 5 shows the user interface:
top toolbar includes the standard simulation buttons such as
start, step or stop buttons as well as the time (tick) count;

Figure 5: Traffic simulator in Repast.

left-side area allows the definition of the setup parameters;
middle area shows the actual car simulation; and right-side
area is devoted to monitor the evolution of this simulation.
Thanks to the setup parameters it is possible to customize
current simulation characteristics such as the environment
grid dimensions; the maximum number of cars to be simul-
taneously interacting in the environment; or the learning
modality (whose values are 0 if no learning is applied, 1 if
a global scope is used in the learning process, and 2 if par-
tial scope). With regards to the actual simulation, cars are
represented as circles traversing the two intersecting roads.
When cars collide they change their colour to red and disap-
pear. Additionally, a square surrounding a car means that
a stop traffic rule has been applied in this specific car posi-
tion —in the figure example, this specific rule prevents the
corresponding car from colliding with the car in front of it.
Finally, simulation monitoring shows statistical data about
those data that can be useful to follow the evolution of the
specified simulation mode. Thus, since the screenshot in fig-
ure 5 corresponds to the global scope simulation mode, then
the statistical data corresponds to: the number of collisions
accumulated during a specific time (tick) window (2000 in
the figure); how many stopping rules have been applied for
this same period; the total number of cases in the knowledge
base; and how many solutions have been explored for this
amount of cases.

5.1 Test design
In addition to the development of the simulator it was

necessary to conduct a series of experiments in order to eval-
uate the learning approach. In fact, these experiments were
designed sequentially, guided by the results and intuitions
gained from previous tests. Our main objective was not to
perform an exhaustive search of all possible parameters in
the setup process, but a preliminary exploration that gave
us some insights about our learning approach. The specific
process that we followed can be described in different steps
(that are summarized here and detailed in next subsection).

Obviously, we started with the basic simulation mode, in
order to asses that cars behave as expected: they drive prop-
erly but, since they lack intersection traffic regulations, colli-
sions in the junction area occur with a significant frequency.

Afterwards, we tested the global scope simulation mode.
In this case, as next subsection details, we were not able
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to avoid collisions completely even after running tests for
long periods of time (ticks). This was in part due to the
limited exploration capacity but also due to the fact that,
given the size of the state space, some rare cases actually
happen very scarcely, and so, the system did not have the
opportunity to explore enough different solutions. This may
not invalidate the global approach for all possible scenarios,
but it will certainly limit its performance for those domains
with large search spaces.

This led us to try the partial approach with the aim of
reducing the search space despite its non-determinism prob-
lem. Results there were much more promising, since the
system was able to find traffic regulations that generated
almost no collisions. In addition, it was able to learn them
in much shorter periods of time.

Then, by analyzing the resulting regulations, we got the
intuition that they could still be described in a shorter way,
and thus, we set up a final experiment with cases described
by using the minimum amount of information possible.

5.2 Results
Tests with the global scope were performed along a time

interval of three million ticks. During this time, the system
had the opportunity to visit the whole state space —or, in
other words, all possible situations were reached. Neverthe-
less, after this long period, some collisions –about 10 colli-
sions in a 20000-tick period– still occurred, so the learning
process failed to find the proper set of traffic rules that pre-
vented cars from colliding. The reason is two-fold. Firstly,
because, despite having encountered all possible cases, more
than 20% of the cases remained open (here, cases were closed
after exploring five different possible solutions). In fact, from
those open cases, almost 80% just had one or two explored
solutions. This means that their traffic situations might oc-
cur every 1.5 million or more steps on average, and thus,
they correspond to what we refer to as rare cases. There-
fore, since they happen very scarcely, the system did not
had the opportunity to explore enough different solutions so
to learn the best ones. The remaining 80% cases did prop-
erly close, and therefore, they were finally assigned a single
solution —which corresponds to the one with higher per-
formance score6. This leads to the second reason, which is
the limited exploration capacity over the set of possible so-
lutions. By analyzing the performance of solutions in closed
cases, we could observe that, those cases with two or three
involved cars were properly regulated, whereas having four
cars in the junction lead to some cases –about 10%– whose
chosen solution still generated some problems in the traffic
flow. Obviously, having a limited number of chances to ex-
plore all possible combinations of traffic rules that can be
assigned does not guarantee that the best solution will be
found. One may argue that this limit should thus be in-
creased, but it would extend the learning time, where colli-
sions can be generated when applying pseudo-random traffic
rules.

Having encountered some limitations with the global ap-
proach, a second set of experiments with a partial scope
were set-up. The main rationale behind this decision was to
reduce the size of the search space despite its intrinsic non-
determinism problem. The scope was initially defined to be

6From the closed cases, just around 20% were in fact prob-
lematic in the sense that required the addition of some stop-
ping rules, the rest corresponded to fluid traffic situations.

Figure 6: Runtime comparison of global and partial
scope learning approaches in terms of the number of:
solutions (]sol.), cases (]cases), and collisions (]col.).

a 3 × 1 grid (as in Figure 4), so each car was able to see a
range of 3 cells wide in front of him. Figure 6 plots a com-
parison between global and partial scopes along first 35100
simulation steps. This comparison is performed in terms
of three different measures: the number of generated cases
(]cases); the total number of solutions associated to them
(]sol.); and the number of collisions that occurred during
a time window of last 2000 ticks (]col.). As we can see,
learning in partial scope is much faster, since the number
of cases stabilizes around 30 much before than the global
scope, which tends to the 250 cases along the whole time
period that is plotted. Having this small number of cases
does not affect the number of collisions. On the contrary,
they become zero during initial time steps, which is never
the case for the global scope approach (see Figure 6).7. Ob-
viously, the whole state space was explored 8 and no case
could be considered to be rare. Furthermore, since all cases
can just have two possible solutions, we do not consider them
to be open or closed —although all of them could somehow
be considered to be closed. In addition to avoiding colli-
sions, we were interested in analyzing the kind of solutions
that were found. This is so because a formal translation
of an automatically learned case solution into a standard
norm specification may be of great interest for many MAS.
Thus we analyzed those traffic situations that had an stop-
ping regulation and observed that most grids had in common
that the cell located in the front left side of the car position
was occupied by another car heading (relatively) eastwards
—that is, in the direction of the cell the reference car is
steering towards. Thus, we can conclude that the system
had established a ”left handside priority” traffic rule. And
it was so despite the fact that cars were circulating on their
right: in real world traffic systems, driving on one side of
the road usually comes along with a priority to other par-
ticipants approaching from the very same side. Tests were
repeated in order to find out if the ”right handside priority”
was generated. Nevertheless, it was not the case, because
the regulations that do not block those cars coming from

7CBR learning depends on the order cases are learned. In
our case this changes for each new simulation, since the ran-
dom component on car entrance and route selection may
generate traffic situations in different order.
8The proportion of problematic cases was very close to the
global scope approach.
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the left, are in fact promoting a fluid traffic flow within the
junction area –similar to roundabout priorities– and thus
they got better performances than right handside priorities.

Finally, we wanted to further test if the left handside pri-
ority rule was enough to avoid collisions in our traffic simula-
tions. Thus, the last test we did was to repeat partial scope
experiments with the minimum range of sight for the refer-
ence car: a single cell, the one on its left. Obtained results
were really satisfactory, since both the convergence time and
the number of collisions was further reduced. From these re-
sults, it is possible to argue that the case description in this
setting induces the generation of the norm in a straightfor-
ward manner, so defining the proper case description may
be the underlying problem. Therefore, we do not interpret
the positive results obtained with this configuration as the
final take-away message. On the contrary, we want to use
them as a way that illustrates that learning methods can
be used to generate new regulations and that, going a step
further, these resulting regulations can be simple enough to
be translated into standard traffic rules that can be easily
interpreted and followed by external car agents.

6. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK
This paper proposes a method to generate new regula-

tions –norms– for multi-agent systems. Specifically, a reg-
ulatory authority learns by considering (and exploring) the
ones with best application outcome. Learning is based on
previous experiences, and corresponds to an unsupervised
variation of Case Based Reasoning (CBR). Cases, as defined
here, can then be translated to norms, in terms of prohibi-
tions and obligations. We thus claim that this innovative
approach can be highly relevant for normative MASs, since,
to the best of our knowledge, no general norm generation
methods have been established yet.

The paper successfully tests this approach in a simpli-
fied traffic scenario. Nevertheless, other scenarios requir-
ing agent coordination –e.g. P2P networks, Robosoccer,
etc.– may well benefit from our approach by avoiding (pro-
hibiting) undesired situations –such as network saturation
or teammate blocking in previous examples– and promoting
(obliging) desired ones. The only requirements9 are to have
monitoring (and evaluating) capabilities as well as continuity
in the solution space —i.e., similar social situations require
similar regulations. Nevertheless, some undesired situations
may appear (e.g, car collisions) as a combination of allowed
individual agent actions (e.g., forward driving), thus, norms
are required to be more complex than just prohibiting those
actions. Context thus becomes necessary. Context, together
with its analogy in real Jurisprudence, are the basic rationale
of choosing a case representation approach. Nevertheless, we
may consider as as future work the application of other learn-
ing techniques that cover domains with alternative charac-
terizations. Additionally, we plan to work on norm violation
and norm translation issues.
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ABSTRACT
In multi-agent systems norms are an important influence
that can engender cooperation by constraining actions and
binding groups together. A key question is how to establish
a suitable set of norms in a decentralised population of self-
interested agents, especially where individual agents might
not adhere to the rules of the system. In this paper we inves-
tigate the problem of norm emergence, and the related issue
of group recognition, using tag-based cooperation as the in-
teraction model. We explore characteristics that affect the
longevity and adoption of norms in tag-based cooperation,
and provide an empirical evaluation of existing techniques
for supporting cooperation in the presence of cheaters.

Categories and Subject Descriptors
I.2.11 [Artificial Intelligence]: Distributed Artificial In-
telligence — Multiagent systems

General Terms
Experimentation, Algorithms, Reliability

Keywords
Cooperation, Tags, Rewiring, Norm Emergence

1. INTRODUCTION
Multi-agent systems often comprise multiple self-interested

agents seeking to achieve tasks that they cannot, or not as
easily, achieve alone. In a sense, however, this self-interest
suggests that without some other constraining influence, co-
operation is unlikely to emerge. Norms provide just one
source of such influence on agent behaviour, by constrain-
ing actions and binding a group together so that coopera-
tion naturally arises. In this view, one key question is how
to establish a suitable set of norms. While formally estab-
lished institutional rules offer a means of doing this in a
centralised fashion, such centralised control is often not pos-
sible in large dynamic environments. Indeed, as has been
recognised elsewhere [4, 23], social norms are not formal,
prescriptive, centrally imposed rules, but emerge informally
through decentralised agent interactions. In this paper, we
explore the nature of such social norms and their impact
on group formation through empirical analysis, and exam-
ine the impact of cheating agents: those that fail to comply
with norms but seek to enjoy the benefits of the group.

In seeking to investigate these issues, we adopt the tag-
based approach taken to the problem of group recognition, by

Riolo, Cohen and Axelrod, who use observable tags as mark-
ings, traits or social cues attached to individuals [17]. Using
this approach, Hales and Edmonds have achieved promising
results in peer-to-peer settings [11], but these are not re-
silient when cheaters are introduced, and assume agents have
complete control over their links to others. In particular, we
need to support cooperation in dynamic environments in
the presence of cheaters where individuals have limited con-
trol over their connections. Here, tags capture social norms:
they are recognised by agents who form groups that share
a tag (within their tolerance values). The tag can be seen
as a norm that is adopted by the agents who share the tag,
with the group itself being governed by that norm, which
binds it together. In this paper, therefore, we examine the
problem of supporting cooperation from the perspective of
norm emergence, and evaluate the effect of alternative tech-
niques on norm emergence. The key contributions are an
evaluation of the characteristics affecting longevity and size
of norm-governed groups in tag-based cooperation, and fur-
ther understanding of mechanisms for coping with cheaters.

The paper begins with an introduction to tag-based coop-
eration, followed by the specifics of using context assessment
and rewiring to improving group effectiveness in the presence
of cheaters. Then, in Section 4, we present an analysis of
our experimental findings, and finally we conclude with a
discussion of our results and their more general significance.

2. BACKGROUND
It has been widely argued that norms provide a valuable

mechanism for regulating behaviour in decentralised soci-
eties [2, 8, 23]. Through the ongoing behaviour of individu-
als, norms can emerge that provide coherence and stability,
and support cooperation. A common view is that where
a group of agents share a particular strategy, behaviour or
characteristic, a norm is established [19]. In this paper we
investigate factors influencing norm emergence in a popula-
tion of agents, each of which has a set of neighbours with
whom it interacts. This abstract environment reflects the
form of many real-world settings, such as ad-hoc communi-
cation networks or P2P content sharing. We assume there
is no direct reciprocity, and so adopt Riolo, Cohen and Ax-
elrod’s tag-based approach, introduced below.

Tag-based cooperation has been considered for many years
by biologists and social scientists investigating how coopera-
tive societies of selfish individuals might evolve through the
recognition of cultural artefacts or traits [1, 5, 7, 12]. Simple
observable traits, or tags [13], can be used as cultural arte-
facts to engender cooperation without relying reciprocity [3,



17, 22]. Existing work on tags, however, has given little
consideration to the possibility that some members of the
population may be cheaters who deviate from the rules of
the system, by not cooperating when they should. In this
paper, our investigation of norm emergence allows for the
possibility of cheaters.

Riolo, Cohen and Axelrod (RCA) propose a tag-based ap-
proach to cooperation in which an individual’s decision to
cooperate is based on whether an arbitrary tag (i.e. observ-
able trait) associated with it, is sufficiently similar to that
associated with a potential recipient [17]. The approach is
illustrated using a simple donation scenario in which each
agent acts as a potential donor with a number of randomly
selected neighbours. Should an agent opt to donate, it incurs
a cost c, and the recipient gains a benefit b (it is assumed
that b > c), otherwise both receive nothing. Each agent i is
initially randomly assigned a tag τi and a tolerance thresh-
old Ti with a uniform distribution from [0, 1]. An agent A
will donate to a potential recipient B if B’s tag is within A’s
tolerance threshold TA, namely |τA − τB | ≤ TA. Agents are
selected to act as potential donors in P interaction pairings,
after which the population is reproduced proportionally to
their relative scores, such that more successful agents pro-
duce more offspring. Each offspring is subject to mutation,
so that with a small probability a new (random) tag is re-
ceived or noise added to the tolerance. In relation to norms,
the key aspect here is that donation rate is an assessment
of the effectiveness of the society and the impact of norms:
the greater the effectiveness, the higher the donation rate.

RCA have shown that a high cooperation rate can be
achieved with this simple approach. They observe cycles
in which a cooperative population is established, which is
then invaded by a mutant whose tag is similar (and so re-
ceives donations) but has a low tolerance (and so does not
donate). Such mutants initially do well, leading to them
taking over the population subsequently lowering the over-
all rate of cooperation, but eventually the mutant tag and
tolerance become the most common and cooperation again
becomes the norm [17].

Hales and Edmonds (HE) apply RCA’s approach in a P2P
setting, with two main changes [11]. First, RCA’s learning
interpretation of reproduction is adopted, so that each agent
compares itself to another at random and adopts the other’s
tag and tolerance if the other’s score is higher (subject to
potential mutations) [17]. Second, HE interpret a tag as be-
ing an agent’s neighbours in the P2P network, i.e. an agent’s
links to others. In RCA’s work each agent is connected to
each other agent, with no corresponding notion of neigh-
bourhood. In HE’s model, the process of an agent adopting
another’s tag is equivalent to dropping all of its own con-
nections, and copying the connections of the other agent
(and adding a connection to the other agent itself) [11]. Im-
portantly, in our view, this model reflects the formation of
groups based on recognition of tags in group members.

Using simulations, HE have shown this approach to be
promising in situations where agents are given free reign to
rewire the network and replace all of their connections each
reproduction. This rewiring is an all-or-nothing operation,
in that although an agent can adopt a completely new set of
neighbours (replacing its existing neighbourhood), it cannot
modify its existing neighbourhood. Our view is that such
extreme rewiring, where the neighbourhood topology might
completely change with each new generation, is not prac-

ticable in all scenarios. For example, in a communication
network this would imply that all existing routes become
outdated and need to be re-established, while in a content
sharing system an agent would lose all information about
the content available in its neighbourhood. In this paper we
consider a less extreme situation, in which agents are able
to rewire a proportion of their neighbourhood.

Both RCA and HE assume that agents do not deviate
from the rules of the system, i.e. they assume no cheaters.
A cheater is an agent that accepts donations, but will not
donate to others, even if the rules of the system dictate that
it should. We assume that if a cheater reproduces, then its
offspring will also cheat. In this paper we assume that the
traits embodied by tags are observable to others, meaning
that cheaters cannot falsify their tags. In standard tag-based
cooperation, introducing even a small proportion of cheaters
into the population causes cooperation to collapse [9].

Norm emergence has been considered in several other set-
tings. For example, norms can emerge in a social dilemma
game when individuals are repeatedly randomly paired [20],
and in certain settings can emerge simply by individuals
learning based on their own individual histories [21]. In this
paper, however, our focus is on using the interpretation of
a shared tag as representing a norm to further our under-
standing of tag-based cooperation.

3. IMPROVING GROUP EFFECTIVENESS
In seeking to examine the impact of cheaters on group

formation and norm emergence, we consider a population of
agents, each of which has its own tag and a set of connections
to n neighbours, such that agents can only interact with
their neighbours (although for reproduction we consider the
population as a whole). We assume that a proportion of
agents are cheaters and will not cooperate with others even
when their tags are within the tolerance threshold. The
donation scenario and parameter values used by RCA are
adopted, such that benefit b = 1 and cost c = 0.1 [17]. Each
agent i is initially assigned an arbitrary tag τi and tolerance
Ti with uniform distribution from [0, 1]1. We investigate
norm emergence in relation to RCA’s tag-based approach
and two techniques that we have previously proposed for
improving cooperation in the presence of cheaters: context
assessment [9] and rewiring [10].

3.1 Context assessment
Our first technique, originally proposed in [9], enables

agents to assess their neighbourhood, or group, in terms
of how cooperative they perceive their neighbours to be.
The donation decision is modified so that an agent’s assess-
ment of its neighbourhood context becomes a factor in the
decision to donate. Agents are given a fixed length FIFO
memory to record the last l donation behaviours observed
for each neighbour. When the neighbour donates, an obser-
vation value of +1 is recorded, and when it does not −1 is
recorded. This memory is fairly sparse, since the number
of interactions is small compared to the number of agents,
and so the overhead incurred is relatively small (2 bits per

1We actually use a lower bound on tolerance of −10−6 to
address Roberts and Sherratt’s concerns regarding agents
with identical tags being forced to cooperate [18]. This also
allows the population to contain non-cooperative agents of
the form considered by Masuda and Ohtsuki [15].
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Figure 1: Rewiring showing (a) the original neighbourhood rewired using (b) HE’s method and (c) our
rewiring approach.

observation for n × P observations, where n is the number
of neighbours and P the number of pairings).

In order to assess its neighbourhood context, an agent
considers each of its n neighbours in turn, and determines
the contribution to the context assessment ci of neighbour
i, which is simply the proportion of observed interactions in
which the neighbour donated, given by:

ci =

8><>:
Pli

j=1

oj
i , if oj

i > 0
0, otherwise

li
, if li > 0

0, otherwise

(1)

where oj
i represents the j’th observation of neighbour i, and

li is the number of observations recorded of i’s donation
behaviour (li < l). By considering each of its n neighbours,
agent A’s assessment of its current neighbourhood context
CA is given by:

CA =

Pn
i=1 ci

n
(2)

This context assessment can be used to influence the do-
nation decision. The intuition is that agents ‘expect’ that by
donating they are more likely to receive a future donation
from some other (observing) agent, thus binding a group to-
gether. However, since the number of interactions is small
compared to the number of agents, this is a weak notion of in-
direct reciprocity, and insufficient to support a typical notion
of reputation. An agent’s donation to another is unlikely to
be directly repaid or directly observed by a third party, so
there is little direct or indirect reciprocity. Instead, context
assessment gives an impression of the donation behaviour in
a neighbourhood, indicating the likelihood of receiving fu-
ture donations. An agent’s assessment of its neighbourhood
context is incorporated into the model by adapting the deci-
sion to donate, such that both tolerance and neighbourhood
context are considered. Thus, an agent A will donate to B
if:

|τA − τB | ≤ (1− γ).TA + γ.CA (3)

The parameter γ (the context influence) allows us to tune
the technique. The context influence is in the range [0, 1],
with γ = 0 making the technique identical to RCA’s method,
while γ = 1 makes the donation decision determined solely
by an agent’s assessment of its neighbourhood context. We
adopt RCA’s learning interpretation of reproduction (as do
HE), such that after a fixed number of interaction pairings
P an agent compares itself to another, random selected from
the population. If the other agent is more successful, then its

tag and tolerance are copied (subject to a small probability
of mutation), otherwise the tag and tolerance are unchanged.

3.2 Rewiring
Our second technique, proposed in [10], enables agents to

rewire their network neighbourhoods, such that after repro-
duction an agent removes a proportion λ (the rewire pro-
portion) of connections, and replaces them with connections
to new neighbours. This approach is motivated by HE’s
results, but unlike HE we do not assume that agents can
replace all of their connections since, as discussed above,
this is likely to be impractical in real-world settings. In our
mechanism, after reproduction, the n× λ worst neighbours
are removed, and the best (non-duplicate) neighbour from
each of the agent’s n × λ best neighbours are added. The
neighbours are considered in descending rank order and, for
each, the best non-duplicate neighbour is added. Additional
randomly selected neighbours are added if necessary to pre-
vent the neighbourhood shrinking due to duplication (agents
have at most one connection to another, and duplicate con-
nections are meaningless).

Connections to remove are determined by ranking each
neighbour i using the contribution to the context assessment
ci (defined in Equation 1), with agents having the lowest ci
values being removed. The contribution to the context as-
sessment is also used to determine which connections to add,
with an agent asking each of its n × λ best neighbours to
recommend their best non-duplicate neighbour. If the ci
values of two or more agents are equal then one is selected
arbitrarily. The rewire proportion determines the extent
to which the network is rewired in each generation. Such
rewiring can be thought of as a simplistic reputation mech-
anism, since agents update their connections based on the
experiences and recommendations of others. However, un-
like typical reputation mechanisms, the assessment is based
on relatively little information, which is not predicated on a
notion of (direct or indirect) reciprocity [14, 16].

Figure 1 illustrates the alternative rewiring approaches.
Agent A’s original neighbourhood is shown in (a). The re-
sults of applying HE’s rewiring approach is shown in (b)
where A drops all of its connections and adopts those of B.
Our rewiring approach is illustrated in (c). If A’s neighbours
in order of preference are B,C,D,E, F , and 2 neighbours are
to be replaced, then connections to E and F will be dropped.
If B’s neighbours, are D,H, I,G,A and C’s neighbours are
J,K,L,A, I in preference order, then A will add H from B’s
neighbourhood (D is already in A’s neighbourhood and so
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(a) low mutation (b) high mutation

Figure 2: Tags with RCA’s standard approach using low and high mutation rates.

not added) and J from C’s neighbourhood.

4. EXPERIMENTAL ANALYSIS
Using the PeerSim P2P simulator2, we have built a simu-

lation that allows us to explore norm emergence using RCA’s
standard approach, context assessment, and rewiring. The
quantitative results presented here are averaged over 10 runs
using a population of 100 agents, a neighbourhood size of
n = 10, with 10 pairings per agent per generation (P = 10),
and a cheater proportion of 30%. Where context assessment
is incorporated a context influence of γ = 0.5 is used, and
similarly where rewiring is incorporated we use a rewire pro-
portion of λ = 0.5. After reproduction there is a 0.001 prob-
ability of mutating the tolerance of each agent by adding
Gaussian noise (with mean 0 and standard deviation 0.01),
along with a probability of mutating each agent’s tag by se-
lecting a new random value. We consider two configurations
for mutating tags: a low mutation rate of 0.001 and a high
mutation rate of 0.01. The low mutation rate represents a
generally stable population in which mutation is simply a
small part of the evolutionary process. Conversely, the high
mutation rate represents a more dynamic environment in
which there is more significant fluctuation in tags present
in the population (this is akin to a small proportion of the
agents leaving and joining at the end of each generation).

In this section we give an overview of the main findings
from our simulations, focusing on two main characteristics.
First, we consider the donation rate defined as the propor-
tion of interactions resulting in a donation in the final gen-
eration of the simulation, averaged across the population.
This indicates the effectiveness of the groups that emerge in
complying with the norms that establish those groups and
govern their maintenance. Second, we consider the number
of unique tags present in the final generation, which indi-
cates the number of norm-governed groups that have been
established. Where a group of agents share a tag (and each
others’ tags are within their tolerance values) we interpret
this as recognising a norm that is then established, since
those agents will cooperate by donating to each other (pro-
vided that they are not cheaters). The number of unique

2http://peersim.sourceforge.net/

tags indicates the number of such norm-governed groups
that are formed, since each tag value corresponds to a tag
group. However, it is important to note that some tags may
be adopted only by a single agent in which case there is no
norm, and so the number of tags is only an indicative metric.

Where there is a low number of unique tags, so that there
are few groups, the average number of agents adopting each
tag is high, and the groups are larger in size, with the re-
spective norms being more widely adopted, and a reduced
likelihood of a tag belonging to a single individual. Con-
versely, as the number of unique tags (and therefore groups)
increases, the average number of agents having adopted each
tag (and hence in each group) reduces, so that the corre-
sponding norms are less widely adopted and there is an in-
creased likelihood of a tag being ascribed to a single agent
only. Thus, for lower numbers of unique tags there is more
significance in them representing groups of agents having
adopted those tags as norms. Note that this is an informal
notion of norm establishment, in comparison to other ap-
proaches that have a group leader [6], or explict strategies
emerging rather than simply shared tags [20].

4.1 Context assessment
The base case for our comparisons is RCA’s approach

which, with a low mutation rate gives a donation rate of
0.204, and with a high mutation rate gives a donation rate
of 0.032. The increased dynamism of the environment, rep-
resented by the increased mutation rate, has a catastrophic
effect on the donation rate, and in turn on group effective-
ness. For a donation to occur, agents must share a tag
(within their tolerance values). With a low mutation rate,
RCA’s approach gives an average of 35.8 tags, each shared
by 2.8 agents on average. With a high mutation rate, there
are 79.2 tags shared by 1.3 agents on average. Thus, with a
high mutation rate a large number of tags are adopted by a
single agent, as confirmed by the very low donation rate ob-
served (0.032). In relation to norm emergence, this means
that in the low mutation case the resulting norms are on
average only adopted by 2.8 agents. In the high mutation
case the tag groups do not, on average, correspond to norm
emergence since less than two agents adopt each tag. It is
not our concern in this paper to attempt to define the num-
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(a) low mutation (b) high mutation

Figure 3: Tags with context assessment using low and high mutation rates.

ber of agents needed for norm emergence, but clearly there
must be at least two agents involved.

Figure 2 shows the evolution of tags in the population over
the duration of a sample simulation run for both low and
high mutation settings. Each point represents the presence
of a tag in a particular generation, and where a tag persists
for several generations the points form a line from the gen-
eration in which the tag group is created to the generation
in which it collapses. Our numerical results are confirmed
by Figure 2 which shows that many more tags are present in
the high mutation setting than the low setting. This graphi-
cal representation also allows us to observe the formation of
norm-based groups. In particular, in the low mutation set-
ting norm-governed groups are established and maintained
for many generations, while in the high mutation setting
many such groups have very brief durations appearing as
points or very short lines. (Note that since the number of
unique tags is large in Figure 2(b), many of the points do
not represent norm establishment, as discussed above.)

The evolution of tags in the population when using con-
text assessment is shown in Figure 3. Comparing Figures 2
and 3 it is immediately apparent that there are significantly
fewer tags present using context assessment than with RCA’s
approach. On average, context assessment in a low muta-
tion setting results in only 3.7 tags (compared to 35.8 with
RCA’s approach) and 12.1 tags (compared to 79.2) for a
high mutation rate. A donation rate of 0.475 and 0.429 is
obtained for the low and high mutation settings respectively
(compared to 0.204 and 0.032). The reduction in donation
rate in the high mutation setting compared to the low mu-
tation setting is less significant (approximately 10%) than
with RCA’s approach (where the reduction is approximately
85%). We see this as demonstration that context assessment
is more stable in supporting cooperation in dynamic envi-
ronments than RCA’s approach. This tells us that norms
resulting from context assessment are more widely adopted
than with RCA’s approach (by 27 and 8.3 agents on average
for the low and high mutation rates respectively). Given
that these norms are more widely adopted, we would expect
an increase in the group effectiveness (as indicated by dona-
tion rate achieved), which is indeed the result we observe.

The evolution of the number of unique tags during a sam-

ple simulation run for low and high mutation rates is il-
lustrated in Figure 4. In both settings the number of tags
is initially very high and is (approximately) equal to the
population size since agents are randomly allocated tags.
During the first few generations the number of unique tags
drops significantly as agents begin to copy tags from their
more successful neighbours. As the simulation progresses
the number of unique tags then stabilises. From Figure 4
we can see that in addition to context assessment resulting
in significantly fewer tags than RCA’s approach, the number
of tags also stabilises more quickly. When the mutation rate
is high the number of tags increases, as does the extent of the
fluctuations over generations (with both approaches having
similar fluctuation levels). It is clear that norm-governed
groups emerge more quickly using context assessment than
with RCA’s approach, and on average norms are adopted
by many more agents. Due to space constraints we do not
discuss the effect of memory length in this paper, but in [10]
we have shown that it is not a significant factor.

4.2 Rewiring
Rewiring gives similar improvements to context assess-

ment, with donation rates of 0.57 and 0.498 for the low
and high mutation settings respectively (both of which are
higher than with context assessment). The average number
of unique tags is higher than for context assessment, with
11.9 and 16.8 for low and high mutation rates, but is signifi-
cantly lower than with RCA’s approach. The norms that are
established are adopted by fewer agents using rewiring than
with context assessment, 8.4 (rather than 27) and 6.0 (rather
than 8.3) for the low and high mutation rates, although by
many more agents than with RCA’s approach. This result
is unexpected, since we intuitively expect that a higher do-
nation rate (and therefore higher group effectiveness) would
be achieved when norms are more widely adopted.

The discovery that a higher donation rate can be obtained
with smaller groups is potentially very powerful, since in
many situations we would like to balance the desire to have
widely adopted norms (and few groups) with the desire to
ensure that there are several established groups from which
agents can select. The widest possible adoption of a norm
is where a single norm is adopted by the population in a
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Figure 4: Number of unique tags with context assessment using low and high mutation rates.

(a) low mutation (b) high mutation

Figure 5: Evolution of tags in a population using rewiring with low and high mutation rates.

single group. Conversely, the largest set of norms is obtained
where we have a minimum number of agents per tag for norm
emergence, giving groups of that size. As mentioned above,
we are not concerned with attempting to define a minimum
membership, but clearly more than one agent is required,
and so the upper bound of the number of norm-governed
groups is half the population size. In the donation scenario
the motivation behind balancing the level of adoption and
number of norms established is that mutations can cause a
norm to collapse at any point, and in such cases we would
like agents to be able to adopt an alternative norm by joining
another tag group. However, this balance is a general issue
in many distributed systems, and corresponds to the general
view that fostering competition and avoiding monopolies can
be beneficial. The question of how many norms or groups is
ideal in a particular setting is an open question, and we see
this as a key area of future work.

The evolution of tags in the population using rewiring for
sample simulation runs is shown in Figure 5. As is the case
with context assessment (Figure 3) there are significantly
fewer tags at any point in time than with RCA’s approach

(Figure 2). As noted above, rewiring results in slightly more
tags than context assessment. Figure 5 also allows us to ob-
serve that the duration of a given tag group is generally
slightly reduced using rewiring in comparison to context as-
sessment, implying that the norms emerging are slightly less
long-lived. In the donation scenario this is not a major con-
cern, since there is little cost to changing tag groups, but
more generally there may be a higher cost associated with
such a change. It is desirable, in general, for norm-governed
groups to be of longer duration as we observe with context
assessment, but also for there to be a reasonable number of
alternative groups as with rewiring.

4.3 Context assessment with rewiring
We have previously shown that combining context assess-

ment and rewiring improves the donation rate [10]. We ob-
serve a donation rate of 0.686 and 0.631 for the low and high
mutation settings respectively. In terms of norm emergence,
a key question is which, if any, of the properties of context as-
sessment (few norms of longer duration) and rewiring (more
norms of shorter duration) the combined approach gives. We
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(a) low mutation (b) high mutation

Figure 6: Evolution of tags using context assessment and rewiring with low and high mutation rates.

find that the combined approach results in 4.4 and 10.4 tag
groups in the low and high mutation setting, corresponding
to adoption by 22.7 and 9.6 agents on average respectively.
In the low mutation setting this is similar to context assess-
ment, and we would prefer more norms given our desire to
have alternative groups established in case of norm collapse.
With a high mutation rate, the number of norms is simi-
lar to that obtained with rewiring, indicating that there are
alternative groups in the event of a norm collapsing. How-
ever, the duration of norms and groups is also important in
ensuring that alternatives are available.

Figure 6 shows the evolution of tags using the combina-
tion of context assessment and rewiring in sample runs, and
we can make two important observations. First, the run for
the low mutation rate represents a particularly low num-
ber of tag groups, with a single dominant group spanning
all generations and a small number of short duration groups
appearing. A similar situation can occur when using context
assessment alone (although the run in Figure 3 shows an ex-
ample where this does not occur). We would like to avoid
this by ensuring that there are alternative established norms
(i.e. tag groups) at any point in time, in case of norm col-
lapse. Second, with a high mutation rate many of the groups
established persist for only very short durations. Thus, al-
though there are many groups, avoiding the problem from
the low mutation case, we would like them to be of longer
duration. It seems, therefore, that while combining context
assessment with rewiring increases the donation rate, it does
not result in groups that have the desired characteristics. In
a low mutation rate we would prefer a higher number of
norm-governed groups to ensure alternative groups are es-
tablished in case of collapse, while with a high mutation rate
we would prefer more persistence to avoid frequent collapses.

Context assessment appears to have a significant reduc-
tion on the number of norm-governed groups established,
especially with a low mutation rate. Although this results
in an increased donation rate (indeed, when combined with
rewiring it gives the highest donation rate) suggesting group
effectiveness, it also gives reduced diversity in the popula-
tion. In many settings this is undesirable, since if there is
collapse of cooperation in those groups due to the collapse
of the respective norms, there are no alternative established

groups for agents to join.

4.4 Summary of results
Our simulations show that both context assessment and

rewiring improve group effectiveness (through donation rate)
by the formation of groups of agents sharing a particular
tag value, which we can interpret as norm establishment. A
summary of the quantitative results is shown in Table 1. In
both the low and high mutation settings the highest dona-
tion rate is achieved when combining context assessment and
rewiring. Rewiring gives the second highest rate, followed
by context assessment, and finally RCA’s approach. In the
low mutation setting context assessment, with and without
rewiring, results in a low number of norm-governed groups
being established. In the high mutation setting the number
of groups established is reduced when context assessment is
used in comparison to rewiring alone, but this difference is
less significant. A visual analysis of the evolution of tags re-
veals that norm and group duration is potentially an issue,
with each of the techniques discussed resulting in several
short duration norm-governed groups being established.

5. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS
Interpreting the formation of groups of agents sharing a

tag as the emergence of norms, allows us to view RCA’s ap-
proach as facilitating norm emergence. Indeed, it is norm
emergence that leads to donations, since only when two or
more agents share a tag (within their tolerance) will a dona-
tion occur. Our previously proposed techniques of context
assessment and rewiring to cope with cheaters [9, 10] also fa-
cilitate norm establishment, and this interpretation enables
us to explore their operation. The norms and groups that
are formed are more widely adopted (with fewer norms) than
with RCA’s approach. Using context assessment increases
adoption, especially in the low mutation setting, however as
a result there may not be alternative norm-governed groups
available in the event of the collapse of an established norm.

An increase in mutation rate leads to less long lived and
less widely adopted norms, so that there are more groups,
with fewer members, persisting for less generations. Norms
also emerge with many tag groups and few agents per tag,
but only few such norms are widely adopted and long lived,
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Mutation Average donation Average number Average size
Approach rate rate of tags of tag group
RCA’s mechanism 0.001 0.204 35.8 2.8
Context assessment 0.001 0.475 3.7 27
Rewiring 0.001 0.57 11.9 8.4
Context assessment and rewiring 0.001 0.686 4.4 22.7
RCA’s mechanism 0.01 0.032 79.2 1.3
Context assessment 0.01 0.429 12.1 8.3
Rewiring 0.01 0.498 16.8 6.0
Context assessment and rewiring 0.01 0.631 10.4 9.6

Table 1: Summary of donation rate, number of tags and size of tag group (number of agents per tag).

as seen in Figures 3, 5 and 6, where there are few long du-
ration groups. This is a key area of future investigation,
namely to understand the factors that influence the number
and duration of norms, and to investigate whether there is
an optimal number of groups in a given configuration.

Using tag-based cooperation to investigate norm emer-
gence allows us to observe the effects of various approaches.
In particular, it is through norm establishment (i.e. reducing
the number of tags) that context assessment and rewiring
improve group effectiveness, and this interpretation may in-
form improvements to tag-based approaches. Since muta-
tion can cause norm collapse it is important to ensure that
there are alternative groups. Context assessment (with or
without rewiring) is found to reduce the diversity of tags to
a low level, and this suggests that further work is needed on
coping with cheaters. There is a complex relationship be-
tween the evolution of tag groups, the number of tags, and
donation rate, and we will investigate this in future work.
In particular we aim to develop mechanisms to ensure norm
diversity and prolong norm duration. We also aim to inves-
tigate the influence of connection topologies and population
size to explore our techniques in more realistic settings.
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ABSTRACT
In customer life cycle management, service providers are ex-
pected to deliver services to meet customer objectives in a
manner governed by some contract or agreement. When hu-
man agents are involved as contract parties (either as cus-
tomers or service providers), service delivery failures may
occur as a result of changes, inconsistencies, or “deficits” in
the mental attitudes of these agents (in addition to other
possible changes in the service delivery environment). It
may be possible to avoid such failures by monitoring the
behavior of the contract parties and intervening to ensure
adherence to the contractual obligations. The aim of this
paper is twofold: (1) to develop a conceptual framework to
model how deficits in mental attitudes can affect service de-
livery; and (2) to propose an adherence support architecture
to reduce service delivery failures arising from such deficits.
The conceptual framework is based on Bratman’s notion of
“future-directed intentions” and Castelfranchi’s belief-based
goal dynamics. The adherence support architecture intro-
duces the notions of precursor events, mental-state recogni-
tion processes, and intervention processes and utilizes the
Belief-Desire-Intention (BDI) architecture. A multi-agent
implementation is carried out for chronic disease manage-
ment in health care as a proof-of-concept for a complex cus-
tomer care management system.

Categories and Subject Descriptors
I.2.11 [Computing methodologies]: Distributed Artifi-
cial Intelligence-Multiagent Systems

General Terms
Algorithms, Contract Service Delivery Management

Keywords
Service Delivery, Human Agents, Mental Attitudes, Mental
State Recognition, Adherence Support

1. INTRODUCTION

The aim of the Intelligent Collaborative Care Manage-
ment (ICCM) Project1 [17, 9] is to develop a comprehensive
architecture for managing the complete life cycle of customer
care. In this framework, we consider that a customer is pro-
vided a number of possibly interrelated services by various
service providers in a manner governed by some agreement
or contract. The customer has certain goals or objectives
that these services are intended to fulfil and the service
providers themselves may have certain objectives in deliver-
ing the services to the customer. These services are to be
delivered over time and potentially the entire lifetime of the
customer.

Often human agents are involved as contract parties (cus-
tomers and service providers) in CLCM. Humans are goal
directed and reason before performing an action or select-
ing goals to achieve. Human reasoning is a bounded rational
process subject to the properties of mental attitudes: beliefs,
desires, intentions, plans, emotions etc. In CLCM, changes,
inconsistencies, or “deficits” in these mental attitudes may
prevent contract parties from performing the required activ-
ities, which may then affect:

1. The formation of the contractual arrangements;

2. The management of these contractual arrangements;
and

3. The delivery of the services according to the contrac-
tual arrangements.

Adherence support mechanisms may assist human agents
to maintain and execute contracts as committed. Contin-
uous monitoring and intervention may either reverse the
1The work reported here was supported in part by British
Telecom (CT1080050530), the Australian Research Council
(LP0774944), the Australian Governments Clever Networks
program and the Victorian Department of Innovation, In-
dustry and Regional Development, Department of Health,
and Multi Media Victoria. We also gratefully acknowledge
the contributions and advice from Dr Simon Thompson and
Dr Hamid Gharib of British Telecom and Professor Leon
Piterman, Dr Kay Jones, Associate Professor Peter Schat-
tner, and Mr Akuh Adaji of the Department of General
Practice, Monash University.
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Figure 1: ICCM architecture: adherence and varia-
tion support.

deficits or identify reasons to vary the contract. The ICCM
architecture with human contract parties and adherence sup-
port requirements is shown in Figure 1. The human parties
are modelled as BDI agents [5] because this architecture pro-
vides formalisms and representation mechanisms of agents’
mental attitudes. (Refer [9] for a detailed description of the
ICCM architecture). This paper investigates:

• A conceptual framework to model contract violations
arising from deficits in mental attitudes; and

• An architecture for adherence support reducing deliv-
ery such contract violations.

The conceptual framework is based on Bratman’s notion
of “future-directed intentions” [5] and Castelfranchi’s belief-
based goal dynamics [7]. The adherence support architec-
ture with the ongoing monitoring and management processes
is based on the following elements:

• precursors: a priori actions, steps or states that may
indicate whether the actions of the contract parties
are on-track with respect to the contract (e.g., the pa-
tient setting an appointment on time to visit a care
provider) or likely to go off-track (e.g., very low or
very high blood pressure).

• detection strategies for precursors: mechanisms to de-
tect the occurrence or missing occurrence of such pre-
cursors at run-time;

• mental state recognition processes: processes to iden-
tify possible deficit(s) in mental attitudes which may
have led to the (non-)occurrences of precursors; and

• intervention processes: strategies to intervene with one
or more of the contract parties to reduce the likelihood
of the parties violating their obligations.

As seen in Figure 1, the conceptual framework and the ad-
herence support architecture is common to both the contrac-
tual commitment stage2 and the service delivery stage. In
this paper, we consider examples and implementation results
from the service delivery stage, in which service providers
are expected to deliver services as committed and the cus-
tomer is expected to perform certain required activities to
be engaged in the contract. We focus on contracts made in

2The contractual commitment stage is additionally based
on partially regulated market and negotiation theories and
is described elsewhere [9]

Table 1: A sample contract.
Party’s Party’s Obligation Execution
name type due

Harry Brown Podiatrist Examine feet July, Oct, Jan
Mary John Optometrist Check eyes December

Bob Smith Patient
Walk 1 km daily
Take Diami-
cron

April, July,
Oct

the health care domain, specifically, chronic disease manage-
ment [6], as an example of a complex, dynamic domain with
human contract parties in which precursor recognition, ser-
vice delivery failure, and adherence support are important
elements.

The increasing number of patients with chronic diseases
and the associated medical care costs motivated us in focus-
ing on this application area: 7 million Australians [1] and
133 million Americans [2] have a chronic medical condition
and 60% of all deaths worldwide are due to chronic diseases.
It is estimated that improved adherence to“care plans”(con-
tracts among the care team and the patient) could dramati-
cally reduce health care costs and improve patient outcomes.
However, these care plans are usually not followed in prac-
tice, and few mechanisms are in place for assisting patients
or the care team adhere to the care plan and avoid plan“fail-
ures” [8]. We expect our research to provide a framework
for better understanding these issues and ultimately lead to
mechanisms for assisting patients and their care providers
better develop and adhere to care plans.

The paper is organized as follows. A framework to model
contract violations due to deficits in mental attitudes is de-
scribed in Section 2. Section 3 presents an adherence sup-
port architecture to reduce contract violations due to such
deficits. A multi-agent implementation in chronic disease
management as a proof-of-concept is discussed in Section 4.
Section 5 relates our work to existing research. Concluding
remarks and future work are discussed in Section 6.

2. FRAMEWORK TO MODEL CONTRACT
VIOLATIONS DUE TO DEFICITS IN MEN-
TAL ATTITUDES

We investigate a conceptual framework to demonstrate
how explicit models of the mental attitudes of the human
agents affect contract fulfillment. As humans are goal-directed
agents, we base our investigation on the role of goals and in-
tentions in human practical reasoning.

Bratman’s notion of “future-directed intentions” [5] states
that humans frequently decide in advance a plan for the fu-
ture and then use such a plan as a basis for future actions.
We consider the obligations agreed by contract parties as
future-directed intentions for such parties (Section 2.1). In
addition, the model of belief-based goal dynamics [7] pro-
poses beliefs as the deciding factor for selecting and execut-
ing goals: humans commit to obligations based on beliefs
that exist at the commitment-time and subsequent execu-
tion of the obligations depends on the execution-time beliefs
of the agent (Section 2.2). Consolidating these two concepts,
we propose three types of deficits in an agent’s mental at-
titudes that may prevent agents from realising contractual
obligations (Section 2.3). The contract shown in Table 1 will
be used as the working example throughout the paper.
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2.1 Future-Directed Intentions
According to Bratman [5], future-directed intentions, which

guide the future actions of humans, are two dimensional:
(1) volitional, and (2) reasoning centered. The volitional
dimension states that if an agent’s future-directed intention
manages to survive until the time of action, and if the agent
senses that the time to perform the action has arrived, and
if nothing else interferes with the action, then the agent will
execute the action. The reasoning centered dimension con-
siders the roles played by future-directed intentions during
the period between the initial formation of intentions and
the eventual execution. It involve two reasoning compo-
nents:
(1) given new information or changes in the agent’s ex-
pectation, the agent may reconsider future intentions, even
though it is expected that the agent settles on future-directed
intentions and does not deliberate on them; and
(2) further reasoning from intended ends to the intended
means as the agent moves to act on future intentions.

For example, a patient’s future-directed intentions (in the
form of a “care plan”) could include: visit podiatrist in July,
visit podiatrist in Oct, · · · , visit optometrist in Dec, walk
1km daily, take 1st repeats of Diamicron in April, · · · (see
Table 1). Subsequent to these commitments, the patient
may:
(1) be unaware that the podiatrist appointment is at 10.00am
on 1st July 2009 (forgotten or believes to be on another
date).
(2) assume his current risk of heart attack is less than that
at the time of commitment;
(3) get to know a football match is to be held on an appoint-
ment date;
(4) realise he cannot walk more than 0.5 km a day;
(5) discover that Diamicron causes severe side effects;
(6) decide not to take medications that have side effects; or
(7) not know how to set an appointment with the podiatrist
or optometrist.

The above examples may result in the patient not com-
plying with his care plan, thereby resulting in a service de-
livery failure (in this case, of the patient). The relation-
ship between the dimensions of future-directed intentions
and deficits in mental attitudes is shown in Table 2 and dis-
cussed in Section 2.3.

2.2 Belief-Based Goal Dynamics
In this section, we describe the notion of a contract in

terms of belief-based goal dynamics [7] and goal-directed
behaviour. In this model, beliefs are proposed as the ba-
sis for reasoning about future directed intentions and se-
lecting and executing goals. This model categorizes beliefs
into seven categories: motivating, assessment, cost, incom-
patibility, preference, precondition and means-end and cat-
egorises goal processing into four stages: active, pursuable,
chosen and executive. These beliefs affect the goal process-
ing in two ways:
1. Belief types intervene on goal processing at different
stages, and
2. Each belief type has a unique effect on the goal.

Prior to execution, a goal gets filtered via four processing
stages, depending on beliefs:

Activation stage: motivating beliefs ⇒ active goals

Table 2: Future-directed intentions and examples.
Dimension Sub dimension Important Example

concept (from above)

Volitional
dimension

Time has
arrived to
execute
the action

Example 1

Nothing
interferes
with the
intention

Examples 2,
3, 4 and 5

Reasoning
centered
dimension

Settling on a
certain course
of actions

New infor-
mation

Examples 2,
3, 4 and 5

Change
in what
the agent
wants

Example 6

Further reason-
ing between now
and time to exe-
cute intention

Reason
from in-
tended
end to
intended
means

Example 7

Evaluation stage: assessment beliefs ⇒ pursuable goals
Deliberation stage: cost + incompatibility + preference be-
liefs ⇒ chosen goals
Checking stage: precondition + means-end beliefs ⇒ execu-
tive goals

The obligations shown in Table 1 map to these belief types
and goals. In the running example, the obligations: visit
podiatrist in July, visit podiatrist in Oct, visit podiatrist
in Jan, and so on, are chosen goals (committed goals) for
the patient. They are transferred to executive goals based
on precondition beliefs and means-end beliefs. For a chosen
goal to be part of the checking process, the beliefs on which
the goal was deliberated (commitment-time beliefs) have to
remain unchanged until the checking stage. Any changes to
such beliefs may result in a contract failure. This can be
illustrated using the examples mentioned in Section 2.1:
Case (1) corresponds to a missing conditional belief about
the appointment time;
Case (2) corresponds to a change in the motivating belief
that indicates the risk of heart attack;
Case (3) corresponds to a value belief to be healthy that has
changed from a high priority to a lower priority;
Case (4) corresponds to an incompetence belief found at the
checking stage;
Case (5) corresponds to an incompatibility belief found at
the checking stage;
Case (6) corresponds to a value belief to be healthy changing
from a high to a lower priority; and
Case (7) corresponds to a missing means-end belief.

2.3 Deficit Categories
Both the future-directed intentions and the belief-based

goal dynamics concepts differentiate between committing to
a contract and contract delivery. In this section we identify
the deficit types that cause such failures.

Consolidating future-directed intentions and belief-based
goal dynamics, the main causes for a breach of contract are:

1. changes to the beliefs on which commitments were
made; and
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2. changes in agent’s expectation/priority from commit-
ment time to execution time.

We summarize such changes into three deficit categories:
belief, intention and plan deficits.

2.3.1 Belief deficit
A belief deficit is said to occur if an agent forgets or does

not know when to execute an action, to whom to communi-
cate with to execute an action, or when to execute an action
that is necessary for meeting a contractual obligation.

The manner in which belief deficits affects agent behaviour
and contractual obligations can be described within the frame-
works of Bratman and Castelfranchi. The volitional dimen-
sion of practical reasoning requires that, if the agent’s future-
directed intention manages to survive until the time of ac-
tion and if the agent senses that the time to perform an
action has arrived, the agent will execute the intentions as
committed. The belief deficit that occurs when the agent
forgets or does not know when to execute an action results
in the agent not sensing that the time to perform the action
has arrived. A different kind of belief deficit can arise when
motivating beliefs change. Belief-based goal dynamics views
motivating beliefs as essential for the maintenance of inten-
tions, so that any change to such beliefs could, at a point of
re-deliberation, result in the dropping of intentions that were
otherwise contractually committed. We class such changes
as belief deficits when the motivating belief is no longer true
of the real world (or the possible world when the contractual
commitment was made); otherwise, we consider the change
to be an intention deficit.

Example: The patient intends to visit the podiatrist in
July. He is unaware that the appointment is at 10.00am on
1st July (he either has forgotten the date or believes it to be
on another day). This example can be formulated as follows.

Let I denote an intention and B a belief.
The patient commits to the plan at time t0. The patient’s
intention at time t0 is denoted by Ito:
Ito (if time = timeOfAppointment(podiatrist)) then

visit(podiatrist)
Status of the real world at time t1 where t1 > t0 is
time = 10.00am 01/07/2009
Mental status of the patient at time t1 is
It1 (if time = timeOfAppointment(podiatrist)) then

visit(podiatrist)
If the patient has forgotten the appointment:
¬Bt1(timeOfAppointment(podiatrist) = 10.00am 01/07/2009)
or, if the patient believes the appointment to be on another
day:
Bt1(timeOfAppointment(podiatrist) = 10.00am 05/07/2009)

The patient still intends to visit the podiatrist on 1st July
2009 at 10.00am as committed. That is, the patient has not
changed his intention. The fact that he does not know that
the visit is on 1st July (or his belief that it is scheduled on
another day such as 5th July), however, means that this in-
tention will not trigger the required action. Therefore, while
the patient believes he is still consistent with his contractual
obligations, the “belief deficit” may result in the patient not
realising his obligations in the real world.

We note that there is a difference between forgetting about
the appointment and believing it to be on another day. In
the former case, the absence of a belief that is a precondition
for an existing intention may trigger an action to determine

the time of appointment, whereas this would not be so in
the latter case. However, at our level of analysis, we class
both as belief deficits.

2.3.2 Intention deficit
An intention deficit arises when an agent drops a com-

mitted intention or changes the priority of goals, resulting
in a modification or a reordering of intentions so that the
agent’s behaviour no longer conforms with the contractual
obligations.

The volitional dimension of practical reasoning requires
that, for a committed intention to get executed, nothing
should interfere with the intention. In addition, the reason-
ing centered dimension allows that, given new information
or changes in the agent’s expectations, the agent may recon-
sider future-directed intentions. These events can result in
the agent dropping a committed intention or changing the
priority of a committed intention.

Similarly, the incompatibility and preference beliefs that
were active at the deliberation process should remain the
same at the checking stage for the deliberated (committed)
intentions to get executed. However, changes in these be-
liefs after the contractual commitment is made can result in
the agent performing another reasoning process (delibera-
tion) before acting on the intention. This subsequent delib-
eration process can reorder the agent’s intentions such that
it executes another higher priority intention while dropping
the originally committed intention. In addition, belief-based
goal dynamics provides that the chosen goals are transferred
to executive goals based on preconditions. Therefore, if the
preconditions are not satisfied, the agent will drop the cho-
sen goal (committed intention).

Example: The patient chooses to “go to football” rather
than “visit a provider” on the day he has the appointment
with the provider. At commitment time, the patient may
not have a belief about a football match being played on the
same date as the appointment date. He acquires this new
information after the commitment is made but before the
appointment is due. Hence, the patient may reconsider his
intention and decides to go to football. From belief-based
goal dynamics, this example can be viewed as a change of
preference belief after the deliberation is made at the com-
mitment time. The preference belief type that is activated
in this case can be an urgency belief that provides an expiry
context to the goal of going to football; for example, that it
is the last day of football season. As a result, the patient
may be persuaded to go to football rather than visit the
podiatrist.

2.3.3 Plan deficit
A plan deficit arises when the agent does not know the

means for carrying out an intention or achieving a goal that
is necessary for fulfilling the contractual obligations.

Once the commitment or the future-directed intention is
made, the party fails to reason from intended end to in-
tended means. According to belief-based goal dynamics, the
chosen goal (commitment) fails at the checking stage due to
a lack of means-end beliefs. Hence, the chosen goal will not
get selected as an executive goal, resulting in a breach of the
contract.

Example: The patient intends to set an appointment with
the podiatrist. But he does not know how to proceed with
setting an appointment. That is, the patient does not have
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Table 3: Mapping among future-directed intentions,
belief-based goal dynamics and deficit categories.

Dimension Sub dimension Concept Mapping belief Deficit
type

Volitional
dimension

Time has ar-
rived to exe-
cute the action

Motivating be-
liefs

Belief
deficits

Nothing inter-
feres with the
intention

Incompatibility
+ Preference
+ Precondition

Intention
deficit

Reasoning
centered
dimension

Settled on a
course of
action

New informa-
tion

Incompatibility
+ Preference
+ Precondition

Intention
deficit

Change in
what I want

Incompatibility
+ Preference
+ Precondition

Intention
deficit

Further rea-
soning between
now and time
to execute
intention

Reason from
intended end
to intended
means

Means-end be-
liefs

Plan
deficit

a plan for setting an appointment (e.g., by calling the podi-
atrist office in a timely way) and thereby cannot determine
a means to achieve the desired end.

The mapping between future-directed intentions, belief-
based goal dynamics and deficit categories is shown in Table
3.

3. FRAMEWORK FOR ADHERENCE SUP-
PORT

In this section, we propose an adherence support architec-
ture to reduce contract violations resulting from the three
types of failures described in Section 2.3. Our proactive fail-
ure prevention strategy consists of three parts:

• the detection of possible deficits;

• the recognition of the possible deficit type; and

• intervention to eliminate or ameliorate the deficits.

3.1 Detection of Possible Deficits
The detection of possible deficits is carried out with the

notions of:
The execution of an obligation as outlined in the con-

tract usually depends on the successful execution of a pri-
ori event(s) or achievement of certain intermediate contract
state(s). The occurrence or non-occurrence (depending on
the way they are defined) of these a priori events and states
can be taken as an indicator of the likely success of the agent
meeting the contractual obligations.

Such a priori events or contract states are called precur-
sors. That is, a precursor is an event, a pattern of events,
a state, a pattern of states, or a combination of state and
event patterns that has a positive or negative influence over
achieving contract obligations as planned. Precursors are
either time dependent (e.g., setting an appointment prior to
a provider visit) or time independent (the patient’s Systolic
blood pressure > 180 or diastolic blood pressure > 110)[3].
Depending on the way precursors are defined, an occurrence
of a favourable precursor indicates that the contract is cur-
rently been executed as planned. An unfavourable precursor
indicates a possible impending contract violation which may
be associated with any deficits in contract parties’ mental
states.

Each obligation is associated with one or many domain
specific precursors. Let O denote the set of obligations and

P the set of precursors. The mapping between an obligation
o ∈ O and a precursor p ∈ P is usually context dependent
and can be represented by a branching tree structure where
the context determines the selection of a branch. The con-
text defines the current state of the contract (or the sys-
tem or the environment). We represent this mapping us-
ing the notion of an obligation-precursor-operator : OPO ⊆
O × BoolExp → P , which associates an obligation o ∈ O
with one or more boolean expression C ∈ BoolExp and for
each of these maps uniquely to a precursor p = OPO(o, C)
with p ∈ P . We represent an obligation-precursor-operator
instance as a triple < o, C, p >.

Once OPO is defined, the (non-)occurrences of precur-
sors are detected at execution-time by applying a context
sensitive goal-directed algorithm:

repeat
envContext := getEnvironmentContext
precursorsToDetect := selectMatchingPrecursors(envContext)

end repeat

The function selectMatchingPrecursors is of the form:
selectMatchingPrecursors(envContext)

let A = {}
for each a, a ∈ OPO

if (C = envContext)
let p ∈ A

return A

Once the precursors are detected, the next step in failure
prevention is to identify the reason for such (non-)occurrences
of these precursors.

3.2 Mental-State Recognition to Identify Pos-
sible Deficits

If a favourable precursor Pf , Pf ∈ P occurs further in-
vestigations are not necessary as the Pf indicates that the
contract is currently been executed as planned. We define
the set of unfavourable precursors as Puf where Puf ∈ P . In
the absence of malicious and self-interested contract parties,
elements in Puf occur as a result of “deficits” (as we have de-
fined them) in the contract party’s mental attitude(s). The
corresponding deficits prevent the party from carrying out
an action required for the successful fulfilment of the con-
tract.

In general, it is important to be able to recognise the type
of deficit (i.e., a belief, intention or plan deficit) so as to be
able to intervene effectively. To do this requires that we be
able to recognise or otherwise characterise the mental state
of the “offending” agent.

In our proposed framework, we assign an adherence agent
(AA) to each contract party. The role of the AA is, in part,
to recognise the mental states of the contract parties. (This
role is similar to that of observer agents in some mental-state
recognition research [15]). Each AA has knowledge of the
obligations of the corresponding contract party. Each AA
uses domain-specific processes to represent the mental state
recognition stratetegies for each precursor. The adherence
agents can adopt a combination of intrusive [10] and over-
hearing [11] agent behaviour monitoring approaches to de-
termine the context of the contract (environment/system).
At the end of mental-state recognition process, each AA as-
sociates a missing precursor, p to a deficit, d, where d can
be a belief, intention or a plan deficit. Once the deficit is
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identified, a tailored intervention strategy can be applied to
try to reverse the deficit.

3.3 Intervention to Reduce Deficits
The aim of an intervention is to compensate for any miss-

ing favourable precursors, Pf (the missing event(s), state(s)
or the pattern of events and states) or to reverse the effect
of unfavourable precursors that have occurred, Puf . Let
I denote the set of interventions. The mapping between
the obligations and the precursors, the mapping between
precursors and obligations depends on the context of the
contract at the time of precursor detection and mental-state
recognition. As before, we represent this dependence using a
branching tree structure defined by a precursor-intervention-
operator : PIO ⊆ P ×BoolExp→ I, which associates a pre-
cursor p ∈ P with one or more conditions C and for each of
these with a unique intervention i = PIO(p, C) where i ∈ I.
We represent a precursor-intervention-operator instance as
a triple < p, C, i >.

Once the PIO is defined, the applicable intervention strat-
egy for a detected precursor is obtained by applying the fol-
lowing context sensitive goal-directed algorithm:

applicableIntervention := selectIntervention(detectedPrecursor,
environmentContext)

The function selectIntervention is of the form:
selectIntervention(detectedPrecursor, environmentContext)

let A = {}
for each a, a ∈ PIO

if (p = detectedPrecursor)
if (C = environmentContext)

let i ∈ A
return A

If multiple interventions correspond to a given detected-
Precursor and environmentContext, selectIntervention func-
tion returns a set with multiple items. In such situations,
a single intervention is identified based on effectiveness and
cost.

The process of detecting a possible deficit, recognizing
the mental state that caused the deficit, and intervening to
change the mental-state and ameliorate the deficit is sum-
marized in the following algorithm.
repeat

envContext := getEnvironmentContext

precursorsToDetect := selectMatchingPrecursors(envContext)

if (((occurred(precursorsToDetect)) and

(isFavourable(precursorsToDetect))) or

((not(occurred(precursorsToDetect))) and

(not(isFavourable(precursorsToDetect)))))

doNothing

if (((not(occurred(precursorsToDetect))) and

(isFavourable(precursorsToDetect)))

or ((occurred(precursorsToDetect)) and

(not(isFavourable(precursorsToDetect)))))

applicableIntervention :=

selectIntervention(precursorsToDetect, envContext)

intervene using applicableIntervention

end repeat

4. IMPLEMENTATION
A multi-agent implementation was carried out for chronic

disease management in health care as a proof-of-concept for
a complex customer care management system. The system
consists of two types of agents:

• Contract party agent (CPA): Each contract party is
assigned a CPA that acts as a personal assistant to the
party. Contract parties communicate with the system
via the corresponding CPA. Any deficits that occur in
service delivery stage is captured through CPAs; and

• Adherence agent for each contract party (AA): Each
CPA has a corresponding AA for adherence support.
AAs are implemented according to the theory in Sec-
tion 3.

In chronic disease management, the customers (patients)
and the health care providers (service providers) commit to
maintain and deliver services (an example is shown in Table
1). We discuss the patient’s commitment to visit the care
providers within the due time frame in detail and provide
screen outputs for managing the repeat prescriptions and
maintaining measurements such as blood glucose and blood
pressure within the applicable range [3].

4.1 Service Delivery Specification: Domain-
Based Agent Specification

Considering the distinct functionalities associated with
the patient and the care providers, we consider two spe-
cific CPAs, the CPApatient and CPAcareprovider. Each CPA
is assigned a corresponding Adherence Agent (AA). The
service delivery support specification defines the data and
processes of CPApatient, CPAcareprovider, AApatient and
AAcareprovider. The AA specification defines the obligations
in the care plan, the current state of the obligations and the
failure prevention definitions. The specification of the CPAs
contains contract obligations as data and processes to per-
form such obligations and to receive intervening messages
and reply to them. In the current implementation, the ser-
vice delivery support specification is specified as part of the
agent code. The agents are implemented using Jason [4], an
interpreter for AgentSpeak(L), based on the BDI architec-
ture [16].

To uniquely identify patients and care providers, patients
are assigned an Electronic Health Record (EHR) identifier
prefix with“c”(for customer) and the health providers are as-
signed with a unique provider identification number (PIN)
prefix with “p” (for provider). Bob (patient) as CPAc1,
Harry (podiatrist) as CPAp1, Mary (optometrist) as CPAp2,
and the corresponding adherence agents AAc1, AAp1 and
AAp2.

The care plan obligations of the patient are represented
as beliefs of the CPApatient:
1. visit(?PIN, ?Month, ?Year)
2. exercise(?Exercise, ?Frequency)
3. renewPrescription(?Medication, ?Month, ?Year)

Examples: visit(p1,07,2009), visit(p1,10,2009), visit(p1,01,2009),
visit(p2,12,2009), exercise(walk1km, daily), renewPrescrip-
tion(Diamicron, 04, 2009), renewPrescription(Diamicron, 07,
2009), renewPrescription(Diamicron, 10, 2009)

Specifications of care plan obligations of AApatient:
These specifications include
1. All the belief structures of CPApatient;
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2. The additional beliefs required for the successful execu-
tion of the contractual obligations. For example, to visit
a provider, the patient has to set an appointment a cer-
tain number of days prior to the planned visit. The number
of days may vary with the provider. The belief waiting-
Time(?PIN, ?Days) defines the number of days in advance
an appointment has to be set with the provider, ?PIN, e.g.,
waitingTime(p1, 28); and
3. The current state of the obligations. For example, ap-
pointment(?PIN,?Month, ?Year) states that an appointment
has been set with the provider, ?PIN for the month, ?Month
and the year, ?Year.

Specifications for failure prevention: These specifica-
tions include obligations to precursor operators (OPO) (Sec-
tion 3.1), precursor detection strategies, mental state recog-
nition processes (Section 3.2), and precursors to intervention
operators (PIO) (Section 3.3).

Example: Failure prevention specification for the
patient’s commitment to planned visits.
An OPO defines that the patient has to set an appointment
with the provider within a specified waiting time:

obligation: visit(?PIN, ?Month, ?Year)
context: waitingTime(?PIN, ?NumberofDays) and

(= DifferenceinDays(?Month ?Year) ?NumberofDays)
precursor: appointment(?PIN, ?Month, ?Year)

Note: The DifferenceinDays is a function definition which
returns the number of days between the current date and
the first day of ?Month and ?Year.

Specification for detecting the above precursor:

goal: CheckForAppointment(?PIN, ?Month, ?Year)
context: waitingTime(?PIN, ?NumberofDays) and

(= DifferenceinDays(?Month ?Year) ?NumberofDays)
body: if (¬ (appointment(?PIN, ?Month, ?Year) then

DetectDeficitOfSetAppointment(?PIN, ?Month, ?Year)

The body contains one or many goals required to be exe-
cuted to achieve the main goal. The main goal CheckForAp-
pointment will be a goal for AApatient to execute each day,
but the successful execution depends on the context.

Specification of mental-state recognition processes
(MSRP) to detect the type of deficit associated with
the patient:
MSRP1
goal: DetectDeficitOfSetAppointment(?PIN, ?Month, ?Year)
context: true
body: RequestWaitingTime(?PIN)

MSRP1 requests the waitingTime for the provider ?PIN
from the patient. The patient’s response get stored as a
belief waitingTimeFromPatient(?PIN, ?Days).

MSRP2
goal: DetectDeficitOfSetAppointment(?PIN, ?Month, ?Year)
context: ?waitingTime(?PIN, ?NumberofDays) and

waitingTimeFromPatient(?PIN, ?Days) and
(= ?NumberofDays ?Days)

 

Mr Bob Smith’s Blood Pressure Systolic on 2010-02-09 at 10:03 is 185

AAC1

CPAC1

Figure 2: Adherence agent sends a measurement
alert to a care provider.

body: GetRiskLevelFromPatient(heartattack)

MSRP2 requests the heart attack risk level from the pa-
tient. The patient’s response get stored as a belief riskLevel-
FromPatient(heartattack, ?PatientLevel).

The execution outcome of MSRP1 can be that the pa-
tient’s belief about the waiting time is incorrect:
waitingTimeFromPatient(?PIN, ?Days) and waitingTime(?PIN,
?NumberofDays) and (6= ?Days ?NumberofDays) → belief
deficit.

The execution outcome of MSRP2 can be that the pa-
tient’s belief on his risk of a heart attack is less than the
actual value:
riskLevelFromPatient(heartattack, ?PatientLevel) and
riskLevel(heartattack, ?ActualLevel) and
(6= ?PatientLevel ?ActualLevel) → intention deficit

Specifications of precursor-intervention-operators (PIO):
PIO1
precursor: appointment(PIN, ?Month, ?Year)
context: waitingTimeFromPatient(?PIN, ?Days) and

waitingTime(?PIN, ?NumberofDays) and
(6= ?Days ?NumberofDays)

intervention: remindToSetAppointment(?PIN, ?Month, ?Year)

PIO2
precursor: appointment(PIN, ?Month, ?Year)
context: riskLevelFromPatient(heartattack, ?PatientLevel)

and riskLevel(heartattack, ?ActualLevel)
and (6= ?PatientLevel ?ActualLevel)

intervention: remindToSetAppointment(?PIN, ?Month, ?Year)
informCurrentRisk(heartattack, ?ActualLevel)

Similar domain-specific failure prevention strategies are
specified for managing repeat medications and maintaining
measurements within predefined limits, For those we present
a screen from the implementation:
If at any time the patient’s blood glucose (or other measure-
ment) is outside the acceptable range, AAc1 alerts the care
providers (Figure 2).
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5. RELATED RESEARCH
Our aim in this research is to study means for reducing

service delivery failures resulting from “deficits” in the men-
tal attitudes of human contract parties. As such, our interest
is in predictive monitoring approaches rather than reseach
in replanning, plan repair and plan failure recovery, in which
remedial actions are considered after a plan failure occurs.
Current predictive monitoring frameworks [11] use detection
followed by an intervention strategy to avoid contract viola-
tions. We argue that when contract parties are autonomous
human agents, an intervention does not succeed unless the
reason for the possible violation is determined. The reason
for the possible violation is encapsulated within the mental
attitudes of the agent; that is, the mental state of the con-
tract parties plays a major role here. If the detection and
intervention mechanisms ignore the agent’s mental state, the
intervention may be ineffective. Therefore, for an interven-
tion to be effective, the monitoring framework should cap-
ture and interpret the mental attitudes of contract parties.
The proposed deficit recognition strategy aims to capture
this intermediate layer between detection and recognition.

In addition, the importance of mental-state recognition is
already realised in health care. For example, the diabetes
management program offered by American Healthways [13]
uses the trans-theoretical model of behaviour change [14]
to identify patients’ readiness for health care interventions.
This approach determines how amendable a patient is to
making a lifestyle change at a particular point in time, which
in turn helps to tailor the selected intervention.

From the perspective of electronic contract formation and
management, the CONTRACT project [12] is the most re-
cent and relevant. In this framework, each contract is as-
sociated with two types of states: Critical States (CS) and
Danger of Violation (DOV) states. CS define the states
which are compulsory for the successful execution of con-
tract. That is, at the service delivery stage, if a CS state
does not occur, it is identified as a violation of the con-
tract. The DOV states indicate a possible violation of the
contract. The DOV states are not explicitly states in the
contract. Our definition of precursors (Section 3.1) is sim-
ilar to the DOV states. The extension in our work is that
once a DOV (or absence of a precursor) is identified, we
carry out a mental-state recognition process to identify the
deficit which prevented the occurrence of the precursor. The
mental-state recognition process help to select a tailored and
more effective intervention.

6. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK
This paper presents the complexities introduced by hu-

man contract parties in meeting service delivery objectives
in customer life cycle management. It describes the effect
of deficits in mental attitudes on the successful delivery of
services involving goal-directed agents. It also proposes an
adherence support architecture either to reverse such deficits
or to identify reasons for revising contractual obligations.

Currently we are in the process of establishing an under-
standing of the adherence support architecture through the-
ory and simulations. To do so, we associate costs and bene-
fits with contract failures and successes, as well as costs as-
sociated with precursor recognition, deficit recognition and
intervention. We aim to use the theoretical findings to es-
tablish general principles of intervention and the simulation

to investigate more complex scenarios and other problem
domains.
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ABSTRACT
The capacity for normative frameworks to capture the essential
features of interactions between components in open architectures
suggests they might also be of assistance in an early, rapid proto-
typing phase of system development, helping to refine concepts,
identify actors, explore policies and evaluate feasibility. As an ex-
ercise to examine this thesis, we investigate the concept of the wire-
less grid. Wireless grids have been proposed to address the energy
issues arising from a new generation of mobile phones, the idea
being that local communication with other mobile phones, being
cheaper, can be used in combination with network communication
to achieve common goals while at the same time extending the bat-
tery duty cycle. This results in a social dilemma, as it is advan-
tageous for rational users to benefit from the energy savings with-
out any contributing to the cooperation, as every commitment has
its price. We present a necessarily simplified model, whose pur-
pose is to provide us with the foundation to explore issues in the
management of such a framework, policies to encourage collabo-
rative behaviour and the means to evaluate the effects on energy
consumption.

Categories and Subject Descriptors
I.2.4 [Computing Methodologies]: Artificial Intelligence—Knowl-
edge Representation Formalisms and Methods, Distributed Artifi-
cial Intelligence

Keywords
Wireless Grids, Answer Set Programming, Norms, Reciprocity

1. INTRODUCTION
This paper reports on a feasibility study into how and whether

institutional models can help in evaluating the concept of wireless
grids. While that is the specific topic of the paper, the broader con-
tribution is that of asking the question of how such normative model
building can be of use in an early design phase, long before hard-
ware or software is available, in order to evaluate both principles
and alternative policies — that might have significant consequences
subsequently.

In technology neutral terms, the problem we consider is of some
digital content to be distributed to a collection of nodes that sup-
port an expensive (in terms of power and money) connection via
a structured network and a cheaper connection via an ad-hoc net-
work. The task is to minimise the cost of the distribution of this
digital content by using a combination of the structured and ad-hoc
networks. The model can essentially be parameterised by the cost
functions for the (un)structured network technology. The particular

case that interests us is the forthcoming 4G mobile phone network
where the structured network uses a traditional cellular link and the
ad-hoc network uses IEEE 802.11 (wireless LAN) with the ethernet
transport protocol. The motivation for the idea of such a “wireless
grid” is that local communication over (wireless) ethernet uses sig-
nificantly less power than communicating with the network bases-
tation and that duration of battery duty cycle is a major usability
factor for users.

The deployment of third generation (3G) of mobile network sys-
tems is in progress, but a quite different next generation network
(called Fourth Generation or 4G) is under development that is in-
tended to cause a paradigm shift in the cooperation architecture
of wireless communication [14]. While for 3G the industry fo-
cused on technology for enabling voice and basic data commu-
nications (technology-centric-view), the emphasis in 4G is more
user-centric [24]. Consequently, studies to find possible drivers for
consumer demand for mobile devices, such as the one by TNS [21]
across 15 countries in mid-2004, have been conducted. This study
revealed that it was not high performance that was attractive to con-
sumers, but rather useful, convenient and enjoyable services cou-
pled with ubiquitous infrastructures for constant connection. In ad-
dition, “two days of battery life during active use” topped the wish
list of key features in 14 of the 15 countries surveyed.

Batteries have fixed capacity that puts limits on the operational
time for a device in one charge cycle. The increasing sophistica-
tion of mobile phones and their evolution into smart phones offer-
ing Internet access, imaging (still and video), audio and access to
new services, has had a significant impact on power consumption,
leading to shorter stand-by times, as well as the problem of rising
battery temperature unless there is active cooling [19].

Fitzek and Katz [9] have proposed a way around some of these
issues with the concept of a wireless grid, in which users share
resources in a peer-to-peer fashion that uses less power but this
requires a difficult to obtain collaboration between the users. The
contribution of this paper is to build an institutional model of the in-
teractions between handsets and basestation and between handsets
in order to provide a foundational model from which to be able to
explore policies, identify suitable sanctions and evaluate potential
gains from reduced power consumption.

The remainder of the paper is structured as follows: in the next
section (2) we cover three aspects of the background, namely (i) nor-
mative frameworks, (ii) a detailed discussion of the wireless grid
scenario, and (iii) the energy model: what agent actions cost in
terms of power consumption. Then, in section 3 we describe the
action model—what the agents may do—before presenting some
results from its analysis. We conclude in section 4 with a discus-
sion of the related work, results and future directions.



2. TECHNICAL CONTEXT
The first section here serves to provide a brief description of the

event-based normative framework that is used later for the model.
The second provides a detailed description of the some technical is-
sues surrounding the wireless grid idea, highlighting in particular,
actual energy costs and the risk of free-loading, which latter has
some elements that echo issues with common-pool resource prob-
lems.

2.1 Normative Frameworks
The concept of the normative framework—sometimes also called

an institution, sometimes a virtual organisation—has become firmly
embedded in the agent community as a necessary foil to the essen-
tial autonomy of agents, in just the same way as societal conven-
tions and legal frameworks have been developed to constrain peo-
ple. In both the physical and the virtual worlds—and the emerg-
ing combination of the two—the arguments in favour centre on the
minimization of disruptive behaviour and supporting the achieve-
ment of the goals for which the normative framework has been
conceived and thus also the motivation for submission to its gover-
nance by the participants.

While the concept remains attractive, its realization in a compu-
tational setting remains a subject for research, with a wide range of
logics [1, 4, 6] and tools [20, 22, 12], to cite but a few. We do not
include an extensive and detailed case for the purpose and value
of normative frameworks here—this can be found in [23, 5], for
example.

2.1.1 Formal Model
To provide context for this paper, we give an outline of a formal

event-based model for the specification of normative frameworks
that captures all the essential properties, namely empowerment,
permission, obligation and violation. Extended presentations can
be found in the citations above.

The essential elements of our normative framework are: (i) events
(E), that bring about changes in state, and (ii) fluents (F), that char-
acterise the state at a given instant. The function of the framework
is to define the interplay between these concepts over time, in or-
der to capture the evolution of a particular framework through the
interaction of its participants. We distinguish two kinds of event:
normative events (Einst), that are the events defined by the frame-
work and exogenous (Eex), that are outside its scope, but whose
occurrence triggers normative events in a direct reflection of the
“counts-as” principle [13]. We further partition normative events
into normative actions (Eact) that denote changes in normative state
and violation events (Eviol), that signal the occurrence of viola-
tions. Violations may arise either from explicit generation, from
the occurrence of a non-permitted event, or from the failure to ful-
fil an obligation. We also distinguish two kinds of fluent: normative
fluents that denote normative properties of the state such as permis-
sions, powers and obligations, and domain fluents that correspond
to properties specific to the normative framework itself.

The evolution of the state of the framework is achieved through
the definition of two relations: (i) the generation relation: this
implements counts-as, in that it specifies how the occurrence of
one (exogenous or normative) event generates another (normative)
event, subject to the empowerment of the actor. Formally, this can
be expressed as G : X × E → 2Einst , where X denotes a for-
mula over the (normative) state and E an event, whose confluence
results in an institutional event, and (ii) the consequence relation,
that specifies the initiation and termination of fluents subject to the
performance of some action in a state matching some expression,
or formally C : X × E → 2F × 2F .

Again, for the sake of context, we summarize the semantics of
our framework and cite [7] for an in-depth discussion. The seman-
tics is defined over a sequence, called a trace, of exogenous events.
Starting from the initial state, each exogenous event is responsible
for a state change, through initiation and termination of fluents, that
is achieved by a three-step process: (i) the transitive closure of G
with respect to a given exogenous event determines all the (norma-
tive) events that result (ii) to this we add all violations of events
not permitted and all obligations not fulfilled, giving the set of all
events whose consequences determine the new state, so that (iii) the
application of C to this set of events, identifies all fluents to initiate
and terminate with respect to the current state in order to obtain the
next state. So for each trace, we can obtain a sequence of states
that constitutes the model of the normative framework. As with
human regulatory settings, normative frameworks become useful
when it is possible to verify that particular properties are satisfied
for all possible scenarios. In order to do so, we need to incorporate
a computational model in our formal representation.

2.1.2 Implementation
This formalisation is realized as a computational model [7] through

Answer Set Programming [3, 11] and it is this representation that
is the subject of the evaluation process described in Section 3.2. In
[7] it was shown that the formal model of an normative framework
could be translated to an AnsProlog [7] program, a logic program
under the answer set semantics, such that the answer sets of the
program correspond to the traces of the framework. A detailed de-
scription of the mapping can be found there.

AnsProlog is a knowledge representation language that allows
the programmer to describe a problem and the requirements on the
solutions in an intuitive way, rather than the algorithm to find the
solutions to the problem. Programs consists of rules interpreted un-
der the answer set semantics. Answer set solvers like CLASP [10]
or SMODELS [16] process the AnsProlog specification and return
the solutions, in this case the traces, as answer sets. Answer set
programming, a logic programming paradigm, permits, in contrast
to related techniques like the event calculus [15] and C+ [8], the
specification of both problem and query as an executable program,
thus eliminating the gap between specification and verification lan-
guage. But perhaps more importantly, both languages are identical,
allowing for more straightforward verification and validation.

A level of abstraction can be added using a domain-specific ac-
tion, InstAL[7], and query language, InstQL[12], which can be
both translated in the AnsProlog in order to specify not only the
valid traces but those that exhibit features of interest. We use In-
stALto describe our scenario in Section 3. The action language uses
semi-natural language to describe the various components of the
normative framework and allows type definitions to avoid ground-
ing problems when translating to AnsProlog . For example, events
are defined by typeOfEvent event namOfEvent; with type be-
ing one of exogenous, create, inst or violation, while flu-
ents are defined by fluent nameofFluent(ParameterType,

...);. Generation of normative events from exogenous events is
specified using the generates statement, while initiates and
terminates define the two parts of the consequence relation. Con-
ditions on the state are expressed using if. The initially state-
ment serves to specify the set of fluents that characterise the initial
state after the normative framework is created. For our model we
are interested in all traces that lead to success, so we did not require
the additional facilities of the query language InstQL. Instead we
specified the fluents or events we wanted to show or hide directly
in AnsProlog using the special syntax #show and #hide.
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Figure 1: Wireless Grid Communication Architecture

2.2 The Wireless Grid Scenario

2.2.1 The Wireless Grid Architecture
As described in the introduction, to overcome the energy prob-

lems of 4th generation mobile phones, Fitzek and Katz [9] proposed
the establishment of wireless grids as shown in Figure 1 [9].

In these wireless grids, ubiquitous mobile devices with poten-
tially different capabilities are expected to create ad-hoc connec-
tions and to cooperate and share their limited resources for the ben-
efit of the community. The cooperation between the mobile devices
thereby is enabled with the help of a short range communication
link, such as WLAN or Bluetooth. Compared to the traditional cel-
lular HSDPA communication with the base-station, the advantage
of the short-range communication is much higher bandwidth while
using much less power, as it will be shown section 2.2.2. Thus,
for example the battery and CPU power needed on the short link is
significantly lower than it would be needed on the cellular [19].

Looking at the implementation side of the short range connection
several options are available as today’s mobile devices are equipped
with several local area network technologies. In this paper we will
focus on the IEEE802.11 WLAN specification, that allows for mo-
bile devices communicating directly with each other and according
to Perrucci et al. [19] has the highest energy saving potential.

For a better understanding of the wireless grid idea we will now
briefly present a scenario that we can refer back to later. This sce-
nario is set in a football stadium: while watching one game, the
fans are very likely to be interested in games that take place at the
same time at another place. As they cannot watch two games at
the same time, they might use mobile phones in order to get infor-
mation about other games. A likely problem for the infrastructure
provider is that once a goal has been scored in another game, fans
want to watch the other goal on their mobile phones and all try to
stream the video file from the base station at the same time, thus
overloading it. The bandwidth of the base station connection is di-
vided into several channels that are sent out sequentially within one
time frame. Thereby — up to a certain technical maximum — each
mobile phone is allocated one slot. As the total bandwidth of a base
station is fixed, the more mobile phone users are given a slot, the
smaller the bandwidth that can be assigned to each channel gets. As
a result the download times increase, leading both to more battery
consumption and lower quality in the streaming service.

In contrast to the normal “non-cooperative” scenario in which
a single mobile phone user would need to receive all sub-streams
over the cellular link resulting in the above mentioned problems,
using the cooperation envisioned in the wireless grid scenario, users
could share the task by receiving a subset of the multicast chan-
nels over the cellular link from the base station and exchanging the
missing pieces over the short range link.

2.2.2 The Energy Advantage in IEEE802.11
To understand the IEEE802.11 WLAN wireless grid scenario

and its energy implications better, this section will focus on the
technical aspects of the scenario (especially the WLAN transmis-
sion) in more detail. We thereby denote A to the set of agents in
the scenario. When thinking about the energy implications of the
wireless grid scenario, the following basic definition of energy [E]
should be kept in mind, which states that energy consumption in
terms of battery depends on two aspects: the power [P ] consumed
per connection type and the time [t] needed for the actual transmis-
sion:

Energy = Power ∗ T ime [Joules] (1)

So what is the energy consumption in this scenario? The total en-
ergy consumption is the energy consumed over the tradition cellu-
lar 3G connection (E3G) plus that over the short link (i.e. WLAN)
connection (EWLAN ). In case of no cooperation the latter costs
0, i.e. it is assumed that the WLAN connection is turned off and
the football fan has to stream the complete video using the 3G con-
nection. In case of wireless grid cooperation it is assumed that
both connections (WLAN and 3G) are turned on and the devices
help one another in a peer-to-peer-like fashion. Assuming |ACoop|
cooperating agents in the scenarios for example, each agent only
needs to stream only a part of the total video from the base station
(i.e. 1

|ACoop| in an ideal scenario) and obtain the missing chunks

from the other cooperation partners using the short link connection.
Therefore the energy consumption in the cooperation case (ECoop)
comprises:

1. The energy consumed for streaming part of the video from
the base station using the 3G link (E3G,rx) (plus the energy
consumed while the 3G connection is idle (E3G,i)),

2. The energy consumed for receiving the remaining chunks of
the video on the WLAN connection (EWLAN,rx),

3. The energy consumed for sending the own chunks to the
other participants via the WLAN connection (EWLAN,tx),
and

4. The energy consumed in idle phases (i.e. when not transmit-
ting or receiving anything but waiting for the next interac-
tion) (EWLAN,i).

Taking into account equation 1, by replacing the E with the re-
spective P ∗ t-values, one can analyse the power consumption as
well as the transmission times of the scenario in the cooperative and
non-cooperative case in detail. Representative power and time val-
ues for the transmission in the different states using 3G and WLAN
connection can be found in [19, p.D10] for example, which are
based on measurements from a Nokia N95. These numbers indi-
cate that although the power needed for the WLAN and the 3G state
are about the same, the data rate for the 3G link (0.193 Mbit/s for
the receiving state) is significantly lower than that of WLAN (5.115
Mbit/s, receiving state, 30m distance) leading to significantly worse
transmission times and consequently a much worse energy per bit
ratio for the 3G link. The energy consumed in the idle states is not
significant and therefore neglected in this paper.

This suggests that the cooperation scenario has a significant ad-
vantage in energy consumption, compared to the conventional cel-
lular communication architecture, especially if the number of co-
operating mobile phones is high and a large proportion of the data
transmission can be done via the short-link connection.

2.2.3 The Reciprocity Problem in Wireless Grids
Although the wireless grid scenario shows huge advantages with

regard to the battery consumption, it also has the intrinsic weakness
of distributed cooperative architectures: it relies on cooperation to
succeed. The cooperation idea in the wireless grid, as shown in
figure 2(a), is as follows:
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Figure 2: The Reciprocity Problem in Wireless Grids

1. The participants volunteer their resources, forming a com-
mon pool which can be used by all of them in order to achieve
a common goal, such as file streaming. The utility which
users can obtain from the pooled resources is much higher
than they can obtain on their own. For example, in the foot-
ball stadium scenario,both download time and battery con-
sumption are reduced. However, the problem is that com-
mitment comes at a cost, in the form of battery consumption
for sending file chunks, i.e. EWLAN,tx. As a consequence,
(bounded) rational users would prefer to access the resources
without any commitment of their own, as shown in figure 2

2. Thus, as shown in (b), the grey agent in the top left corner
(with blindfold) can enjoy the full benefits from the common
pool without committing anything itself, hence cheating on
the three other agents.

However, if a substantial number of users followed this selfish
strategy, the network itself would be at stake, depriving all users of
the benefits [17]. The reason for this is straightforward: network
users can have strategic behaviour and are not necessarily obedi-
ently cooperating by making their resources available without the
prospect of rewards for their good behaviour. Unreciprocated, there
is no inherent value to cooperation for a user. A lone cooperating
user draws no benefit from its cooperation, even if the rest of the
network does. Guaranteed cost paired with uncertainty or even lack
of any resulting benefit does not induce cooperation in a (bounded)
rational, utility-maximising user. Without any further incentives,
rational users therefore would not cooperate in such an environ-
ment and all be worse off than if they cooperated [2].

2.2.4 The Energy Model
Utility quantification is being used by the (bounded rational)

agents (i.e. agents that only have partial information about their
environment, including other agents) to determine the utility of the
different possible actions and choose their actions in such as way
that maximises their utility. Concerning their knowledge that they
can rely on when calculating utilities, we assume the agents to not
have knowledge of the whole system, but only a small part of it
within their vicinity.

We are going to explain how the agents determine the utility of
an action by using the football stadium scenario described earlier.
However, to keep the example simple, for the utility considerations
we will concentrate on the interaction of two agents only and for-
mulate the considerations in such a way that they can easily be
expanded to any number of agents.

The agents we envision, both want to stream the same file G in
the stadium. In order to get the complete file, they can cooper-
ate and thereby reduce their energy consumption or stream the file
themselves using a cellular link connection. The exchange is done

in chunks (g ∈ G).
As described above, the issue in the particular wireless grid sce-

nario that we consider here is that the different agents have different
subsets of G (i.e. parts of the file) already and each is trying to ob-
tain the full set by exchanging parts of their subsets of G with one
another. Thus, looking at a potential exchange, from the perspec-
tive of an agent ai, for each chunk only two mutually exclusive sit-
uations can occur: either the agent does, or does not, have a given
chunk. This can be expressed in terms of the set Hai (the set of
chunks agent ai possesses; Hai ⊆ G) and the corresponding com-
plement set (with regard to G) H ′ai

that represents the set of chunks
agent ai wants.

In an exchange, an agent a1 will try to obtain the set of the miss-
ing chunks H ′1 and in turn can potentially provide the set H1. Let
H2 being the chunks agent a2 possesses and let agent a1 and a2

enter an exchange process (H1 ∪H2 ⊆ G). In order to reflect the
local connectivity properties, we write Aa1 (⊆ A) to denote those
aj ∈ A, j 6= i that are within communication range of ai. The
local radius of each agent is determined by the transaction protocol
dependent signal radius of its mobile phone.

What is important to the agent now are the utility of the different
action alternatives. Thus, an agents needs to consider the utility of
using the short-link cooperation (including the costs for searching
short-link cooperation partners in the first place) compared to the
cellular link as well as the utility of reciprocating in contrast to the
one when cheating on the other agents.

The search costs are the costs that accumulate for the agents
for searching the missing chunks. The basic idea is that costs of
sending out a request message (RM) for cooperation using WLAN
transmission are fixed and independent of the number of chunks
requested. However, the number of messages an agent has to sent
before it finds an agent that is willing to cooperate with him and
can sent him at least one his missing chunks depends on the suc-
cess probability p = f(

∣∣A∣∣ , H ′); p ∈ [0, 1] for a single message.
“Success” thereby means finding a cooperation partner with at least
one missing chunk. As stated above, the probability p is a result of
the function of the number of agents in the neighbourhood

∣∣A∣∣ and
of the number of chunks missing H ′. To this point we have no spe-
cific function on how these two components intersect with regard
to p, however the general notion of the influence shall be described.
Thus, for the missing chunks, we contend, without evidence at this
point, that p has a proportional relation with the missing chunks
of the form H ′ai

∝ p. Our rationale starts from the assumption
that the chunks are distributed uniformly over all agents. Thus, if
missing many chunks an agent is more likely to find another agent
that can offer any of the missing chunks, whereas the probability
is lower if it is only missing a small number of specific chunks.
Besides the number of missing chunks, p is furthermore dependent
on the number of agents in the neighbourhood, i.e. the number of
other agents

∣∣Aai

∣∣ an agent ai can see locally1. The probability
p is proportional to

∣∣A∣∣ as well. The idea behind this idea is that
the more other agents are in the vicinity of an agent, the higher the
probability of finding an agents that responds positive to the request
when searching for the chunks.

To give an example for p, in a football-stadium where many peo-
ple are in one place and want to download the same file (e.g. a re-
play of a goal), it will approach 1 as there are many people search-
ing for and offering the same chunks, while it tends to approach 0
when there are fewer people searching for and offering the same
chunks. Once an agent has found a transaction partner, they can
1For reasons of simplicity it is assumed that the number of agents in
the neighbourhood has no volatility, but remains the same through-
out the process.
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exchange chunks. Thus the maximum number of chunks available
for exchange is the intersection of the set an agent can offer to the
transaction partner (i.e. all the chunks it has) and that the transac-
tion partner needs; and vice versa, i.e. H1 ∩H ′2 & H2 ∩H ′1.

Looking at our example, in the course of the exchange both
agents have the option to cooperate (i.e. deliver what they promised)
or defect and not send their chunks. As a consequence of this,
two different utility situations can occur. Thus, in the coopera-
tion case, based on opportunity cost considerations, the utility is
calculated by taking into account what it would have cost for an
agent to download the chunks from the base station using the 3G
connection (E3G,rx) reduced by the costs of receiving the chunks
on a short range WLAN link from another agent (EWLAN,rx) mi-
nus the costs for sending its own chunks (EWLAN,tx). The latter
cost can be saved by the agent if it defects. However, assuming
that the transaction partner stops the transaction if being cheated
and no further chunks can be exchange (tit-for-tat), in this case
the agent will have search for a new transaction partner for the re-
maining missing chunks. This results in search costs that could
otherwise have been saved. The specific energy cost Ea,b where
a ∈ WLAN, 3G; b ∈ tx, rx, idle have already been determined
by Perrucci et al. [18] for single bits. As a first approximation,
using a constant bpc (i.e. bit per chunk) these could be mapped to
the chunks in the model.

Using the bpc mapping and the figures by Perrucci et al. and
substituting them with the variables of our utility considerations an
agent is able to compute an utility for all the actions available to
him and decide on the action to take as a consequence.

3. FORMALIZING THE WIRELESS GRID
SCENARIO

Now that we have explained the wireless grid scenario in some
detail from the technological perspective, we now shift focus to the
normative framework.

We observe three perspectives to the wireless grid scenario:
1. The actions that agents may take, as prescribed by the nor-

mative framework,
2. The utility functions that quantify battery costs for a given

action, and
3. The agents that populate the normative frameworks and choose

which action to take, informed by the utility functions.
In this paper, our focus is on the (normative) actions and the util-
ity functions (see section 2.2.4): we will address their integration
through the agents that participate in the normative framework in
future work.

3.1 The Normative Framework
The model is preliminary in that it focuses on the essential inter-

actions and the communication costs that arise from those interac-
tions. Although a more elaborate model is desirable from a realis-
tic point of view, more details would also distract and complicate
while not adding to the presentation.

The features of the the prototypical scenario are:
• 1 × base-station: B
• m × agents: A = {a1, . . . , am}
• 1 × digital good: G divided into
• n × chunks: {g1, . . . , gn}

We further assume that n|m, which is to say the number of chunks
is a multiple of the number of agents.

3.1.1 Negotiation, obtaining and sharing
We identify three phases to the interactions for handset to base-

station and handset to handset:

• Negotiation: assign gi to aj s.t. f : G→ A and

f−1 : A→ Gn|m s.t. f−1(ai) = {gj , f(gj) = ai}
• Obtaining: agent ai receives chunks f−1(ai) from B
• Sharing: agent a1 sends chunks f−1(ai) to and recieves

chunks G \ f−1(ai) from other agents.
While these three phases are distinguished, they not need to be

sequential. Of course, the negotiation phase has to proceed both
the obtaining and sharing phases. Sharing is possible as soon as
downloading has commenced; thus the two can be interleaved. In
the following paragraphs we discuss each phase in more detail and
how each is encoded in InstAL.

Each InstALspecification starts with the identification of the nor-
mative framework, the different types of variables it will use (their
values can be specified in a domain file) and the fluents and events
it will recognise. The full definition can be seen in Figure 3. The
meaning of the various element will become clear when we discuss
the different phases.

Negotiation Phase: We are not particularly concerned with the
technicalities of the negotiation phase — any off-the-shelf proto-
col could be employed — as long as the post-condition is satis-
fied: that each chunk is assigned to exactly one agent and that
each agent is assigned the same number of chunks — these con-
ditions can readily be relaxed at the cost of a lengthier specifica-
tion. This state of affairs is reflected in the initial state of the model
(see Figure 6, lines 104–105) via the obtainChunk fluents indi-
cating which agents are tasked with obtaining which blocks from
the basestation. Together with their chunk assignment the agents
receive the necessary permission to do so (lines 102–103).

Obtaining Phase: This is where each agent downloads its as-
signed chunks from the basestation. This process should result in
each agent holding n|m distinct chunks. Because the basestation
uses several different frequencies (frequency division multiplex-
ing), many agents may download chunks simultaneously. We refer
to a frequency division in the model as a channel. Of course, there
is a physical limit to the number of frequency divisions and hence
the number of simultaneous agent connections. The full specifica-
tion of this phase can be seen in Figure 4. Each agent can only
physically obtain one chunk at a time from the base station, while
each channel can only be used to obtain one chunk. This is mod-
elled by the fluent cbusy. The first InstAL rule (lines 34–36) in-
dicates that a request to obtain a chunk is granted (intObtain)
whenever there is an available channel and the agent is not busy
obtaining another chunk. When a block is obtained the agent and
the channel will become busy for a fixed amount of time — 2 time
steps in this case (lines 42–43). From the first instant of the agent
interacting with the base station, it is deemed to have obtained the
block, so parts can be shared (line 41). As soon as a channel and an
agent become engaged, the framework takes away the power from
the agent and from the channel to engage in any other interactions
(lines 53–54), stops the agent from needing the chunk and cancels
the permission to obtain the chunk again later on (lines 55 and 56,
respectively).

Each exogenous event generates a transition to mark the passing
of time (lines 38–39). The clock event indicates that no agent
was interacting with the normative framework. The transition

event reduces the duration of the interaction between the channel
and agent (line 46). When the the interaction comes to an end,
transition restores the power for agents to obtain chunks via the
channel and for the agent to obtain more chunks (lines 48–51). The
event also terminates any busy fluents that are no longer needed
(line 58).

Sharing Phase: In this phase each agent shares its chunks with
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1 institution grid;
2
3 type Agent;
4 type Chunk;
5 type Time;
6 type Channel;
7 type ConnectionPoint;
8
9 exogenous event clock;

10 exogenous event obtain(Agent,Chunk,Channel);
11 exogenous event download(Agent,Agent,Chunk);
12
13 create event creategrid;
14
15 inst event intObtain(Agent,Chunk,Channel);
16 inst event intShare(Agent);
17 inst event intDownload(Agent,Chunk);
18 inst event transition;
19
20 violation event misuse(Agent);
21
22 fluent obtainChunk(Agent,Chunk);
23 fluent hasChunk(Agent,Chunk);
24 fluent abusy(Agent,Time);
25 fluent cbusy(ConnectionPoint,Time);
26
27 fluent previous(Time,Time);
28 fluent matchA(Agent,ConnectionPoint);
29 fluent matchC(Channel,ConnectionPoint);

Figure 3: Declaration of types and events in the model

34 obtain(A,X,C) generates intObtain(A,X,C)
35 if not cbusy(C1,T1), not cbusy(A1,T2),
36 matchA(A,A1), matchC(C,C1);
37
38 obtain(A,X,C) generates transition;
39 clock generates transition;
40
41 intObtain(A,X,C) initiates hasChunk(A,X);
42 intObtain(A,X,C) initiates
43 cbusy(A1,2), cbusy(C1,2)
44 if matchA(A,A1), matchC(C,C1);
45
46 transition initiates cbusy(A,T2)
47 if cbusy(A,T1), previous(T1,T2);
48 transition initiates pow(intObtain(A,X,C))
49 if cbusy(A1,1), matchA(A,A1);
50 transition initiates pow(intObtain(A,X,C))
51 if cbusy(C1,1), matchC(C,C1);
52
53 intObtain(A,X,C) terminates pow(intObtain(A,X1,C1));
54 intObtain(A,X,C) terminates pow(intObtain(B,X1,C));
55 intObtain(A,X,C) terminates obtainChunk(A,X);
56 intObtain(A,X,C) terminates perm(obtain(A,X,C1));
57
58 transition terminates cbusy(A,Time);

Figure 4: Generation and consequence relations for obtaining

63 download(A,B,X) generates
64 intDownload(A,X), intShare(B)
65 if hasChunk(B,X), not abusy(A,T1), not abusy(B,T2);
66
67 download(A,B,X) generates transition;
68 clock generates transition;
69
70 viol(intDownload(A,X)) generates misuse(A);
71
72 intDownload(A,X) initiates hasChunk(A,X);
73 intShare(B) initiates perm(intDownload(B,X));
74 intDownload(A,X) initiates abusy(A,3);
75 intShare(B) initiates abusy(B,3);
76
77
78 transition initiates abusy(A,T2)
79 if abusy(A,T1), previous(T1,T2);
80 transition initiates pow(intDownload(A,X))
81 if abusy(A,1);
82 transition initiates pow(intShare(B))
83 if abusy(B,1);
84
85 intDownload(A,X) terminates perm(intDownload(A,X));
86 intDownload(A,X) terminates pow(intDownload(A,X));
87 intDownload(A,X) terminates pow(intShare(A));
88 intShare(B) terminates pow(intDownload(B,X));
89 intShare(B) terminates pow(intShare(B));
90
91 misuse(A) terminates pow(intDownload(A,X)),abusy(A,T);
92 intDownload(A,X) terminates perm(intDownload(A,Y));
93
94 transition terminates abusy(A,Time);

Figure 5: Generation and consequence relations for sharing

98 initially
99 pow(transition), perm(transition),

100 perm(clock),
101 pow(intObtain(A,B,C)),perm(intObtain(A,B,C)),
102 perm(obtain(alice,x1,C)), perm(obtain(alice,x3,C)),
103 perm(obtain(bob,x2,C)), perm(obtain(bob,x4,C)),
104 obtainChunk(alice,x1), obtainChunk(alice,x3),
105 obtainChunk(bob,x2), obtainChunk(bob,x4);

109 initially
110 pow(transition), perm(transition),
111 perm(clock),
112 pow(intDownload(Agent,Chunk)), pow(intShare(Agent)),
113 perm(download(Agent,Agent1,Chunk)),
114 perm(intDownload(Agent,Chunk)), perm(intShare(Agent));

Figure 6: Initial state of the model, post negotiation

C1 C2 Alice Bob

x1observed(obtain(alice,x1,c1),i01)
alice={},bob={}

x2observed(obtain(bob,x2,c2),i02)
alice={x1},bob={}

x1observed(download(bob,alice,x1),i03)
alice={x1},bob={x2}

x3observed(obtain(alice,x3,c1),i04)
alice={x1},bob={x2,x1}

alice={x1,x3},bob={x2}

x4observed(obtain(bob,x4,c2),i06)
alice={x1,x3},bob={x2,x1}

x2observed(download(alice,bob,x2),i07)
alice={x1,x3},bob={x2,x1,x4}

alice={x1,x3,x2},bob={x1,x2,x4}

alice={x1,x3,x2},bob={x1,x2,x4}

alice={x1,x3,x2},bob={x1,x2,x4}

x3observed(download(bob,alice,x3),i11)
alice={x1,x3},bob={x2,x1,x4}

alice={x1,x3,x2},bob={x2,x1,x4,x3}

alice={x1,x3,x2},bob={x2,x1,x4,x3}

alice={x1,x3,x2},bob={x2,x1,x4,x3}

x4observed(download(alice,bob,x4),i15)
alice={x1},bob={x2}

alice={x1,x3,x2,x4},bob={x2,x1,x4,x3}

alice={x1,x3,x2},bob={x2,x1,x4,x3}

alice={x1,x3,x2,x4},bob={x2,x1,x4,x3}

alice={x1,x3,x2,x4},bob={x2,x1,x4,x3}

Figure 7: One trace of the interaction between alice, bob and
the channels of base-station
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another agent, with the goal that at the end of the process, each
agent has a complete set of the chunks. The full specification can
be found in Figure 5. The idea behind the model is more or less the
same as with obtaining blocks, only that we build in a mechanism
to encourage agents to share their chunks with others rather than
just downloading them. To be able to monitor the different costs
of obtaining a chunk from the basestation or from a peer, we intro-
duced the fluent abusy. When a chunk is downloaded from a peer,
the agent loses permission to download another chunk until it has
shared a chunk with another agent (lines 85 and 73 respectively).
Continuous downloading without sharing (no permission is granted
to download) results in a violation event named misuse (line 70).
The penalty we chose to implement in our model is that the vi-
olation agent loses the power to intDownload (Line 91), which
means that for all intents and purposes it has been expelled from
the peer group. Initially, agents are given the permission and power
to download one chunk (Figure 6 lines 112-114).

Figures 3 to 6 give the complete characterisation of our wire-
less grid scenario. When translated to AnsProlog and combined
with the non-framework-dependent program components, we ob-
tain all the possible traces over a specified number of time in-
stances. A successful trace makes sure that at the end all agents
have all chunks and are no longer engaged. Figure 7 shows a
graphical representation of a successful trace for a scenario with
two agents (bob and alice), four chunks (x1, x2, x3 and x4) and a
base-station with two channels (c1 and c2). The little circles in-
dicate the time steps. If they are light grey this means the device
is cbusy while dark grey indicates abusy. The arrows indicate
which block goes to which agent. The left-hand side labels indi-
cate the exogenous event and the current spread of chunks. The
observed event clock has not displayed to de-clutter the diagram.

3.1.2 Sanctioning
The model as presented in Figure 5 takes a rather harsh posi-

tion on sanctioning in that the violating agent is expelled — the
power to get chunks from other agents is rescinded. In fact, this
is both harsh and counter-productive, because given the initial state
shown in Figure 6, the chunk assignment is not 1-resilient — mean-
ing the distribution cannot be achieved in the case of the expeltion
of 1 agent, unless in the very special case where the expeltion oc-
curs when the other agent no longer require any chunks for this
agent. Full 1-resilient assignment can be achieved with two chunks
for each of three agents, in which each chunk is assigned to two
agents and of course, n-resilience can be achieved by each agent
downloading all the chunks from the base-station. In terms of the
effect on the group goal, the ejection scenario is equivalent to one
of the agents leaving the ad-hoc network. In either case, for an
a-priori solution there is a trade-off to be explored in delivering i-
resilience, based on the estimated number agent failures and on the
additional cost of replicated basestation downloads. Alternatively,
some agents may engage autonomously in additional basestation
downloads for the sake of the group goal.

A more practical sanction may be to lock the offending agent out
of the sharing process for a number of time steps, but as with the
above scenario, this is only effective if it does not impact the group
goal.

3.2 Evaluation
Now that we have set out the normative framework and how

to quantify communication costs for the particular situation of a
3G structured network and an ethernet ad-hoc network (see sec-
tion 2.2.4), we can use the model to examine the traces for ex-
pected, but also unexpected behaviour and, simply by counting the

number of cbusy and abusy states, get an estimate for battery con-
sumption under different initial conditions.

Each of the models of our framework contains information about
the energy consumption of each of agents in the form of the mes-
sages they have been passing in the form of the exogenous events
obtain and download and the amount of time they have been
spending communicating with the base-station, the number of oc-
currences of cbusy, and communicating with the another agent by
means of the number of time abusy occurs.

The model is at this stage being used as an off-line tool and
generates all possible traces. The likelihood of a high proportion
of these trace occurring in practice, depends on the relative in-
telligence and (bounded) rationality of the agents participating in
the normative framework, e.g. continuously trying the download a
chunk when you are busy Our model avoids taking the behaviour
of agents into account, as we believe this is responsibility of the
agent designer. Our traces give all possible ways the system can be
used. Traces showing unwanted or irrelevant can easily be filtered
out using queries.

By changing the durations for obtaining and sharing chunks and
altering the penalties imposed on agents not conforming to the
norms, we are able to study a variety of situations and finding the
most appropriate enforcement mechanisms.

4. DISCUSSION
In this paper, we have presented a normative framework as a

mechanism to help understand and to model the economic chal-
lenges that might arise in the context of a wireless grid. We have
developed a model for the actions of the agents that participate
in such a grid and hence provide us with a basic energy model,
that may be used by the agents as part of a utility maximization
decision-making process.

This was the first time we had modelled a complete, but sim-
plified, realistic scenario of a normative framework. While In-
stALis very intuitive and makes the task significantly more ap-
proachable it still lacks certain features that would make the mod-
elling process easier. To model that channels and handsets were
busy during a given period we had to resort to introducing the fluent
previous, as InstALdoes not allow arithmetic in its rules (which
the underlying AnsProlog does allow). The current version of
InstALalso does not allow hierarchies in its type structure or poly-
morphic propositions. Ideally we would have liked Device to be a
superset of both Channel and Agent, such that we would not have
had to resort to the matchC and matchA fluents, which are a techni-
cal artifice to overcome a linguistic weakness. The answer sets rep-
resenting the traces contain significant numbers of atoms, making
debugging difficult. Neither InstALnor InstQLhave built-in mech-
anisms to filter the output. So for debugging purposes we often
referred to the underlying AnsProlog program and its #show and
#hide functionalities, although those are not very flexible. Thus,
the exercise has identified a number of practical issues that need to
be addressed to make InstALmore usable.

The modelling of the wireless grid scenario gave us also a good
insight into our formal model. The model does not allow us to
expel an agent completely from a normative framework, as all the
observed events are automatically empowered. While this can be
partially remedied by removing the empowerment of consequent
normative events, as we have done in the sharing phase, it raises
interesting issues on how membership of a normative framework
should be handled.

The traces of the normative framework give an indication of how
much energy each of the handsets will be using when the trace
would be executed. It also allows us to test different sanctioning
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techniques and compare their efficiency. However, a number of the
traces that are produced by our simple model, while valid, stand
very little chance of being executed by rational agents. Agents
are not going to repeatedly downloading the same block, trying to
download/obtain a block when they were busy. While this can be
easily added to the model, we believe that this should be encoded
by the agents rather the normative framework. From a normative
perspective we are only interested in correct, valid traces.

A particularly intriguing line of research, arising from the capac-
ity to compute such traces, is to explore those (economic) mecha-
nisms that might alleviate the effects of free-loading, in a more sub-
tle, and less draconian way, than the simple sanction of expelling,
that has been applied here.

Both the wireless grid scenario and the energy model are nec-
essarily simplified and demand expansion. As stated earlier in the
paper some functions such as the one defining p, i.e. the probability
of finding a cooperation partner that has the right chunks, have to
be specified. Further aspects of interest to be included in the model
are error rates on the different communication links as well as the
aspect that agents are moving within the environment and as a con-
sequence the neighbourhood of an agent is constantly changing.

Furthermore, our current model has very simple penalty mech-
anisms for violating agents. It does not allow for more elaborate
forms of sanctions as was demonstrated in Section 3.1.2 when we
blocked agents that obtained unallocated chunks from the base-
station. However, with regard to future work we plan to develop
several enforcement mechanisms in order to address the reciprocity
problem in more detail. The idea thereby is to take the existing
model as a reference point and analyse the additional benefits and
costs resulting from different normative mechanisms.
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ABSTRACT
Agent discovery and pairing is a core process for many multi-agent
applications and enables the coordination of agents in order to con-
tribute to the achievement of organisational-level objectives. Pre-
vious studies in peer-to-peer and sensor networks have shown the
efficiency of probabilistic algorithms in object or resource discov-
ery. In this paper we maintain confidence in such mechanisms and
extend the work for the purpose of agent discovery for useful pairs
that eventually coordinate to enhance their collective performance.
The key difference in our mechanism is the use of domain-specific
data that allows the discovery of relevant, useful agents while main-
taining reduced communication costs. Agents employ a Bayesian
inference model to control an otherwise random search, such that
at each step a decision procedure determines whether it is worth
searching further. In this way it attempts to capture something akin
to the human disposition to give up after trying a certain number
of alternatives and take the best offer seen. We benchmark the ap-
proach against exhaustive search (to establish an upper bound on
costs), random and tabu—all of which it outperforms—and against
an independent industrial standard simulator—which it also outper-
forms. We demonstrate using synthetic data—for the purpose of
exploring the resilience of the approaches to extreme workloads—
and empirical data, the effectiveness of a system that can identify
“good enough” solutions to satisfy holistic organisational service
level objectives.

Categories and Subject Descriptors
I.2.11 [Artificial Intelligence]: Distributed Artificial Intelligence-
Coherence and Coordination, Multiagent Systems; G.3 [Probability
and Statistics]: Probabilistic Algorithms

General Terms
Algorithms, Performance, Experimentation

Keywords
agent discovery, self-organization, peer-to-peer

1. INTRODUCTION
Agent discovery and pairing in a decentralised multi-agent en-

vironment that consists of thousands of agents with different roles
and skills and interconnected in various topologies needs to be scal-
able, efficient, robust and flexible enough to adapt both to changes
in requirements and changes in the environment. A number of
techniques have been proposed to tackle these challenges; our aim
is to demonstrate a simple, effective mechanism that does not re-

quire significant computation or centralised control and maintains
reduced communication overheads.

Decentralised multi-agent architectures typically consist of self-
organising and coordinating agents that do not have any dependen-
cies on a global control system. Information becomes available to
agents locally through some form of sensing or messaging and is
used to meet the objectives and to satisfy the constraints of the or-
ganisation in which the agents participate. Such environments are
often highly dynamic and agents can join or leave it rapidly for a
variety of reasons such as host failure or migration to a different
node in the network. They also need to discover and communicate
with other agents in order to exploit services that are being made
available. The domain of peer to peer networking has inspired us
with useful ideas that have been applied to the development of ser-
vice discovery algorithms [1] [12]. In general service discovery
is achieved using pull or push protocols or a combination of the
two over structured or unstructured networks. Push-based proto-
cols require the advertisement of available services thus creating
unnecessary overhead when demand is low. On the other hand a
pull-based approach has the disadvantage of a search over the net-
work but benefits from the elimination of advertisement messages.

In this study we focus on unstructured networks with a pull-
based approach that fully utilises information gathered during the
search. Observations made by the agent while hopping can be used
to update or to infer the probability that a subsquent hop will result
in reaching a better-suited agent with which to interact. An essen-
tial element of this mechanism is an organisational model that ex-
ploits available domain-specific data. We use this data to tag agents
in the network during an initial bootstrapping and introduction pro-
cess and create clusters of agents with similar profiles. The result is
a form of overlay network that provides useful information to any
agent starting a search operation.

A case study from the business domain, specifically the call cen-
tre sector, is used to evaluate the technique and generate quantifi-
able outcomes. The subject of our case-study is the call allocation
process—that is how to select the appropriate handler for a call,
being essentially a kind of resource discovery problem. Synthetic
and empirical data-sets allow us to make useful comparisons with
a commercial simulator and with the metrics generated by a real
world call centre, while at the same time providing supporting evi-
dence for general results for low-cost resource discovery.

The remainder of this paper is laid out as follows: Section 2
discusses other work related with agent discovery and pairing and
Section 3 provides the motivation for our work. In Section 4, we
describe the proposed system architecture in detail and in Section 5,
we present the case study that we used to validate our theory. In
Section 6, we discuss our findings and finally end this paper with
our conclusions and future vision in Section 7.



2. RELATED WORK
Service discovery mechanisms are necessarily closely related to

the type of networks used. For example unstructured systems char-
acterised by a loose architecture where agent-peers can join, leave
or fail at any point are much more resilient, flexible and scalable
but have high communication costs during a random search. Our
work focuses on such networks and attempts to improve the ran-
dom search process by employing a probabilistic model. In contrast
structured systems hold information about services fixed on certain
nodes and use techniques such as distributed hash tables (DHT) [2]
for service discovery but suffer from scalability issues.

Common mechanisms encountered in the service discovery lit-
erature are agent matchmaking, gossip-based protocols and prob-
abilistic search. Agent matchmaking [20] can be classified into
(i) centralised using market bidding mechanisms [19] [18] [16],
(ii) centralised but using a middle agent or broker [10] [5], (iii) and
fully decentralised where agents use local information to form clus-
ters and randomly find useful pairs [13]. The main disadvantages
of centralised mechanisms when applied to large scale systems are
scalability, robustness and flexible dynamic behaviour. A decen-
tralised matchmaker design is typically preferable and can poten-
tially benefit from a probabilistic approach, as we will shortly demon-
strate.

Gossip-based mechanisms are based on probabilistic flooding
where an agent sends messages to a certain percentage of its neigh-
bours that it believes they are available [14] [4]. Part of the gossip-
ing approach is the random search of agents which we believe can
be improved in a specific problem domain by employing a proba-
bilistic model that utilises any data available.

Probabilistic techniques that have been previously investigated
within the context of resource discovery in sensor networks [15,
3] or object searching in peer-to-peer networks [17, 6] seem to
offer some of the characteristics we seek. The models employed
often use network level information and observations from previ-
ous searches to inform the discovery process. The key difference
with our work is the use of domain-specific data that allows the dis-
covery of relevant, useful agents while maintaining reduced com-
munication costs. Our objective is to allow agents to discover the
best pair possible in order to coordinate towards optimal collective
performance. Agent discovery in an application context requires
specific problem knowledge which is why we have to ground our
experiments in a particular domain in order to demonstrate its ef-
fect.

3. BACKGROUND AND MOTIVATION
The past few decades have seen rising consumer demands for

more competitive products and services and have increased the need
for a more flexible and adaptive business operating model. For
many businesses, existing software systems fail to adapt and evolve
rapidly while the complexity of their management is becoming a
limiting factor in further growth. In an effort to solve these prob-
lems business managers choose the reductionist approach; essen-
tially reducing the number of products and services offered or even
the size of their customer base under the mantra of focusing on
“core business”. The desired outcome of this approach is to sim-
plify the processes and systems in place—however reduced perfor-
mance and profits can also result.

One of the aims of this work is to use the multi-agent paradigm
to tackle these challenges and develop software solutions that can
operate in highly dynamic environments. Our long term goal is the
development of business agent societies which can be characterised
by the following: (i) open, scalable and heterogeneous, (ii) fully

decentralised and autonomous, (iii) distributed across different ge-
ographical locations and areas of the business, (iv) constrained by
business rules and policies.

A typical model for these systems consists of service providers
and service consumers. In an agent society with the aforementioned
characteristics the consumer will attempt to locate the provider with-
out having any prior knowledge of location or global system state.
Consumers are self-interested and need to discover and pair with a
suitable provider so that they can get optimum returns from their
specific utility function. The society can be seen as a large search
space that contains a great number of provider-consumer pair com-
binations but with only a few satisfying business constraints and
delivering optimum performance. From this perspective the prob-
lem is that of optimisation: essentially, how to find the best pair
possible with the minimum number of messages. We believe that
“best” is not always necessary and for many application domains a
“good enough” solution can be adequate as long as the response is
timely and overheads are low.

4. SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE
This section describes the system architecture for the model used

in this study. In the absence of a central control regime we have an
heterogeneous society of agents that are fully connected with each
other. Agents can join and leave the society over time without sig-
nificantly affecting processes in place or other interactions. In gen-
eral the model consists of service consumers and service providers
however this does not necessarily imply that a single agent can-
not be both or either at different times. Depending on the prob-
lem domain agents could potentially change role in response to a
changing environment. This dual nature of agents is not part of
our investigation but it is something we intend to explore in future
work. In a provider-consumer society, we are always going to have
consumers searching the network for providers which will result
in a successful pairing that enables the completion of an agent’s
individual goals. Nevertheless this one-sided view might limit the
effectiveness of the discovery algorithm and there is no reason that
a provider to consumer search would not also work.

One of the fundamental elements of our design is the use of
agent-local memory to store useful information such as member
addresses, cluster formations, skill distribution or agent availabil-
ity. Each agent has two types of memory, long term and short term
that are used for different purposes. Long term memory is simply
a kind of cache with all the unique identifiers of agents keyed by
type or skill and used for searching relevant areas of the network.
New or disconnected members are respectively added or removed
from this list over time. Short term memory is used during the dis-
covery process to store the recently visited members and cleared
when the search terminates. Elements in the short-term memory
are ranked by fitness where fitness can be defined as the result of
a utility function that relates a given pair of agents. An internal
mechanism ensures that the two types of memory are synchronised
and updated at the same time when a message arrives with agent
membership information.

The model uses a form of a semantic overlay network of skill-
based clusters that are updated every time a new agent joins. We
use a tagging mechanism like that proposed by Holland [9] where
agents are tagged based on their type and grouped in clusters. The
clusters allow agents to limit their search and target specific areas
of the network without wasting time or messages. There is no limi-
tation to the number of clusters an agent can belong to, since cluster
membership depends solely on the number of services that an agent
can provide.

There are certain key processes that do not change from one
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problem domain to another and which we explain in detail below.
The messages used in the model can be seen next to each process.
Messages have four fields: the sender, the recipient, the subject,
and any useful data.

A. Introduction Process [PING]

A new provider or consumer joining the society follows an in-
troduction procedure. On initialisation it will receive a list of
all members of the society and start sending Ping messages in
random order to all other agents; in essence announcing its exis-
tence. The messages sent contain information that describe the
sender and is used by the recipients to classify the new agent.
Existing members will examine the information received – spe-
cific to a problem domain – and decide if the new agent would
be useful to store in local memory or not. Information such as
the type of an agent or availability are some examples. If the
type of a new member indicates a useful future pairing then its
unique identifier and all related information get stored in lo-
cal memory, otherwise it is discarded. For example a service
provider who does not have the required skills to provide a ser-
vice at this current time to a customer agent would not be added
in local memory. This process is similar to an agent naming
service however we wish to maintain the lack of any dependen-
cies on centralised control systems and structures. It is required
to work in a very dynamic environment where agents join and
leave all the time. Incorrect information about the clusters does
not stop the system operating however it does have an impact
on performance because of the limited visibility of the agents.

B. Disconnection Process [DISCONNECT]

A consumer agent disconnects from the network when it has
accomplished its tasks while a provider disconnects when it is
time for a break or the end of the working shift. In the case of
host migration the agent will have to inform the other agents
with an alternative message and thus separate the two distinct
events. The disconnection process is simple and requires a min-
imal Disconnect message that is sent to cluster members only.
This message does not obstruct or halt any current activity but
only updates local memories. If a host fails then it is obvious
that one or more agents will suddenly disconnect and, as a re-
sult, the necessary updates will not be performed. This will
only result in temporary delays in the discovery process but un-
der any circumstances stop currently active processes.

C. Discovery Process [QUERY / QUERYHIT / QUERYREJECT]

The specific requirements of a particular problem domain will
ultimately dictate how agents behave. When an agent – either
consumer or provider – decides to search the skill clusters for
candidate pairs it first checks long term memory. As previously
mentioned, skill clusters are stored in long term memory and
provide the addresses of any connected agent. Specific tasks re-
quire specific skills and thus a search on a single cluster. From a
list of potential addresses in the cluster one is picked randomly
and a Query message sent to it. The message might contain
data and that again depends on the specific problem. For ev-
ery Query message a hop counter is incremented to track the
number of messages sent. The hop counter is compared to the
number of agents that are of interest for a future pairing and the
process ultimately stops once that number is reached. There
can only be two outcomes from this message:

• QueryHit: The Query has been successful and the recip-
ient replies to the sender with (domain-specific) informa-
tion such as waiting time or level of importance. At that

point any information sent along with the agent address
are stored in short term memory and supplied to the prob-
abilistic decision engine. The result of the decision engine
is the probability that a subsequent Query will return a
better result. If that probability is very low then the agent
will stop the search and select the highest ranking agent
from short term memory for an Offer. If the probability is
high then the search will continue.

• QueryReject: If the recipient has already formed a pair
with someone else or is ready to disconnect from the net-
work then it will send a QueryReject reply. On receipt
of the reply the originator of this sequence of events will
remove the address from short term memory and check
if there is anyone else in the list in order to continue the
search.

D. Pairing Process [OFFER / ACCEPT / REJECT]

When the decision engine returns with a small probability that
the next hop will produce a better pair the search process is
stopped and an Offer message is sent to the highest ranking
agent. The recipient will either Accept that offer or Reject it.
We have experimented briefly with a model where offers were
not immediately accepted but rather the receiving agent waited
a bit more to see if something better arrives. In this case over-
all system performance dropped because waiting time was in-
creased and good offers were used by other agents.

4.1 Probabilistic Discovery and Pairing
In the decision engine described previously, each agent continu-

ously updates its belief about the state of the world around it, using
the messages it receives from other agents. This set of beliefs is
then used by each agent when searching for a good pair, in order to
estimate whether it is worth continuing the search, or whether fur-
ther searching is unlikely to produce a better match. This model en-
ables the agent to make an informed choice, by estimating whether
the next hop is likely to provide a more suitable pair than the best
one it has found so far. The updating of local beliefs is based on a
Bayesian framework. Each agent starts off with a prior belief about
the state of the system around it which is currently the same for all
agents of a given type but as all calculations are purely local, these
could easily be made to change from agent to agent. This prior be-
lief is then updated by the agent based on the messages it receives,
to give a posterior distribution on the state of the relevant part of
the system. As the agent receives more and more information, its
probabilistic model reflects the world around it more and more ac-
curately. This updating of prior (before the data) to posterior (after
the data) beliefs occurs in a very specific way, according to Bayes’
rule:

P (H | D) =
P (D | H)P (H)

P (D)

where D is the observed data and H is the particular hypothesis
being tested by the agent. The prior probability P(H) represents
the agent’s prior belief in the hypothesis before seeing any data.
The model evidence P(D H) reflects how well a particular hypothe-
sis predicts the data, and the evidence P(D) provides normalisation
over all hypotheses. We can see that if we have two hypotheses
with equal priors, the hypothesis that predicts the data more ac-
curately will end up with the highest posterior probability, as we
would expect.

Suppose that an agent society has one provider and a number
of consumers. We also assume that the provider is ready to serve
a consumer, and wants to serve the most suitable of the available
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consumers. Rather than perform an exhaustive search by sending
and receiving messages to all consumers, this provider can use its
model of the distribution of consumer types to poll a subset of con-
sumers. This provider’s initial estimate of the distribution of con-
sumer types is necessarily imprecise, but as more consumers are
polled, the accuracy of this estimate improves. This estimate com-
bined with the knowledge of the best consumer seen so far, enables
the provider to stop any further hops once it believes, that the proba-
bility of the next hop returning a better match than the best one seen
so far is sufficiently low. Two main assumptions are required in or-
der to specify this probabilistic inference process fully. The first is
the agent’s prior belief in the state of the system. This should be as
broad a prior as possible if the state of the system can be variable,
but may be as informative as desired if the system is more static,
and a reasonable guess can be made as to its state without polling
many consumers. In this implementation each agent resets its belief
each time it goes through a new process of pair discovery. How-
ever in a more static environment agents could quite easily retain
some information from any previous search and incorporate this
into the prior for the next search. The second parameter required
is the probability threshold at which each agent stops performing
any further hops, and stays with the best pairing found up to that
point. This threshold is defined initially at a low level and adjusted
accordingly after experimentation with the specific problem. Af-
ter each hop the agent evaluates the probability that the next hop
will return a better solution than the best it has encountered so far.
If this probability falls below the threshold searching is terminated
and the best solution encountered is selected.

In order to use the probabilistic engine across different domains
it is necessary to mine useful information from the data during an
initial modelling exercise. The mechanism requires domain knowl-
edge not necessarily expert but sufficient to make useful observa-
tions from the data which can be used by the bayesian inference
model. For example across many domains one could use the type
of service required and estimate a distribution of consumers wait-
ing in a queue. The question that arises is if this modelling process
could become part of the intelligence of an agent however for this
study we rely on the modeller.

4.2 Random and Tabu Mechanisms
Given the probabilistic orientation of our research, we have also

investigated two other approaches that have produced interesting
outcomes. We have experimented with a completely random dis-
covery process where the agent randomly hops from one node to
another and decides to stop at random also. Every agent has a given
probability of stopping the search after each hop—this is a hyper-
geometric distribution of the number of hops. When the search is
complete short term memory is used to rank the visited agents and
make an offer in exactly the same way as with the probabilistic
approach. Although there is complete lack of control in the sys-
tem, experiments conducted with our case study demonstrate inter-
esting results that we briefly discuss in a later section. The other
obvious technique is tabu pairing where the agent decides to pair
with the first potential candidate. A single Offer message is sent
and the candidate added in short term memory. If a rejection is
received the next candidate will be contacted until the list is ex-
hausted. Our aim with these mechanisms is to explore fully the
potential of our design and produce comparisons with the Bayesian
model that demonstrate its effectiveness.

5. CALL CENTRE CASE STUDY
Call centres are fundamental to the operation of numerous large

organisations, emergency and government agencies and all types

of customer service providers [7]. Call centre management and
critical aspects of it such as the call routing process which we fo-
cus on in this paper, are becoming increasingly complicated for the
same reasons mentioned in our motivation section. The term ‘call-
routing’ is probably most commonly associated with telecommu-
nications networks, where the task is to avoid hot-spot creation,
maximise throughput and minimise latency. However call-routing
in call centres is a somewhat different problem that is closer to
distributed resource discovery and allocation. Conventional im-
plementations of call-routing in call centres are tightly controlled,
centralised systems of asynchronous components, where all the
decision-making is embedded in a single element—the call router—
that communicates with the call-handlers (typically known as agents
in the call-centre literature: here we use the term “handler” to alle-
viate confusion with the term (software) agent).

It is important to note that our aim with this first study is not nec-
essarily to improve the performance of any of the current call rout-
ing algorithms but to demonstrate that a multi-agent system can be
adopted effectively in this sector. One of the potential benefits of a
decentralised architecture based on agents which can deliver sim-
ilar performance with current solutions is reduced telephony and
maintenance costs. Instead of using a central server that operates
in a similar manner with a centralised matchmaker, agents spawned
by the customers on mobile or fixed lines would locate the call han-
dlers directly by employing a probabilistic discovery protocol over
a peer to peer network. The same base technology could offer im-
proved simulation capabilities and the evaluation of alternative op-
eration models or allow the interconnection of other areas of the
business with the call centre.

5.1 A Multi-Agent Approach to Call Routing
During the call routing process a call arrives from the telecom-

munications network and is ready for allocation by the ‘Automatic
Call Distributor’ (ACD). The ACD processes a set of business rules
which determine which call has the highest priority such as the call
type or skill, as it is usually referred to in this sector. Another
parameter used is handler availability, the resources waiting the
longest without work will be at the top of the allocation list ex-
cluding those on breaks. A new call is inserted into a queue of calls
that are ordered by waiting time and skill priority and when a new
resource becomes available the ACD gets notified and begins the
allocation process. Customers who wait too long terminate their
link with the ACD and their call gets registered as abandoned and
removed from the queue. We address the call routing process from
a MAS perspective and adopt agents in representing the key ele-
ments of it. We have developed a conceptual model of the call cen-
tre for our simulations which consists of: (i) the Call Centre, (ii) the
Handlers, (iii) the Calls which contain customer information, skill
required and time of arrival, (iv) the Skills which are the different
types of call a handler can process, (v) and finally the Skill Groups
which are groups of skills call handlers can have; an insurance skill
group may consist of motor, home and pet insurance.

For the call allocation process we further developed a multi-
agent model based on the concepts described above and where
agent Handlers use a probabilistic mechanism to discover Call agents
that have been waiting the longest and have the highest skill prior-
ity. A significant difference between our model and the standard
industry algorithm, is the allocation of calls to any handler irrespec-
tive of whether they are the longest waiting. For each customer to
be serviced, we spawn a Call agent. Any useful information such
as time of arrival in the system, type of service required or cus-
tomer details are contained within the Call—this is (some of) the
domain-specific data. For simulation purposes we model the aban-
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donment behaviour of customers using a patience-time model. We
have implemented this model based on the exponential distribution
[11], that is recognised as appropriate for this kind of simulation
delay. For each call that joins the network we generate randomised
abandonment times using the formula:

Time in seconds = (log(1− r)− σ)

where r is a random number between 0 and 1 and σ is the average
patience time. The same model is considered suitable to generate
the handling times of agent handlers. With Calls being defined as
agents in the system, queueing is resolved and managed by the Call
itself. The core processes of the Handler and Call are explained in
Figure 1.

We have implemented an agent-based discrete event simulator
to create the agent network required for our call centre simula-
tions. The simulator mimics the characteristics of the Cougaar
[8] agent platform in the use of plug-in components—rather than
behaviours—to program agent actions and the use of a blackboard-
like publish and subscribe mechanism—rather than messaging. The
blackboard encourages the use of events for agent interaction and
is the primary mechanism for state management and message ex-
change. In a similar manner our simulator uses events such as the
arrival of a new call, or a QueryHit to activate agents and a black-
board mechanism to send messages1. For simulation purposes, the
model required a Time update message to wake up every agent and
trigger new activity.

The simulation begins by loading a call centre model following
that defined earlier and initialising the Handlers with shift data.
Calls are randomly generated using a predefined call density per
interval in a day and added in a list ordered by time of arrival. On
every tick a call is removed from the list and a new agent injected
into the system with the relevant call information. Time updates
are subsequently sent with the time of arrival of the new call and
the simulation runs.

5.2 Bayesian Model for Call Discovery
In this implementation all Handler agents actively maintain a

simple Bayesian model of their immediate environment and use it
for optimising the call discovery process. More specifically, this
search is halted when the estimated probability that the next hop
would return a better call than the best one seen so far falls below a
threshold of 30%, a percentage that we consistently used through-
out our experiments after initial testing. A Handler agent needs to
track both the distribution of skills and the distribution of waiting
times for each skill to get a reasonable picture of the world around
it.

5.2.1 Estimate of Call Distribution By Skill
For NS skills, the distribution of waiting calls by skill can be de-

scribed by a categorical distribution, so that for skills S1 to SNS

the probability of a call in the queue being of a particular call type

is Pi, where
NS∑
i=1

Pi = 1. An agent needs to estimate this distribu-

tion using the observed number of calls ni for all skills. Assuming

1This apparently curious approach demands a brief explanation:
we developed our own simulator primarily for speed of prototyp-
ing. Earlier simulations had been constructed directly in Cougaar,
but turn-around time and some concerns about the long-term via-
bility of Cougaar led us to the temporary pragmatic solution de-
scribed, where the style of agent programming and communication
follows the event-driven model that characterises Cougaar, with the
aim of returning to the Cougaar framework in due course.

Handler Agent
1. Initialise: The agent is initialised with shift information

and a list of all members of the network.
2. Ping: The agent sends Ping messages to everyone as part

of the introduction process. As service providers and con-
sumers can be effectively both we allow all agents to fol-
low this procedure although the information is not used at
this stage.

3. Hop: The agent checks current availability using local
time and shift information. If there is no break, then it
checks the list of available Calls in skill clusters that can
be serviced. From the list of Calls and skill clusters one
is randomly selected and a Query message sent and the
short term memory is initialised.

4. Query Hit/Query Reject: If the recipient Call is avail-
able and has not abandoned or received an offer already it
replies with either a QueryHit message that contains the
waiting time, or a QueryReject. On a QueryHit reply the
Handler adds the Call in short term memory and uses the
Bayesian inference engine to decide if a further hop is
required. If the probability is low then the discovery pro-
cess ends and an Offer message sent to the Call that has
been waiting the longest and has the highest skill priority.
Otherwise the search continues until the list of Calls is
depleted or the probability of a better pair gets lower than
the system defined threshold.

5. On Accept: If the recipient Call is still active and ready
for handling it replies with an Accept message. The reply
triggers the handling process which requires the Handler
to make a direct connection with the customer and start
providing a service.

6. Call Disconnect: If a Call disconnects a CallDisconnect
message is received and the agents unique address re-
moved from long term memory.

Call Agent
1. Initialise: The agent is initialised with customer details,

skill priority and time of arrival.
2. Ping: Once again Ping messages are sent to every mem-

ber of the society containing skill(s) (required) and time
of arrival.

3. Query: When a Query is received the local time and of-
fers from other agents are tested and on success a reply
with a QueryHit posted, otherwise a QueryReject.

4. Offer: If an Offer is made and the agent is still active an
OfferAccept is sent as a reply otherwise an OfferReject.

5. Abandon: When customer patience has reached the limit
the Call abandons and the disconnection process begins
by sending CallDisconnect messages to the society.

6. Call Disconnect: Same process as with the Handler
above.

Figure 1: Process descriptions for Handler and Call agents

a conjugate Dirichlet distribution on the agent’s prior belief and us-
ing a non-informative Jeffrey’s prior, we can write the mean prior
estimate P(Si) for Pi as:

P (Si) =
1

NS

And the mean posterior estimate where N is the total number of
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calls observed as:

P (Si) =
ni + 1

2

N + NS
2

This flat prior across the categories could be potentially tailored
more accurately if the distribution of skills was known up-front to
be non-uniformly distributed.

5.2.2 Estimate of Call Distribution By Waiting Time
An estimate for the mean call waiting time is calculated by each

Handler agent, for each skill of interest. We follow the common
assumption that call waiting times are modelled by an exponential
distribution which holds for certain theoretical call centre models.
To get an estimate of the mean call time we use a quick short-cut
rather than the more rigorous full conjugate distribution formula-
tion (usually using an Inverse Gamma conjugate prior).

Our estimate for the mean posterior waiting time is:

tEST =

t0 +
ND∑
j=1

ti

ND + 1

Where ND is the total number of observed data points. This formu-
lation implies a prior waiting time estimate t0. As we are assuming
an exponential distribution of waiting times, the probability that the
waiting time t of the next Call agent has been waiting longer than
the waiting time tB of the longest Call visited so far is given by:

P (t > tB) =

∫ ∞
tB

P (t|tEST ) dt =

∫ ∞
tB

1

tEST
e
− t

tEST dt

= e
− tB

tEST

5.2.3 Estimating The Probability of a Better Call
We can now calculate the probability Pnext that the next Call

queried will be better than the best Call seen so far, by combining
the probabilities of both the different skills and waiting times:

Pnext = P (SPnext > SPB)

+P (SPnext = SPB)

∗P (tnext = tSPB
B )

This is the probability that either the skill priority SPnext of the
next call is of a higher priority than the highest seen so far SPB or
that the skill priority will be equal to the best seen so far SPB and
the call waiting time tnext will be higher than the best seen so far
for that skill type. This estimate can then be directly compared to a
threshold value to make a decision about the next action.

5.3 Experiments
For validation purposes we conducted a number of simulation

experiments with different scales and using synthetic, and empiri-
cal data provided by our sponsor 2. We compared the performance
of the two solutions with that of an industry-standard call centre
simulator from our sponsor called Call Centre Workshop (CCW)
and actual data provided by one of our clients. CCW is a com-
mercial product used by a significant number of clients from the
software, retail, banking, insurance and mobile phone sectors. It is
a discrete event simulator which allows users to easily set-up call
centre models and alternative routing algorithms. For our experi-
ments we used a set of performance metrics to validate and com-
pare the results that are common in this industry. For space econ-
omy reasons we are only presenting Service Level (SL%) which
2CACI Ltd. http://www.caci.co.uk

is the percentage of calls answered within a business-specific time
frame. This time frame is called Telephone Service Factor (TSF)
and is usually in the range of 20-30 seconds. SL% can be used to
measure intra-day, daily and weekly performance and is normally
defined as:

SL% =
Calls Answered before TSF

Calls Answered + Calls Abandoned
× 100

We also track the total number of messages required for agent
discovery—that is, a handler discovering a call. The comparison
plots presented in a later section use SL% and message count per
interval to measure efficiency in terms of business performance and
communication costs. We compare the Bayesian inference model
against the standard approach with results from CCW and other
techniques such as random, tabu and exhaustive. Our aim is to find
the upper and lower limits of the call allocation space and under-
stand where the probabilistic mechanism stands. The exhaustive
search goes through every Call agent available and as expected this
requires the most messages. The tabu search should be at the lower
limits of the search using only one message per call and our expec-
tation with the random and probabilistic techniques is to be some-
where in the middle.

Table 1: Synthetic Model (5 skills, 50 handlers, 7720 calls)

Skills TSF
(secs)

Priority AHT
(secs)

APT
(secs)

LOANS 20 1 240 180
MORTGAGES 20 2 240 180
PET INSURANCE 20 2 180 180
MOTOR INSURANCE 20 3 240 180
CREDIT CARD 20 1 240 180

For the first experiment we created a synthetic dataset with the
aim of testing the agent prototype and allowing all different scenar-
ios to be handled by the agents. The attributes of the model used
are summarised in table 1 where (AHT) is Average Handle Time
and (APT) Average Patience Time. We run that model for all the
different discovery mechanisms and for 10 iterations. During the
second phase of the experimentation process we used real customer
data. The call centre selected for our experiments is part of one of
the UK’s leading mobile phone retailers. The client provided us
with actual data from one of their main call centres which we use
to simulate one day with 560 Handlers, 43,365 incoming calls and
13 different skills. Calls received are considered to be within SL%
if they have been answered within 20 seconds from the time of
arrival. Skill handling times – time it take to handle a call – were
varied through the day, while customer patience time is drawn from
an exponential distribution with a mean value of 180 seconds. For
the purpose of this work we set-up a very simple call routing model
with no skill priorities and a direct mapping of skills to skill groups.
We then loaded the data mentioned above into the agent model and
executed the simulation only for 5 runs due to the time it takes to
execute the simulation for each of the discovery mechanisms. We
compared our results with the actual SL% values which the client’s
resource planning team calculated after collecting all the raw data
stored for that day in the ACD database.

6. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Below we present comparisons with the metrics produced from

our experiments. The graphs in figure 2 show changes in SL%
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throughout the day as well as query counts for every Call agent dis-
covered. As anticipated the synthetic model is over-stretched and
agents can hardly cope with the workload. The overall variance in
SL% between CCW and the different discovery mechanisms is be-
tween 1%-4%. More specifically the probabilistic approach has an
average of 46% throughout the day when CCW has 49.5%, random
has 45% and finally tabu and exhaustive searches are almost identi-
cal at 49%. The significant difference however is in the number of
messages. The probabilistic approach requires an average of 300
queries through the day to deliver 46% when exhaustive is at the
upper end with 1800 queries on average, random 640 and tabu 310.
We believe these results demonstrate that the probabilistic search is
efficient while allowing agents to find suitable pairs and contribute
towards good global performance.

Figure 2: Service Level and Message Count comparisons for
synthetic and empirical data experiments.

The real call centre experiments with an actual average SL%
through the day of 64% are of greater scale and complexity and
show a lot more promise for the probabilistic mechanism. In this
instance the agent prototype that uses the probabilistic search per-
forms at 77% compared to 73% tabu, 76% random and 72% ex-
haustive. For this study these results are far more important because
we are using actual figures from a real world call centre rather than
artificially devising the skill sets, the handling times or the num-
ber of incoming calls as we did in the earlier synthetic test. There
is an important variation of 8%-13% here in performance between
actuals and the agent models which can be explained by the differ-
ent algorithm used for the call allocation process however the two
systems follow the same trend. In one case the actual system is
assigning calls to the longest available handler using a Router and
in the other agent Handlers make an informed decision as to which
Call to handle. The total number of query messages required on av-
erage per run are: 40,000 for probabilistic, 41,500 for tabu, 54,000
for random and 102,000 for exhaustive.

We notice that the difference in the number of query messages
between the bayesian approach and tabu is greater when using the
actual data model rather than the earlier synthetic test. Tabu al-
though effective does not scale as well as the probabilistic mech-
anism because of discovery conflicts. During tabu all Handlers
attempt to handle the same call by choosing an identical candidate
from their list and ignore other potentially good pairs. When one
of them succeeds the rest start again but once more target the same
Call agent. This process repeats until all Calls are handled but is
wasteful in terms of queries required. The random discovery is
not as effective as the Bayesian model either; this result was as
we anticipated. The Handlers do not use any information gathered
while hopping from one Call to another and just randomly stop at
a specific point in time. Nevertheless the technique performs much
better than we thought it would and proves that random policies can
be equally effective as a much more controlled design.

The results presented in this section confirm that the multi-agent
prototypes developed are effective and inspire us to further experi-
mentation. Below we provide a summary of our findings:

• We have shown that a decentralised multi-agent system that
uses a probabilistic discovery and pairing mechanism can be
applied effectively and shows comparable performance with
standard centralised designs. Sometimes it is possible to out-
perform exhaustive search by employing a Bayesian infer-
ence model that can inform decisions. When compared to
other techniques such as an exhaustive search, random walk
or tabu allocation it shows similar or better performance but
with significantly less communication overheads.

• Our solution is simple in principle and efficiently handles
task prioritisation and queueing without the use of an agent-
mediator or super nodes. Instead it relies on active Consumer
/ Work / Task agents that can self-manage. The system can
host as many types of Consumers as desired without affect-
ing the basic model and discovery process.

• We have demonstrated that it is not necessary to have an ar-
chitecture with any centralised control structures in place that
will dictate how the system operates. Our model has a degree
of randomness which allows it to search more efficiently for
good pairs of agents that will deliver reasonable performance
and follows much more relaxed design principles.

• Finally we have shown that a multi-agent architecture can
be used effectively to manage a business process with a real
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world example from the call centre industry. Agent Handlers
are capable of discovering customer Calls that join the net-
work while trying to adhere to business rules governing skill
priority and customer waiting time.

7. CONCLUSIONS
We have described a probabilistic discovery and pairing mecha-

nism in which service providers or consumers use available domain-
specific data to calculate the probability that the next agent in the
search will result in a better match. With lack of global control and
by using local information we have shown how agents can inform
their decision making by updating a Bayesian inference model. In
order to demonstrate the efficiency of the probabilistic mechanism
we have applied our ideas to the business domain in the context of
call centres. We have developed a decentralised multi-agent pro-
totype to address the call allocation problem and run simulation
experiments with synthetic and empirical data. Results show that
our approach is at least as effective, when measured by QoS, as
current centralised approaches. When compared to multicasting or
random walk techniques it demonstrates reduced communication
overheads. Agents learn from their observations while hopping and
with relatively little messaging manage to discover suitable pairs.
Potentially, gossip-based or distributed matchmaking mechanisms
that require an initial random search could also benefit from the
technique we have outlined.

Future work involves further exploration of the model and its
usage in other application domains. We wish to experiment with
problems where there is a high number of disconnected and failed
agents and measure their impact on the discovery mechanism. An-
other aspect of this research that interests us is geographical loca-
tion of agents and how a probabilistic search can use such infor-
mation to improve pairing. We also plan to improve the Bayesian
model using more rigorous conjugate distributions to represent the
agent beliefs which would provide a better starting point for the
discovery process. Finally we would like to investigate alternative
topologies such as scale-free or small-worlds networks and exper-
imentally evaluate designs where Providers and Consumers both
search for each other simultaneously.
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